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Abstract

This thesis examines the use of remorc sensing techniques for the investigation and monitoring
of geothermal areas in the Taupo volcanic zone of New Zealand. The research and
development of a helicopter-borne video thermal infrarcd scanner technique and associated
computer image processing methods constitutes the major portion of this study. In addition,
preliminary results are presented from a related shallow ground temperature sftdy conducted
to investigate diurnal, seasonal and meteorological effects on temperatures in active thermal
ground and results from a Fecursory assessment of SPor-l satellite multispectral imagery
obtained over the waiotapu Geothermal Field for detecting, identifying and mapping
characteristic geotherrnal surface features are also reported.

The initial conduct of nvo video thermal IR scanner test surveys, one using an Inframetrics
525 over portions of the Rotorua Geothermal Field, the other using a FLIR 1000A over
portions of the Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Fiel4 demonstrated that imagery useful for basic
geothermal feature mapping could be obtained in the late summer to early autumn period.
sunreying during the hours around dusk was shown to be appropriate. Experimentation
established instrument operating settings and defined nominal survey parameters. The real-
time video imagery format proved useful as an aid to navigation and as a check on prcper
instrument set-up and operation- The helicopter plaform provided valuable manoeuvrability
and control' The results obtained from these trvo initial surveys aided development of survey
design and conduct methodology.

The video imagery obtained with both the Inframetrics and FLIR scanners was compatible
with New Zealand's PAL standard- Visual TV-VCR inspection of the IR imagery allowed
easy identification of a range of nanual thermal features. Identification of cultural feanues
aided location of the thermal anomalies. The Inframetrics imagery suffered from serious
banding and other minor problems. The FLIR imagery was of a generally higher quality,
though it exhibited problcms.

The fundamental ability to digitize images fiom the videotapes and apply powerful computer
image processing techniques to aid interpretation and analysis was demonstrated. A
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methodology forpre-processing and enhancing the digitizedlnframetrics andFLIR images was
developed. Application of these image processing techniques brought out detail unavailable
in the grey-level imagery and greatly increased interpretation ability.

The demonstrated success of the first two test surveys led to the conduct of the first known
large-scale video thermal IR scanner surveys of geothermal fields. Most details of the first
of these ate confidential (at the client's request). A complete range of geothermal features
was detected and easily recognised and their distribution estabtished thus provid.ing a much
more detailed map of the geothermal activity than was previously available. The successful
results attained confirmed the survey design and conduct methodology used-

The serond and largest survey covered the entire Rotorua Geothermal Field (lg kmr).
Imagery was obtained with both the Inframetrics and FLIR IR scanners and a visible
wavelength video camera. Extensive ground control measgrements were made. This
comprehensive survey of geothermal activity established a baseline from which change can
be monitored The survey identified large scale seepage and submerged thermal input into
Lake Rotorua which may be the source of known missing chloride. The fint geothermal
surface feature changes were identified, thus demonstrating the usefulness of the method for
monitoring change- Pretiminary image temperature calibration results were obtained and a
procedure for constructing visible wavelengh-thermal IR composite images was developed.
The positive results demonstrated by this survey have led to the helicopter-borne video thermal
IR technique being adopted for major geothermal fearure mapping and monitoring progmmmes
in New Tnaland.

Preliminary assessment of the high spatial resolution (20 m) SpOT-l multispecral imagery
of the Waiotapu Geothermal Field. showed that the larger geothermal surface features can be
detected and identified on a contrast stretched, 3-band colour composite image.

A shallow (< 1 m depth) ground temperature measur€ment site was established in an area
extending from very acdve to near ambient cond.itions. Preliminary results show that
temperature variations rangrng from l-19 oC can occur in the most acdve grcund. These
temperaturo variations exhibit a strong negative correlation with aunospheric prcss111e changes
and can introduce large, unexpected inaccuracies in ground temperature measruements.
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Chapter I

Introduction

whosoever slnll entertain high and vapo\rous imaginatiorrs, instead
of a labofuiow and sober inquiry of truth, shail-beget hopes and
beliefs of strange and impossibte shapes.

F.rancis Bacon

1.1 Introduction

Until 1973, the availability of low-cost energy had been taken for granted in the developed

countries of the world. However, with the quintupling of world oil prices and the restriction
of oil supplies which occurred at that dme, the vulnerabiliry arising from significant

dependence upon foreign energy supply became painfirlly clear. Consequently, a world-wide
interest in the search for and development of ind.igenous alternative energy sources was
generated- Geothermal energy provides one such important alternative.

The general close association of intense geothermal activity with the earth,s tectonic plate

boundaries has resulted in a world-wide distribution which makes it an important alternative

energy option for many of the developing, as well as developed" nations. Since geothermal

energy was first used to generate electricity by Italy in 1904, the associated technology has

developed to the stage where the resource can now provide an extremely reliable and

economic means to both generate electricity and be utilised for such non-electrical purposes

as industrial processing, domestic heating and cooling, etc. (Goodman and love, l9g0;
Gudmundsson, 1985). Although the earliest large-scale geothermal energy use was made by

the more developed countries, especially Italy, New Tnaland, the United States and lceland,
the training and aid programmes which they have provided in the past decade have resulted
in the identification and development of geothermal resources in a large number of the

developing narions (GRC, 1990; Dipippo, l9g5; Gudmundsson, l9g5).
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In 1980, geothermal resources werc being investigated anilor developed by more than g0

countries (Goodman and Love, 1980). Although a substantial reduction in geothermal (and

petroleum) exploration has resulted from the large decrease in intemational oil prices which
has occurred since 1982 (Alcaraz et al., 1989), investigation and development are still
proceeding on a world-wide basis, albeit at much reduced levels. From l9g0 to 1990,

geothermal electricity generating capacity increased by more than l75vo. from 2ll0 Mw"
(subscript 'e' denotes electrical equivalent as opposed to thermal heat content denoted by
subscript 't') to 5825 Mw", with an impressive growth in development occurring in the Thfud

World countries (DiPippo, 1985; GRC, 1990). In 1990, non-electrical geothermal usage

exceeded 7200 MWr (Gudmundsson, 1985; GRC, 1990). Thus, the estimated total world-wide
geothermal use in 1990 was equivalent to about 78 million barrels of oil per year. The
suggestion that present low oil prices, reduced exploration and production, and increased

consumption of oil will lead to another crisis in the mid-lg0's (Otte, 1986) and the political
insability in the Middle East, as evinced by the Iranian Revolution, the Iraq-Iran war and the
recent Gulf War, strongly argue for development of indigenous enorgy resources. Thus, a

continuing, and increased, world-wide use of geothermal resources appears certain.

During the past 35 years, an extensive assemblage of geologlcal, geophysical and geochemical
!rdJ

techniques Dave been developed and successfully applied to identify, investigate and monitor
geothermal areas (Hunt, 1989; Hochstein, 1982b; Lumb, l98l). However, there still remains

wide scope for the application of new methods such as those afforded by the remote sensing

of reflected and emitted electromagnetic radiation. A survey of the published literature
(chapter 2) shows that while there continues to be considerable research effort directed
towards the application of r€mote sensing methods for mineral exploration and related

disciplines, $eothermal studies continue to be sporadic and generally neglected. Most of the
geothermal remots sensing applications have been concerned with detection of surface thermal
anomalies for use in the initial reconnaissance and exploration phases of geothermal

investigations or with identification of the existence of geothermal fields and localized areas

of thermal activity with the presence of certain geological structures (e.g. lineaments and
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faults)' Very few studies have examined surface mineralisation or geobotanical anomalies

associated with active geothermal areas or investigated techniques for monitoring change in
surface activity.

The New Zealand Scene

In New znaland' the only remote sensing data commonly used in geothermal snrdies have
been aerial photography and, to a lesser extent, LANDSAT imagery. These have been applied
mainly for geological mapping and structural investigation pu{poses. However, aerial
photography has also been periodically used to identify long term surface activity changes in
thermal areas such as craters of the Moon (Allis, lggl; Mongillo and Allis, lggg) and
LANDSAT imagery was used to correlate the occurrence of active geothermal fields in the
Taupo volcanic Zone with the intersections of faults or the presonce of strong active faults
(Cochrane and wan, 1983). Satellite imagery has not generally been used for detailed
investigation of geothermal areas' ostensibly because it did not provide the necessary spatial

resolurion required (<40 m) (Oliver and Suggate, l9g5).

During the 1980/81 summer' an ll-band (0.38-12.3 pm) multispectral scanner was hired foom
the USA to obtain aerial imagery over 40 areas in New Zealand for a variety of studies
including: agriculture, forestry, water pollution, land use and geothermal (Thomas and
Benning, 1981)' In a coastal zone envinonment application of this imagery, Slaven (19g2)

commented that at the Waiwera thermal area, pool temperatue differences of a few degrees

centigrade could be discerned as could the discharged water flow from them. Two of the
thermal band scans obtained of the Lake Rotorua area were mosaicked, but no detailed
analysis was performed (Timmins et a1.,1983). Finally, Lynne (19g3) successfully identified
grades of steaming ground, hot pools and springs, hydrothermal alteration, geothermal

vegetation and estimated heat flow from the Rotokawa Geothermal Field in the only detailed
aerial multispectral scanner study conducted of a New Taatand,geothermal area. Though some

very interesting and useful results were obtained from the application of the aerial

1.2
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multispectral imagery, there have been no further investigations conducted in New T*aland
because there are no locally owned instruments and because of the expense involved in buying
or hiring them from overueas.

The examination of aerial reflective infrared (IR) photography for stressed vegetation

identification and thermal ground mapping @awson and Dickinson, 1970; Hochstein and

Dickinson, 1970) and the investigation of aerial thermal IR scanning for thermal ground
mapping, heat flow determination and change monitoring (tlochstein and Dickinson, 1970;

Dickinson, 1973l' 1975 1976) were conducted berween 1968 and lg7s. These studies
recognised the importance of having a comprehensive, practical and economic method for
monitoring geothermal activity. Unfortunately, this early New T*aland IR work was not
continued, though it proved extremely promising. The very laborious photographic methods

used in the processing and imagery analysis may have been too demanding.

As implied above, in New 7narand., the non-photographic (i.e. satellitc and aerial thermal IR)
remote sensing applications to geothermal investigations have received little anention, perhaps

because the required technology was not yet at quite the level required. In the past few yeilni,
however, there have been great advances in both instrument capability and methods for
processing imagery data. In February 1986, the French launched the high resolution spoT
satellite, thus providing the fust oppornrnity to obtain both panchromatic and multispectral
satellite imagery of geothermal areas at useful ground resolutions (panchromatic: l0 m;
multiqpectral: 20 m)- consequently, the small scale bare thermal areas and the larger
geothermally stressed vegetation zones should be detectible. The spor imagery may now
provide the means to identify, locate and possibly map geothermal areas in temperate, and
perhaps tropical, climate a)nes where vegetation cover has been a major hindrance. This
ability would provide an exEemely valuable tool in the initial reconnaissance and exploration
phases of geothermal investigation. Though probably not so important in New za,arand.,where

we have a very long history of geothermal investigation, such remote sensing techniques

would be extremely useful for application in developing countries wherc difficult economic
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conditions restrict the early phases of investigations which could potentially provide reliable,
low-cost electric power when dcveloped. To date, the only known geothermal investigation

using SPOT imagery is that conducted of the waiotapu Gsothermal Field (Mongillo and
Belliss, 1987, see Appendix U).

The importance of monitoring changes in geothermal surface activity is recognised in New
znaland today' These changes can signal the occurrence of significant changes in the structure

and physical conditions in the underlying system, hence, be useful for reservoir studies, field
management and basic geothermal research. It is also of practical value to delineate and

monitor the surface activity at geothermal development sites and in tourist, industrial and

residential areas for planning purposes and safety reasons (Mongillo, 19g9a, see Appendix A;
Dickinson, L973). Since the early attempts at using aerial thermal IR techniques for these

studies, more advanced instrumentation has become available in New znaland. The present

thermal IR scanner instruments are compact, sensitive in the peak region of the thermal band
(8-12 pm), have high spatial resolution and record imagery conveniently on standard video
cassette tape' The image processing equipment and sofnvare now available also provide the
ability to digitize the video IR imagery and apply powerful image processing techniques for
analysis, thus avoiding the laborious darlroom methods used in the early investigations.

Purpose of Study

The object of this thesis was to examine the use of nvo independent rcmotc sensing techniques

and their associated image processing methods to investigate geothermal areas in New
znaland' The major emphasis of this study dealt with the research and development of aerial
thermal infrared techniques for geothermal surface feature mapping and monitoring. A
subsidiary investigation looked at the use of sPoT satellite imagery to determine whether
certain characteristic surface features of geothermal fields can be detected, identified and
mapped, hence, allow the imagery to be used as a cost effective initial reconnaissance tool.

1.3
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The principal aims of this study were:

l. To examine and assess the early New Zealand aerial thermal IR
geothermal featurc monioring work as a first stage in the method

evaluation.

To test the application of helicopter-borne video thermal infrarcd

imagery and digital image processing techniques for identifying,

mapping and monitoring surface and near-surface thermal activity.

To develop thermal IR survey techniques which provide a practical,

comprehensive' economic means of mapping and monitoring

geothermal surface and near-surface activity using equipment available

in New Tr,aland-

To establish a ground temperature monitor area for investigating

diurnal, seasonal and meeorological effects on the location of thermal

area boundaries, identiff any natural boundary location variations which

could inuoduce errors in its determination via thermal IR methods and

evaluate its possible use as a control site for aerial thermal IR surveys.

To test and evaluate the application of high resolution multiqpectral

scanner SPOT saellite imagery and digital image p,rocessing methods

for identifying the presence of s'rface alteration and geobotanical

anomalies associarcd with the waiotapu Geothermal Field

2.

3.

4.

5.



Organisation of Thesis

In chapter 2, the basic principles of remoto sensing and the characteristics of geothermal

systems are summarised. A review of the previous rcmote sensing investigations of
geothermal areas' including those conducted in New Znaland, is also presented.

The rationale for conducting thermal IR investigations of geothermal areas in New Ta,aland
is presented in chapter 3. Helicopter-borne video thermal infrared survey methodology,

design and cost structure are outlined. The instrumentation used to obtain the imagery is
discussed and the methods of processing the acquired video imagery are also examined.

The helicopter-bome video thermal IR scanner test surveys of Rotorua and portions of the

wairakei-Tauhara geothermal fields are described in Chapter 4. The instnrmentation, acquired

imagery and survey methodology ilre appraised, and the computer image prccessing techniques

developed and used are assessed and images of special interest are illustrated and discussed.

The success attained in the test surveys led to the conduct of the npo first known large scale

video thermal IR surveys of geothermal fields. A very brief discussion of one (due to
confidentiality requirements) and a detailed description of the other are glven in Chapter 5.

A simple method for digitizing aerial photographs is presented and image processing,

enhancement and analysis procedures are applied to the video images to demonstrate the
usefulness of the video thermal IR technique for geottrermal surface feature mapping and
monitoring. Important scientific results are also presented.

A preliminary examination of SPOT high resolution visible multispectral satellite imagery of
the Waiotapu Geothermal Field is presented in Chapter 6. The use of (Band 3)/(Band 1)

ratioing and false colour compositing image processing methods forcharacterising geothermal

and non-geothermal ground cover types and. distinguishing among the various geothermal
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Chapter 2

Remote Sensing Studies of Geothermal Areas

2.1 Introduction

This chapterpresents a review of prcvious geothermal riemote sensing investigations, including
those which have been conducted in New Zealand. A summary of the basic principles of
remot€ sensing and a discussion of geothermal systems, snessing those characteristics which
makc them accessible by remorc sensing methods, are also included.

2.2 Principles of Remote Sensing

Comprehensive discussions of remot€ sensing principles are provided in several commonly
availa!1s texts, including: Sabins (1987), Campbell (1987), Swain and Davis (197g), Elachi
(1987)' Hord (1986), Lillesand and Kiefer (lg7g), Szekielda (1988) and Colweu (19g3).

Consequently, the discussion below will present a very brief review, concentrating on those

aspects of remote sensing panicularly pertinent to the investigations of this thesis.

2.2.1 Introduction

As used in the context of this thesis, remote sensing will be broadly defined as the art and
science of deriving information about objects from the inteqpretation of measurements of the
electnomagnetic radiation @MR) which they reflect anilor emit. Acquisition of this remotely
sensed radiation data is performed by a sensor which detects and records EMR energy that
originated at a source and interacted with, or originated directly from, the object of interest,

then propagated through and interacted with the atmosphere. The data collected consists of
the measured intensities of the reflected or emined EMR at specific wavelengths. The
composition and condition of the object determines how the EMR will interact with, or be
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emitted, by it. Tttus, different objects impose different response patterns on the intensity-
wavelength, or spectral, distribution, allowing them to be distinguished-

There are two sources of EMR which this thesis deals with: the sun, whose radiation
illuminates objects causing them to reflect anilor radiate, and the object itself, which emits
thermal infrarcd (IR) radiation as a consequence of its internal kinetic energy (kinetic
temperature)' As this radiation propagates through the atrnosphere, its spectral distribution is
modified by atnosphcric scattering and absorption caused by the presence of dust, watcr
vapour' carbon dioxide, ozone' etc. Hencs, the spectral distribution incident upon the sensor

is the result of the interaction of the source radiation, which has its own particular specral
distribution, with both the object and the ahnosphere. These atmospheric effects not only
make it more difficult to interpret the remotely sensed data but also limit the wavelength

regions (bands) which can be used for remote sensing purposes.

2.2.2 The Electromagnetic Spectnrm

EMR is a form of energy which is transferred by means of radiation. In the classical sense,

EMR is represented as nvo uthogonal oscillating force fields, or waves, one electric and the

other magnetic. The three quantities used to describe these electromagnetic waves arc:
wavelength (2r,), thc distance between two consecutive points in phase, commonly measured

in micrometres (pm); frrequency (v), the number of points in phase passing a given location
in space per unit time, having units of Hertz (rlz) or cycles per second (r/s); and velocity (c),
which has units of metres per second (rnls), and. is consrant for a given medium (Z.gggx l0r
m/s in vacuo). These three quantities arc simply related:

?uv=c.
Q.T)

The ordering of EMR according to wavelength defines the electrromagnetic specmrm which
spans the continuum from extremely short wavelength cosmic rays (1, < l0-r0 pm) to the
very long wavelength radio waves (?[ 2 ldo pm). For the purposes of this thesis, the
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wavelengths of interest include thc visible (0.38-0.72 pm), ttre ncar IR (o.Zz-L.jpm) and thc
thermal IR (3'0-15.0 pm) bands which arc subsets of the larger optical band which extends

from 0.3 to 15 pm.

2.2.3 Radiationprinciples

The EMR sources of interest to this study are thermal and continuous, i.e. they radiate

continuously over a wide wavelength ftmge as a consequence of their high temperatures.

Planck showed that certain ideal radiators, known as blackbodies, have radiation characteristics

completely determined by their temperaturos alone. The mathematical formulation describing

the blackbody specEal distribution, known as Planck's Law, is given in tcrms of wavelength

by (Silva, 1978):

Mo^ -- (2.2)
?u5(exp{Crr0,T} - l)

where: h4,^ is the spectral radiant eminance (excitance), in W(m2 pm),

Cr = 3.7413 x 108 (W 1rm4)/m2,

l" is the wavelength of the emitted radiation, in pm,

Q = 1.4388 x ld pm K,

T is the absolute radiant temperatur€, in K.

The blackbody radiation distribution for a given temperaturc is a smooth, continuous curve
with a single maximum @gure 2.1). As the temperanre increases, the radiation curves move

higher up on the spectral radiant emittance versus wavelength plot and the peak locations shift
to shorter wavelengths, however, the curves never cross.

c,

Though real objects are not perfect radiators, they may

blackbody formulation if a dimensionless multiplicative

be described using the planck

term called the emissivity, or
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emittance, (e), is included:

M^ (real object) = rMn^.

10'

15 20
IVavelength (micrometres)

Figure 2.1; spectral distribution of energy for blackbodies having
temperatures. The two vertical dashed lines denote the
band.
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The emissivity, which can be considered a measure of the departure of a real object from an

ideal blackbody, is a function of the composition and condition of the eminer, and ranges in
value from 0 (for a perfect reflector) to I (for an ideal blackbody). If the emissivity of an

object is constant, independent of wavelength, it is termed a greybody, and its spectral radiant
emiftance is simply a constant factor lower at each wavelength than that of an ideal blackbody
at the same temperature. However, if the emissivity is wavelength dependent (q), the object
is called a selective radiator, and its spectral radiant emittance is of a different mathematical

form than Planck's Law.

1 150" C
(molten basalt)
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The total energy radiated by an object in all directions, over all wavelengths, is obtained by
integrating equation 2.3. The result, known as the Stefan-Boltanann Radiation Law, is grven

byr

M=eof, (2.4)

where: M is the radiant eminance, in W m-2,

o is the stefan-Bolrzmann constant (5.669 x loE w(m2 K4)),

e is the emissivity,

T is the absolute temperatue of the object, in K.

This relationship clearly shows that any object having a temperarure above absolute zero (0

K) radiates a certain amount of continuous electromagnetic energy, such that the higher the

temperature, the greater the amount of energy radiated.

As mentioned above (also Figure 2.1), the wavelength at which the ma:rimum qpectral

emittance occurs' shifts to smaller values as the radiator's tempemture increases. By
differentiating equation 2.3 and' setting the result to zero, the functional relationship benveen

the temperature and this wavelength, called the Wien Displacement Law, is obtained:

[T=k,

l- is the wavelength of maximum spectral radiant eminance, in pm,

T is the absolute tempemtrue of the object, in K,

k = 2898 pm K.

Q.s)

where:

The sun provides one of the most important sources of radiant energy for terrestrial remote

sensing purposes. Though not an ideal radiator, the sun's continuous qpectrum at the top of
the earth's atnosphere closely approximates that of a blackbody having a temperaturp of 5900
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K and wien's Law shows that its maximum radiant emittance occurs at a wavelength of about
0.49 pm, i.e. in the visible portion of the spectrum.

The other major source of EMR for this study is the earth's surface itself. For a surface

temperature of 273 K (0 'C), the maximum radiant emittance occurs at about 10.6 pm.

Geothermal earth surface features can have temperatues as high as boiling poinff i.e.
approximately 373 K; hence, their maximum emittancc occurs at about 7.8 pm. This range
of EMR wavelengths emitted by earth surface features corrcsponds !o the thermal IR, or
emissive, portion of the spectnrm (Figure 2.1).

2.2.4 Electromagnetic Radiation Interactions in the Atnosphere

As stated above, data collected by a remote sensor is affected by the atnnosphere through
which the radiation passes. The extent of these effects, principally caused by scattering and

absorption processes' depends on the distance travelled in the aunosphere, the prevailing
atmospheric conditions, the wavelength regions being observed and the strrength of the signal
being detected (Lillesand and Kiefer, lgTg).

Scattering, which results frrom the reflection and refraction of radiation by panicles in the

atrnosphere, is a redirection process, often wavelength dependent and not associated with loss

of energy' The particles of significance causing scattering include the molecules of the

aunosphere's constituent gases (mainly N, and O), water droplets and dust particles (Silva,
1978)' Scanering may either attenuate (for a small field of view sensor) or increase (for a

large field of view) the detected signal, degrading the image quality in borh cases (ibld.).

Rayleigh scanering, which is proportional to l,{, occurs when radiation interacts with particles

much smaller in size than its wavelength, and is the dominant scattering mechanism. It is
responsible for the blue colour of the sky and the haze effects which reduce image conrrast.

when radiation interacts with the annosphere via absorption processes, the constituent

molecules absorb energy in several wavelength bands in the visible and IR qpectral regions.

*Tlon3h riot coi'roh, soie sgrir3s crC {rrauoles carr hcue tcrger*t*nes qb-e 1..^l Lll;g pint.
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The major effect of atmospheric absorption, and to a lesser exrcnt, scattering, is to severely

attenuate the solar radiation reaching the earth's surface in specific bands, thus influencing the

spectral regions where remote sensing observations can be usefully conducted (Figue 2.2).

The most efficient solar radiation absorbers are carbon dioxide, water vapour and ozone.

Those wavelength regions where relatively linle attenuation occurs, i.e. the transmissive

portions, arc termed atmospheric windows. The windows of impontancc to this study are

located at 0.3-1.3 pm, 3.5-5.5 pm and g.0_14.0 pm @gure 2.2).
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frnicat aunospheric transmittance curve illustrating the aunospheric windows
in the 0.3-15 pm optical band (after Lillesand andkefer, rgig).

2.2.5 Electromagnetic Radiation Interactions with Matter

The effective application of remote sensing techniques requires an understanding of how EMR
interacts with eanh surface features to produce their various spectral characteristics and a
knowledge of what factors influence these characteristics. only a brief outline of this complex

subject is presented below. For detailed discussion see Suits (1983), Hunt (19g0), Silva
(1978), Hoffer (1978), Smith (19g3) and Curran (19g5).
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when EMR is incident upon an object, application of the conservation of energy principle
Ieads to the following relationship among the reflected, transmitted and absorbed components:

pr=1-(oh+r^),

pr is the spectral rcflectance,

ee is the spectral absorptance,

t^ is the spectral transmittance.

4.6)

where:

It is the reflectance (pJ of features that is determined in many remote sensing investigations.

Its value' and those of (4 and T1, arc functions of a feature's material type (composition) and

condition' Hence, it is the dissimilarity of these three quantities among different objects that
makes the objects distinguishable from one another by their spectral characteristics. Because

Pr,' or and t1 are wavelength dependent, features can have similar specnal properties in one
wavelength band but appear very d.ifferent in another. For example, the spectral reflectances

of deciduous and coniferous nees @gpre 2.3) appear nearly identical in the visible band (0.4 -
0'7 pm), but aro clearly different in the near IR range (0.7 - 0.9 prrr) 0 fllesand and Kiefer,
t979)' The ability of a sensor to detect these reflectance variations among objects is
determined by several interrelated factors, including: the sensor's capacity to detect differences
in radiance levels and discern spatially close features, the surface roughness of the observed
features and the amount of arnospheric scattering (curran, r9g5).

The major features of interest to this geothermal rcmote sensing study include vegetation, soil
and water, from which information will be obtained by measuring both reflected solar
radiation in the visible and near IR bands (0.5-0.s9 pm) and emitted radiation in the thermal
IR band (8-12 pm). The reflectance characteristics of these three fearure rypes will be
examined immediately below, with the thermal characteristics reated separately further on.
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Figure 2'3: Generalized spectral reflectance for deciduous and coniferous trees (after
Lillesand and Kiefer, lgTg).

2.2.5.1 Vegetation

The typical spectral reflectance curves for bare dry soil, healthy green vegetation and clear and
turbid water are shown in Figure 2.4 to illustrate their general character and distinct
differences' The spectral reflectance of healthy green vegetation exhibits significant variation
with wavelength due to ttre pigmented, water-filled cells and air spaces contained within the
structural layers of the leaves. In the visible band, very lide of the incident radiadon is
transmined through the leaves. Most is absorbed by the chlorophyll a and b pigments, which
have absorption bands centered at 0.43, 0.66 and 0.45, 0.65 pm respectively, i.e. in the blue
and red spectral regions (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The reflertance peak, which occlrrs between

the two chlorophyll bands at about 0.54 pm, gives healthy foliage its greencolour (floffer,
1978).
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Figure 2.4: Typical spectral reflectance curves for vegetation, soil and water (after Lillesand
and Kiefer, lgTg and Hoffer, lg7g).

under sEess' vegetation can decrease chlorophyll production, resulting in less absorption in
the chlorophyll bands, hence increased reflectance at red wavelengths, producing the yellow
or chlorotic appeafimce (ibid.). During senescence, chlorophyll production can cease

altogether, allowing the absorption bands of the carotene and xanthophyll pigments at 0.45 pm
to dominate, thus producing the yellow autumn foliage. In somc tnee species, large quantities
of anthocyanin pigment arc produced when chlorophyll production decreases, creating the
bright red autumn leaves (ibid.). There are no significant reflectance differences in the 0.7-3.0
pm IR bands as a consequence of pigment variations.

The reflectance of healthy grcen vegetation increases markedly beginning at about 0.2 pm, and
generally remains at about 45-5ovo in the 0.7-1.3 pm spectral regron (Figrrre 2.4). since there

Pry bare soil (grey-brown) -----IyaterVegetation (greiEn)' -- -----' ._._.iyater

,-'- -t-r--\/-\-\\

4,4'i::.: \.-.
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is minimal absorption in this IR region, the remaining 45-50vo of the incident radiation is
transmitted through the leaves. The complex physiological structure of the plant leaves

controls the reflectance in this band; hence, the exneme variation in leaf thickness existent
among plant species results in reflectance differences which allows them to be discriminated
even when they appear very similar in the visible (curran, lgg5; Hoffer, lgTg). various plant
sresses can also manifest themselves as differences in reflectance in this IR band, often before
any signs become evident at visible wavelengths (Lillesand and Kiefer, lg1g).

In the 1'3-3'0 pm IR band, most of the incident rad.iation is either reflected or absorbed by
vegetation, with very little, or none, being nansmined. Here, the spectral rcflectance is
controlled by water absorption bands, thrce strong ones located at about 1.4, l.g and 2.7 pm
and two minor ones at 0'96 and 1'1 pm (Figure 2.4). uarreflectance throughout this spectral
reglon is inversely related to the total amount of water prcsent in the leaf, which is a function
of both moish'e contenr and leaf thickness (Hoffer, rgTg).

The reflectance of a vegetation canopy measured by a remote sensor can be very different
from that of an individual leaf because it consists of a mosaic of leaves, other plant structures,
shadow and background. Canopy reflectance is primarily related to the total leaf area of
which it is comprised This leaf area is described by the leaf area index (LAr), defined as

'the cumulative one-sided leaf area per unit ground area from the top surface of a stand to a
plane a given distance above the ground' (slater, 1980). Dircct solar iradiance on the ground
is eliminated for LAI = 5 (ibid.). tn general, a canopy having a high LAI will exhibit
reflectance properties similar to individual leaves, i.e. low reflectance in the blue and red
bands' medium in the green and high in the infrared. However, canopy reflectance can exhibit
considerable variation due to the presence of senescent vegetation, the geometry of the canopy,
the characteristics of the background soil, certain episodic and seasonal canopy changes and
the relative positions of the sun and sensor. see curran (19s5) for further discussion of these
complicating factors.
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2.2.5.2 Soil

The spectral reflectance for the majority of dry soils tends to be less complex than that of
vegetation, generally exhibiting an increase with increasing wavelength to about 2.7 pm

@gures 2'4 and2'5)- Soil reflectance and absorptance are dependent upon the physical and
chemical attributes of the soil mixture components, hence, erc determined by (in order of
decreasing importance): moisture content, organic content, texture (i.e. relative particle size,
or proportions of clay, silt and sand), structure, surface roughness and iron oxide content
(Curran, 1985).
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Figure 2'5: spectral reflectance curves for different soil types and moisture contents (after
Curran, l9g5 and Hoffer, l97g).

As the particle size increases the soil becomes rougher, so absorbs more radiation, thus
reducing the reflectance. Particle size also controls the moisture holding capacity of the soil.
The smaller the particle size, the 8reater the amount of water hcld, hence, the lower the
reflechnce, especially in the water absorption bands at 1.4,1.9 and 2.7 prn (Figure 2.5).
Inoeasing the organic matter content in a soil also reduces its reflectance. In temperato zone

Silt loam
Silt loam
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soils' the reflectance decreases from about 5u55vo to about 2s-30vo as the organic content
increases firom 0.5 to Svo, with little further effect resulting from increased concentrations
above Svo (rloffer, 1978). The presence of iron oxide in soils can also significantly decrease
specnal reflectance at wavelengths below about 1.1 pm (curran, l9g5).

2.2.5.3 Water

The spectral characteristics of water bodies are the result of the narurc of water, its condition
and quality' Most of the radiation incident upon water is either absorbed or transmitted, with
very little reflected from the surface (Figure 2.4), except when specular reflection occurs frrom
a very smooth surface, or surface scattering increases from very rough water (rloffer, l97g).
In the visible, generally less than Svo of the incident radiation is rcflected, with most of the
remainder transmitted. At these wavelengths, the radiation mainly interacts with material
suspended in, and material located on the bottom of, the water body (Lillesand and Kiefer,
1979).

For clear lake and ocean water, nansminance is very high at wavelengths less than 0.6 pm,
so for relatively shallow depths the reflectance largely depends on the bonom material. Most
natural waters do contain a certain level of nubidity from the prcsence of organic and
inorganic materials, and as it increases, the reflectance increases (Figure 2.4), with a
corresponding decrease in transmittance. Suspended sediments result in dramatic increases
in reflectance in the 0'5-0.9 pm region. Increased chlorophyll concentrations, due to thc
presence of algae, cause the reflectance in the groen to increase and that in the rcd and blue
to decrease' Many other natural and synthetic substancos present in water (e.g. bog vegetation
and oil spills) arso affect its spectral character (Floffer, r97s).

For wavelengths longer than about 0.9 pm, absorption by water bodies is almost complete,
even when they are very shallow. Hence, reflectance is extremely low @gure 2.4), allowing
easy location and delineation by the sharp contrast between wajgr and land boundaries
(Curran, 1985).
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2'2'6 Interaction of Thermal Infrared Radiation with Earth Surface Features

As stated previously, any object having a temperature above absolute zero emits EMR in such

a manner that the total radiated energy (equation 2.4) nd,its spectral distribution (equation

2'3) ate determined by the object's kinetic temperarurc and material type. Temperatures of
geothermal surface features can span the range from ambient to boilin g,2gg-373K, thus, most
of their radiation is emitted in the 7.8-10.1 pm thermal infrared region. since absorption

effects caused by atmospheric water vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone generally confine
investigations in the thermal IR region to rwo atmospheric windows: 3.5-5.5 pm and g.0-14.0

pm, the laner is considered to be the most useful for geothermal investigations (Figures 2.1

and 2.2).

Remote sensing measurements of thermal IR radiation in a discrete wavelength band allows
various objects to be differentiated and some of their characteristics to be defined. In certain
instances, the radiative temperaturcs (see below) of these objects, which are controlled by their
emissivities, kinetic temperatures, thermal properties and rates of heating, can be determined.

The emissivities (defined above in equation 2.3) of differcnt objects can vary significantly
with composition, as well as wavelength. However, most objects have fairly constant
emissivities within a given thermal IR band, so can be considered greybodies there (Lillesand

and Kiefer, 1979)- The spectral emissivities of many terrestrial materials are similar in the
8-14 pm band, rangmg from 0.85-0.95, and averaging about 0.90 (Table2.L). These same

materials can have considerably differcnt emissivities in the 3-6 pm banG hence, it is
generally better to make measurements in the 8-14 pm band to discriminate among objects
having different temperarures (Suits, 1983). Though no nanral features are true
blackbodies, water comes very close, e = 0.9G0.99. Quartz radiaEs like a blackbody for l,
( 5 rr., and as a selective radiator at longer wavelength s (ibtd.).

The thermal radiation emitted by terrestrial objects of interest to this study is often a

consequence of the objects having absorbed incident solar radiation. Since these objects are
generally opaque to thermal radiation (i.e. t1 = 0), application of equation 2.6 and Kirchoff,s



Radiation Law, which states

absorbers are good emitters),

reflectance:
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that for objects in thermal equitibrium, oh = q (i.e. good

results in the following relationship between emissivity and

tr=l-Pr.
QN

Thus' the higher an object's reflectance, the lower its emissivity. consequently, water,s very
high emissivity (e = 1) is explained by its low reflectance at thermal IR wavelenghs.

Table 2'l: Typical emissivities of common materials averaged over all wavelengths(Lillesand and Kiefer, rgTg) except where noted otherwise.

For the 8-12 pm wavelengrh region (from Buettner and Kern, 1965).

Emissivity (e)

Water Gure)

Concrete walkway

Asphalt paving

Sand (large grained quanz)

Buffed stainless sreel
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The radiation which is detected in thermal IR remote sensing investigations is related directly
to the radiative temperatures (TJ of the objects beins observed. The radiative tomperatures

atE, in turn, directly related to the kinetic temperarures CrriJ via the emissivity factor:

T,.a = Et'o T*. (2.8)

Note that the radiative and kinetic temperatures are equal only when r = l, i.e. for an ideal
blackbody' In other (real) cases, since e < 1, the kinetic temperatues determined frrom

remotely sensed radiant ones will be underestimated if the emissivity is not accounted for.
At present, the accuracy with which the emissivity can be determined is a major factor
limiting certain applications of remotely sensed thermal IR data (Curran, l9g5). Even if the
emissivity factor is known, only an approximate kinetic temperature can be obtained for an

object because the radiant energy detected from it originates from the very near surface.

The way in which the temperature of an object varies with time and depth, and the distribution
of heat within it, are determined by four thermal properties: thermal capacity or specific heat
(c)' thermal conductivity (k), thermal diffusivity (K) and therrnal inertia (p). The thermal
capacity (c, in units of J kg r K-t; is a measure of how well a material or object stores heat,
or alternatively, ttre quantity of energy required to raise the temperature of I kg of the object
by I K' water has a high thermal capacity, so can hold more heat than soil or vegetation
(Curran, 1985).

The rate at which heat passes through an object is determined by its thermal conductivity (k,
in units of w m-t Kr1. specifically, k is the amount of energy that passes through a meft
cube of material per second, when a temperature difference of I K is maintained across the
opposite faces' Natural materials such as vegetation, water and soil tend to be relatively poor
conductors of heat, while urban arcas are good ones.
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The thermal diffusivity K = k cr p't, in units of m, s't, where p is the material density)
determines the rate of temperature change within a volume of material and indicates its ability
to transfer heat from the surface (inerior) to the interior (surface). Temperature changes tend
to diffuse more slowly down through dry surfaces than through wet ones (ibid.).

For remote sensing pulposes' the thermal inertia (P = [c k p]tn, in units of w m-2 ICI
slz;, which measrrEs a material's resistance to temperature changcs, is a most important
quantity' Materials which have high thermal inertias are relatively resistant 19 temperatue
changes, hence they exhibit smaller diurnal temperature ranges. substances such as pumice
have low thermal inertias, so auain high daytime, and low night-time, temperaturos.

Regardless of thermal inertia however, at times near sunrise and sunset, most objects anain
very similar radiant temperatures (Figrrre 2.6) (watson, 1975; Lillesand and Kiefer , lgTg).
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The rate at which the sun heats an area of ground is mainly determined by the intensity and

absorption rate of solar insolation. Obstructions such as clouds, nees and buildings reduce
this intensity and aspect and slope also have considerable effect. The rate of absorption is
controlled by surface albedo (reflectivity), hence, light coloured soils with high albedos absorb
less and attain lower overall temperaturEs than dark soils with lower albedos (curran, 1gg5).

2.2.6.1 Vegetation

vegetation absorbs a larger quantity of solar radiation than does waler, soil or urban areas,

especially in the visible band. To preserve its energy balance, the vegetation reemits energy
in the thermal IR region. consequently, vegetation canopies undergo relatively small diurnal
temperature changes, so maintain temperatures different from the surrounding air for most of
the day (Figure 2.6) (Curran, l9g5).

The temperature variation of a canopy depends not only on the vegetation,s thermal inertia,
but on its high transpiration (i.e. water loss) rate and large surface area The transpiration rate
is a function of both the physical characteristics (leaf area and strucnug and root to shoot
ratio) of the vegetation and the environmental conditions (humidity, light availabiliry, wind
speed' temperatue and soil moisture). The latter are very imponant considerations because

they can vary over short periods of time while vegetation characeristics do not. The large
canoPy surface area also results in a much larger radiation rate (up to 30 times) than that of
the surrounding soil (ibid.).

Determination of T* fiom T* fon a canopy

structure and dynamic nature of vegetation.

has been fraught with complications due to the

The major problems arise from variations in
vegetation moisture content, incomplete canopy cover, temperaturc differences between soil
and vegetation and T,.o measurcments depending on sensor angle (ibid.). Since the emissivity
of a leaf is also determined by its moisture content, e.g. a moist leaf has a higher emissivity
(0'99) than a dry one (0.96), d.iurnal, seasonal and spatial moisture variations result in
emissivity variations (ibid.).
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2.2.6.2 Soil

The moisture content of a soil is the major factor determining its radiant temperatue. An
increase in moisture content frcm07o to L00vo has been shown to double a soil,s thermal
inertia, hence, substantially decreasing its diurnal temperature variation (Figure 2.6). The soil
depth for which this moisture effect is important is soil-type dependent, but ranges from a few
millimetres to tons of centimetres (Curran, l9g5).

2.2.6.3 Water

Though water and soil have very similar thermal inertias, water has a much smaller diurnal
temperarure variation because the internal convection tends to maintain a reasonably constant
surface temperarure (Figure 2.6) (ibid.\.

2.2.7 Spectral Response patterns

As is evident from the above discussion, many earth surface features exhibit spectral
reflectance and/or emittance characteristics which are peculiar to their 6pe. However, these
characteristics are not unique and unchan gtrng spectal signatwes, rather they are spectral
response pattena which can be distinctive and quantitative. At a given time, in a particular
location, for specific environmental conditions, measur€d spectral response patt€rns may be
distinctive enough to allow various types of features, anilor differences among individual
feature types, to be identified.

Although variability in a feature's spectral response pattem may cause interpretation problems,
it can also be used to advantage (or minimised) if the nature of the feature and area under
investigation are understood- In addition to the inherent factors which control a feature,s
spectral response pattern (discussed above), variations in the pattern for a specific feature type
can result from temporal effects, which occur at a specific location over time and spatial
effects, which result in variations at different locations at a given point in time (Hoffer, l97g).
For the purposes of this thesis, both temporal and spatial effects are of importance since the
mapping and monitoring of surface thermal activity depends directly upon detecting these wo
types of variations.
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2-2-8 Acquisition and Interpretarion of Remotely sensed Data

The information that is ultimately sought in remote sensing applications is carried by the
varying EM signal which originates from the objects of interest. Detection of this signal is
performed by either photographic or electonic sensors. photographic detection ind.icates the
use of a light gathering, filtering and focusing system (e.g. a camera or array of cameras)
which detects and records incoming EMR on the surface of a relatively broad spectrum
(normally 0'3-0'7 pm, but extendable to 0.9 pm for ncar IR work) light sensitive film via
chemical reactions' The film image created by this process is termed a plntograplr. This type
of detection system is relatively inexpensive, simple and can provide a high degree of spatial
detail and geometric accuracy (Linesand and Kiefer, rgTg).

The detection of an EM signal by electronic sensors results in the generation of electrical
signals which can be recorded and stored in digital format on computer compatible magnetic
tape or in analogue format on video cassette tape. These detection systems tend to be much
more expensive and complex than photographic ones, however, they provide a much broader
spectral range of sensitivity (0.3->15 lrm), a potential for more accurate calibration and the
capability to transmit the data elecnonically. The data obtained from electronic sensors is
often displayed as an image on a TV-t1rye monitor and any pictorial representation of this
electnonically sensed data is termed an image (ibid.).

Although aerial photographs are utilized in parts of this srudy, the majority of the data
examined has been obtained with electronic sensors: video thermal IR scanners and the spoT
satellite' Interpretation of this remotely sensed data employs two complementary techniques:
pictorial analysis, or visual examination of images, and numerical study, or quantitative
investigation of the numerical brightness values associated with the images.

It is generally necessary to collect reference data in remote sensing investigations to assist
with the interpretation' These rcfercnce data consist of observations and measurements of the
condition, size, type and other chemical anilor physical properties concerning the objects,
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areas or phenomena being remotely sensed. The data may be obtained from a variety of
sources ranging from reports' maps and aerial photographs to field checks and laboratory
investigarions' This data is often used to calibrate sensors, assist with the analysis and
interpretation of the remotely sensed data and veri$ the results obtained. The type of
reference data required and the procedures needed to obtain them must be carefully considered
and clearly defined to meet the requirements of the project.

The Nature of Geothermal Systems

According to the theory of plate tectonics, the outer rigid layer of the earth, or lithosphere,
consists of several major rigid unis, terrred rithospheric plates, which are in motion
with respect to one another (Holmes and Holmes, l97g; strahler and strahler, 1g7g; Turcotte
and schuben, 1982)' The boundaries and adjacent areas where these plates collide, separate,

or slide against one another are geologically active, ie. they are sites where volcanism,
mountain building and seismic activity are concentrated-

Magmatic intrusions are also generated in the plate boundary regions, and may move to within
a few kilometres of the earth's strrface where they act as localised high temperanrre heat
sources' other sources of localised energy also exist within the lithosphere: those created by
rapid uplift and frictional heating during mountain building processes; regions having higher
than normal concentrations of the radioactive elements uranium, thorium and potassium and
those associated with tnt spots or anomalous volcanism (Turcoue and schubert, lgg2). These
localised sources of heat, as well as the more diffuse background heat escaping from the
earth's interior, are all forms of geothermal energy. If water, which is often present in the
earth's near surface layers, happens to circulate through a permeable zono near ono of these
localised heat sources' a system of convective heat transfer involving the ransport of hot
water' steirm and gases may develop, creatin g a geothermar system.
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The locations of many of the geothermal systems presently under investigation and

development worldwide are shown in Figure 2.7. Theclose pnrximity of geothermal systems

to the plate boundaries and their adjacent areas explains the intimate association between
geothermal systems and active volcanism, mountain building, rift zones and seismically-active

regions.

[ l qoa..rmz-" 3a sp.sdnoRrdcc [f r,ansrmFaun [7-l nnz*. Galhormll Sydcm

Figwe 2'7: Location and tectonic settings of geothermal fields prcsently underinvestigation
andor development (after Rybach, l9g1).

2.3.1 The Basic Geothermal System

The present study is concerned with the high temperature geothermal systems situated in
volcanic environments. These are the ones most often explored and developed for power
generation.

Commonly, the high temperature geothermal systems occlu in silicic volcanic areas such as

the Taupo Volcanic Tnne or in andesitic volcanic areas such as those in Central America and
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the Philippines' For these systems to be viable, they require three basic attributes: an
abundant heat supply' a penneable volume and a source of water. Though arguable, an

overlying impermeable layer(s) or aquiclude is often stipulated as a fourth requisite. The hear

supply is usually magmatic in origin and located a depths of a few kilometres. It provides
heat and supplies gases to the surrounding water which has circulated to the vicinity along
permeable pathways created by coarse rock structure, bedding planes, fractures, faults, etc.

The heat gained by the water causes a convective upflow to be established- As the deep fluid
rises, it begins to boil at some depth. where permeability extends to thc surface, a portion
of the rising liquid can reach the surface directly as can some of the separated steam and
gases' The rest of the liquid travels more slowly to the surface, undergoing dilution by mixing
with cooler gtoundwater. The remaining stenm also interacts with groundwater on its path
upwards' During the period in which the geothermal fluid is resident in the system,
interactions with the surrounding host rocks proceed, slowly changing both fluid and rock
compositions.

Geothermal systems generally possess an extensive overlying impermeable layer(s) (caprock),

which precludes the widespread loss of heat and fluids to the surface and prevents large
quantities of cold water from quenching the system from above. A continuing supply of water
to the deep system , or recharge, is also necessary to replace that leaving the system naturally
or through exploitation.

2.3.2 Geothermal Systems in the Taupo Volcanic Zone

The general discussion of Taupo volcanic Tnne (tYZ) geotherrnal systems presented below
is based on three recent review articles by cole (1986), Hedenquist (lgg6) and Henley and
Hedenquist (1986)' very comprehensive and up-to.date references to the geothermal literanrre
may be found therein.
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As for the majority of geothermal systems in the rest of the world, those located in the TVZ
are a direct result of the recently active and active volcanism associated with tectonic plate
margin activity' T\e TYZ is interpreted as being a volcanic arc and margin basin of the
Taupo-Hikurangi subduction system associated with the Indian-pacific plate boundary (cole,
1986)' This approximately 50 km wide zone extends northeasrwards acrross the central North
Island for a distance of about 250 km (Figure 2.8). There are mone than 20 major geothermal
systems' and an almost equal number of minor ones, localed in it (Mongillo and clelland,
1984)' This geothermal profusion is directly related to the copious rhyolitic volcanism that
has occurred in the last 200,00G300,000 years (fledenquist, 19g6).

2.3.2.1 Geological Character

Four rhyolitic volcanic centres rcpresenting multiple or nested calderas resulting from massive
ignimbrite erupdons have been identified within the Tyz: the Taupo, Maroa, Rotorua and
okataina volcanic c-entres. More than ld km3 of rhyolitic material has been erupted from
them in the last 600,000 yean (cole, 1986). Relatively minor andesitic eruptions have also
occurred within the last 300,000 years from the Tongariro andesite volcanic centre (Figure
2'8)' Because of the recent volcanic and sed.imenmry cover, and the probable nesting of
collapse structures in the Maroa are4 the exact caldera boundary locations are uncertain
(ibid.).

Back arc spreading is occurring in the T\IZ ata rate of about 7 mrn/yras measured at the Bay
of Plenty coast' Intersections of the resulting recent to active NE-rending fauls with infened
older Nw-tnending basement faults may be the locations of the major rhyolitic volcanic
centres' In any case, the late Quaternary NE-trending faults, which appear predominantly
normal in rype, define the main structural units within the TVZ (Cole, 19g6).

Exploration and production drilling in several of the known geothermal fields u/ithin theTyZ
indicates that the Mesozoic greywacke and argillite basement surface ranges in depth frrom
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Henley and Hedenquist, 19g6).

and major geothermal field locations (after
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about 7w-120o m below mean sea level (bmsl) at Kawerau in the northeast to about i900 m
bmsl at Rotokawa in the southeast, with basement not being reached at depths of lg00-2300
m bmsl near the centre of the T{z atWairakei and Mokai, respectively (Hedenquist, 19g6).
These results support the gravity data which indicates that rhyotitic pyroclastics, lavas and
sediments fiIl the centrar T/z to depths grcater than 2 km (cole, 19g6).

The stratigraphy in many of the TVZ geothermal fields shows that extremely thick (200-300
m) individual pyroclastic units exist' some interbedded with lacustrine sediments which are
up to 250 m thick' The permeability of the volcanic units, which is usually horizontally
orientated' varies widely depending on the degree of welding. some units can act as aquifers,
while others behave as aquitards. The finer-grained sedimentary layers can also be extremely
impermeable, with some possibly acting as caps over parts of geothermal systems. Fissuring
and fracturing due to thermal stresses induced by cooling, hydraulic fracturing and. volcanic
intrusions can also create permeable zones, even producing aquifers in volcanic units that
normally have very low porosity and primary permeabiliry. Generally, these types of
secondary permeability are vertically orientated.

Several geothermal systems in the TYZ arclocated near identified (Mokai) and infened ring
structures (waimangu, waiotapu, Broadlands and wairakei), while others are related to young
NE-trending faults (re Kopia, waikite and orakeikorako) (Figure 2.s) Qlenley and
Hedenquist, 1986; Hedenquist" 1986). Based on LANDSAT imagery surdies, cochrane and
Wan (1983) concluded that geothermal systems in the TVZ occur at the intersections of old
NW-tnending basement faults with young NE-trending faults or are aligned along or closely
adjacent to strong active faults. such relationships may be explained if the fault intersections
connol the emplacement of the geothermal systems' rhyolitic heat sources (tledenquist, l9g6).

The dadng of hydrothermal eruption deposits at Kawerau, waiotapu, Tikitere, orakeikorako,
Rotokawa and Rotorua geothermal fields indicates that these systems have been active for a
few tens of thousands of years. Though hydrothermally altered clasts found in sediments at
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Kawerau and wairakei suggest that hydrothermal activiry existed in these areas as long ago
as 200'000yeats, modelling studies indicate that shallow volcanic intrusions cool in about
10'000-50'000 years (ibid.). Thus, it appears that georhermal systems may go through more
than one active phase.

The activiry of geothermal systems is quite variable in nature. Fluid inclusion studies indicate
that subsurface temperature conditions in one area of a system can decrease, while they
increase elsewhere' changes in the location and occurrence of surface activity such as
migrating thermal gtound, hydrothermal enrptions, shifting silica deposits and geyser character
changes also illustrate the dynamic nature of geothermar sysrcms.

Fossil or dead geothermal systems and other areas of extinct alteration andmineralisation have
also been identified in the TVZ and along irs western margln (Hedenquist, 19g6). ohakuri,
for example, is a fossil system that was active from about 40,000.200,000 years ago
(Henneberger, 1983).

2.3.2.2 Geochemical Character

The chemical composition of both the geothermal fluid and the alteration mineral assemblages
present in the surrounding rock depends upon the physical and chemical interaction processes
which have occurrcd and the conditions that have prevailed. Thus, chemical and isotopic
analysis methods can be used to determine the occurrence and location of boiling and dilution
of the principle upflowing fluid; the types of fluid-mineral reactions and their temperatures;
the fluid origln, general flow path and the volume of fluid that has passed ttrough the system
(Hedenquisr, 1986).

As geothermal fluids rise convectively through the system they react with the surrounding
rock' The contolling influences on these reactions include: temperahrrE, pressure,
permeability, duration of activity and fluid type (e.g.neutral pH chloride versus acid. sulphate).
The type of host rock (e.g. rhyolite, andesite, basalt, etc.) appears to be only a minor factor
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(Browne, 1981)' Silica, traces of chloride and other constituents are dissolved by the fluid.
Reactions with the primary minerals produce a propyhrtc alteration assemblage typified by
abundant illite-mica and chloritc, and varying amounts of quartz, albite, adularia, pynto,
pyrrhotite, zeolites, epidote and minor amounts of base metal sulphides. However, the
presence of gases, especially carbon dioxide, can alter this mineralogy distribution
(Hedenquist, 1986).

The reacting water itself becomes an almost neutral pH, relatively high chloride concentration
liquid known as chloride watur. This is the principal fluid t1rye of the New T_naland,

geothermal systems, which have typical chloride concentnations of about 1200 mg/kg. High
concentrations of sodium (250-900 m9kg), potassium (sG.300 mgkg) and silica (250-g00
m/kg) are also typical (ibid.). These chloride waters also contain a dissolved gas component,
which for New 7*aland' fields can vary from about 0.05 wtvo for the low gas Mokai and
wairakei fields up to about 4 wvo for the gassy Broadlands and Rotokawa fields (Dr. r.w.
Hedenquist' pers. comm.). Geothermal gases consist mainly of carbon dioxide (> g0 wtvo)
and hydrogen sulphide (about 5 wt?o), with smaller amounts of hydrogen, nitrogen, ammonia,
methane and argon comprising the remainder.

The rising geothermal fluid begins to boil at a depth which depends upon both temperarure
and gas content' Pure water boils at a depth specified by its temperaturd%lone, however, the
addition of gas (principally carb6n dioxide) causes fluid having the same temperanrp as pure
water to begin to boil at Sreater depttrs. For example, in a system open to the surface (i.e. not
over pressured), addition of 4.4 wtTo carbon dioxide to water at 300 oC will cause it to begin
boiling at224o m depth rather than 1050 m. Boiling rransfers dissolved gases, such as carbon
dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, methane and hydrogen, prcferentially into the steam phase, which
may then travel independently of the liquid to the surface and discharge as fumaroles.

* 
B"r,u.. controls b"iliag dqth, hoocuer, e ?ressure-ter,,jer^turz relction ql(oros

ttrrp.c.trrs {o 5gecrfg it.
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steam heated acid sulphate water will be produced by condensation of the migrating steam-
gas mixture if it encounters groundwater near enough to the surface (often < 50 m depth) that
oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide can occur. These fluids generally have a negligible
chloride content, high sulphate and a pH = 2-3. Their presence is often characterised by the
existence of bubbling (not necessarily boiling) mudpools of kaolin clays, such as those at
craters of the Moon and waiotapu. These fluids leach the surrounding rock and may produce
a topography of collapse craters' such as at waiotapu. This t1rye of alteration is termed
advanced argilltc, and the minerals associated with it include kaolinite, dickite, cristobalite,
alunite, pynte, hematite, native surphur and a silica residue (Hedenquist, 19g6).

If the rising steam-gas mixture encounters groundwater at depths below the oxidation level,
the carbon dioxide will be absorbed, forming a carbon dioxide rich steam heated water. These
fluids can be present both in a layer over a geothermal system and at its margins, and have
been found at Broadlands- Their cool temperatures (100-150 oc) and slightly less than neutral
pH produce argillic alteradon, which is typified by the prcsence of montrnorillonite-illite
inter-layered clays (ibtd.).

If the rising neutral pH chloride fluid boils all the way to the surface, its pH increases and it
forms alkaline-chloride boiling springs andor geysers, which commonly deposit silica sinter
in thea surrounds' Mixtures of the above water qpes can also occur, forming dilute chloride
waters and acid sulphate_chloride warcrs for example.

2.3.2.3 Geophysical Character

As indicated above, in high temperatue sysrems, the geothermal fluids are hot (> z20C) and
mineralised ( saline). These characteristics result in the fluid resistivities being very low,
generally less than 10 clm- since the resistivity of cold water is at least an order of
magnitude higher, the resistivity contrasts determined. from surface dc-resistiviry methods (e.g.
schlumberger and bipole-dipole arrays) are often extremely useful in delineating geothermal
areas' Much of the TVZ has been surveyed, showing that low resistivity anomalies are
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associated with all geothernally active areas. The results obtained also demonstrate that the
deep areal extent of fluid in geothermal systems is usually much grcarer than suggested by the
natural surface activity (hot pools, fumaroles, geysers, steaming/hot ground, etc.) present. The
usefulness of dc-resistivity methods can be hindered by the prcsence of low resistivity rocks
such as those containing hydrothermally altered minerals and weathering products.

Allis (1980) has determined the average heat flow in the TVZ, which is predominantly
convective' to be about 700 mWm2, or about 14 times larger than the normal continental
conductive heat flow (50 mWm2)- This amounts to more than 3500-4000 MW, over the
approximately 5000 km2 area of the TvZ. Most of this heat flow (> 3000 Mw) is
contributed by the geothermal fields, each having a tlpical area of l0-20km2 and heat flows
rangrng from about 40-600 MWr

The fluids flowing within geothermal systems both alter and deposit minerals in them. These
processes can result in high gravity and low magnetic anomalies. Changes in graviry due to
production of fluid have also been measured and used to infer water recharge rates and
patterns and identify changes in saturation (Allis and Hunt, 19g6; Hunr, l9g9).

various seismic techniques have also been applied to the study of geothermal areas
(Hochstein, 1982b; Henrys, 1987; Hunt, 1989). In addition to providing information on the
subsurface strucfure of and general seismic activity in geothermal fields, these methods may
be able to determine relative porosities of reservoir rock and identify the presence of vapour
and gas within the reservoir.

2.3.2.4 Surface Fearures

Generally, the existence of geothermal surface manifestations is the result of the presence of
geothermal fluid (hot water, steam, gas) at, or near, the earth's surface. Exceptions arise for
systems such as fossil ones, where extensive erosion has actually removed part of the surface
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cover and' in some cases' even some of the reservoir, exposing a ponion of the underlying
system (e'g' ohakuri). However, even in these cases, geothermal fluids once circulated
through parts of the exposed regions. Consequently, flow paths for the fluid are required, and
often identified with inferred or recognised faults, fracnrres and fissures.

on the large scale, the location of lineations (which may rcpresent faults or fractures), their
orientations and intersections arc of extreme interest because, as mentioned above, they may
relate directly to the origin of geothermal sysrems, i.e. the implantation of their heat sources
(Cochrane and Wan, l9g3).

on a smaller scale' in individual fields, the presence of faults, fissures and fractures, and their
intersections, have been associated with the occurrence and distribution of thermal feanres and
with zones of high productivity in wells. However, care must be taken when interpreting the
presence or absence of faults, because basement, or production level, faults may not be
manifested at the surface because of the presence of overlying volcanic anilor sedimentary
cover.

The type of geothermal feature present at the surface is intimately related to the naturo of the
fluid in the reservoir, as well as that being discharged at the surface, which is itself dependent
upon the local topography and hydrological setting. Geotherrral surface manifestations can
be categorised according to their thennal and/or alteratiory'deposition compositional character.
Almost all active features exhibit anomalously high (i.e. above ambient) temperatues
regardless of their type. These manifestations include: warm/hot groun{ steaming ground;
boiling/hot/warm springs, suEams, seepages and mudpools; geysers; fumaroles and
hydrothermal eruption craters. However, very dilute and soda springs and older sinter deposits
and altered ground, etc. do not necessarily exhibit above ambient temperatures.

There is an extremely wide nmge in the chemical compositions of geothermal surface features.
These are controlled by the temperatures and chemical compositions of the fluids which
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created them' Hot to boiling alkaline-chloride waters issuing from qprings and geysers form
amorphous silica sinters as a consequence of cooling. These sinters are usually hard, dense
and white in colour such as those at waiotapu and that surrounding the ohaaki pool,

Broadlands' Sometimes the sinter can be yellow-orange in colour and porous in nature like
some at orakeikorako and that deposited in the drains at wairakei. Extremely large areas (>
ld m2) of silica sinter are found at orakeikorako and waiotapu. Metal-rich precipitates may
also form locally from cooring alkaline-chloride wate*. At champagne pool, waiohpu and
ohaaki Pool, Broadlands, ore-grade concentrations of gold and silver are being deposited
(Browne, 1981; Hedenquist, 1986). High concentrations of mercury, arsenic, manganese,lead,

barium' thallium, often in the from of discrete minerals such as cinnabar, realgar, sdbnite, etc.,
are precipitated in many hot springs (Browne, l9g1).

Acid-sulphate fluids are responsible for the formation of some altered ground and mudpools.
The altered ground is often comprised of sulphate minerals like anhydrite, alunite and kaolin
gouP clays such as kaolinite, halloysite, occasional dickite and silica residue. Altered ground
can often be pink, yellow or orange in colour, due to the presence of finely disseminated
hematite , limonite and goethite . This colourful altered glound occurs at craters of the Moon,
Wairakei as well as at several other geothermal fields.

crystalline sulphur, soluble ammonium salts and perhaps borates can be deposited around hot
gas vents, such as those at Ketetahi on the slopes of Mt. Tongariro. Some acdve sulphur
deposition is also seen around the gas vents at Rotokawa and rikitere geothermal fields.

calcium carbonate, usually in the form of calcite, commonly precipitates from colder,
carbonate-rich springs as the carbon dioxide escapes from the fluids at the surface. very large
calcite deposits exist at Yellowstone, USA and Kizildere, Turkey (Browne, lggl). Large
deposits of calcite do not occ'r in the TVZ geothermar fields.
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Generally, discharge features in geothermal fields tend to be quite small in size, 

'ryically 
less

than a few metres across. Though much larger d.ischarge features can occur (e.g. the large
mudpool arcas at waiotapu and the large champagne and ohaaki hot pools), the altered and
thermal ground arcas are the ones which anain the greatest size, with some (e.g. Gaters of
the Moon' wairakei) covering areas in excess of 0.3 km2. The locations of geologically
important strucrures and rough indications of geothermal system size may be obtained from
mapping altered and thermal ground.

2.3.2.5 Vegetation

vegetation anomalies induced as a consequence of thermal suess, the presence of geothermal
fluids and anomalous soil composition due to the occurrence of alteration/deposition products
have been recognised in geothermal areas @awson, 1964; Robertson and Dawson , L964:
Given' 1980; Lynne, 1983). These anomalies can take several forms: the lack of non-stress
resistant vegetation, the presence of stress resistant vegetation, giantism and dwarfism,
characteristic vegetation (i.e. that associated specifically with a particular sness) and the
presence of a particular vegetation distribution (Brooks , lg72). For example, at cyaters of the
Moon' wairakei (as in several other thermal areas), mosses and pteridophytes (ferns and fern
allies) are commonly found in association with warm&ot ground and near fumaroles or stcam
vents (Given, 1976)' sinten are also frequently found to have multi-coloured (brown, grcen,
yellow and orange) algae growing on them, as at Orakeikorako. These algae are quite
ubiquitous, also occurring in warmlhot springs and streams, around steam/gas vents, mudpools
and on thermal ground-

In temperate climate areas' such as New Zealand, the geothermal areas arc mostly covered in
vegehtion' Hence, reliable techniques for detecting and mapping geothermally stressed
vegetation would be extremely useful for mapping the extent of thermal areas, monitoring
changes in them and assisting with the determination of heat flow.
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Remote Sensing of Geothermal Areas

2.4.L Introduction

A review of the literature pertaining to the remote sensing of geothermal areas is presented
in this section' Aerial thermal infrarcd techniques are given most consideration since the
emphasis of this thesis on thermal IR applications and because the majority of past geothermal
investigations has used these methods. satellite and aerial multispectral scanner (Mss) studies
are also discussed, however, specifically volcanological studies and standard aerial
photography are nor considered.

During the past l0 years, therc have been reladvely few geothermal remote sensing stud.ies
published' Most of the resource related investigarions during this period have concentrated
on applications in the financially more favourable mineral and hydrocarbon exploration fields,
and have included the development and testing of new, airborne high spectral resolution
instrumentation (e-g. the six channel thermal infrared multispectral scanner, TIMS; the l2g
channel airborne infrared scanner' Ars and the 224 channel airborne visible and infrared
imagrng spectrometer, AVIRIS) capable of identifying specific hydrothermal minerals exposed
at the eafih's surface and associated geobotanical anomalies (Goetz et a1.,19g3 and the annual
proceedings volumes of the Thematic conferences on Remote sensing for Exploration
Geology' 1981-1988)' The author is aware of only one published geothermal study involving
the use of these new instruments, that in which the TIMS was applied (section 2.4.3).

2.4.2 Satellite Investigations

All published satellite studies of geothermal areas of which the author is aware have utilised
muldspectral andor retum beam vidicon (RBV) imagery obtained with the LANDSAT series
of satellites, except two, one of which used thermal IR imagery from the Heat capacity
Mapping Mission (HCMM) satellite (Inglis and Budge, 1985; section 2.4.3),the other which
used imagery from the French sPoT satellite launched in Febnrary 19g6 (Mongilto and
Belliss' 1987, see Appendix U and Chapter 6). The coarse ground resolution available from
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the LANDSAT satellites (LANDSATS l-3:79 m and rhematic Mappen 30 m) has generally
limiled their application to the mapping of large-scale geologic features such as volcanic
complexes, prominent long faults and lineations (Goldstein, l9g4; oliver and suggate, l9g5).
Bogart and Readdy (1987) discuss the imponance of regional LANDSAT and sLAR (side
looking aerial radar) imagery mapping in conjunction with geotectonic and ore-formation
models in an area of active plate convergence integrafed with seismic and volcanological data,
mineral and hot spring locations, etc. as a guide for exploration. Thiessen er a/. (19g7) have
examined digltal processing methods for correcting reflectance for shadow effects on Thematic
Mapper imagery followed by stereo enhancement using a digital elevation model @EM) to
better define geologic structwes such as fracture zones which can provide permeable pathways
for geothermal (and gas and oil) fluids.

Every published LANDSAT satellite imagery investigation has penained to, or included a
discussion of' structural applications with emphasis on lineation studies which have examined
the relationship beween the presence of geothermal fields and areas, hot spring occrurences,
or production well permeability, and lineation locations and intersections. In an extreme
synoptic application case' Barbier and Fanelli (1974; lg75) applied standard aerial
photography interpretation methods to LANDSAT-1 Band 7 (0.g-l.l pm) photomosaics of the
whole of Italy and found that 78vo of the known thermal springs occurred on one or more
lineations longer than 100 km. A dozen 'hot' lineaments, i.e. ones with high concen6ations
of hot springs, were identified and the three exploited geothermal fields: Ianderello, Travale
and Monte Amiata, and 357o of the Italian thermal areas were found to occru within an area
(about 9vo of Italy's total area) bounded by three major lineaments. Ianderello was also found
to be located at the intersection of two large lineaments. These authors concluded that this
type of synoptic imagery would be very useful in the earliest stages of geothermal exploration
for locating the large lineaments and fracture fields associated wirh higherpermeability, hence,
for identifying possible sites for high temperature geothermal fields. Similarly, yuan and
Cheng (1982) conducted a lineament analysis and geological interpretation of LANDSAT
imagery and aerial photographs of the 800 kmz Lushan geothermal area, Taiwan. They found
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hot spring areas mostly located at the intersections of major lineaments and identified several
potential geothermal fields at locations of high lineament concentration. It was concluded that
the application of remote sensing techniques was very useful in locating geothermal areas in
Taiwan's difficult access areas.

As paft of Japan's increasing energy self-sufficiency plan, a nationwide geothermal exploration
programme is being conducted which uses four data bases: LANDSAT imagery, SLAR
imagery, aeromagnetics and ravity. As a first stage in this scheme, LANDSAT imagery has

been photogeologicalty interpreted (Hase et al.,lg}z) to identify the tectonic belm, volcanic
areas and lineament structure of Kyushu Island. The Kirishima-yama area in the south has
been identified as a promising geothermal prospect from the imagery based on its location in
a tensional fracture regime, rcadily available heat source, potential reservoir rocks and
adequate water supply.

Government and university institutions of chile have also instigated a joint national remote
sensing programme to identify and locate geothermal resources in order to reduce dependence
upon imported petroleum as a source of energy (Arayq l98z; Araya and piraces, l9g2).
LANDSAT multispectral and multi-temporal (one per season) imagery, aerial multispectral
photography and thermal IR scanner imagery were obtained over parts of chile,s high altitude
snow covered Andes and assessed to determine the best methodology for geothermal
prospecting and exploration. Analysis of LANDSAT imagery allowed areas of abnormal snow
melting to be identified and correlated with features associated with geothermal activity, i.e.
volcanic strucrures, faults/lineaments, hydrothermal alteration zones. This LANDSAT analysis
showed up all the known geothermal features in the Del Maule Lagoon and La Invernada
Lagoon test areas and also identified previously unknown thermal areas which were later
confirmed through ground examination, The results demonstrated that synopdc satellite
imagery could provide a useful, low cost method for locating prospective geothermal fields
within the vast unexplored regions, thereby greatly reducing the investigation area 19 a more
tractable size which could be investigated in more detail by aerial rcmote sensing methods.
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The return beam vidicon (RBV) also provided a useful update for the cartographic base. In
a similar investigation, van Kooten et al. (1982) showed that winter LANDSAT imagery was
useful for identifying and locating anomalously snow-free areas across northern and cenral
Nevada' Those areas remaining after non-geothermal effects were considered were found to
conelate with hot spring and geothermal resource occrur€nces. Several subsurface thermal
anomalies were identified where no surface thermal features were present. Again, it was
concluded that this technique would be useful in the large areal coverage reconnaissance

phases of geothermal investigation because it would allow areas rcquiring more detailed
investigation to be located-

A detailed investigation of the regionat geostructural sening of the Bacon-Manito Geothermal
Field' Philippines, used LANDSAT imagery products in rhe form of false colour composite
prints of Bands 4, 5 and 7, and colour prints of band ratioed and linearly stretched
multispectral imagery (Ferrer et al-,1986). Lineament information obtained from analysis of
the LANDSAT imagery was correlated with tectonic information to delineate major structural
lines and identify regional stross responsible for the deformation at Bacon-Manito. several
circular features identified on the imagery were found to be

lithological boundaries.

caldera, craters or

several satellite remote sensing investigations have been conducted at Mexican geothermal
areas' Del Rio et al. (1980) applied remote sensing methods as part of an investigation to
help develop selection criteria for prioritising and directing exploration of the more than 300
known/reported geothermal areas within the l76,0CIlcrn2 Mexican volcanic Belt which extends
approximately 950 km across the central part of the counqy from the pacific ocean to the
Gulf of Mexico' Low sun elevation LANDSAT Band 7 imagery was used to identify
volcanoes and faults longer than 10 km in the 5600 km2 cuitzeo.Los Azufres region. Two
predominant fault directions were idsntified, the principal one due to normal faulting and the
site of several graben srucnues. Ground investigations located hydrothermal alteration and
hot springs along this principle fault at two areas: Los Azufres and Araro,. The Los Azufres
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area is a temperate forest zone and much of the surface hydrothermal mineralisation is
surrounded by short grass' small brush planm and visibly snessed trees which cover areas
extending out 75-85 m from many thermal manifestations, at which point the vegetation
appears healthy' vegeution cover is so thick in some areas that the surface feamres cannot
be seen from the air' consequently, the importance of being able to distinguish .stressed,

vegetation in areas which havc been identified as potentially important geothermal areas was
noted' Application of multispectral photography from the nearby hills and from a rower at
Los Azufres showed that the stressed vegetation exhibited a lower reflectivity in the
photographic IR wavelengths at distances as far as 200 m from the centre of the anomaly.
It was concluded that identification of such vegetation stress would be very useful in locating
geothermal areas for further detailed study.

camacho et al' (1982) investigated geothermally stressed vegetation characterisdcs in more
detail by examining LANDSAT Mss imagery in an effort to define differences between tree-
soil units in geothermal areas and those on normal background areas at the l,os Humeros
geothermal area, Mexico' Though individual thermal manifestations are generally much
smaller than the LANDSAT ground resolution element" it was argued that erosion and rain
would spread hydrothennal minerals over larger arpas than where they were initially deposited,
hence the effects would bc felt by vegetation over a much larger area than that in which the
minerals were deposited' Two methods were used to investigate this stressed vegetation idea.
First' imagery of an areaT km by 13 km, centred on the Los Humeros fault was d.ivided into
I km2 regions' each one of which was then compared to its nearcst eight surrounding
neighbours as a dissimilarity check and 15 level d.ifferences were noted. The most dissimilar
squares were found to be aligned with the Los Humercs fault and the bulk of the surface
manifestations' The second method involved maximum likelihood classification of the MSS
imagery based on extensive field vegetation classification into nine categories such as bare
soil' sparse t'ee coverage' uees growing on basalt, dense coverage, etc. This approach
demonstrated that the (Band 7)/(Band 5) ratio (i.e. the (near IR)/(red) wavelength ratio) was
distinguishably lower for anomalous vegetation, a result similar to that obtained by del Rio
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et al' (1980) at Ios Azufrres. The identffied anomalous vegetation was found to be located
south and southwest of the Los Humeros fault, in two arcas prcviously identified as being of
high geothermal significance. It was concluded that the areas defined by the union of the two
methods would provide an outline of potential geothermal activity as manifested at the surface.
The intersection of the two criteria should indicate areas of geatest interest for ground
investigation.

Alcantara et al' (1988) investigated the application of artificial illumination methods on both
LANDSAT Band 7 imagery and digital terrain models of the Los Humeros geothermal ar€a,
Mexico' in order to define bettcr the fault and lineation structurc of thc area. They
demonstrated that this technique was useful for enhancing lineaments orientated perpendicular
to the illuminadon direction, and werc able to identify new lineaments related to both regional
and local faulting' By correlating the imagery lineation information with drainage patterns and
well information it was also concluded that drainage lines were good indicators of upper
ground layer and fault permeability, and that the density of lineaments and presence of
structural basins were related to the existence of good vertical permeability. It was also
possible to identify lineaments associated with local faults believed responsible for producing
the high permeability exhibited by the good well production. using drainage panern maps,
places where drainage lines disappeared into faults were identified as sites for possible cold
water inflow into the reservoir. where faults were seale4 drainage continued over them,
indicating no inflow' These results demonstrate that lineament enhancement techniques can
be very useful in the early stages of geothermal investigation because they help locate
recharge (inflow) and discharge areas.

As part of an investigation of remote sensing of geothermal areas, Jinich et al. (1gs1)
conducted an image processing classification study of LANDSAT imagery of the crrro prieto
Geothermal Field, Mexico. Geothermal surface alteration material containing salts was
identified and its areal distribution was found to correlate with the two known crrro kieto
fault systems, and in several other places, with the presence of high silica content material in
old river channels and sandy soils.
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cochrane and wan (1983) conducted the only LANDSAT sareuite investigation of a
geothermal nature in New znarand- They used a LANDSAT 2 MSS Band z (0.g-r.l pm)
image obtained in December 1975, aerial photographs and field surveys to map the regional
structural features of the Taupo volcanic znne (wz). They concluded that the TVZ is a
complex structural graben, containing three major sets of fault lines: the majority orientated
northeast, six basement faults aligned northwest and tlrr€e other faults orientated
northnorthwest' comparison of this structure with the known locations of 15 active
geothermal fields demonstrated that most of the TVZ's geothermal systems are located near
fault intersections, or adjacent to or aligned along strong active faults. It was suggested that,
in the Tvz' the locations and extended orienndons of the geothermal fields are probably
controlled by the presence of active faults. The possible use of the identified fault
intersections as guides for furure geothermal exploration was also mentioned-

2.4.3 Thermal Infrared Investigations

The literature penaining to the application of thermal IR methods to geothermal and related
volcanological investigations has not been reviewed recently, nor in any great dctail, though
Friedman and williams (1968) and watson (1974) do provide brief discussions of the pre-
1972 published work' sabins (1987) and williams (1983) also provide general discussions.
Consequently, the following discussion will provide a comprehensive review.

Airborne thermal infrared techniques have been applied to the study of active geological
processes since the early 1960's (Friedman and williams, 1968; Fischer et al.,lg&),though
more widespread civilian use had to wait until early 1968 when the united states military de-
classified thermal IR sensors and equipment which did not exceed certain levels of spatial and
temperature sensitivity (sabins, 1987; stingelin, 1969). Today the IR equipment available for
civilian use is of the highest qualiry.

As is usual with the arrival of a new scientific tool, the earliest discussions and applications
of the aerial thermal IR to geothermal prroblems dealt with ascertaining which anomalous
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geothermal features could be detected and identifred, determining the minimum detectable

anomaly strength (i.e. minimum temperature or heat flow), attempting to define the best

conditions for applying the technique to maximise its sensitivity and developing methods for

analyzing the resulting data.

Benseman and Holmes (1958) provided one of the earliest published scientific discussions of

thermal IR applications for geothermal investigation. On the basis of the information

contained in a September 1957 TIME magazine article entitled "Infrar€d is Watching", the

authors estimated the magnitudes of a range of ground surface temperanue conrolling

influences (wind speed, cloud, fog, emissivity, ground moisture, rain, vegetation, diurnal and

annual solar effects and topography) and by comparing them with measured heat flows for

Wairakei, Waiotapu and Orakeikorako geothermal frelds (New Znaland), concluded that

minimum significant geothermal heat flows could raise ground surface temperatures by several

degrees above similarly exposed non-thermal ground, hence, be detectable under prcper

weather conditions, by the then existing thermal IR instmments. They stated that such aerial

methods would be extremely valuable for reducing the amount of time and effort involved in

the early reconnaissance phases of geothermal exploration. Efforts were made in the mid-

1960's to obtain assistance from the New Zealand and US military to assess the IR method

for geothermal application ffi. C.R. James, pers. comm.) because the technology was both

classified and not availablc in New 7*aland. Unfornrnately, nothing eventuated, as the

military were unable to help (ibid.).

Several of the earliest published geothermally related aerial thermal IR surveys were

conducted at Yellowstone National Park (USA). Mclrrran and Morgan (1965) Examined

imagery obtained in April 1961 and reported that georhermal featurcs such as geysers and hot

springs were clearly identffiable, though not distinguishable. Hot seepages along the margins

and bottoms of lakes were also identified from the thermal pattems observed on lake surfaces,

and possible detection of anomalous hot ground was made. Miller (1966) used imagery

obtained in May 1961 to identify twelve (eleven previously unknown) anomalous hot ground
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areas and described the effects of this hot ground on the swround.ing vegehrion. Miller (ibid.)
also concluded that repeat aerial thermal IR surveys could be useful for studying the dynamic
nature of thermal activity (including changes resulting from seismic activity), hence, is one
of the first to suggest applyrng thermal IR methods for monitoring geothermal change. using
Yellowstone imagery obtained in 1967,Miller and cooper (1969) also showed that conductive
areas of heat flow were detectable. They identified a 300 m long anomaly which they
associated with a subsurface hot water flow which emerged from the ground at the location
of a hot spring' These authors reiterated the possible usefulness of thermal IR imagery as a
monitoring tool, though did not illustrate it because the earlier (1961) comparison imagery was
not of good enough quality. white and Miller (1969) also used mid-morning imagery of rhe
Yellowstone arca, in conjunction with snowfall calorimetry (white, 1969), to determine the
lower detectable limit of geothermal heat flux to be 150-500 HFU (l HFU=10 6 cal cm-z sec-,).

strangway and Holmer (1966) used a wideband (z-20 pm) rad.iometer (i.e. a non-imaging
device which detects radiation from a single small area) to obtain aerial IR profiles over a
known thermal area in Lordsburg, New Mexico (uSA). They detected a 600 HFU anomaly
and also discussed the importance of several topographic and microclimatological effects
which produced anomalies in their IR data: the settling of cooler air in topographic lows and
river valleys, slope effects due to differential solar heating and fault effects in which the down
thrown side exhibits temperatues a few degrees lower than the upper side.

one of the earliest, most thoroughly described IR imagery surveys of a geothermal area was
that conducted by Moxham (1969) at the Geysers Geothermal Field (usA) in rg66 using a
detector sensitive in the 8-14 pm thermal band. This srudy demonstrated that only the highest
temperature geothermal anomalies could be detected in the daytime, while pre-dawn imagery
very clearly showed lower temperature anomalies. The most intense anomalies were
associated with hydrothermally altered steaming ground, with fumaroles and hot qprings also
detected' Linearly aligned thermal anomalies, possibly due to the presence of steam and hot
springs along faults, were also identified. Associated ground temperature meas'r.ments
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showed that the effects of differential solar heating and meteorological conditions could

overwhelm the thermal effects produced by lower intensity (about 100 Hzu) conductive heat

flow anomalies. Measurements showed that some thermal ground areas having pre-dawn

temperatures l0 oC higher than non-thermal ground could become 4 "C cooler in the daytime.

It was concluded that the principle application of the aerial thermal IR method could be in the

preliminary regional assessment stage of geothermal investigations. This conclusion was

verified by the detection of over 100 10 oC, or greater, temperature anomalies (associated

with hot springs, fumaroles and warm fault traces) during aerial thermal IR imagery surveys

flown over Ethiopia and Kenya in about 1970 (Watson, 1974).

Early thermal IR applications to both volcanological and geothermal studies were conducted

in Iceland during the mid+o-late 1960's. Friedman et al. (1969) obtained imagery over four

geothermal areas in lceland's neovolcanic zones in 1966. At Ndmafiall and Theistareykir

geothermal fields, structural control of numerous hot springs, solfataras and fumarole fields

was confirmed by the coincidence of aligned thermal imagery points and the known local

trend of faults, fissures and subsided Saben strips. A fissure containing circulating warm

water (43 'C) was identified on the Ndmafjall imagery and warm seeps into a nearby lake

were also visible. The geothermal activity (steam vents, warm ground and other thermal

features) at the Reykjanes Geothermal Field was found to be localised and elongated along

faults.

Recognition of the usefulness of this new and developing aerial thermal IR technology to

geothermal investigations was illustrated by the presence of several papers prcsented at the

1970 Pisa (Italy) United Nations Symposium on Development and Utilization of Geothermal

Resources. Palmason et al. (1970) presented results obtained from predawn (to reduce solar

heating effects) summer surveys conducted over several Icelandic geothermal fields in 1966

and 1968 using a thermal IR scanner which obtained imagery in the 1-5.5 pm band. The most

intense features on the Reykjanes Geothermal Field imagery correlated with known fault

structures and the overall imagery patterns were very similar to the temperature distribution
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determined from 0.5 m depth measurements. Application of a density (level) slicing technique

showed that thermal anomalies having a minimum heat flux of 200-700 HFU (i.e. T(0.5 m)=

50-70 "C) could be detected with confidence. Imagery of the Torfajokull Geothermal Field

clearly showed hydrothermal features which supplied new information on the distribution of

features. These results demonstrated that aerial thermal IR imagery could be very useful for

large scale feature location and distribution mapping in poorly explored areas and that the

thermal anomaly pattems could help identify previously unmapped structures which control

thermal activity. It was also concluded that since the identification of heat flows in the range

of 10-100 HFU (i.e. in the conductive regime) may be significant for geothermal exploration,

that at this stage, the method was not efficient enough to separate these anomalies from the

interfering thermal zoise caused by emissivity variations, hence may not be good enough for

exploration purposcs. Mention was made of the use of aerial thermal IR imagery for

documenting changes in thermal emission patrerns, another suggestion that the IR method

could be useful for geothermal monitoring purposes (see also: Palmason's invited comments

in Friedman and Williams, 1968).

Comez Valle et al. (197O) obtained day and night, 3-4.5 pm and 8-14 pm thermal IR imagery,

over the Ixtlan de los Hervores-Los Negritos thermal areas, Mexico, in 1969. The 8-14 pm

imagery, having a glound resolution of about 4.5 m, clearly showed hot springs, pools and

associated hot streams, though they were not distinguishable from other non-thermal water

features such as lakes. This lack of discrimination was probably the result of using frlm

products for interpretation rather than applying a more quantitative image processing approach

(my comment). Several fault lines were mapped from the prcsence of hot ground and exiting

thermal waters, as well as from daytime topographic solar heating effects; and formation

contacts were identified from the presence of tonal variations on the night-time imagery.

Possible lake bottom hot springs were indicated from faint thermal variations observed on a

lake surface. The authors concluded that spatial resolution, rather than detectability, was the

limiting factor in these surveys, and recommended future surveys be conducted at higher

ground resolutions.
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Hodder (1970) reviewed the conditions he felt were necessary for the successful application

of thermal IR imagery, stressing thc imponance of conducting surveys during the pre-dawn

hours in the mid-latitudes (see Stingelin (1969) and Sabins (1987) for a more complete

account). He also described surveys in which he identified hot springs and streams and

anomalously warm fault traces, and located a new thermal area (Heise Springs), on colourized

8-14 pm imagery obtained during the pre-dawn hours over the l-ong Valley and Salton Sea

geothermal areas in California (USA). He concluded that aerial thermal IR techniques should

be among the initial exploration methods applied since they provide a relatively low-cost and

quick determination of the extent of a field based on the distribution of the surface thermal

anomalies. The imagery can also assist with identifying controlling strucnres (faults,

fractures, etc.) wittrin a field as well as help choosing those faults in a fracture system which

are the best candidates for drilling (i.e. those exhibiting the presence of high heat flow).

Hodder (ibid.) stated that for 8-14 pm imagery, differential solar heating effects would

continue to mask anomalous geothermal ground, even that having temperatures lO's of degrees

higher than normal, unless surveys are conducted during the period 2-4 hours before dawn

(this belief has been proven to be generally incorrect, at least in the New Zealand case, by the

results obtained in this study).

New Zealand work by Hochstein andDickinson (1970), also presented at the Pisa Conference,

is the first known study specifically directed toward investigating the use of aerial thermal IR

surveying for monitoring change in geothermal surface features. They cited and assessed the

generalltheoretical IR survey requirements enumerated by Benseman and Holmes (1958) and

Stingelin (1969) (see also Hodder, 1970; Sabins, 1973a:1980; 1987) in light of the conditions

which prevail in New Zealand geothermal areas and demonstrated that no absolute

specifications can apply (as one would expect) since local weather pattems (e.g. periods of

most stable weather), types of surface features present (e.g. steaming ground, boiling pools,

warm ground, etc.) and topography inlluence the micrometeorological conditions. For

example, though most investigators suggest that the best time to conduct aerial thermal IR

surveys to detect thermal anomalies is during the pre-dawn pcriod, in many New Zealand
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thermal areas having steaming ground (e.g. Wairakei) and large hot pools (e.g. Rotorua and

Waiotapu), fog and dense steam arc prcsent at this time. Many of New Zealand's thermal

areas ar€ also located near the topographically low Waikato River Valley, where cooler air

settles and fog is common in the predawn hours.

Hochstein and Dickinson (ibfd.) conducted aerial thermal IR surveys over two geothermal

arsas in late 1969 using an instnrment sensitive in the 3-5.5 pm band- A daytime survey ovor

the Craters of the Moon Therrral Area (also known as the Karapiti Thermal Area)

demonsnated that thermal feature boundaries and individual steaming ground discharge

features could be clearly defined and mapped in greater detail than by any other method"

including ground surveys; and a lower limit on anomaly detection was found to be about 4

oC above background (12 oC), corresponding to a heat flux of about 350 HFU. A midnight

survey over parts of the Broadlands Geothermal Field was able to distinguish minimum heat

flux anomalies of about 150 HFU. It was concluded that the aerial thermal IR method was

an efficient one for mapping boundaries of discharge areas of New 7*aland thermal systems

and it was proposed that the method be used for monitoring changes in the surface thermal

activity locatcd near industrial and residential areas by flyrng rcpeat aerial IR surveys at about

2 year intervals. The results of the monitoring work which develo@ from this early study

(Dickinson, L973;1975; 1976) have been critically reviewed (Mongillo, 1989a, see Appendix

A) and will be briefly discussed below (Section 2.4.4).

The Soviets tested experimental thermal IR scanners, sensitive in the 1.3-5.3 pm ban4 over

the Uson Caldera area on Kamchatka in 1967 (Shilin et al.,1972). They were able to

identify the most intense activity on daylight imagery obtained from altitudes ranging from

600-800 m. They concluded that aerial thermal IR techniques would provide a good means

for rapid identification of thermally active areas, supply more detailed information on the size

and shape of thermal areas than ground based surveys and identify thsrmal areas that might

otherwise be missed due to their inaccessibiliry.
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Paul er al' (1976) conducted a low resolution (33 m) predawn survey over chandes-Aigues
hot springs, Franco, with an instrument sensitive in the 10.5-12.5 pm band- A 3 oc anomaly
was identified there and another thermal anomaly was detected at Le Falgeyrou, though it
was not determined to be of gcothermal origin. The authors concluded that thermal IR
scanners were useful for 'large-scale quantitative mapping of surface temperature disribution.,

Lee (1978) conducted a comprehensive (2,500 lcrn2 area) pre-dawn aerial IR survey over the
Black Rock Desert geothermal arca" Nevada, in lg74,to make an inventory of known thermal
features and locate unknown features and geological structures associated with them. The
results' based mostly on interpretation of black and white prints (though some false colour
processing was performed to illustrate different radiant levels), showed that the method was
useful for providing basic geological information on lithology, structurp and landforms which
is needed for hydrogeological interprctation of geothermal systems. The main utility here was
the ability to show spatial relationships between surface thermal discharges, thus assisting with
planning ground measurement and sampling surveys. No conductive heat features were
identified.

Jinich et al' (1981) flew surveys over the cerro Prieto Geothermal Field, Mexico, at three
different dmes of the day (3:00-4:15 pm, 7:30-9:00 pm and l:00_4:30 am) in June 1979.
Imagery was obtained, at a ground resolution of 9 m, with a multispectral scanner sensitive
in the 10'4-12'6 pm thermal ban4 and ground truth measurements were made at four
locations' Regional anomalies were delineated on a mosaic of the predawn imagery and
daytime imagery was found to be useful for determining fault stnrctural control. Density
slicing image processing methods allowed hot springs to be discriminated from other water
bodies and terrain features, thus overcoming the problem encountercd by Gome zyalle et al.
(1970)' It was discovered that hot springs as small as 4 m in size were detected, even though
the ground rcsolution was about 9 m (see Estes er a/. (1983) for a discussion of thts blooming
effect).
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A high altitude (18,000 m), 20 m ground resolution, thermal IR (10-12 pm band) survey was

conducted over the Pilgrim Springs thermal area, Alaska, in July 1980 by Dean et at. (1982).

Due to instrument problems and scattered clouds, the quality of the imagery was poor.

However, it was demonstrated that high altitude daytime thermal IR imagery was of no use

for studying hot springs. Three thermal anomalies were identified on the evening (Z:30 pm)

imagery, one of which was associated with a known geothermal area having surface

temperatures elevated by l-7 oC above ambient. It was concluded that high altitude thermal

IR surveys may not be panicularly useful for regional exploration and that gentle surface

temperature gradients arc not likely to be detectable. In site specific studies where enough

ground control was available, pre-dawn high altitude surveys might be capable of locating

relatively large area geothermal anomalies having surface temperatures greater than 2 oC

above ambient. Perhaps the most important conclusion resulting from this survey was that the

presence of water vapour over thermal lakes and surrounding areas during certain aunospheric

conditions, resulted in lower temperature responses on the imagery, consequently posing

misinterpretation problems.

Espejo et al. (1982) examined night-time aerial thermal IR imagery (8-14 pm) obtained over

a known thermal area on l"anzarote Island, Spain. Simultaneous ground truth and

meteorological measurements were also collected. Using digtal image processing methods,

it was possible to clearly define and map the general structurc of the known geothermal arcas.

Differences in lithology were found to produce thermal anomalies amounting to about 2 oC

and anomalies caused by human and industrial activity were also identified.

A pre-dawn thermal IR (8-14 pm) survey was performed over the El Tatio Geothermal Fiet4

Chile, in January 1980 as part of a national programme to investigate the application of

remote sensing methods to explore for, and study, geothermal resources (Araya and Piraces,

1982; Araya, 1982). Hot springs and streams, structure (identified from the alignment of hot

springs and thermal contrasts resulting from differing lithological units) and various lithologies

were clearly identif,red on the imagery, which was recorded on black and white film. It was
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concluded that the aerial thermal IR method would be extemely useful for prospecting and

exploring Chile's very remote and difficult access areas and for planning further, more

dctailed, ground studies.

Goldstein (1984) identified aerial thermal IR methods as possibly useful for determining

structurc (faults, fracnues, etc.) in geothermal areas because scanners have been able to

identify thermal contrasts associated with the greater moisture content and, in some cases,

higher temperature waters, present along faults. However, he emphasized that there were no

supporting case histories to demonstrate that the fault patterns identified correlate with

subsurface fractures in geothermal reservoirs.

Aerial multispecnal scanner surveys, which included the thermal band (9.75-12.25 pm), were

flown over two active New Zealand geothermal fields, during mid-morning periods (about

9:00 am) in December 1980. Timmins et al. (L983) discussed the procedures involved in

mosaicking aerial scanner images and included a mosaic of nvo thermal band images which

included part of the Rotorua Geothermal Field. Though the ground resolution, about 9.5 m,

was insufficient for identifying hot springs, the larger areas of thermal activity showe,rl up very

clearly on both histogram equalised and linearly stretched imagery. Lynne (1983) conducted

an extensive investigation of the Rotokawa Geothermal Field aerial scanner imagery. The

thermal band imagery was not interpreted alone because solar effects appeared to dominate,

however, it was combined with bands I (0.38-0.,14 pm) and 10 (0.97-1.06 pm) to produce a

colour composite which was found to be extremely useful for mapping hydrothermal alteration

and hot pools and springs. A colour composite of bands l, 6 (0.62-0.66 pm) and 10,

corresponding to standard false colour IR, was also found to be useful for mapping the

geothermal vegetation zones (geobotanical anomalies), fnom which it was possible to

determine shallow heat flow (Dawson, 1964; Dawson and Dickinson, 1970; Given, 1980).

Slaven (1982) examined the use of the same multispectral scanner used in the above described

New Zealand studies for a coastal environment investigation which included the low enthalpy
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waiwera geothermal area. He found that colour coded thermal band l l imagery, obtained
at 7:18 am and having a ground resolution of 1.25 m, was capable of detecting and
discriminating among three man-made thermal pools having temperaturEs differing by 3-6.C.
He also found that the colour composite imagery consisting of bands 3, l0 and l l was the
best one for clearly delineating feature temperatues and that the band 1, l0 and 1l colour
composite was best for ponraying relief and topographic landforms.

2.4.3.1 Modelling

once it was demonstrated that the aerial thermal IR technique could be successfully used to
detect, identify and map (at least on a coarse scale) geothermal surface anomalies, its ease of
use' comprehensiveness, and cost effectiveness led to the desire to apply it in the earliest
phases of geothermal reconnais$anco and exploration. However, it was recognised early on
(Benseman and Holmes, 1958; Banwell, lg70) that a major rimiting factor in the application
and interpretation of thermal IR imagery for the identification and mapping of the weakest
thermal anomalies associated with the prcsence of important geothermal resources was the
existence of interfering noise caused by a myriad of non-geothermal sources. Goetz (lg1s)
provided a comprehensive list of the main parameters which effect ground surface
temperatures: insolation (i.e. solar heat), elevation, slope angle and azimuth, albedo,
emissivity, thermal inertia, soil moisture content, sky radiation temperatule, air temperature,
humidity, wind speed' micro'climate, cloudiness, vegetation cover and season!

To investigate the effects of the abovementioned interfering influences, hence, aid in survey
planning and assist with interpretation and quantitative analysis of thermal IR imagery,
mathematical models describing the ground surface temperatue have been developed and
investigated since the earry l9z0's flilatson et ar., r9zr; watson, l9z3; 1974; 1975; r9g2:
Kahle, 1977;1980; Kahle et al., 1975; Kahle et al., 1976;Kahle et al. l9g4: Gillespie and
Kahle, 1977;Hce, 1977; suits, 1979; Miller and v/atson,1977;Miller, 19gl; outcalr, 1972:
Balick et al., 1981; Berge and stroosnijdea 19g7; Ho, 19g7; Axelsson, l9g3; 19gg). The
fundamentals of these models were briefly reviewed by sabins (lgs7) and Kahle (1gg0).
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Basically, the models calculatc ground surface temperatue as a function of timc by solving

the heat flow equations which describe the thermal processes occurring at the earth's surface.

Because of its complexity, the environment is impossible to model exactly; consequently,

ceftain simplifying assumptions and approximations are required to make the problem

tractable. The various models are distinguished by their methods of solution and by the

simplifying assumptions made.

Watson (1974; 1975) developed a mathematical model of the near surface conductive heat

flow which included incoming solar and sky radiation, outgoing ground radiation, conduction

into ttre ground, a geothermal heat flux, cloud cover, arnospheric a$enuation and slope effects.

Convective heat transfer in the ground, and sensible heat (conduction and convection) and

latent heat (evaporation and condensation) transfer mechanisms beween the atrnosphere and

the ground were not included. The diurnal surface temperature behaviour was then calculated

for variations in the four most important geological model parameters: albedo, emissivity,

thermal inertia and geothermal heat flux @gure 2.9). The results indicated that by obtaining

thermal IR imagery near the time of day when the ground surface temperatue is near the

mean diurnal value, a quantity which depends on albedo, topography and geothermal heat flux,

but not on thermal inertia (which is a major noise connibutor), and which occurs at about 3

hours after sunrise, and again at about sunset, that the most accurate values of geothermal heat

flux could be obtained. Using this model as a guide, Watson (ibid.) conducted an aerial IR

survey of the Raft River, Idaho, area ar about l0 am (near the optimum time) and identified

a thermal anomaly which was later confrrmed by ground measurements. Quantitative

estimates from this model indicated that the natural range in variation of the

geological properties and topography could easily amount to several lf H2, hence could

hide geothermal fluxes of this order. It was also noted that errors caused by neglecting long

wavelength (>4 pm) solar radiation, convective heat loss due to wind and micrometeorological

effects, and by estimating albedo, atmospheric transmission and scattered sky radiation might

be significant. Watson (ibid.) also suted that it might be possible to determinc geothermal

fluxes with an accuracy of a few tens of Hzu if repeat imagery is obtained 34 times during

the diurnal cycle when the ground temperature is near the diurnal mean.
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Figure 2.9: Watson's (L974) calculated diurnal temperaturc curves for different thermal
inertias (cal cm2 sH) with geothermal heat flux = 0, albedo = 0.3, emissivity =
1.0, latitude = 30 o, solar declination = 0 ", sky radiant temperatue = 2ffi K,
dip = 0 o and cloud cover = 0.2. DC is the mean diurnal temperature and the
vertical arrows denote local sunset and sunrise times.

More detailed, comprehensive models utilising various numerical methods for solution have

been developed since Watson's (ibid.) initial investigations. Kahle (L977; 1980) has

developed a model which includes the effects of sensible heat transfer between the ground

surface and the aunosphere and latent heat effects, two very important mechanisms for

removing heat from the ground surface. This model demonstrated that, for thermal IR remote

sensing purposes, the important surface material property is the thermal inertia (which is the

product of the specific heat, density and thermal conductivity). Kahle's model has been used

for geological mapping, e.g. construction of thermal inertia images of the Pisgah Crater area,

Southern California (Kahle, 1977;1980; Kahle et aI., t975; Kahle et al.,1976; Gillespie and

Kahle, 1977), and soil moisture mapping (Pratt and Ellyen, 1979).
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Axelsson (1982) has introduced improved calibration algorithms in his surface temperarure and

thermal inertia models to reduce the effecs of variations in insolation and aunospheric heat

transfer (sensible heat flux), and has also developed models which include the effects of the

presence of vegetation and snow and ice cover (Axelsson, 1983). Neither of these models has

been applied to the acquisition nor interpretation of geothermal aerial thermal IR imagery.

2.4.3.2 New Thermal IR Instmmentarion

Design and development of new instrumentation has also proceeded based on some of the

modelling results. For example, Del Grande (1975a;1975b) and del Grande and Cook (1925)

described a theoretical aerial multi-band thermal IR technique which could identify and

quantify the low intensity conductive geothermal heat flows (as small as 10 HFU, which

corresponds to a surface temperature anomaly of about 0.1 'C) known to be associated with

high enthalpy geothermal systems, hence, would be exnemely useful in the early

reconnaissance and exploration phases of geothermal investigations. Imagery would be

collected in 4 or 5 narrow bands, between 2.2 and 13.2 pm, at locations in atrnospheric

windows which avoid major surface emissivity variations caused by typical surface minerals.

The imagery signal strengths were shown to vary as high poweru (4 to 23) of the absolute

surface temperature. Comparison of 'corrected' imagery with ground surface temperatures

calculated using a detailed surface climate simulator would provide images of the residual

temperatures which corresponded to the geothermal anomalies.

The above described del Grande technique, utilising two thermal IR bands centred at 5 and

l0 pm, has been successfully tested over two non-geothermal areas (del Grande, 1975b;

LeSchack and del Grande, 1976) and over the Long Valley geothermal area in California (del

Grande, 1981; 1985). In the l,ong Valley case, it was possible to resolve and map surface

tempemnre differences as small as 0.3 "C. Two low heat flux geothermal anomalies of 45

and 90 HFU were identified, corresponding to pre-dawn imagery determined surface

temperature anomalies of 1.4 and 2.8 'C. A thermal anomaly map constructed from the IR

imagery corresponded well with ground survey results.
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Kahle and Rowan (1980) described an investigation which led to the development and testing

(Kahle and Goetz, 1983) of a new thermal IR multispectral scanner ([IMS), which has six

channels between 8.2 and 12.2 qmr. The first TIMS geothermal imagery was obtained over

the East Mesa Geothermal Fiel{ Ias Cnres, New Mexico, at 2:00 am in June 1983, ar a

gtound resolution of 10 m (Inglis and Budge, 1985). Inconsistent results were obtained,

perhaps due to the lack of ground tnrth infmrration and method of analysis. Consequently,

the conclusion that the six bands did not provide any morc information than a single broad-

band channel was probably Fematuro. Inglis and Budge (ibid.) also examined HCMM

imagery for comparison with the TIMS data, but concluded that the ground resolution, 600

m, was too coarse to be useful for geothermal exploration applications.

2.4.4 Aerial Thermal IR for Geothermal Monitoring

As mentioned above, though the possible use of aerial thermal IR techniques for monitoring

change in geothermal surface activity had been suggested several times, it appears that

Hochstein and Dickinson (1970) were the first to seriously investigate the method for this

purpose. Their conclusion that it could provide an efficient means for monioring thermal area

change in the New Zealand situation prompted Dickinson (1973; 19751' 1976) to conduct

further studies, with special emphasis on evaluating the method for identifying and monitoring

changes in the thermal areas located near residential and industrial areas. A detailed re-

examination of these investigations has been conducted (Mongillo, 1989a, see Appendix A),

hence, only a brief review of this work is presented below.

Dickinson (ibid.) used an aircraft mounted AGA Thermovision 665 Tv-type thermal IR

scanner (Borg, 1968) which incorporated a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector operating in

the 2-5.5 pm band. Surveys were flown at an altitude of about 1500 m amgl, providing

images covering a ground area of about 580 m by 580 m, at a ground resolution of G7 m.

The imagery was recorded photographically and analyzed visually.
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The Tauhara, Rotorua and Kawerau geothermal fields were surveyed during the period around
dusk' in Januuy 1972- Analysis of the Tauhara imagery @ickinson , 1973; lgTs)showed
that the aerial thermal IR technique could successfully identify and delineate thermal areas in
a practical and economic manner, and demonstrated its superiority over ground-based methods
for investigating thermal areas located within and nearby urban, industrial and residential
zones' some of the results obtained were also usefully applied during the planning of a

timber mill site expansion, a school site location and road construction (rDrd.). The experience
obtained from these studies provided several useful recommendations for conducting aerial
thermal IR surveys under the prevailingTYZconditions. They should, generallybe carried
out in the late aunrmn, when solar insolation and ground temperaturcs are a minimum and
weather conditions tend to be most stable; during periods of low humidity and low wind; and
at dusk' where night-time navigation presents problems and early morning fog and low clouds
are present.

A repeat aerial thermal IR survey of the Tauhara Field was performed during periods of dusk,
in June and July 1975 (Dickinson' 1976), to assess the relative merits of summer and winter
surveying and to act as a follow-up survey for determining change in surface thermal activity.
Provisional results (ibid-) indicated that a massive increase in convective heat flow had
occurred during the 3-year period lg72'rg75. with the total area of convective heat flow
having increased by about l\ovo and the associated heat flow by about 3zyvol

The controversial large changes obtained from the two Tauhara s'rveys, a suggestion that they
suffered from seasonal bias (Allis, l9?9b), the need in New z*alandfor a comprehensive,
economical geothermal surface activity monitoring technique and the recent availability of
both new IR instrumentation and powerful image processing facilities, resulted in a re-
examination of Dickinson's results (Mongillo, 1989a, see Appendix A). The re-examination
concluded that it was invalid to compare the 7972and l9z5 surveys because of major seasonal
effects and lack of ground truth for the 1975 survey, hence the large changes indicated were
meaningless' However, it was also concluded that aerial thermal IR methods provided the best
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available means for large scale surface thermal activity monitoring and it was recommended
that aerial thermal lR surveying methods be further investigated and that a ground temperatue
monitoring area be established to investigate diurnal, seasonal and meteorological effects on
the characteristics of surface thermal features.

Japanese investigators have been involved with developing and using thermal IR
instrumentation for geothermal applications since the mid-1g60,s. Based on the published
literature, they are plesently the only ones, outside of New Zealand, attempting m apply these
techniques for geothermal monitoring purposes, consequently, a brief review of their work is
presented here' Matsuno et al. (1970) described the early Japanese thermal IR scanner
development work and provided 1967 imagery which illustrated their detection of thermal
anomalies located along a caldera rim, some identified with possible fractures and some
associated with 15 year old lava flows.

sekioka and Yuhara (1974) developed a rapid geothermal heat flux estimation technique,
originally used to interpret spot radiometer measurcments, which has been used for
quantitative analysis of all Japanese thermal imagery since. The model, based on a simplified
heat budget relation for vegetation-free surfaces, relates the relative geothermal flux and
surface t€mperature difference between rwo a-djacent points, assuming that the amplitude and
phase of the diurnal temperature variation, the topographic slope, emissivity, reflectivity and
other thermal and meteorological properties are the same for both. By obtaining a standard
temperatu€ value somewhere in the area of interest, the distribution of geothermal heat flux
can be determined' Initial ground-based studies using a radiomcter in the owakudani
geothermal area, Hokone, rn 1972. showed that heat fluxes of 30G5500 HFU could be
detected and the results correlated well with snow fall calorimetry. However, discrepancies
in the absolute values amounting to factors of 2-3 were presenl

Yuhara et al' (1975) continued the radiometer srudies of geothermal features (Sekioka and
Yuhara' 1974) by monitoring geyser eruptions and mudpool temperatures, and by mapping
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surface temperatures of hot pools. They also included thermal IR imagery of the owakudani
and sesshogawara geothermal areas and Miharayama volcano obtained with a thermocamera
(a tlpe of IR scanner' though not many details provided). The thermal anomaly distribution
determined from the owakudani imagery was in qualitative agreement with the earlier
radiometer data and showed much more derarl (ibid.). The possibility of applying the
sekioka-Yuhara (1974) method for determining heat flux from the imagery was also
mentioned.

one of the earliest known helicopter-borne TV-type thermar IR imagery applications was that
described by Yuhara et al- (1978), in which they used a cANoN Infrared rhermocamera (cr-
5B)' having a liquid nitrogen cooled detector sensitive in the 9-14 pm band, coupled with a
real-time TV monitor and a data recorder. In February 1926, daytime (10:10 am-4:30 pm)
imagery was obtained while hovering over an active solfatara thermal area on satsuma-
iwojima Island and over the shin-iwojima volcanic island- The imagery demonstratsd that
detailed temperatue distribution information could be obtained with this technique. yuhara
et al' (1981) furttrer developed the helicopter-borne technique by including the recording of
the IR imagery data on magnetic tape and incorporating a visible TV camera and monitor for
location Purposes during a survey of six thermal areas in the unzen hot springs region of
Kyushu in June 1978. Geothermal heat flows were estimated for the six areas by applyrng
the sekioka-Yuhara (sekioka and Yuhara, lg74) method to the IR imagery. Detailed
comparison of the imagery results with ground-based survey methods for one of the thermal
areas showed that the conductive heat flows (lf-ld HFU) were over estimated by factors of
10-102 and the convective flows (ld-ld HFU) by a factor of about trvo. It was concluded
that the discrepancies in convective heat flow results were probably due to unspecified
approximations in either the imagery or ground survey analysis techniques, while no comment
was made regarding the conductive heat flow disagreements.

Further development of the helicopter-borne thermal IR camera technique was made by
sekioka (1985)' who included a visible video camera and cassette recorder so that common
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field of view, visible imagery could be obtained and recorded simulraneously with high
resolution thermal IR imagery to allow small area features to be accurately identified and
located' Using this set-up with a PANA TITERMO w-rype IR scanner (sensitive in the 9-14
pm band), daytime imagery was obtained over the Sesshogawara geothermal area in May l9g2
(11:56 am) and over the Gashogake Geothermal Field in September 19g2. It was found that
this method allowed easy determination of thermal feature positions and analysis of the
imagery via a simplified sekioka-Yuhara method provided results in reasonable agreement
with those obtained from ground surveys.

The Japanese developmental studies finally culminated in the use of video cassetre recorders
to collect both thermal IR imagery and corresponding visible imagery in a repear survey
investigation (Yuhara et at. 1987, in Japanese). The Sekioka-yuhara method was employed
to calculate heat flows from repeat imagery obtained in March 1gg3 and in February 1gg4,
over several Japanese geothermal fields. The heat flows obtained from the later surveys were
about a factor of 10 larger than those obtained a year earlier! The discrepancies were noted
and it was concluded that therc must be problems with the calculation metho4 perhaps in the
specification of the factors in the heat balance equation.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

Geothermal fields typically have identified surface areas in excess of 10 kn2, within which
a wide variety of natural surface featurcs and associated stressed vegetation zones can occur.
The location and nature of the surface manifestations present depend upon the intensity of the
heat source, the type of reservoir fluid present, the vertical permeability structure and
distribution, the topography and the near surface hydrology.

Though the sizes of individual areas of surface geothermal activity range from less than 1 mz
up to about I km2, most arc too small to be identified on LANDSAT satellite imagery having
a typical ground resolution of about 80 m. consequently, most of the geothermal satellite
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investigations have dealt with the more synoptic field structural studies, and reasonably

successfully determined fault and fissure locations and orienrations useful for locating

permeable targets for well siting. on larger scales, regional structural stud.ies using

LANDSAT imagery have correlated the locations of long lineament intersections and active

faulting with the presen@ of geothermal fields in Italy and New z*aland,,providing a possible

explanation for their regional distribution. Geothermal surface alteration has been identified

and coarsely mapped in only one known LANDSAT imagery study at the Cerro hieto
Geothermal Field, Mexico.

A large number of geothermal fields occur in temperate and tropical climate regions, hence

are often covered in thick vegeEtion. Early investigators discovered the presence of stressed

vegetation in areas having above ambient ground temperatures, in areas wherc thermal fluids

circulated neiu' or at, the surface and in areas where geothermally altered ground was presenl

These geobotanical anomalies, which can extend over much larger areas than individual

features have been detected using ground-based and aerial remote sensing instruments. In one

LANDSAT satellite study of the [.os Humeros Geothermal Field, Mexico, such vegerarion

anomalies were also detected and coarsely mapped-

Based on the success of the above satellite investigarions, it would seem that the availability

of the much higher resolution (10 m panchromaric and 20 m mulrispectral) SpOT satellite

imagery would provide an extremely desirable and useful source for application in the

identification, location and mapping of geothermal fields in the earry

reconnaissance/exploration phases, as well as in the more detailed later snrdies. However,

the only known geothermal SPOT imagery application has been a preliminary surface mapping

study of the Waiotapu Geothermal Field (Mongillo and Belliss, 1982, see Appendix U). The

encouraging results obtained in this SPOT study and the dearth of other such investigations,

certainly argue for further detailed examination of the method.
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The use of aerial thermal IR methods for geothermal investigation has been dcveloping for
the past 30 years, and the various categories of application have included: regional
reconnaissance and exploration for the detection and identification of new high enthalpy
geothermal frelds; exploration of known geothermal areas to help guide further detailed ground
suveys' to help define field structural control as an aid in understanding the system and assist
with exploration well siting; and detailed geothermal surface feature mapping to provide
information necessary for monioring changes in location, d.istribution and intensity. The latter
monitoring application is an important onc for countries like New z*alandwhere gcothermal
fields occur near or beneath parts of large towns (Rotorua, Taupo and Kawcrau) and whcre
large-scale geothermal develo'pmcnts and tourist areas have been constructed within the
boundaries of geothermal fields. It appears that only New Zealand and Japan have begun to
investigate the application of thermal IR imagery for monitoring pu4roses, hence there is wide
scope for further study.
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Chapter 3

Thermal Infrared Investigations

Introduction

The fundamentals of helicopter-borne video thermal IR sunreying of geothermal surface

phenomena and the associated image processing are described in this chapter. A discussion

of the rationale for pursuing aerial thermal IR investigations of geothermal areas is presented,

along with a brief description of why the survey work recountod in this segment of the study

developed as it did. The characteristics of video thermal IR imagery and the compuror

processing methods used to colrect and analyze it are described" General details relating to

the scanner instrumentation arc also provided. Suwey methodology and design are d.iscussed

and the cost structue for conducting video thermal IR surveys is reviewed- The surveys

conducted as a part of this investigation are described in detail in Chapten 4 and 5.

Rationale for IR Investigations

Geothermal systems typically have identified surface areas in excess of 10 km2. The related

surface and near surface thermal activity can, a priorf, occur anywhere within this field region,

with individual zones of activity rangrng in size from less than I m' up to about I km2. The

activity is manifested in a variety of forurs and a range of intensities and includes: warm, hot

and steaming ground; warm, hot and boiling pools and springs; geysers; altered and unstable

ground, sinter teraces; hydrothermal eruption craters; mudpools and warm streams and

seepages.

Having a comprehensive and detailed knowledge of the location and character of the surface

manifestations associated with geothermal systems can serye a variety of purposes @rowne,
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1982). In the reconnaissance and exploration phases of geothermal investigation such

information can assist with the determination of system location, type (i.e. vapour or liquid

dominated) and size, indicate the reservoir fluid type and temperature, provide estimates of

total surface heat flow and distribution, and help guide subsequent, more detailed studies.

Knowledge of the distribution of surface features can also aid in the determination of

stnrctural control (i.e. locate faults and fissures) which helps develop a more complete

understanding of the geothermal system and may serve to define major reservoir permeability

zones that act as targets for well siting in the exploration and production drilling phases.

By nahrre, geothermal systems are dynamic entities. Their deep internal structure and near

surface properties are modified naturally as a consequence of changes in system heat source,

alteration of permeability and variation in reservoir fluid pressure. This system evolution

results in secular changes in both the character and location of the associated surface

manifestations. Most commonly, the changes occur relaively slowly and in existing areas of

surface activity or their environs, though new areas of activity can appear. Examples of such

natural change include: the occurence of hydrothermal eruptions at Orakeikorako (Lloyd

1972), Ngatamariki (Browne and Lloyd, 1986) and Waimangu (Ltoyd and Keam, 1974);

changes in geyser activity at Tokaanu (DSIR Geology and Geophysics files); and changes in

steam heated activity at Te Kopia (ibid.). The appearance of a new patch of thermal ground

on the Taupo Golf Coune in 1987, and its subsequent disappearance, is also believed to have

been due to a natural shift in steam flow at the shallower depths of the Tauhara reservoir (Dr.

R.C. Allis, pers. comm., 1987).

Change in geothermal systems can, however, be significantly modified and accelerated by

exploitation (Allis, 1981; Grant et al., 1982; Simpson, 1985). For example, from the late

1800's to the early 1950's, the principal surface activity of the Wairakei Geothermal Field was

situated in Geyser Valley. This consisted of numerous (22) geylers, hot springs and siner

terraces, with minor activity located in the Craters of the Moon area (Allis, 1981). Within 2-3

yean after the onset of large-scale fluid withdrawal for the Wairakei Geothermal Power
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Station, major changes had occurrcd (see Figure 3.1) (Allis, 1979a; l98l; 1984). The hot

water features of Geyser Valley had died away to be replaced by steam heated features such

as steam heated acid pools, steaming ground and fumaroles (Glover, 1977). Hydrothcrmal

eruptions also occurred.

Concurrently, the major surface activity relocated to the Craters of the Moon area, some 4 km

to the southwest of Geyser Valley. Here, steam heated features appeared and heat flow

increased from about 40 MW, to 400 MWp then subsequently decreased to a quasi-static value

of about 200 MW.. Gaters of the Moon has remained the major site of Wairakei surface

activity, with extremely frequent changes, such as the occurrence of hydrothermal eruptions

and the formation of powerful new fumaroles, continuing to dat€ (Mongillo and Bromley,

1990; Mongillo and Allis, l9E8). Thermal activity also increased in nvo other areas, both

approximately 2 km distant from Geyser Valley (areas A and B in Figure 3.1).

Wairakei exploitation effects have also been observed at the associated Tauhara Geothermal

Field where hot springs have disappeared, steam heated activity and surface heat flow have

increased and hydrothermal eruptions have occurred (Allis, 1981; 1984; Scott and Cody,

1982). These effects, however, have been on a much smaller scale than those which have

taken place at Wairakei.

The above mentioned examples demonstrate that changes induced by large-scale exploitation

can manifest themselves on time scales as short as a few years and continue for at least tens

of years after initiation.

V/ithin the TVZ, large geothermal fields occur near, or beneath pans of, three moderately

sized towns: Rotorua, Taupo and Kawerau. In Taupo, Rotorua and Kawerau, urban, industrial

and residential areas have been allowed to develop very near to zones of surface activity, and

in some cases, even onto rcgions of thermal ground. Many r€serve, tourist and recrcational

areas havc also been established within regions of geothermal surface activity for scientific
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Figure 3.1: Major areas of surface thermal activity associated with Wairakei Geothermal
Field. CYatsrs of the Moon and areas A and B have undergone the greatest heat
flow increases while Geyser Valley has sustained the largest decrease (after
Allis, 1981).

and environmental preservation reasons and as tourist attractions to take advantage of their

unusual scenic beauty. Large-scale geothermal powerdcvelopments have occurred atWairakei

(commissioned 1958) and Broadlands (commissioned 1989) and the huge Tasman Pulp and

Paper Mill was constructed within the Kawerau Geothermal Field to utilize geothermal energy

(commissioned 1957).
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In the above situations, knowledge of surface activity location, extent, type and intensity can

provide very important, practical functions. It can be used to help guide land utilization and

developmenu assist with the siting and construcrion of geothermal power stations and

industries and their ancillary equipment (e.g. steam mains, separator plants, waste water

disposal); aid with the location of buildings, factories, homes and roads; and help plan the

reticulation and installation of services such as electricity. This information also provides the

foundation for monitoring geothermal surface activity for any changes which may occur.

Whether natural or induced these can signal the occurence of significant changes in the

structure and physical conditions in the underlying system, hence, be useful in reservoir

studies and field management (Grant et al., 1982; Hunt, 1989). Such monitoring is also

useful, responsible and prudent for environmental, planning and safery reasons at geothermal

development sites and in those tourist, urban, industrial and residential areas located in the

viciniry of thermal activity @ickinson, t973;7975; Hunt, 1989; Appendices A-G). Where

monitoring is to be pursued, it is necessary to obtain a comprehensive, accurate description

of the surface thermal activity at the earliest possible rime, thus establishing a baseline for

future comparisons.

In the past, most surveys of geothermal activity conducted for mapping and monitoring

purposes have relied almost exclusively on ground-based measurements, with aerial

photography used as an adjuncr Since anomalously high surface and near surface heat

discharges are generally associated with the presence of geothermal systems, temperature

measurements at individual features and comprchensive shallow (S I m) ground temperatue

surveys were commonly used to characterize the activity and monitor changes. Unfornrnatcly,

these ground-based methods are extremely time consuming (months), hence expensive,

necessarily incomplete, and in many cases impractical and dangerous to undertake (Dawson

and Dickinson, 1970; Allis and Webber, 1984). Consequently, geothermal monitoring is often

neglected, though its importance is universally acknowledged.

From the above discussion, it is evident that there is a present and continuing need in New

Znaland for comprehensive, effective and economic geothermal surface activity mapping and
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monitoring, and development of a technique(s) for performing such investigations would prove
extremely valuable' Based upon a thorough review of the early New zaatand,thermal IR
work' it was concluded that if aerial thermal IR survey methods and associated computer
image processing techniques could be developed, they would provide the best available
means for geothermal surface feature mapping and monitoring (section 2.4.4 and,Mongillo,
L987a;1987b; 1989a; see Appendiccs A, B and C).

Study Development

The major emphasis of this study cenued on the development of a helicopter-borne video
thermal IR scanner survey technique and the associated computer image processing methods
for geothermal surface feature mapping and monitoring. This study began with a search for
a thermal infrared scanner instrument capable of detecting and measuring elevated ground
surface temperatures at spatial resolutions on the order of I m, while operadng from a
helicopter for continuous periods of up to 3 hours. Investigations (Appendices B and c) led
to the location of an Inframetrics 525 video thermal IR scanner uscd for engineering purposes
(owned and operated by ASEA-Brown-Boveri, Hamilton, New T*aland). After a brief
examination and ground-based demonstration of the instument in May 19g7, aproposal was
prepared and submitted to the Gas and Geothermal Trading Group of the Ministry of Energy
and the Rotorua Monitoring Programme (Appendix B) in early July l9g7 for funds to test the
instrument over parts of the Rotorua Geothermal Field and examine image processing and
interpretation methods. This proposal was funded in mid-July l9g7 and the results of this fust
test survey, flown in February l9gg, are described in Section 4.2.1.

As a part of the preparation for the initial Rotorua IR survey, the krframetrics instnrment was
briefly' though reasonably thoroughly, gxound-tested in late october 19g7. The temperature
sensitivity and range of operation and the spatial resolution of the instmment were determined
empirically, thus allowing survey parameErs to be more confldently defined- Tentative results
obtained with the insEument during a short test in Auckland @r. E. cox, DSIR, Mt. Albert,

3.3
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Auckland, pers. comm., r9g7) also supported the geothermar survey concept.

As a consequence of the confidence gained at this stage, a detailed proposal was submitted
to a client (who wishes to rcmain anonymous) in November 19g7, to conduct a fu'-scale
baseline survey of a geothermal area using the Inframetrics 525 from a helicopter platrorm.
This proposal was funded, and a survey was conducted in April 19g9, certain results of which
are presented in Section 5'2' However, due to a long series of bad weather and logistics
problems' including the often unavailability of the Inframetrics instmment due o its almost
consEnt use as an engineering tool, a decision was made to test a second thermal IR scanner,
a FLIR systems 10004, which had just become available in Taupo. This instrumenr was
examined during a one hour survey which covered parts of the wairakei and rauhara
geothermal fields, and the results of this work are presented in section 4.2.2. Based on the
success of this second instrument test, the FLIR 1000A was used for the confidential survey
in place of the Inframetrics.

The importance and acceptance of this aerial thermal IR scanner survey technique
development was recognized by the granting of a large Crown funded contract to map the
surface thermal activity associated with the entire Rotorua Geothermal Field. This survey was
very successfully performed in March 1990, and a few of the major results are presented in
Section 5.3.

Instrumentation and Equipment

3.4.1 Introduction

Though still relatively uncommon in use, interest in the application of video-type
instnrmentation for aerial remote sensing purposes increased significantly during the 1gg0,s
(Kennie' et aI" 1986)' This was a consequence of major technical advances in sensor and
instument design and construction, increased affordabiliry and portability of instrumentation,
and the important advantages afforded by the video-data format (see Everit t et al., l9g7a;

3.4
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Everiu et al',1987b; Kennie et al-,1986; Meisner and Lindstrom, l9g5; Mussakowski, l9g4;
and the references therein).

The two thermal IR insruments used in this thesis study, an Inframetrics 525 and a FLIR
systems 10004' reprcsent one [ype of video scanner. In addition, standard visible video
cameras were used during two of the suweys as an experiment to investigate the practicaliry
and usefulness of obtaining simultaneous visible imagery for location and interpretation
purposes' Since a basic understand'ing of the hardware, data format and other characteristics
of video systems is required for survey design, as well as for image processing, a general
review is included below' lsteils relating to the individual thermal IR scanners and
associated equipment arc presented separately.

3.4.2 Video Remote Sensing Systems

A generalized video remote sensing system representing those used in the present study is
illustrated in Figure 3'2. It consists of a video imager, a portable TV monitor, a portable
video cassette recorder (vcR), banery packs and various signal and power cables. The video
imager consists of a standard video-camera in the case of the visible imagery instrument, or
an optical-mechanical scanner and thermal IR detector system with associated electronics in
the thermal IR imagery case. The video imager outputs the relevant image information as an
electronic video signal which is observed on a small rv monitor (both 127-mm, S-inch; and
229-mm' 9-inch, models arE common) and simultaneously recorded on a vHs-pAL format
video cassette recorder' The above equipment is designed to work on l2v dc, and can easily
operate for periods of up to 3 hours on battery packs. The video imagers and rv monitors
are powered by separate battery packs from those running the VCRs (see Figure 5.2 for
details).

The data (imasery) generated by a video imager is carried by an electronic signal whose
characteristics depend upon which of the three incompatible worldwide video industry
standards' NTsc' SECAM or PAL, is being used- since the pAL system is the New Zealand
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standard, and that upon which the instrumentation used in this study is base4 the folrowing
discussion pertains specifical.ly to it. The details presented below are derived from the
fundamental video remote sensing article by Meisner (19g6), but modified for the pAL
system' A more complete description of the PAL video system, including colour, can be
found in Wezel (1981).

Vldeo lmager

tR Vtstbte

^ or vldeo
i'c,anner

uamera

Figue 3'2: schematic video remote sensing system representing those used in the presentinvestigations. power supplies-are no, r-rrJ*n.

PAL video imagery is generated or d.isplayed at a rate of 25 complete images per second. A
single PAL video image, or frarne, is composed of a series of 625 horizontal lines, scanned
from left to right and top to bottom, in what is known as a roster pattern. For a
monochromatic image, ttre signal voltage level is varied in proponion to the imagc brightness.
The video frame is compose d of two fields, each consisting of 3ll.Slines, and each displayed
every 1/50 second (i'e' 50 Hz field frequency), thus making a complete image (frame) scan
every l/25 second (i.e. image or frame frequency of 25 Hz) (Figure 3.3).
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The two fields contain alternate scan lines, thus the odd fieldcontains all of an image,s odd
numbered scan lines, while the even field contains all of its even numbered ones. By
displaying the odd and even fields altemately, an interlaced image is created with the even
scan lines inserted between the odd ones. Though this 2: l interlacing (i.e. interlacing of two
fields !o make one complete frame) generates a flicker-free image, it can also cause problems
in aerial work because significant platform modon may occur between acquisition of the two
field scans comprising one image frame, thus creadng an incoherent image (see chapter 4).

Odd Field (conrains odd numbered image lines) II _ llnterlacedScan
I Even Field (conuins even numbered image tines)J.t
l_+

2-
3-

4+
5-

6*
'l-

,i*

Figure 3.3:

575 Lines/frame = ?575 LineVfield

575 Image lines + 50 Lines for retrace = 625 Lines

The PAL standard 
lterlryed scan partern. The comprete frame (image) consistsof 575 lines (287.5 lines/field) sinie 25lines/field * unuuJ while the etectronbeam scans from the bottom of one field to the top of the next (after Meisner,1986).

To allow time for the scanning electron beam to be repositioned from the bottom of one field
to the top of the next, twenty-five scan lines in each field remain unused. consequently, each
video field contains 287.5 scan lines and each complete image 575 scan lines. The video
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industry standard also specifies that the shape of the image, or aspect ratio, is set at 3:4, i.e.
the height of the image is 3/4 of its width.

Remote sensing video techniqucs offer several significant bcnefits over other forms of imagery
collecrion, storage and analysis (Maggio and Baker, lggg; Meisner, 19g6; Meisner and
Lindstrom' 1985)' The ability to monitor imagery acquisition in rcal-time makes it possible
to be certain the instrument is operating correctly, provides the oppornrnity to interactively
optimize instrument settings, allows the observer to examine the quality of the data as it is
being collected and assists with the navigation of the platrorm. Real-time monitoring also
provides the faciliry to confirm successful coverage of specific sites andpermits modifications
of methods while actually conducting the survey, e.g. the ability to make more detailed
observations at particular locations identif,red as being of special interest during the suwey
itself.

The video data format allows the recorded imagery to be examined at any time during, or
after' the survey; ideal for operating in remote areas or situations wherc the imagery is
required for immediate use to guide field work. Also, not only is the cost of videoupe
significantly less rhan film and photographic processing (about $NZ 30 for a very high quality
3-hour videotape versus about the same amount for a 36-exposure roll of 35-mm film with
processing)' the vagaries associated with photographic processing are avoided, and it becomes
possible to operarc in areas where film and processing are unobtainable. The video format
permits vast quantiries of data to be collected (about 6.6x106 pixels/second) and efficiently and
conveniently storcd, and provides cxtreme ease in the duplication process. The ability to use
the audio track for recording survey comments and notes is extremely useful and important
because it is almost impossible to hand-write notes while conducting these surveys. when
multiple video instruments are being used during a survey (e.g. visible and thermal IR),
simultaneous recording on the audio tracks allows easy correlation of the multiple imagery.
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As mentioned above, the raw video imagery is immediatery available through use of standard,
or portable' TV-vcR systems for rapid initial inspection and basicJevel interpretation by the
educated eye' such examination procedures also allow the Iarge quantities of suwey data to
be quickly reviewed and assessed, and areas of interest to be easily identified for further
detailed study' Though these TV-vcR visual interpretation procedures are very useful and
necessary' the real strength of the video format arises from its electrronic nature, which allows
the raw analogue imagery to be easily, rapidly and accurately transferred to computer in a
digitized form' once on computer, powerfrrl digltal image processing techniques can be
applied to the data (Section 3.6).

There are limitations associated with the video instrumentation available at presont (Meisner,
1986; Meisner and Lindstrom; 1985). video scanners operating in the visible to near-IR and
the thermal IR spectral regions produce imagery having a noticeably lower spatial resolution
than corresponding photographic images. The thermal IR video scanners also suffer from
having total horizontal fields of view (18" and 28o for the two instnrments used in this thesis)
which are generally much smaller than those of standard thermal IR scanners ($"ical range
from 90"-120")' To compensate for the first of these limitations video surveys can be flown
at lower altitudes, however this narrows the width of coverage, hence increases the number
of flight lines required to cover a given area. These topics will be discussed more fully below
(section 3'7)' Another disadvantage of the video data format is that the tape duplication
process produces copies having a generally degraded quality; however, corrections (e.g. time
base corrections which gcnerate a more stable video image on the videotape copy) and
enhancements can also be applied during this procedure.

3.4.3 Video Thermal IR Scanners

3.4.3.1 Introduction

The suitability of thermal IR remote sensing methods for geothermal investigations is
dependent upon being able to detect and measure the thermal radiation (section 2.2.3)emitted
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by earth surface features whosc temperatures range from about ftreezing (0 "c = 273K) to
approximately boiling (-100 oc = 373 K). Application of 'wein's Displacement Law (see
equation 2'5) indicates that the maximum amount of radiative energy emited by these features
is located within the 7.g-10.6 pm thermal IR spectral band-

since the mid-1970's, there have been major advances in the development of sensors and
instruments capable of operating wittrin this thermal spectral range, and more recently, video
format thermal IR instruments have been produced (Kennie et al.,l9g6). The two IR
instruments used in the present study, an Inframetrics 525 (owned and operated by ASEA-
Brown-Boveri' Hamilton, New 7*aland) and a FLIR systems 1000A (ovmed by thc philips
search and Rescue Trust, Taupo, New Zealand) are such video thermal IR scanners. A
discussion of their characteristics and operation is presented next. The specific details
pertaining to each of the instruments is derived from their respective operations manuals
(Inframetrics, 1983; FLIR, l9g2a).

3.4.3.2 Video Thermal IR Scanner Operation

video thermal IR scanners are distinguished from the other video systems, as well as from
other standard aerial IR scanners, by the complexity of their imagers (Kennie et al.,l9g6;
stove et al', 1987)' kr simple terms, video thermal IR imagers ftrnction by using optical-
mechanical scanners to direct and focus the incoming IR radiation frrom a scene onto a
detector' The detector then generates an electrical signal which is processed by external
connoller elecnonics to produce monochromatic (black and white or grey-Ievel) video format
imagery of the scene temperaturc pa$ern which can be observed on a TV monitor and
recorded on a VCR.

sincs video thermal IR scanners are designed to operate under both stationary (e.g. on the
ground) and moving conditions, the imagers must provide their own two-dimensional
scanning' This contrasts with most standard aerial IR scanners, which are line Ecanners,
designed to scan in the one direction perpend.icular to the direction of motion and use the
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forward motion of the aircraft o effectivcly provide the frame scan orvertical component of
the image scan (curran, 1985; Lillesand and Kiefer,lgTg;Sabins, 1gg7). Thermal IR video
imagers also incorporate special tlpes of detectors (or detector arrays) which require cooling
to cryogenic temperatures, thus distinguishing them from the other, non-thermal, video
scanners' The scanner mechanism, detector(s) and cryogenic cooling system are included
together in one package termed the scanner head or simply the scanner. The controller
electronics and associated controls are housed in a sep:fiate, easily portable unit, thus allowing
operation and control of the scanner from a remote location, e.g. with the scanner head
mounted outside and beneath the helicopter, the operators and controls located inside.

There are a number of differcnt scanning mechanisms and detector designs used in the several
types of video thermal IR scanner systems presently available (Kennie et al.,l9g6; Robinson
and Dewitt' 1983; Silva, 1978). c-onsequently, the following discussion will be based on the
design and operation of one of the instmments used in this study, the Infirametrics 525. A
schematic diagram of the Inframetrics imager is presented in Figure 3.4 (Inframe6ics, l9g3).
FLIR systems' Inc' did not provide an instrument d^iagram, however, they did supply a few
more details relating to the theoretical operation of the sysrem when contacted (FLIR, l9g2b).
where known, specifics of the FLIR instrument are included in the texr The instrument
features of importance to the collection of the survey imagery related to this study are
described in as much det'ail as is available. The specifications of both instruments (c.g. size,
weight' etc') and the basic characteristics of their imagery are provided in Table 3.1.
Photographs of the helicopter mounted instruments are included in plate 5.1.

Radiation from the target scene (A) enten the Inframetrics scanner head portion of the imager
through a port which is covered by a germanium window (B) (refer to Figure 3.4).
Germanium is used because it is one of the few materials which is mechanically strong, let
reasonably transmissive to thermal IR radiation (t - 0.7). once inside, the radiation enters
the scanning mechanism of the imager, which incorporates galvanometer controlled, low
inertia mirron' The radiation first strikes an oscillating vertical scan mirror (c), which frames
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Legend

A hctdent Thcrmel lR Radlafloo

B Front Wlrdow (m!dc of gemantum)

C llertlcal Scan Mlrror

D tb.tsontal Scsn Mkro.
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F Flttor Hotdet

G Fotdhg Mtnor

H Focue Lena

I Dorver Wndb|w (bahkrd tc mountod R dotoctc)

J Dew€f (contahs thuH nnrogcn af Z7 K)

Figure 3.4: sketch of the Inframetrics scanner head illustrating the optical parh and maincomponents (after Inframetrics, l9g3).

it into a l'25 cm dia^meter beam, and reflects it to a rapidly rotating horizontal scan mirror
(D)' This mirror redfuects the beam to a folding mirror (G) which in nrm sends it to a lens
(H) which focuses the radiation onto the infrared detector. with proper synchronization, the
horizontal mirror scans the scene radiation through one complete horizontal image line at each
vertical image line position, thus moving the scene radiation over the detector.

The FLIR instrument operates tn a sim,ar fashion to the Inftametrics, though the details
available are very sketchy GLn' 1982a;1982b). It incorporates a germanium window through
which the incident radiation passes to enter the scanner section. First, the vertical scanning
mirror is encountered' This reflects the radiation to a focusing Iens which sends it to a folding
mirror' The folding mirror directs the radiation onto the horizontal scanning mechanism



Characteristic Inframetrics 525 FLIR 1OOOA

Total Field of View l8o x 14" 28 x 17"
Instantaneous Field of View 2 milliradians 1.87 milliradians
Detector Type mercury-cadm ium-telluride

(single)
mercury-cadmium-telluride

(two rows of one)
Spectral Range 8-12 pm 8-12 pm
Peak Wavelength

10.6 pm
Minimum Resolvable

Temperature Difference
0.20 c 0.2. C

Shape of Scanner rectangular spherical
Size of Scanner 12.5cmx11.4cmxl6cm 32.5cm x 30.5cm
Weighr

1.8 ke 8.4 kg
Temperature Range Settings 10,20,50, 100,200,

500, 15000 c
about 2-30. C
(continuous)

Cooling Mechanism liquid nitrogen (77 K) compressed argon (87 K),
(Joule-Thompson Cryostat)

Controller Electronics Size l4cmx21.6cmx2l.6cm 15.2cm x 28cm xZ3cm
Controller Electronics Weight 2.5 ke 5.6 kg
Standard Operating position horizontal horizontal to vertical

(gtmbat mounred)
Imagery Frame Rate 25 Hz 25I1z,
Interlace 2:l 2:l
Resolution Elements/Line r57 260
IR Lines/Frame 240' 400r
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Table 3'l: Specifications and basic imagery characteristics of the Inframetrics and FLIRvideo thermar IR scanners cntamltrics, tga3; FLIR, r9g2a).

' from J. Hansberry, Inframerics, Inc. (July lggg).r from L. Scheupbach, FLIR Syrt rn, g"f-rh l9S9).

which consists of a rapidly rotating six-faceted mirror. From here, the rad.iation is reflected
to a lens iurangement which focuses it onto a system of two parallel detectors, thus scanning
the scene two lines at a time.
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Thermal reference sources arc often included in video thermal IR scanners to allow specific
temperature ranges to be selected and levels to be set. In the Inframeuics, an opaque device
at ambient temperature, ot clwpper vane, rotates (chops) through the IR beam path between
the horizontal scanning and folding mirrors ar a frequency of 50 Hz @ in Figurc 3.4). The
chopper' which intemrpts the IR beam only during the vertical flyback time (i.e. the period
of time during which the vertical scan mirror moves from the bottom of one field to the top
of the next)' emits its ambient Emperature rad.iation to the detector, thus providing the
reference signal necessary to dc-restore the instnrment's video signal to the chopper
temperature' This allows a background temperature for the IR imagery to be set and locked
to a desired level' since the FLIR instrument does not have this level setting and locking
facility' its imagery has a floating background level determined by the average scene
temperature. Hence, as the scene changes, the background level varies, making image
calibration a much more diffrcult procedure than that for the Inframetrics (section 3.5).
Internal calibrated blackbody references are not usually included in video thermal IR scannen,
consequently, quantitative temperatures can only be obtained frrom their imagery by empirical
calibration methods which require making ground temperatue measurements during imagery
collection (Section 3.6).

The Inframetrics and FLIR scanners both incorporate mercury-cadmium-telluride (Hgcdre or
McT) semiconductor detectors, the most common variety of thermal IR detector used in the
8-14 pm spectral band at present. These are photon detecton of the photoconductor t)?e
which operate on the principle that incident photons of the correct wavelength generate
electrical charge carriers in the semiconductor by exciting electrons from the valance to the
conduction band (Norwood and Lansing, 1983; silva, 197g). An increase in the number of
electrons in the conduction band decreases the resistance of the detector material, which is
reflected in an increased currBnt flow in the detector circuit. Hence, the signal s*ength,
effectively a current' generated by the detector is directly related to the incident radiant power
received from the ground feature (which is controlled by its temperature) located within the
detector's field of view.
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Photon detectors are responsive within specific wavelength ftmges determined by the
composition of their semiconductors. Generally, the rcsponse increases approximately linearly
from some minimum wavelength up to a cutoff wavelength corresponding to the
semiconductor's forbidden energy gap, wherc the response drops off shalply (Figpre 3.i).
These photoconductor detectors have the importanr characteristic of being able to respond very
rapidly to variations in the incident radiarion power (typical time consrant for MCT is -500
nsec)' thus making them very useful in quantitative detection syst€ms (Norwood and Lansing,
1983)' MCT detectors can be manufactured wirh a variety of different mercury and cadmium
proportions: Hg,..cdre (where x is the proportion of cadmium). consequentry, MCT
semiconductorproperties can be dcsigned for various purposcs, e.g. being sensitive in different
IR wavelength bands, as illustnated in Figure 3.5. The MCT detectors utilized in this sfudy
operate in the 8-12 pm thermal IR band, with a peak sensitirriry at about 10.6 pm (FLIR,
1982b).

The performance of a detector is described by a figure of merit which is determined by the
detector's sensitiviry, or magnitude of response (i.e. the voltage output for each wau of
incident beam energy), and its intrinsic internal noise, or the unwanted signal produced by its
own random' thermally generated" charge carriers. The sensitivity is a function of the
detector's quantum efficiency and cutoff wavelength, as well as the incident beam power
(silva' 1978)' The internal noise factor is described by the detecror's noise-equivalent power
(NEP)' i'e' the power rcquired to produce a signal-to-noise ratio of l. since the NEp in many
detectors is proportional to the square root of their area (A), a figure of merit, which is
independent of area, is defrned by the detecrtvity: n' = 1rE/Nrp For comparison
pulposes' the detectivities of various detectors are usually plotted as a function of wavelength,
with the major features of interest being the maximum D' values and their wavelengths of
occrurence (Figure 3'6)' Mcr detectors operating at their proper cryogenic temperanres (see
discussion below) have detectivities of about 5 x 1010 cm Hzrz w-r.
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Detectors operating in the thermal IR band suffer from the problem that the targets of interest
generally have effective radiation t€mperaturcs not far from ambient, i.e. temperaturcs very
near to the noise temperanres of the detectors. To reduce this inrinsic thermally induced
detector noise' it is necessary to cool the detectors to cryogenic temperatures. In the past,
detectors had to be cooled to extremely low temperaturcs using liquid helium (4 K), making
the job very expensive and difficult (sometimes impossible) because liquid helium was not
commonly available' The common semiconductor detectors used today generally only require
cooling to temporatures on the order of 80 K, which can be easily and cheaply performed
using liquid nitrogen (77 K\ The Inframetrics instrument uses liquid ninogen as its coolant.
Its single MCT detector is mounted behind the optical window of a vacuum dewar containing
liquid nitrogen, which keeps the detector at a rcmperature of about 77 K. The vacuum dewar
is filled with the liquid ninogen through a hole located in the top of the scanner head. with
a fully charged dewar, the Inframetrics scanner can operate continuously for a period of 2-3
hours.

The FLIR instrument uses a Joule-Thomson cryostat (cooler) to cool its two Mcr detectors.
This cooling mechanism is based on the Joule-Thomson gas expansion process (Bett et al.,
1975; Moore' 1955), whereby expansion of a compressed gas through a small orifice results
in its rapid cooling' The gas used in this process must have the proper characteristics (e.g.
suitable boiling point) and be in the correcr physical state (i.e. that from which expansion
actually causes cooling, which occurs when its Joule-Thomson coefficient, the description of
how the gas bmperature changes with change in pressure, is positive), so that the expansion
to lower pressure results in its being cooled to the desired temperature. The cryostat uses a
thronling mechanism that regulates the flow of gas to a level where it liquifies, thus allowing
the detector to be kept at the liquified gas temperature. The FLIR cryostat is designed to use
either argon or nitrogen gas in its cooler. The instrument used in the present study is operated
on argon (because of its much superior cooling capacity (FLIR, l9g2a)), which keeps the two
MCT detectors at a temperature of about 87 K. The argon is stored as a compressed gas (at
3l'0-34'5 MPa' or 4500-5000 psi) in a small bonle housed insido the scanner head. A fully
charged bottle is capable of providing sufficient cooling for about 4 hours of continuous operation.
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As mentioned above, operation of the Inframetrics and FLIR video scanners is conuolled by
compact' lightweight, remotely locatable controller electronics units (Table 3.1) which are
connected to their scanners' TV monitors and vcR's by a system of cables. In addition to
controlling the scanning mechanism and providing the detecton signal amplification and
processing required for generation of the video imagery sent to the moniors and. VCR,s, the
controllers allow operator regulation of a number of instnrment functisns insluding imagery
temperature senings' since the type of aerial survey work described in this thesis is conducted
from altitudes of several hundred metres above ground level, the instruments operate at a
focus frxed at infinity.

The imagery temperature controls permit the option of choosing the span or range of
temperatures (AT) to be covered by the imagery, as well as the level at which this span is set.
The Infranretrics incorporates seven specific temperature ranges, with a minimum of l0 oC

to a maximum of 1500 'c (Table 3.1)- The temperatue range chosen is indicated by the
length of a bright vertical bar located along the left-hand side of the imagery. The level
control sets the background temperature level (T*"*) of the scene imagery and thus the
reference point from which the imagery temperarurcs span. For example, using a l0 oC

temperature range' the level could be set so that the background of the imagery corresponds
to a tempeftIture of 15 oc. Thus, the imagery obtained would cover the temperatue range 15-
25 "c' On this imagery, the grey levels would span from black, for temperatgres s 15 oC,

to white, for temperatures > 25 oc. once the level control is set at To.*, all of the imagery
collected will span the range: T** to To* * aT. Fean'es corresponding to temperaturps less
than To* will appear black on the imagery, while those corresponding to temperatures higher
than To* + AT are saturated and will appear white. Note that the temperatures discussed in
the above description refer to radiation temperatures as measured by the instrument, not tnrc
kinetic temperatues, which can only be determined in the framework of this investigation by
empirical means (Section 3.6).
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The FLIR scanner controller also has tcmperatue range and level adjustrnent facilities,
however, they operate in a markedly different manner from those of the Inframetrics
instrument' The temperatue range is set by a continuously variable gain control, which
allows spans from about 2 "c (high gain) to about 30 "c (low gain) to be chosen. As with
the InframeEics, the position of the chosen temperaturc range which has been determined by
the gain sefting' is moved about by a level contnol, thus a[owing an image background value
to be set' Though the temperature window (range) set by the gain remains constant, the act'al
level of the window moves in a manner which keeps it at a value determined by the area
weighted average temperature of the particular image scene being viewed at the time. In other
words' the background level is variable, it floats continuously as the image scene changes.
This floating level is a consequence of the FLIR instrument being ac-coupled (Lintz and
simonett' 1976)' i'e' not having a dc-restoration capability, and it makes imagery calibration
very difficult.

The controlling electronics for each of the video thermal IR instnrments also generates a grey-
level wedge which assists with determining the optimum temperarure gain (i.e. AT) and level
values' and helps set the TV monitor brightness and contrast. The Inframetrics superimposes
its grey-level wedge along the bottom of all the imagery it produces, while rhe FLIR places
its along the top, with the opdon of not including ir Though the FLIR wedge is not
calibrated' that of the Inframetrics is, and the latter can be used under certain circumsiances,
or with special Inframetrics software, to perform basic quantitative interpretadon of the
imagery' However, since an independent image processing software package, EpIC, was
utilized in the present study, the grey wedges were not specifically used for interpreution
purposes.

The FLIR instrument has one other fearure requiring mention because it appears on all FLIR
imagery' and that is the instrument pointing direction information. The pointing azimuth is
displayed acrcss the top of the imagery, with a moving cursor showing the position by its
location between mo fiducial points (small bright spots) indicating 0. (left) and g0o (right).
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similarly' the elevation is displayed down the right-hand edge of the image, with a cursor
indicating direction by its location relative to three fiducial marks, +30o (top), 0o and -90o
(bottom)' The instrument pointing direction is set by the electronics contnoller via a joystick.
In the present study' only vertical imagery was desired, so the FLIR was set to this position
prior to take-off' then the joystick was disconnected to avoid any accidental movement of the
scanner head.

In a general sense' the InframeEics and the FLIR instnrments used in this study have been
constructed for two very different purposes. The Inframetrics 525 is designed more as an
industrial tool and is typically operated from a hand-trolley which also holds the electronics
controller' TV monitor' vcR and battery pacls. Its scanner head is mounted very much like
a camera on a ripod-type base, with its pointing direction controlled manually by the operator.
In its standard mode' the Inframerics operates in horizonal to shallow oblique pointing
positions' consequently, the nitrogen coolant dewar is designed m be filled through a port
in the top of the scanner head with only a loosely finirg cap included to prevent rapid fluid
evaporation' rathor than contain it during steep angle operation. Therefore, to operate in a
verdcal mode' a 45" mirror assembly must be incorporated. The focus control of this
instrument is also located on the right-hand side of the scanner head henco, is not readily
available for performing in_survey focus corrections.

The FLIR 1000A has been designed specifically for extemal environment, helicopter and
armoured vehicle use' with the built-in capability for vertical operation, remo* contro'ed
focusing' etc' The scanner head is mounted on a motorized gimbal which is designed to
attach beneath a helicopter and operate via the control electronics from within. Thus, the
FLIR is very well designed for survey operations of thc kind d.iscussed in this thesis.

3.4.4 Associated Equipment

The associated equipment used in the IR scanner surveys discussed in ttris thesis included
video cassette recorders (vcR's), video camen*, TV monitors and portable battery packs
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(Table 3.2). Standard portable YHS-PAL video cassettc recorders (VCR's) were used to

record the IR and visible imagery obtained on all of the surveys. National NV-3000 VCR's

were used in every survey to record IR imagery. Only in the full-scale Rotorua survey was

a second IR imagery recorder, a National MV-I8OEN, incorporated because both the FLIR and

Inframetrics IR scanners were operating simultaneously.

As mentioned above, colour visible video imagery was collected concurrently wittr the IR

imagery during both the Rotorua test and full-scale surveys. The video cirmera used in the

test survey was a JVC-N7 and its imagery was recorded on a WC-Ponapak recorder. A

National MVP-A2N video camera was used in the full-scale survey, with its colour visible

imagery recorded on a National MV-180 VCR.

Each of the IR scanners had its own dedicated TV monitor(s), except when simultaneous

visible imagery was being collected- Because the Inframetrics scanner was operated by the

contractor's engineer, it incorporated two TV monitors. The engineer viewed the operation

through an Inframerics 4-inch black and white TV monitor which was mounted on top of the

electronics conrol box. The survey investigaor (author) observed the Inframetrics IR imagery

with a IVC-TM22U colour 5-inch monitor which was share4 via exchanging cables, with the

visible video camera on those two occasions when visible imagery was collected. The FLIR

scanner system incorporated its own FLIR Systems 2000A black and white 9-inch TV

monitor.

Banery power supplies were used to operate thc complcte Inframetrics system, including the

scanner, VCR and TV monitor. The FLIR scanner and TV monitor systems were powered

by the helicopter 28 V dc system through a converter (which reduced the voltage to 12 V dc)

supplied as part of the complete FLIR system. The VCR used in conjunction with the FLIR

was operated on its own battery pack for all surveys except for the full-scale Rotorua suryey,

when it too was attached to the helicopter power system.



Survey Rotorua

Cres0
Wairakei-Tauhara

(Tes0
Classified Area

(Full Scale)
Roorua

@ull Scale)
Date 6 February 1988 5 April 1989 13 April 1989 I lv1arch 1990
IR Scanner(s) Inframerics FLIR FLIR Inframetrics

and FLIR
IR Monitor JVC-TM22U FLIR Systems

Model 20004
FLIR Systems
Model20004

IVC.TM22U
and

FLIR Sysrems
Model20004

IR VCR National NV-3000 National NV-3m0 National NV-3000 National MVI8OEN
and

Nationat NV-3000
Visible Video
Camera

JVC N7 none none National MVP-A2N

Visible Moniror JVC-TM22U none none JVC-TM22U
Visible VCR JVC-Portapak none none National MVl80
Videoupe Type Sony UGH-HiFi

(E_180)
Sony Pro-X

(E-180)
Sony Pro-X

(E-180)
Sony ho-X

(E-180)
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Table 3'2: video scanners' carneras' monitors, rccorders and tape used in the surveys conductedfor this study.

3.4.5 Summary

The general principles of video remote sensing techniques have been reviewed wirhin the
framework of the PAl-system, the New Zealand standard and that upon which the
insrumentadon used in this study is based. The basic strucfure of video imagery, including
its frame and interlaced field makeup, was discussed. The important benefits afforded by the
application of video remorc sensing techniques were enumerated, emphasizing their great
s'ength when combined with powerful compuer image processing methods.

The operation of video thermal IR scanners was outrined, with specific reference to the
Inframetrics 525 and FLIR Systems 10004 instruments used in this work. Based on the
information available, these instrumens were described in as much detail as possible with
their specifications summarized in Table 3.1. The characteristics of the Mcr thermal IR
detectors and their cryogenic cooling sysrems were also discussed as were the associated
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control electronics, TV monitors, video recorders and power supplies. Differpnces benveen

the Inframetics and the FLIR instruments were highlighte{ with special emphasis given to

the important imagery level and range control operations.

Characteristics of Video Thermal IR Imagery

Suwey planning, optimum imagery acquisition and image processing and interpretation require

an understanding of the basic imagery characteristics and their dependence upon instrumental

parameters and controls. The possible presence and nature of system and environmental

distortions in the imagery must also be considered in order to avoi4 or minimize, them during

acquisition, &nd assess their effects and determine methods for dealing with thcm in the

processing and interpretation stages. Only a brief discussion of these topics is presented

below as details can be found in Estes et al. (1983), the classic paper by Sabins (1973a) and

the standard texts: Sabins (1987), Lillesand and Kiefer (1979), Campbell (1987) and Swain

and Davis (1978).

Video thennal IR imagery is analogue and monochromatic, with the image stnrcture and grey'

level brightness tones connolled by a multitude of factors, including scene surface temperature

and emissivity distributions, insrument gain and level settings and environmental influences

such as aunospheric and meteorological conditions and diurnal and seasonal solar effects.

Generally, the surface temperature is the most important non-instrumental factor governing the

image tonal variations, where the brighter tones represent the warmer areas and the darker

tones the cooler ones (Lintz and Simonett, 1976; Campbell, L987; Section 2.2.6). The effects

of instrument gain and level settings (determined by the detector and associated electronics

system calibration which controls the image tone versus incident radiance relationship) and

emissivity were discussed above (Sections 3.4.3.2 and 2.2.6), ttrd those relating to the

environmental domain will be described below.
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The relationships benveen video scanner instantaneous, vertical and horizontal fields of view
(IFov' vFov and FIFov) and the scene and corresponding imagery characteristics are
illustrated in Figure 3'7' The specific paramerer values for the Inframetrics and FLIR
instruments are provided in Table 3.1. The IFov, which is determined by the instrument,s
detector size and optical system' is the cone angle (typically 2-5 mr) within which all incident
radiation is focused on the detector to produce an integrated signat at a given instant. The
ground area colresponding to the IFov is known as the ground resolution cell (element)
(GRc or GRE)' The GRE diameter is generally identified as the ground spatial resolution
(GsR)' which is more precisely defined as the minimum separation between two objects for
which their images appear distinct and separarc. The GSR is directly proportional to the
height of the scannsr above ground scene level: GSR = HCIFov).

The true imagery spatial resolution, or the fineness of spatial detail identifiable in it, also
depends upon such factors as the system optics and electrronics (e.g. signal amplifier rise time)
as well as the scene character (i.e. scene object sizes, shapes, arangements, contrasts, etc.)
(campbell' 1987; Estes er al., 1983; Rosenberg, lgTr). Though spatial resolurion is a
convenient and useful guide for dcscribing imagery detail, two othcr very important, though
non-quantifiable characteristics, i.e. detectability (the abiliry to record the presence or absence
of a feature) ano recognizability (the abiliry to identify a fcarure), must also be considered
(sabins, 1987; Rosenberg, rgTr). The phenomenon of brooming, whereby very rwtobjects
smaller than the spatial resolution limit are detected and reconded as anomalous thermal
patterns on thermal IR imagery demonstrates this case @stes et ar.,lgg3).

The video thermal IR image is generated by scanning the IFov across the target scene at a
uniform angular velocity, where the width and height characteristics of the image are
determined by the instrument HFov and vFov, respecrivery (secrion 3.4.i.2). The width
of the ground scene covered by the llFov is termed the swath width (sw) of the image, and
it is directly proportional to the altitude (H) of the scanner above ground level: sw =
2H[tan(FIFQv/2)l (Figure 3'7). similarly, the ground dimension correspond.ing to the vFov
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Figure 3.7: Relationships between the fundamental video scanner parameters and the scene
and imagery characteristics.

(or height) of the image is given by: height = 2H[tan(VFOVl2)1. In the video thermat IR

image, the horizontal structure can be described in terms of the number of IFOV, or the

number of resolvable elements, per line; while the vertical structure can be characterized by

the number of IFOV, or numbr of instrument scan lines, per franre Clable 3.1). The final

imagery output, however, conforms to the PAL standard as described in Section 3,4.2.
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Thermal IR imagery also has a radiometric (thermar) resolution facror, or ability to
distinguish a minimum rad.iant tempcrarure difference (typically 0.1-0.2 "C) between two
objects, or object and background, associated with it (Avery and Berrin, r9g5; campbel,
1987)' This factor is represented in Table 3.1 by the instrumenr parameter minimum
resolvable temperat're difference- since a larger IFov allows a greater quantity of radiation
to strike the detector, it provides a more sensitive temperature measluement (i.e. higher signal
to noise ratio), hence, a better thermal resolution. consequently, the spatial and radiomeric
resolutions are inversely related to each other, sometimes making it necessary to consider
trade-offs between high spatial or high thermal resolution, when choosing instrumenhtion for
a particular job' Both video scanners used in this thesis have similar IFov,s and thermal
resolurions (Table 3. l).

Thermal IR scanner imagery can suffer from several different distortions which are related to
scanning and signal generation methods, sporadic interference, pladorm motion and
atmospheric and weather effects (Campbell, l9g7; Estes ar al., l9g3;Lillesand and Kiefer,
1979; Lintz and Simonett, 1976; sabins, 1987; silva, l97g). Thermal IR imagery is obtained
by cross track scanning (i-e. scanning perpendicular to direction of flight) a scene at a uniform
angular velocity' consequently, characteristic geometrical distortions such as tangential scale
variation' ground resolution element size change and scene feature relief displacement occur
(Figue 3'8)' The tangential scale of cross track scanned imagery decreases with increasing
distance from the nad^ir line, thus comprcssing the imagery near the edges and causing object
shape distortions' including the well-known s-bend or sigmoidal nvist of diagonally orientared
linear features' The ground resolution element (GRE) size and shape also vary conrinuously
as the scene is scanned, with the GRE size being a minimum at nad.ir and a maximum at the
start and finish of each scan line (i-e. at the edges of the imagery). Relief d.isplacemenr refers
to the one-dimensional displacement of vertical features at right angles to the nadir line (i.e.
direction of flight), thus resulting in the imaging of the sides of taller features such as
buildings' trees' etc', rather than their tops. The magnitude of these geometrical distortions
depends upon the scan angle in such a way that they are very small near the nadir line, but
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grow in importance as the scan angle increases, with corrections generally required for angles
greater than t 30' (Lintz and simonett, 1976). since the Inframetrics and FLIR video
scanners used in this study have maximum scan angles of t 9o and f l4o rcspectively, the
geometric distorrions associated with their imagery are effectively negligible.

The imagery generated by video thermal IR scanners can also be affected by d.istortions
experienced by that of other scanners, including recording noise, detector errors, intermittent
interference caused by unknown elcctrical sources and radio nansmissions, and thermal
reference temperature variations @stes et al,1983; Lintz and simon ett,1976). In the present
study' radio transmission from the helicopter to the ground crew (but not vice versa) was
found to generate severD image noise, therefore communication to the ground was engaged
in only between the end and beginning of flight lines. These factors do not usually result in
major problems, though it is necessary to be aware of them so they can be considered during
the image processing and interpretation stages. The most important system related distortion
for video thermal IR imagery occurs in those scannerr which utilize ac-coupling, which causes
the tone of image features to be controlled by thar of all the other objects in the scene (section
3'4'3'2)' However, since the relative magnitudes of the signals from the various scene objects
arc preserved' this effect can be corrected for, if desired or necessary, at the image processing
stage' As stated above (section 3-4.3-2), the FLIR scanner produces imagery which suffers
from this ac-coupling produced floating background level, while that of the Inframetrics is dc-
restored, hence its imagery tone levcls are fixed and independent of the scene environment.

There are several platform modon rclated distortions which can effect thermal IR video
scanner imagery' of the standard aircraft attitude deviations: pitch, roll and crab (Figure 3.g)
(campbell,1987; Lillesand and Kiefer, L979; Estes er ar., r9g3),only the last two have
presented noriceable problems. For helicopter platforms, the effects of roll become ex'emely
conspicuous' especially during the turning and re-positioning periods benveen flight lines.
Therefore, it is necessary to fly well beyond the end of the area of interest before r'rning to
line-up for the next flight line- Experience also shows that crab distortion can be common in
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video imagery as a consequence of cross-winds, hence it is important to fly in light, or no,
wind conditions' Generally, crab distortion has only been found to be a problem when
mosaicking of images is attempted-

The standard requirement that scan rate be synchronised with the plaform velocity/height natio
also applies to video imagery, albeit in a modified form. To prevent video imagery from
blurring, it is necessary to fly at a speed less than a certain maximum value determined by the
scanning frequency, the number of lines per image and the swath width (which depends upon
the height above ground level) (Meisner, 19s6). For the two video scanners used in this
study, this maximum speed is approximately 200 km/h. However, the need to minimize
helicopter vibration and navigate visually further restricted the flight speed to about 110 km/h.
Experience during this study also demonsnared that it was difficult to maintain a constant
height above ground level, while attempting to fly at a uniform speed in a constant direction.
It was not uncommon for the altitude to vary by t SLo,thus producing equivalent sized image
scale variations' Platform speed also typically varied by as much ut lxvoabout the ll0
km/h value, though this introduced no problems.

The envirronmental factors which influence video, and other, thermal IR scanner imagery, i.e.
the gross annospheric effects, meteorological perturbations and d.iurnal and seasonal solar
variations have been discussed in great detail @stes et ar., r9g3; Becker, r9g0; sabins, r973b;
1987), consequently, only a brief review is presented here.

within the 8-12 pm atmospheric window defined mainly by co, and Hro absorption (Section
2'2'4)' and used by most video thermal IR scanners, the effects of co, and N, are rather weak
and approximately constant as a result of their uniform mixing ratios. However, the large
spatial' temporal, altitude and weathercondition dependent variability of water vapour, aerosol
and dust concentrations in the arnosphere causes scattering, absorption and emission variation
within this window' Thus, the thermal radiation originating from ground surface features can
be decreased or increased by the intervening atmosphere, depending upon the conditions
prevailing during imagery acquisition.
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In general' the deleterious atrnospheric effects are dependent upon the total atmospheric
pathlength tlnough which the rad^iation passes, hence are dependent upon both the imagery
acquisition altitude and the acquisition scan angle ar a given altitude (which is directly
proportional m the cosine of the instantaneous scan angle). Thus, atmospheric effects vary
within a given image, depending upon the size of the HFov. since the video scanners used
in this study have small HFov's (less than 30 o), these within image effects are effectively
negligible 0ess than 37o)' It any case, airborne acquired imagery is always degraded and
distorted by the time it is detecte4 with a major consequence always being reduced image
contrast' Investigations demonstrate that even for altitudes as low as 300 m above ground
level' these effects can result in radiant temperatues being biased by as much as 3.5 oc
(Lillesand and Kiefer, L979: Shaw and hbe, 1972;Weiss, lgTl).

corrections for atrnospheric effects within the 8-12 pm window can be pursued through
application of theoretical aftnospheric models or by empirical means @javadi and Anderson,
1987; Estes et al', 1983; Becker, 1980; Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979; shaw and hbe, lgTz).
since the modelling approach requires input information not readily, or practically, obtainable
as a part of the survey techniques being developed and applied as parr of this thesis, empirical
calibration methods involving the correlation of ground control surface bmp€ratur'
measurements with image tone values were adopted where quantitative results were sought.
However' for the purposes of this study, it is accuracy in the deermination of relative
temperature differences among features in the imagery which is of most interest and
importance' rather than the absolute temperatues of individ.ual features, since it is change that
will ultimately be looked for.

various meteorological conditions, including the presence of clouds, wind and rain, can
introduce extremely strong perturbations on thermal IR imagery (Appendix c; sabins, lg73b;
1987; Estes er at" 1983)' Though the best attempb are made to conduct surveys undcr the
most ideal weather condidons, there can be circumstances which hamper these efforts. During
higher altitude surveys' scattered clouds may occru below rhe observing platrorm, with the
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resulting effect being the production of patchy warm/cool (i.e. bright/dark) panerns on the IR
imagery' Since the video survey techniques developed in this study are conducted at low
altitudes (less than 650 m above ground level), the conditions necessary for the occurrence of
clouds below the platform would preclude conduct of the survey artogether, hence, this
particular interference is not a prcblem for the present work. However, high, heavy overcast
could be present without directly interfering with these IR surveys, and though the belief is
often stated that such conditions reduce image contrast due to re-radiation effects between the
cloud and the ground surface, evidence suggesrs that these effects are over-estimated @stes
et a1.,1983).

surface winds often introduce characterisdc patterns of smears and streaks on IR imagery.
The smears appear as parallel, curved lines of alternate light and dark which can extend over
large sections of the imagery. The streaking effect occurs on generally flat terrain, where the
wind velocity is reduced by obstructions (e.g. buildings, trees, etc.), thus decreasing its ground
cooling effect' so producing brighter patches on the imagery downwind of the obstructions.
These wind effects can be alleviated by surveying during calm, or low wind, conditions. In
the present study, proper plaform navigation requires low wind conditions, therefore these
surface wind effects have not been a problem.

The effect of rain (scattered showers) on thermal IR imagery is to cause streak patterns to
appear parallel to the direction of scanning. The increased moisture content of the ground
surface as a result of rain/showers can also introduce severe distortions on the thermal IR
imagery' since evaporative cooling prccesses reduce the ground surface temperature, hence
creating darker areas on the imagery. For the geothermal IR investigations described in this
thesis' two of the major criteria for surveying are that there has been no heavy rain for several
days prior to the survey' so that the natural ground conditions prevail, and that no precipitation
occurs during the survey proper (Section 3.7). Consequently, rain effects have not been a
problem with the imagery obtained during this study.
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The subject of diumal and seasonal solar effects on the thermal IR imagery is a very complex
one and extremely important when considering the planning of surveys and interpretation of
imagery (Appendices A and c; Estes et a1.,1983; Sabins; l9g7; Liuesand and Kiefer ,lgTg).
Both effects can be either interfering and deleterious, or useful, depending on the survey
objective(s) (tbid')' There has been much discussion about rhe diurnal solar influence and its
connol on determining the most appropriate time of day to conduct thermal IR surveys for
geothermal investigation, with no consensus reached (Appendix c; stingerin, 1969; watson,
1975; Sabins, 1980; among many). In addition, other overriding factors such as local micro-
climatic conditions, safe collection of ground contnol data, etc., must often be considered when
ascertaining survey times, thus resulting in compromises (Section 3.7). seasonal variations
have been identified as being responsible for introducing biases in thermal IR imagery which
resulted in major interpretation enrors, thus it is important to be aware of their presence and
possible effects (Appendix A).

Video Thermal IR Image processing Methods

A general discussion of the video thermal IR image processing techniques applied in this
investigation, includ'ing brief descriptions of the hardware and software systems, is presented
here' with specific details reported and illustrated in chapters 4 and 5. In addition to the
autror's studies (Mongillo, rggga; lgggb; 19g9b; l9g9c; Mongino and Broml ey, 1990; L99z;
see Appendices D, E, F and G), the available literatur:e has provided only three very brief
discussions relating to the compubr processing of video rhermal IR imagery (clement, l9g5;
Kennie et a1.,1986; Stove et al.,l9g7).

The processing and analysis of the video imagery obtained in this study were conducted in
two stages' The first stage consisted of visual examination of the raw video imagery using
a standard TV-vcR system. During this stage, complete survey results were viewed, assessed,
rudimentary visual interpretation performed and particular areas of interest idendfied for
follow-up post survey grcund investigation anilor later detailed smdy. The abiliry to inspect

3.6
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the data in this basic fashion immediately following a survey also provided the opporr'niry
to make pertinent comments and assessments while the survey was still a fresh memory. This
review was also aided by the remarks reconded on the audio track of the video imagery tape
during the time of the survey.

Thc second' and most important, stage of the imagery srudy involved the transfer of chosen
video images to computer and the subsequent application of powerful digital image processing
techniques to them' This phase of the investigation consisted of three major operations:
digitization of the raw analogue video imagery of interest; image restoration, or pre-
processing; and image processing and analysis. The last nvo operations are fundamental
procedures which are thoroughly discussed in remote sensing (sabins, l9g7;Avery and Berlin,
1985; campbell, rgBT) and image processing texts @axes, r9g4; Richards, lggd; Mather,
1987; Jensen, 1986; Schowengerrdt" l9g3).

The computer work performed for the second stage imagery study was initially conducted
using facilities belonging to the Image Pnocessing Group, DSIR physical sciences (formerly
Division of Information Technology), Gracefield. once the usefulness of the video thermal
IR techniques had been demonstrated, a DSIR Geology and Geophysics (formerly Geophysics
Division) image processing facility was established (october l9g9) at wairakei Geothermal
Research Centre and all subsequent image processing was conducted there. Both facilities
incorporate the same basic EPIC image processing software developed by the Image
Processing Group (McNeill, 1986; MacDonnell, lgg6; MacDonnell et al.,lggg). physical

sciences implement the EPIC image processing software on a DEC Micro-vax-2 computer
system' while the wairakei set-up is PC-based, installed on a compaq Deskpro zg6e personal
computer (Mongillo and Bromley, 1990, see Appendix D).

Digital acquisition of the desired analogue thermal IR imagery was performed by playing the
video cassette data tape on a standard vcR connected to the computer through a MATROX
MVP-AT image processing board (MATRox, 1988). with the set-up controlled by the Eprc
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interactive program' vIEw, the moving video imagery was observed on a TV monitor. when
a desired image appeared on the soreen, a simple compuFr command enabled the rrigiral frame
store' ot fratne grabber, thus digitizing the image. The resulting digitally captured images
have a raster format with 512 lines by 512 pixels and a brightness range scaled to g-bits (i.e.
values 0 (black) to 255 (white). Details relating to the specific captured images are provided
in Chapters 4 and 5.

The image restoration, or pre-processing, procedures are applied to the digltal imagery to
rsmove various distortions, thus correcting it to what is believedto be its intended form, as
preparation for subsequent enhancement, analysis and interpretation. This image quality
improvement is extremely useful, and generally necessary, because many of the enhancement
operations can emphasize image imperfections to the point of obscuring useful information.
However' it is imponant to be aware that pre-processing change the data, hence it may
influence the results in ways not immediately apparent.

The distortions exhibited by the video thermal IR imagery collected in this presenr study were
mainly scanner related' Random noise and line striping were present on all the imagery, and
were dealt wittr by applylng de-striping and spatial filtering techniques. Geometric infidelities
specifically associated with the Inframetrics imagery proved extremely difticult to correct,
however' once characteiznl a satisfactory solution was obtained by applylng video image
field shifting procedures specifically developed for this study (Dr. s.J. McNeilI, pers. comm.,
1988)' Radiometric variations were present in the FLIR imagery due to ac-coupling effects
(as described above), however it was not necessary to correct them for this investigation.
some of the Inframetrics imagery obtained in the 1990 Rotorua IR survey also exhibited a
radiometric fall-off along the left-hand edge which extended across about l5-20voof the image
width' It is believed that the 45" mirror used to obtain the vertical Inframetrics imagery
introduced this problem. Further discussion of this effect is provided in chapter 5.
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Scanner information, such as temperature range scale senings, intcnsity calibration wedges and

scanner pointing directions, superimposed along the video imagery edges also introduced

interfering effects. Though these effects were really only a minor nuisance, they effectively

reduced the size of the good imagery area, and could only be deatt with by removing the

effected portions of the imagery. A final source of imagery distortion was caused by the PC-

based frame grabbing facility, which did not digitize image frames in their entirery, due to

incorrect MATROX image board configuration and software control and video imagery

synchronization signal problems (Dr. S.J. McNeill, pers. comm., 1989)" Again, these effects

did not cause major problems because only very small portions of individual video images

were lost. [n general, the consequence of all these effects was to reduce the area of the best

portion of the imagery by less than about 157o.

The processing and analysis of the restored video thermal IR imagery obtained for this thesis

consisted of image enhancement, information extraction and calibration procedures. Image

enhancement techniques basically improve the detectability of objects and/or patterns for

subsequent visual interpretation by modifying the visual impact of the image in a manner that

improves its information content. These processes are often conducted on an ad hoc basis

and, since the results are assessed on visual appeaftmce, they are subjective in nature. In this

present study, the initial ad hoc approach led to development of a goup of procedures which

could be very usefully applied to the IR video imagery. These procedures are often applied

to investigate specific features of an image, and their optimum enhancement may be to the

detriment of other, less valued image areas and,/or features. It must be noted that image

enhancement processes generally distort the original numeric data values, consequently, care

must be taken if subsequent analysis is to be performed on these enhanced images.

The methods which this thesis found to be most useful for video image enhancement include

contrast stretching, which emphasizes the contrast between features of interest by redistributing

their input DN range over a larger output DN span in a linear or non-linear manner; spatial

filtering, which can either reduce deviations from the local average brightness for smoothing
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purposes or increase the variation for edge detection; level (density) slicing, which divides the
continuous image brightness tones into a series of intervals, or slices, each of which depicts
a discreF range in brightness; and pseudo-colouring, which assigns a colour to each image
pixel based upon its brightness value (DN) and the colour look-up table determined by the
analyst' Pseudo-colouring has proven to be one of the most valuable video thermal IR image
enhancement procedures used in this srudy because it provides such a marked improvement
in feature discrimination by converting the narrow range of grey shades (between black and
white)' which the average human eyc can d"iscriminate, to a colour range where the human eye
is extremely efficient in detecting variations. A technique for overlaying pseudo-coloured
thermal IR images onto digitized grcy-level aerial photographs was also developed and proved
very useful for IR image interpretation and representation (chapter 5).

The information extracted from remotely sensed imagery can range from qualitative to
quantitative' Qualitatively, the information sought from the video thermal IR imagery
acquired during this study consisted of the identification, location, shape, d"isribution and
relative radiance andor radiance distribution of geothermal surface (or near surface) features
within the sunrey area, thus establishing comprehensive baseline characrcristics and maps for
comparison with funrre change detection surveys. A knowledge of the area of interest,
obtained from the study ofrecent aerial photographs and aided by pre- and post- survey field
work' and greatly assisted by experience, allows features of interest to be identified. The
image enhancement procedures described above are then applied to determine the remaining
desired characteristics.

The determination of quantitative temperature information from video thermal IR imagery is
fraught with difficulties. since the video scanners do not have internal blackbodies, their
imagery must be correlated' with ground control temperatue msuurements for calibration.
However' since detailed knowledge of surface feature emissiviries is lacking, uniform
emissivity is generally assumed, and because atmospheric effects arc not known, but are
assumed to be uniform thrroughout the survey, the observed radiance d.ifferences do not
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translate directly to feature kinetic temperature differences. There can also bo interfering

ground moisture, solar heating and topographic effects. Howcver, knowledge of these

constraints, coupled with careful survey planning (Section 3.7), allows the empirical

calibration methods to provide results which can be interpreted in useful semi-quantitative

ways. Empirical calibration permits lookup tables to be created which can be used to density

slice the imagery into levels which indicate discrete radiant temperatue ranges, or temperature

differences. Combined with pseudocolouring, very important tempeftrture distribution and

temperature variability structure information can be obtained.

The identification and characterization of geothermal surface feature changes which have

occurred between successive video thermal IR surveys of geothermal areas are of great

importance and the major impetus behind this study. Extraction of this type of information

first requires the matching of corresponding images, which involves image registration, or

realrangement of the pixels of one image relative to the other, thus making the images

congruent. Once matched, the images can be compared by differencing and/or ratioing

procedures, hence, produce change images.

3.7 Survey Methodology and Design

3.7.1 Introduction

The following discussion of the methodology and design of video thermal IR surveys of New

Tnaland geothermal areas is based on the four years experience gained while planning,

designing, conducting and analyzing the results of the four suneys discussed in Chapters 4

and 5. In addition, the fundamental publications by Sabins (I973a;1980; 1987), Stingelin

(1969), Watson (1974; 1975) and Kahle (1977; 1980) on thermal IR scanner surveying plus

the recent practical papers by Meisner (1986) and Maggio and Baker (1983) dealing with

standard video imagery survey techniques have been extremely useful guides.
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3.7.2 General Survey Considerations

There are no absolute rules for the conduct of aerial thermal IR scanner surveys performed

to map the surface thermal features associated with geothermal areas. Consideration must be

given to the time of year and dl.y a survey is to be conducted, the meteorological and micro-

meteorological conditions prevalent at the site(s), the extent of the area(s) to be covered, the

detail required and the characteristics of the instrument(s) to be used.

The optimum time of year to conduct thermal anomaly surveys of geothermal areas using

aerial thermal IR methods is debatable. While the shorter days and lower sun angles of winter

provide the least solar heating effects, hence, lowest average non-geothermal ground

temperatures, frost and fog can cause problems (Dickinson,1976) as can the extended unstable

and rainy weather periods. The longer, warmer summer days generate greater solar heating

effects and higher average ambient ground temperaturcs, hence, cause grcater interference with

thermal area boundary determination and the detection and identification of lower intensity

thermal anomalies. However, the problem of ground surface condensation (i.e. dew formation)

is minimized. For the Taupo Volcanic Zone geothermal areas, weather has proven to be the

major season determination factor, with the late-summer to mid-aunrmn period (February to

April) generally exhibiting the required dry, stable conditions. Within this period, autumn

times are preferred to minimize the solar heating effects.

A majority of investigators have stated that the optimum time of day to conduct aerial thermal

IR surveys is pre-dawn, about two hours before sunrise (Avery and Berlin, 1985; Clement,

1985; del Grande,I975a; Miller, 1969; Sabins, 1973a). Itis assumedthat since this is the

period when the terrain has attained quasi-thermal equilibrium, and the diurnal solar heating

effects are a minimum and radiative temperatures most stable, that the temperature contrast

between thermal and non-thermal areas is greatest. However, this assumption does not

appear to be correct, as the theoretical modelling srudies clearly show that during the pre-

dawn hours, significant surface temperanre differences can exist among materials having

different thermal inertias ( Watson, 1973;1974;1975; Kahle, L977;1980; Axelsson, 1982;

1983) (see Section 2.2.6).
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For the range of geological surfacc materials prcsent in TVZ geothermal areas, the thermal
inertias can vary from about 0.01 cal cm-2 og'r ,'u for pumice, to 0.04 cal cm-z ocr 

s-H for
moist clay' up to 0'05 cal cm'2 og'r ,-!r for sandy gravel and rhyolite (Table 3.3) (sabins,
1987)' resulting in pre-dawn surface temperature differences among them in excess of 10 oc
(see Figure 2'9)' For comparison, a 500 HFU (l HFU = 4.lg x 10-2 W m-2) conductive heat
flow can produce a 5 oc surface temperature rise. It therefore appears that the pre-dawn
period is a time for clearly d.iscriminating among various surface material qryes, but not
necessarily for mapping thermal anomalies.

on tlre basis of a simple earth surface thermal model, watson (1g74; lg7s)concludes that the
optimum dme for detecting the weakest surface thermal anomaly via IR surveying is when
the ground surface temperanue equals the mean diurnal temperature, a factor which is
independent of the ground surface maBrial thermal inertia (ibid.). This criterion is met twice
4My' at about 3 hours after sunrise and again at about sunset, both periods occurring close
to the thermal crossover times when the radiant temperatures of most materials are
approximately equal, regardless of their thermal inertias (Figure 2.9).

Table 3'3: Properties of geological materials present rnTvzgeothermal areas (sabins, rggz).

Materid

Pumice

Qoose, dry)

Thermal
Conductivity

(caVcm/secfC)

Densiry

(8/cmt)

Thermal Capacity
(Specific Heat)

(caUgr.e

Thermal
Diffusiviry
(cm'lsec)

Thermal Inertia

(caUcmz/gecufC)

0.0006 1.0 0.16 0.004 0.009

Clay Soil
(moist)

0.0030 t.7 0.3s 0.005 o.M2

Rhyolite 0.0055 2.5 0.16 0.014 0.M7
Gravel 0.0030 2.0 0.18 0.008 0.033
Gravel
(sandy)

0.0060 2.1 0.20 0.014 0.050

Tuff
(welded)

0.m28 1.8 0.20 0.m8 0.032

Water 0.0013 r.0 1.01 0.001 0.o37
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Though Watson (ibid.) favoured the morning option (for unexplained reasons), additional

conditions constrained the IR surveys discussed in this thesis to be performed around the

evening optimum period. The common presence of fog and steam inTYZ geothermal areas

during the early morning hours presents problems due to the strong thermal IR absorption by

water vaPour. The accumulation of cool air in topographically low areas during the previous

night can also cause interfering cool signatures (Stingelin, 1969; Hochstein and Dickinson,

1970; Dickinson, 1973). Consequently, early morning surveys are generally precluded Night-

time surveying is also generally excluded because of the danger associated with collecting

ground truth data in active thermal areas after dark and because of the difficulties associated

with visual navigation and the attainment of often desired simultaneous visible imagery

(oblique 35-mm photography and/or vertical visible video imagery). Thus, it is generally

necessary to conduct thermal IR surveys of TYZ geothermal areas during the period around

dusk, hence, near Watson's (1974;1975) evening optimum period.

Since meteorological conditions, and their effects upon thermal IR imagery, have been

previously discussed (Section 3.5), the constraints they impose upon survey methodology will

be only briefly reviewed here. Thermal IR surveys should be conducted during periods of dry

weather, preferably with no rain having fallen for several days prior to the survey. Conditions

should also be calm, with surface winds ideally less than about 5 km/h and winds at flying

altitude light to prevent undesirable pladorm motion. It appears to be best to have clear sky

conditions, though high, uniform overcast may not cause much interference.

Experience in performing thermal IR surveys in the TVZ has demonsnated the difficulties of

using long range (up to about 1 week) weather forecasts for anything other than as a very

general guide for advanced survey preparation. When the projected survey time approaches

2-3 days away, and the weather stitl looks promising, daily morning and evening contacr

should be made with both the meteorological offrce and local people knowledgeable about the

survey area weather. Again, experience has demonstrated the necessity of planning with

extreme flexibility, including the option (which was invoked several times in the course of
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these investigations) of being able to cancel a survey at the last possible moment, due to
unacceptable weather changes, instnrment problems, erc. without incurring great expense.

3.7.3 Survey Design

From the above discussion, it is clear that the times of year and day, and the meteorological
conditions nocessary for conducting the most successful thermal IR suweys over Tyz
geothermal areas are generally determined. These constraints, plus the desired requirements
for each specific survey' guide the planning stage which consists of a detailed literature search
and subsequent field investigations. This stage is concerned with: ascertaining the general
narure of the area(s) to be covered" including determination of the landcover, bpography and
stnilctue; locating ground access rcutes available for visiting features of interesq siting
possible ground truth calibration feah'evareas and locating possible visual navigation network
paths; characterizing the known major geothermal surface fearure attributes, such as location,
distribution' size, type and temperature; defining the size and shape of the complete survey
area(s) and estimating the imagery detail required (Tabre 3.5).

The published' and unpublished, literature available ftom the last forty years of geothermal
exploration provides a vast source of general information, plus details relating to the geology,
geochemisbry and geophysics of most of New Zealand's known geothermal systems (Mongillo
and clelland' 1984; Macdonald and Lawless, l98l). The comprehensive, generaly recent,
readily available and affordable aerial photography of the Tyz isalso extremery useful, since
it can provide a detailed guide for ground investigations, can serve as accurate basemaps upon
which survey flight lines can be plotted for design and navigation purposes and can act as
visible wavelength imagery which assists with the analysis and interpretation of the thermal
IR survey imagery' This extensive daa base allows the planning stage field investigations to
be conducted efficiently and accurately.

on the basis of the planning stage information obtained, final survey design can proceed
guided by three fundamental connols: instrument characteristics, required imagery detail and
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available funding' The most important components of the finar design are the specification
of survey flight parameters and choice of calibration featureVareas. Associated with these
components are the practicalities of esablishing a network of accessible ground-based
navigation points for visual navigation methods, determining appropriate mvel routes between
calibration features and gaining permission for access to private property where necessary.

The survey flight parameErs, which include flight line orientation, length and spacing, plus
flight altitude and speed depend upon the rype of platform being used, the size and shape of
the survey area' the decided detail of informadon (i.e. ground spatial resolution) and the
scanner instrument(s) characteristics. Helicopter platforms have been used in all of ths video
thermal IR surveys reviewed in the available literature, as they were in each of the four
surveys described in this thesis- Though their use is significantly more expensive than that
for aeroplanes, helicopters arc necessary because of their ability to fly safely at the relatively
slow speeds required for video scanning. The flight speed is usually chosen to be the
maximum allowable which avoids video image blur and minimizes helicopter vibration
(section 3'5)' In addition, helicopters provide much greater versatility in conducting aerial
surveys' allowing greater man@uvrability, control and choice of altirude and speed, options
especially useful when combined with the abiliry to make in-flight survey modifications which
real-time video data collection allows. Their flexibility in landing site requirements also
means instnrment adjustments, simple repairs, coolant replenishment and aircraft refuelling can
be performed in the survey area, without recou,,e to an airport.

Flight line orientation and length are influenced by the shape of the survey arrea, the location
of the setting sun and navigation network restrictions (where visual navigation is being used).
It is preferable to orientate flight lines along the longest axis of the survey arca 1o minimize
the number of lines, hence reduce the navigation problems associated with, and the time spent,
turning and re-aligning between lines. However, it is also gcnerally necessary to avoid flyrng
in the direction of the setting sun because of the obvious sight problems. Additionat
navigation restrictions are imposed by the necessity of having suiability placed start and finish
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flight line markers (e'g' light beacons which musr be visible to the helicopter navigator) which
are vehicle-located by the navigation ground crews within a time period approximately equal
to that required to fly one complete line plus turn-around for re-alignment on the next line.
Regular radio communication between the helicopter and ground crews (conducted during the
period between flight lines to preclude image interference) provides the necessary link for this
navigation coordination.

The chosen imagery detail (GSR) together with the instrument characteristics and the desired
sideJap (sL) control the survey flight and acquired imagery paramerers. Defining formulae
(derived by the author) for the flight relationships and their typical survey values are provided
in Table 3'4' since the minimum size of interest for surface thermal fearures is typically fixed
at about I m, i'e' the GSR = I m (Section 3.2), the video scanner IFOV (about 2 milliradians)
then sets survey flight altitudes to the mnge of about 500-600 m above ground level. The
altitude and the instrument lrFov then determine the imagery swath width, which ranges from
about 190 m for the Inframetrics to about 300 m for the FLIR. The experience gained, and
the difficulties encountered, during the early survey tests of the visual navigation method
(chapter 4), resulted in the decision to generally plan for about a 50vo side-lap between
successive flight lines, thus setting the flight line spacings at about 125-150 m. Though this
large planned side{ap does not often result in such image redundancy, it generally provides
enough buffering to precrude missing much of the desired survey area

It is very important to have a certain amount of ground-based information, or ground truth,
in order to assist with the interpretation and calibration of the thermal IR imagery. The
amount and nature of the ground truth data required depend. upon the object of the survey, the
size of the survey area and the ground cover present. Generally, this information should
include ambient air temperature, comment on the presence/absence of steam/fog; comment on
soil moisture conditions; ground cover idenrification and a range of ground surface
temperature measurements.
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For any quantitative interpretation of the imagery, it is essential to obtain comprehensive
calibration temperanre measurements of surface features. These features should be large
enough to be covered by several imagery ground resolution elements (if possible), chosen so
they can be easily re-located for repeat surveys during subsequent years and be distributed

Table 3.4: Survey parameters, their relationships and typical varues.

FORMI.JLAISYIVIBOL

Ground Sparial
Resolution'

Maximum
Platform Speed* , t.5 GSR , ^ _HFOV

'nrrrIFa) '*- 180-200 km/h

l10-120 kmA

Swath Widrht (F' GSR. -_ HFOV,"ffi)t- 
2

Number of Ftight
Lines per km of
wiftht

(l-sr) GSR tnHFoV
2



Approximare
Number of
Images/<nr2 (1-Sr) csR2 tuHFOV tnWOV

Approximate
Flighr
Distance/lsn2 (l-sl) GsR tuHFoV

2

7F-llr km

- 
The GsR is controlled by the instrument IFov, however, irs.value is specified by the detail requiredfor a given survey' The GSR, chosen side lap and inrtn -*t 

"r,uo"teristics 
then contrrols the remainderof the flight parameters.

This varue is determined by the necessity !o minimize hericopter vibration.* 
Bas€d on Meisner's (1986i forrnularion; N, is the numbei oi i*"g" field lines, q is the field period.I I denotes Inframetrics 525:F Cenotes fI-m. 1000A.I Assuming a bTicat side lap oiio-z *a a t)?ical survey altiarde of 600 m.

across the suwey aroa, so calibration site imagery can be obtained rcgularly throughout the
entire survey' calibration sites should consist of both ambient and thermally anomalous
feaftues' include waFr bodies (because of their near unity emissivities), bare ground and
grassy areas' and extend over the endre temperature range ftom ambient background to the
highest temperaturEs of interest. Knowledge of this temperature information guides optimum
instrument adjustment.

Temperature measuremenK at most of the calibration sites will only be made once, and since
ground surface conditions can vary significantly over periods as short as half an hour
(clement' 1985), they must be obtained within t 0.5 hours of the site imagery acquisition
time' Thus' these sites must be strategically located and connected by well planned travel
rourcs so ground crew(s) can make meas'rements then move to successive sites at the
appropriate dmes' Radio communication with the hericopter helps coordinate these
measuremen$' Ideally, a few fixed sites should also be occupied during the entire survey
time (or at least visited periodically), thus allowing the gencral evening diurnal cooling effects
to be determined' PeriodicallY, sey at the beginning, midway through and upon completion
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of the survey' repeat imagery should also (ideally) be obtained over these fixed sites to
monitor the diurnal effects on the imagery. certain important ground-based informadon can,
however' still be obtained for some period after completion of the survey flight (sabins, l9g7).

3.7.4 Survey procedures

once the survey has becn planned and designe4 its successfrrl conduct requires very
meticulous preparation and coordination with the many groups involved including: the
instnrment contractor(s), the helicopter company and pilot, the ground control and ground
navigation qews and the navigator. As an illustration, the general procedures developed in
this study for the preparation and conduct of a typical video thermal IR suwey are listed in
Table 3.5.

3.7.5 Comments on Survey Cost Structure

The major costs associated with a helicopter-borne video thermal IR survey can be separated.
into four categories: survey planning and design, imagery acquisition, ground contrrol and
analysis and reporting' Though highly variable, the planning and design phases can easily
consume 5-10 man-days of time, mainly dependent upon the amount of information available
on the area' its size and accessibility. This cost can amount to about lL-lilvo of the total
survey costs.

The imagery acquisition costs depend upon the suwey flight time, the helicopter and
instrument(s) chargeout rates and the navigation related expenses. The flight time is simply
the total flight distance required to obtain the desired imagery divid€d by the operational speed
of the helicopter' The imagery distance flown is primarily controlled by the size of the survey
area (though flight line orientation does play a minor pa4 mainly in determining the total
distance travelled during thc turning and positioning benveen lines), the chosen gFound
resolution (csR), the amount of side-lap used the IFov and FIFov of the scanner
instnrment(s)' The operational speed used is that which generates the minimum helicopter
vibration' typically 110-120 km/h, and is generally much less than the theoretically set
maximum survey flight speed (see Table 3.4 and Section 3.5).
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Table 3'5: General procedures for the preparadon and conduct of video thermal IR surveys.

l. A few weeks prior to the survey:
a' Notify ground crew members of possible survey dates, hence, restricted

annual leave period.
b. obtain survey site sunset times frrom carter observatory so can plan exactsurvey start and finish times.
c. Determine the navigation method to be use4 i.e. Gps, transponder orvisual
d. check that all necessary survey associated equipment (e.g. thermometers,

torches, compasses' cameras, etc. arc availabie una *orting p*p"rtg.
e. Prepare survey briefs and discuss the survey details with both the

instrument contractor and helicopter pilot so queries and any special

TT::-":.rj :: - !,:, T9" {e. 
g. 

. 
insrrument c lianing/adj u s unen t, navi gationrequilements, refuelling cache site).

-2. During the week prior to the suwey:
a' Monitor long range weather forecasts and if the situation looks positive

then the following preparations proceed: r'voruvv

b. Complete the navigation relatedfield set_up.
c. If possible, test the hired IR instnrmentation and recording equipment inthe laboratory to determine th9 optimum settings and cheJk 

"lr 
i, d;;d"gproperly (this was possible with ttre FLIR, but-not the Inframetrics). 

---e

d' where fixed tempg*n r: monitoring sites are to be used, instail the sitesand monitor for i few days prior;;",hr survey to establish general ambient
and anomalous feature calibration temperarures.

"' T"l-d a comprehensive briefing during which ground crews are given
detailed briefing notes, rrqoinJr"nr io, naviiation and making andrecording specific measurements are discussel field instnrmenm are
assigned and field visits are conducted to familiarise the crews with theirappropriate freld tasks, including site locations, travel routes, erc.

3. On the day of the survey- general:

for their detailed briefing.

a. Keep close track of weather conditions in survey area.
b. Notify instnrment contractor(s) and helicopter pito, oi decision to proceedwith the survey (though can cancel survey, if necessary, anytime prior toactual take-off without major cost).
c. Hold a morning briefing for final survey review and discussion of anychanges, etc.
d. Ground crews begin their field work by mid-afternoon thus anowing anyproblems to be identified and solved and local weather to be monirored

before the actual survey begins.
e. Meet instrument 

9o1tr_actor(s) and pilot about 2-3 hours prior to take_off
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4. On the day of the survey- specific pre-take-off checks:
a. Mount instrument(s) and check vertical alignments and focus.
b. Check all instruments are functioning properly after being mounted on

helicopter. This includes tests of audio and image recording and playback,
checks for aircraft-related electronic noise interference.

c. Check there are enough pre-tensioned, rewound video (and audio, if being
used) tapes for complete redundancy in case of a tape failure.

d. Be sure there are enough batteries and cryogenic coolant for at least one
hour longer than planned survey time.

e. Check internal helicopter communication working.

5. On the day of the survey- post-take-off procedures:
a. Adjust instnrments for proper imagery overlap.
b. Confirm communication with ground crews.
c. Confirm all instrumentation is operating correctly and adjusted for

optimum data acquisition.
d- Verify ground calibration and navigation crews are in position and/or the

navigation system is set-up and operating correctly.
e. Fly test lines to determine best minimum vibration survey speed.
f. Remember to specify all survey details vocally so they are properly

recorded on the audio track of the videotape(s).

6. During the survey:
a. Be sure all relevant flight and other survey details are recorded on the

audio track (including: flight line number, altitude, speed, direction,
location of imagery being acquired, related comments on quality of
imagery, etc.).

b. Closely monitor the imagery as its is being collected so any unexpected
features of interest or problems are identified immediately.

c. Follow the detailed flight plan, especially the estimated time schedule, as
closely as possible and keep the ground crews appraised of atl necessary
information and periodically update the suwey starus.

7. Post-survey procedures:
a. Examine the video imagery as soon after the flight as possible, so any

relevant information can be noted while memories of the survey are still
fresh.

b. Note the VCR index/elapsed time for the beginning and ending of flight
lines, locations of special areas of interest, etc.

c. Map the true flight lines on a map (preferably aerial photos) while
watching the videotaped imagery-

d. Have high quality duplicate copies of the survey npos made as soon as
possible.

e. Hold a de-briefing session the day after the survey to discuss the survey
and exchange information among all those involved (especially the ground
crews).

f. Framegrab the images of interest and identify areas requiring ground visits
for information verification and posr-survey data gathering.
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Since the hourly helicopter and instrument charges are specified, their costs can now be easily

calculated. The navigation related expenses depend on what type of navigation method is

used- Transponder and GPS (global positioning satellite) systems are charged out on an

hourly basis, hence, their costs are easily calculated. Costs for the visual navigation method

used in this thesis, are mainly man-time related, and typically amount o about 2-3 man-days

per survey. Costs for the imagery acquisition phase of a survey can amount to about 2U-ffiVo

of the total survey cost. Ferry charges (generally levied at the helicopter hourly ratQ for

getting the helicopter, extra fuel, instruments and flight pcrsonnel to the survey site must also

be considered. Since they depend on the size of the survey and its distance to the airport, they

can range from insignificant to considerable, though typically only a few percent of the total

survey cost.

Acquisition of ground control data is important and can be expensive. Though the actual

suryey of a 15-20 krn2 may only take 2-3 hours to conduct, collection of ground control dete

can often take 5-10 man-days of time, especially if several calibration sites are to be occupied.

For comprehensive ground measurements, costs can be as high as l07o of the otal survey

cost. In addition, the planning and design of a detailed ground control data programme, plus

the associated post survey ground checks can increase this phase of the investigation to about

LSVo. If survey postponement results in delays of more than a few weeks, it may be necessary

to ro-exirmine the calibration sites and perhaps even re-locate them due to sffits of livestock

in the area and/or surface vegetation changes. This again increases costs.

Since the video thermal IR imagery is recorded on standard videotape, the raw results are

immediately available to the client. Consequently, the quantity of image processing, analysis,

interpretation and reporting for a project can range from minimal, where only an annotated

raw imagery videotape plus brief report is provided, to extensive, wherc a full complement

of image enhancement procedures, analysis and interpretation based upon grcund truth data

are applied and colour hard copy images, perhaps photo-mosaics, etc. are included in a

detailed rcport. In the most cursorily considered case, costs may only amount n aboutZl%o
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of the total, while an in-depth investigation and full report can push the cost to more than 50vo

of the total survey charge.

In addition to the above major expense areas, miscellaneous items such as procurement of
meteorological data, videotapes, professional copying of the imagery tapes, photographic

supplies, archiving of digitized imagery, etc. generally account for less than 5Vo of total costs.

As a very approximate guide, the average cost per square kilometre to conduct a standard

video thermal IR survey of aT''z site having an area > l0 lsn2 would range from g1,200_

2'5w^im2, depending on the quantity of ground truth and detail of analysis and reporting

desired.

3.7.6 Conclusions

The times of year and day and the meteorological and other conditions required for conducting
thermal IR surveys of geothermal areas in the TVZ have been discussed, with the conclusion
being that dry, low wind conditions during the period around dusk in the autumn season are
generally most appropriate. The design and conduct of these surveys were examined and

found to be controlled by the detail of information required (i.e. ttre GsR), the characteristics

of the instrumentation to be used and the amount of funding available. The helicopter-borne

video thermal IR survey cost structue was also reviewed and found to be most sensitive to
the quantity and detail of image processing, analysis (including ground conhol) and. reporting
desired, with the cost per km2 rangrng over a factor of trvo.

Summary

A large number of geothermal fields present in the T\lZ are used for tourist and recreation

purposes, developed for industrial usage and eLectricity production and,/or are located nearby,

or beneath portions of, large towns. Consequently, it is imponant and necessary to map and

monitor the related geothermal surface features in a comprehensive, effective and economic

3.8
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manner' Ground-based methods are inadequate for these puq)oses, and investigations

concluded that aerial thermal IR suweying, along with the appropriate image processing

techniques, would provide the best available alternative, if ttrey could be developed. This

thesis describes the development of such aerial thermal IR methods.

This investigation used the most advanced IR instrumentation available in New Zealand two

video thermal IR scanners, an Inframetrics 525 and a FLIR 10004. The characteristics of
these instnrments and their operation were described- The great advantages afforrded by their

videotape data (imagery and audio) collection format were discussed, emphasizing the ease

of use, the extremely large imagery recording capability, an4 most important of all, the ability

to digitize the recorded imagery for computer processing.

Properties of the video thermal IR imagery were discussed. The detail (ground spatial

resolution or GSR) and areal coverage of the imagery are determined by the instrument IF9V,
HFOV, VFOV and the height of the plaform (helicopter in this study). The imagery grey-

level brightness tones are govemed by the scene surface temperatue and emissivity

distributions as well as instnrment gain and level setting and environmental influences. The

most important distortions generally associated with the video IR imagery arise from platrorm

motion (mainly crab and roll for the helicopter-borne platrorm used); period.ic line striping;

sporadic electronic interference; the presence of steam, fog and ground moisture; and

meteorological pernubations, mainly wind. In addition, imagery obtained with the FLIR
instrument suffers from ac-coupling effects which cause floating background levels, and that

obtained with the lnframenics can exhibit an intensity fall-off along its left-hand edge.

Though examination of raw video imagery using standard TV-VCR sysrems is a very useful

first stage in imagery analysis and interpretation, the application of computer image processing

techniques to the imagery digitized from the videotape source provides the real power for
imagery analysis and interpretation because of the image restoration and enhancement

procedures available. The conventional image processing techniques found to be most useful
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werc filtering, contrast stretching, density slicing and pseudo-colouring. In addition, special

image separation (field shifting) techniques were developed for pre-processing the Inframeuics

imagery.

Though there are no absolute rules for performing aerial thermal IR sunreys over geothermal

areas, it was concluded that, in general, for the TVZ situation, the most appropriate time for

survey conduct is during the early evening period in autumn, under dry, low wind conditions.

Best survey results can be expected when detailed information relating to the character of ttre

survey area and its thermal features has been obtained Utilizing this data, the survey design,

which includes flight parirmeter and ground calibrarion feature/area specification, can then

proceed, controlled by instrument characteristics, required imagery detail and available

funding. Experience has demonstrated that imagery detail on the order of l-2 m is sufficient

for most purposes. The funding available must be considered in tcrms of the detail of analysis

and reporting desired. Examination of survey cost structurc indicates that for a typical IR

survey covering > 10 km2, costs per krn2 can range over a factor of two, depending upon the

quantity and detail of image processing, analysis and reporting dosired"
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Chapter 4

Video Thermal IR Surveys

4.1 Introduction

The principal topics of this thesis, the investigation and development of helicopter-borne video

thermal IR survey techniques and associated image processing methods for the mapping and

monitoring of geothermal surface features arc rcported on in this chapter. The rationale for
pursuing this research has been discussed above in Section 3.2 and in Appendices B and C.

This work began with the conduct of nvo video thermal IR test surveys, the first over portions

of the Rotorua Geothermal Field and the second over parts of the Wairakei-Tauhara

Geothermal Field- These studies and the results obtained are described herein. The success

of this initial research led to the subsequent performance of rwo full-scale surveys, one

covering a major portion of an unnamed (classified) geothermal field and the other extending

over the entire Rotorua Geothermal Field and these are reported on in Chapter 5. pstaits

relating to the manner in which this research evolved are given in Section 3.3.

4.2 Initial Test Surveys

4.2.1 Rotorua Exploratory Survey

4.2.1.1 Introduction

On the basis of a ground-based examination in May 1987 and a subsequent ground field test

in late October 1987, it was concluded that there was a very good possibility that a New

Znaland resident Inframetrics 525 video thermal IR scanner could be used to conduct surveys

of geothermal surface features (i.e. thcrmal anomalies) fiom a helicopter plafonn (Appendices

B and C). Consequently, the first thermal IR scanner test survey was planned to critically
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examine this prospect and thereby assess the instrument's suitability and performance for

identifying, mapping and determining the thermal intensities and distributions of surface

thermal features associated with geothermal activity.

Assuming the lnframetrics instnrment proved appropriate, this first test would also help

determine the optimum instrument settings and aid the specification of best methods and

procedures for conducting such thermal IR surveys. In addition, the application of computer

digltal image processing techniques to analyze the resulting video imagery would be

investigated and assessed. It was hoped that by following the most comprehensive testing

approach affordable in this initial survey, that most of the major instnrment and/or technique

problems would be identified.

The Rotorua Geothermal Field was chosen as the first test site for examining the application

of helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner techniques principally because it has several very

large areas of diverse surface thermal activity associated with it for which relatively up-to-date

information is available. The Rotorua field was also located reasonably close (about 90 km)

to the IR scanner's home base (ASEA-Brown-Boveri, Hamilton), thus minimising the transport

and travel costs associated with gening the instrument and operating engineer to the site.

Since the helicopter hire firm used in this work (Helicopter Line Ltd., Rotorua) was based at

the Rotorua Airport, there would be no ferrying costs. ln addition, some of the funding for

this study was being supplied by the Rotorua Monitoring Programme, which was interested

in the development of an aerial geothermal surface feanre monitoring technique for Rotonra.

Note that some of the preliminary results of the work discussed in this section have been

published in four workshop proceedings (Mongillo, 1988a; 1988b; 1989b and 1989c, three of

which are included as Appendices E, F and G).
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4.2.1.2 The Survey Area

There is a sizeable body of recent scientific literature available describing the Roorua

Geothermal Field. Consequently, only a very brief review of the field's pertinent

characteristics is plesented here. More details can be obtained from: DSIR (1974), Nairn

(1974), Lloyd (1975), DSIR et al. (1985b), Glover (1986), Mongillo and Clelland (1984) and

the references cited therein.

The Rotorua Geothermal Field is one of about 20 major geothermal fields located within the

TVZ (Figure 2.8). It is situated within the southern portion of the Rotorua caldera, a

subsidence basin which formed about 140,000 years ago following the Mamaku Ignimbrite

eruption (Glover, 1986). Resistivity measurements indicate that the field is elongare, being

about 2.5 km wide and extending more than 5 km north-south, fnom beneath the southern end

of Lake Rotorua to Waipa (DSR, 1974). It underlies about l1 km2 of the business centre and

southern portion of Rotorua City. The geothermal system is believed to be at least 50,000

years old (Glover, 1986).

The major upflows of geothermal fluids, having deep temperarures of about 250 "C, are

believed to occur at Whakarewarewa in the south, and along the Ngapuna Fault to the east

(DSIR et al., 1985b). It is along the Ngapuna Fault that rhe deep geothermal fluids are

thought to enter the fracnred rhyolite and ignimbrite layers which comprise the shallow (100-

200 m depth) geothermal aquifer, and flow north and wesr beneath rhe city (ibid.). Overlying

young alluvium acts as an impermeable ba:rier, or cap, which partly confines the geothermal

aquifer. At locations where the cap is broken, or fractured by faults, fluid from the aquifer

can rise to the surface, creating surface thermal features and areas.

The surface thermal activity associated with the Rotorua Geothermal Field is very diverse and

widespread. It consists of hot springs, geysers, fumaroles, hot/steaming ground and mudpools,

as well as warm/hot seepages located along sreams and beneath and along the shores of Lake

Rotorua itself. The major activity is concentrated at Whakarewarewa, with other extensive
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areas occwring at Arikikapakapa, Kuirau Park, Ohinemutu, Sulphur Bay and Ngapuna (Figures

4.1 and 5.1).

Whakarewarewa (whaka) is one of the best known thermal areas in New Zcaland. It exhibits

nearly every type of natual geothermal activity, and is well known for its large geysers

(Ltoyd 1975). There are more than 500 hot springs in the Whaka area, about 35 of which

are boiling (DSIR et al., 1985b). The largest discharge of chloride water issues from the

warrn lakelet, I^ake Roto-a-Tamaheke, which is fed by hot springs in its bed and along its

northern and western shores. Small springs and seepages also occur along the banks of the

Puarenga Stream, which flows from Whaka, through the Ngapun a area, to Lake Robrua.

Large areas of barren ground arc present at Whaka, some of which are covered by mounds,

extensive aprons and terraces of silica sinter deposited by the alkaline chloride wators

discharged from hot springs and geysers. other bare areas consist of colourful hydrothermal

clays. Collapse pits and fissures have formed in some areas of intensely altered, decomposed

ground' Steaming ground and mudpools are also quite common, especially on the nonh bank

of the Puarenga Stream (Glover, 1986). Stunted manrrka (Leptospermum scopariwrl

comprises the dominant vegetation, with pohutukaw a (Metrosideres excelsa) and, Lycopodiwn

cernuurn (a tropical fern) also presenr (Lloyd, 1975).

Acid sulphate features such as turbid ponds and mudpools also (rccur at Whakq predominantly

on the impermeable or high ground. The activity in the Arikikapakapa area, which is a

northwest extension of Whaka, consists exclusively of acid sulphate features includ.ing large

mudpool areas, wann turbid pools and warrn"/steaming barren ground (ibid.>.

The activity at Kuirau Park and Ohinemutu is a less intense version of that at Whaka. Though

no geysers exist in these areas, there are discharges of hot alkaline chloride water (Glover,

1986) as well as patches of warm, barren ground.
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The lake margin from ohinemutu to Ngapuna also cxhibits thermal activity, mostly in the

forms of alkaline chloride and sulphate hot springs and steaming altered ground. The

discharge of hydrogen sulphide is also widespread, especially in the Sulphur Flats area near

Ngapuna- In the early 1900's, about 5,000 tonnes of native sulphur was mined from this area

(Nairn, L974).

For over a century, tourists have visited. Rotorua to enjoy its thermal activity, making it one

of the main tourist centres in New 7aaland,. Since lg26,more than 900 shallow wells have

been drilled for small scale domestic and commercial use of the Rotorua geothermal resource

(Glover, 1986). About 400 wells are currently producing 220 MWr of power in the form of
hot water for home and commercial heating, hot water supplies, hothouse horticulture, mineral

bathing pools, etc. (ibid.).

As drawoff from the wells continued, a trend in the failure of Whaka hot springs to discharge

became apparcnt. The 'dying' of two major springs in 1979 culminated in the realization that

action was required to protect the geothermal resource which had become a major tourist

attraction (DSR et al.,l985a). Consequently, a monitoring programme was established in
1982, and a task force created in 1983, to intensively investigate and monitor the nangal

activity and to study the city's geothermal utilisation, one major goal of the programmo was

to assist in the development of controlled, efficient geothermal resource use, as weu as to
preserve the natural surface features of the field. To this end, exploitation was reduced by
closing production wells within a 1.5 km radius of Pohutu Geyser, Whaka. Monitoring still
continues, albeit at a much reduced scale.

4.2.I.3 The Survey

originally, the Rotorua IR test survey was to be conducted well before the end of 19g7.

Unforhrnately, a combination of problems, which included adverse weather and the fr,equent

unavailability of the instmment because of its extensive regular indusrial use, prevented this.

After several poslponements, the survey was finally conducted on 6 February 1ggg. Though
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survey conditions werc not ideal, there were external prcssures being applied to at least

demonstrate the usefulness of the instrument and basic techniques because of the contract

opportunities offered by organisations interested in using the survey method.

The general survey procedures were developed in accordance with the design considerations

discussed above (Section 3.7). To maximise the chances of detecting at least some surface

thermal features as well as to provide the best possible conditions for testing the capability

of the instrument, a flight plan was designed which provided for the acquisition of imagery

from a variety of anomalous thermal surface feature tlpes (both ground and water) and

spanning ttre range of intensities (near ambient to near boiling temperarures) (Figure 4.1 and

Appendix I). Three ground connol sites, two located in thermal areas, the other in a non-

thermal background area, were also included (Figure 4.1).

Flight parameters were estimated and theoretical imagery characteristics calculated (Table 4.1)

using the manufacturer's specifications for ttre Inframetrics 525 scanner (Table 3.1) and the

formulae in Table 3.4. Aerial photographs of the Rotorua area, the NZMS 271 map of
Rotorua and individual detailed maps of the thermal a.rreas of interest were also used to assist

survey planning (Appendix J). The survey objectives, requirements andpreliminary flightplan

were discussed in detail wittr both the instrument engineer and the helicopter pilot to make

certain that what had been planned was technically feasible from their rcspective viewpoints.

Pre'Survey Preparations: Four, brief, pre-survey visits were made to the major thermal

areas chosen for survey coverage. During the fust visit (18 August l98Z), local steam and

fog conditions were assessed, and the sizes and temperatures of several features measured at

Whaka. Similar investigations were conducted at Kuirau Park, Ohinemutu and Ngapuna

during the second visit (21 January 1988). It seemed almost ceriain from these two visits,

that the widespread presence of thick steam and fog in most of the major thermal areas would
preclude early morning surveying. During these two visits, several possible ground truth sites

were also examined and access to one of them, the Sulphur Flats (Ngapuna) site, was located.
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When it appeared certain that the survey would proceed during the fint week of February

1988, two final pre-survey trips to Rotorua were made on a day having 'ideal' survey

conditions (31 January 1988). The fog and steam situation was examined in the early morning

and late afternoon periods, and the amount of time available from first usable light to sunrise

and from sunset to last useable light were determined. Even during this summer period, fog

and steam present at 5:55 am, persisted until after 9:00 am local time, absolutely precluding

an early morning aerial survey. Evening fog and steam did not begin to appear until about

8:45 pm. Consequently, the survey was planned for late afternoon. Since the survey would

take about I hour, and because the last useable light disappearcd at about 8:50 pm, a liftoff

time of 7:45 pm was chosen. Sunset occurred at 8:30 pm on the day of the sunrey (6

February 1988) (Mr. G. Bloe, Carter Observatory, Wellington, pers. comm.).

After two postponements during the first week of February, it was decided to proceed with

the survey on 6 February 1988 on the basis of what appeared to the author to be the beginning

of a 'perfect' day and a substantiating optimistic weather forecast by the N.Z. Meteorological

Office, Rotorua (Appendix H). The IR scanner subcontractor (ASEA-Brown-Boveri,

Hamilton) was notihed of the decision to proceed at about noon on the survey day, thus

allowing the time required for his mobilisation and travel to site, plus the time needed for

conducting desired ground testing and adjustment of the instrument and installation of

equipment in the helicopter. Arrangements were made so helicopter hire could be scheduled

as late as a few hours prior to the planned take-off time, with confirmation actually made at

6:30 pm, the time equipment loading began.

Ground Truth: During the morning and afternoon of the survey day, four volunteers assisted

with the installation of three ground truth starions located at Arawa Park, Whaka and Sulphur

Flats (Figure 4.1). A detailed briefing was also held to discuss measurement procedures, etc.

Shallow (2-15 cm depths) ground temperatures were to be measured at these sites for a period

of time straddling rhat required for completion of the survey, and in distributions covering

areas calculated to be large enough to be identifiable on both the visible and IR survey

imagery.
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Figure 4'1: Sketch of the Rotorua ft"1mul IR survey flight path with thermal areas, soundtruth sites and digirized IR image locationJ illustrated.

The Arawa Park location was chosen to be on a level, grass covered area, and would be the

non-anomalous, ambient background temperature site. It would be flown over just prior to
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the Whaka leg of the survey. The site consisted of a 6 m x 6 m area, in which temperaturcs

were measured at depths of 2, 5,10 and 15 cm, in the centres of 16 smaller 1.5 m x 1.5 m

blocks. Measurements at this site covered the period 6:30 pm to g:40 pm.

The other two ground truth sites, Whaka and Sulphur Flats, were situated in known anomalous

areas' The actual choice of a Whakarcwarcwa site proved a problem because of the large

number of tourists present. For imagery location purposes, a region of barren ground situated

near a shelter shed just south of Geyser Flat was initially chosen, however, wind carry-over

of water droplets and steam from nearby erupting geysers prevented its use. Consequently,

a safe, mostly barren, low intensity ttrermal area located about 400 m further west was used-

Temperatures were measured at five spots within this 40 m x 20 m area between the hours

of 6:30 pm and 8:20 pm. The presence of very hard ground, however, restricted the

measurements to depths of 2 and 5 cm.

The Sulphur Flats ground truth area was considered the most important because several tests

of the IR scanner were to be conducted there. The ground truth site was situated on a level,

barren area, and consisted of a 5 m x 5 m aroa, subdivided into 25- I m x 1 m blocks, in
which temperatures were measured at 2, 5,10 and 15 cm depths, during the period 6:55 pm

to 9:00 pm.

Pre'flight Ground rest: The pre-flight ground testing of the instrumentation was conducted

in the Sulphur Flats area, between 4:30 pm and 5:30 pm. Observations of various thermal

ground features, including warm/hot ground and pools, made from a position on the roof of
our 4-wheel drive van indicated that the scanner and. video cassette recorder were functioning

properly' This examination also demonstrated that an instrument temperature range sening

of 10 "c would probably be most suitable for the survey, though it would be tested in flight.
Fortunately, a fault with the scanner system's battery pack was idenffied at this stage also.

Consequently, the back-up battery had to be used during the survey. Unfornrnately, the lack
of a second back-up battery pack resulted in a 20 minute prcmatrrc end.ing to the survey.
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A detailed survey briefing was held with the instrument engineer and his technician prior to

meeting with the pilot. Final flight plans were discussed with the pilot (from 6:30 pm to 7:30

pm) while the instrumentation was being loaded into the Bell Jet Ranger helicopter. The IR

scanner head and the visible video camera were mounted independently on an arm which

extended through the open window of the helicopter back door (Plate 4.1). The arm was

,tt

V ,w,
I

Plate 4.1: Inframetrics 525 and visible wavelength video camera mounted on a trolley in
the back of the Bell Jet Ranger helicopter for the 6 February lggg test survey
of Rotorua.

attached to the standard operations hand-trolley, which held the scanner controller, IR video

cassette recorder, small TV monitor and battery pack. The trolley itself was wedged into the

back-seat area of the helicopter in a manner which the operating engineer had used for
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pointing of both the IR scanner head

operator, even though the imagery was

position.
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work. This arrangement allowed adjustment and

and visible video camera to be controlled by the

to be obtained from a fixed, predominantly vertical

During the survey, the author sat next to the pilot for navigation purposes. In-flight survey

control and discussion were possible via the helicopter intercom system, which allowed three-

way communications between the author (navigator), pilot and operating engineer. Navigation

comments and other survey notes were recorded on the aud.io channels of both the IR and

visible videotapes as well as on a small portable audio cassette recorder.

The Survey: The survey began with helicopter lift-off from Rotorua Airport at 8:05 pm, the

20 minute delay resulting from unexpected problems with instrumentation loading and

mounting. Unforrunately, by this time the weather had degenerated seriously, with low cloud

cover having moved in over the survey area and. noftherly winds with speeds of 10-15 km/h

having developed. Though the wind did not prove to be much of a problem, the presence of
low clouds restricted the survey flight altitude to less than about 500 m above ground level,

hence, precluded conduct of the planned higher altitude tests. Most of the survey was

conducted at a ground speed of approximately 25 knots (45 km/h), covering a 1gtal flight

distance of about 26 km. Navigation was performed visually, using maps and aerial photos,

and guided by the real-time IR imagery being observed on a lap-held TV monitor.

The actual survey flight path is illustrated in Figure 4.1. During the first stage of the survey,

imagery was obtained in a single swath snaddling the lake shore zone from near the southern

end of the Rotorua Airport runway to the Ohinemutu thermal area. This leg of the survey was

designed to investigate the instrument's ability to identify and locate anomalous thermal

features present along the lake edge, especially hot springs and seepages flowing into the lake.

The Polynesian Pools complex, on the western side of Sulphur Bay, was also covered, thus

providing an unexpected source of very useful ground control information. The next segment
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of the survey began with return coverage of the Ohinemutu area, site of a large flow of hot

thermal water into a lake embayment, followed by a flight over the Arawa park ground control

point, from whence it continued over Arikikapakapa to the Whaka thermal area.

Three lines were flown over the Whaka area, with special emphasis given to obtaining

imagery of Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke. The next section of the survey straddled the puarenga

Stream from Whaka to the Sulphur Flats area, the object being to examine the nearby

geothermal features and seepages into the stream. The survey was to culminate over the

Sulphur Flats area, with several instrumental tests, includ.ing an examination of the scanner's

sensitivity, detectability and resolution as a function of aldtude and the investigation of
helicopter hovering techniques and associated vibration effects upon the imagery.

Unfortunately, the instrument system banery failed just as the fint of these tests began,

curtailing the survey at 8:45 pm, approximately 20 minutes sooner than planned.

4.2.1.4 Imagery Examination, processing, Enhancement and Interpretation

Real'time Monitoring: It was evident from the real-time moniroring of the IR imagery being

produced throughout the survey that the Inframetrics 525 was definitely detecting geothermal

surface features over the desired range of intercst, includ.ing hot pools and streams, lake-shore

seepages and patches of warm thermal glound. It was also apparent from this in-siru

assessment that there were no major imagery interference problems being introduced from

such possible expected sources as helicopter electronics or platform vibrarion (as long as the

helicopter was moving forward, even slowly, in a relatively uniform manner). However,

vibration of the IR scanner mechanism generated by sudden changes in the direction of
motion, or by helicopter hovering, did produce obvious major imagery interference problems

observable on the monitor.

The IR scanner temperatwe range setdng was examined while slowly flying over the Lake

Roto-a-Tamaheke arca at Whaka. Close visual inspection of the imagery produced by varying

the range setting through the cycle 10, 20, 50, 20, 10 "C supported the ground rest conclusion

that the l0 "C range was the most appropriate for surveys over these geothermal areas.
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Imagery being collected from the visible video camera was not continuously monitored as was

the IR imagery. However, periodic visual inspection indicated that reasonable visible imagery

was being obtained until about 8:40 pm. By this time, the thickening cloud cover had reduced

the level of ambient light below that required for the visible video camera to produce useful

imagery.

TV-VCR Imagery Examination: Fint stage examination, assessment and basic interpretation

of the raw thermal IR and visible imagery were conducted visually by viewing the videotapes

on a standard TV-VCR system. At the most fundamental level, this initial inspection

demonstrated that the two portable VCR's had operated properly, having successfully recorded

both the IR and visible video imagery, and the audio notes, which were input to the audio

tracks via wo external microphones hung around the author,s neck.

A few minor problems with both the IR and visible imagery did became apparent at this

review stage and included: intermittent image noise, evident in the form of short line segments

of erroneous data, moving down and from left to right across the TV image; sporad.ic video

signal synchronization errors, resulting in playback tracking problems, and evident by a rolling

or flickering TV image; and the expected background helicopter noise heard on the audio

tracks. More serious, was the presence of a strong periodic horizontal band.ing structure on

all of the video thermal IR imagery. This problem would require closer examination. If the

helicopter-borne video thermal [R scanner technique was to be confidently used for the

geothermal purposes desired, this problem would either have to be prevented, or a means for
correcting the distorted imagery developed.

Irrespective of the abovementioned problems, visual examination of the IR imagery definitely

showed that several different types of thermal features were easily identifiable. From

Ngapuna to Ohinemutu, thermal seepages prcsent along the lake edge and several warm

stneams flowing into the lake were clearly identified. In the Ngapuna and Whaka areas, hot

pools and the wtum streams issuing from them were evident, as were many patches of
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anomalous thermal ground. Several hot springs and seepages were also located along the

banks of the Ngapuna-end of the Puarenga Stream. Two thermal anomalies, tentatively

identified as submerged hot springs, were detected in the Puarenga Stream at Ngapuna and

possible identification was made of one hot spring submerged in Lake Rotorua itself. Surface

temperature structure was apparent on the imagery of that part of Lake Rotorua where hot

water flows into the bay at Ohinemutu, as well as on that of Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke, a large

hot lakelet at Whaka. Cultural features such as roads, cars, buildings and the Polynesian Pools

complex were also easily idenrifrable.

This examination phase also indicated that there could be problems associated with the

identification and accurate location of ground control points on the video IR imagery. Though

the Sulphur Flats area was not covered by the imagery due to the premature ending of the

suryey, the other two sites were. The Arawa Park site was chosen to be easily located relative

to two intersecting streets. However, the generally uniform appearance of this whole ambient

background area (which is why the area was chosen!) made its location by visual examination

questionable. The Whaka ground control locale also suffered the same fate. It was an

anomalous site, located in an area surounded by many anomalies, thus, it was not possible

to confidently distinguish it at this stage either.

The TV-VCR inspection of the visible video imagery showed that it was of reasonable, though

not high, quality. This was almost certainly due to the video camera being a well used, hire

model, of fust generation vintage. However, the value that simultaneously acquired visible

imagery can have as an aid to IR image interpretation was demonstrated, and is described

below (Section 4.2.1.5).

Image Digitization: Based on the positive results obtained from the W-VCR thermal IR

imagery assessment described above, it was decided to proceed wirh the digital image

processing segment of the investigation. This stage of the study was conducted during four

separate visits (23-26 February 1988; 15-18 March 1988; 20-21 June 1988 and 9-14
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September 1988) to the image processing facility operated by the Image Processing Group,

DSIR Physical Sciences (formerly the Division of Information Technology, DSIR), located in

Gracefield.

The EPIC image processing software, developed by the Image Processing Group (McNeill,

1986; MacDonnell, 1986; MacDonnell et a1.,1988), and implemented on a DEC Micro-Vax-2

computer system, was used to frame grab the desired video imagery and investigate and

develop the image processing techniques necessary to prc-process and enhance it (Section 3.6).

A total of 32 thermal IR images and four visible images were successfully frame grabbed from

their respective videotapes (Appendix K), thus demonstrating that the helicopter-borne

instrumentation was capable of producing recorded imagery compatible with the computer

system and software. This was a crucial step in the investigation, since it would allow the

application of powerful image processing methods to the imagery, an absolute necessity if this

technique was to be successfully developed.

In addition to the videotape frame grabbing, the possibility of using a video camera to creare

digitized images from aerial photographs was investigated, as it was felt that such images

could prove extremely useful in the analysis and interpretation of the IR imagery. Since the

Image Processing Group had a video camera linked to thefu computer processing system, it

was possible to test this idea. Five good quality digitized images were successfully generated

from portions of three black and white aerial photographs covering the Ohinemuru, Puarenga

Stream mouth and Whaka areas of Rotorua (Appendix N and Plates 4.4a and 4.5a)-

Unfortunately, the three Whaka images were accidentally lost during a disk clean-up operation,

though a 35-mm photograph of one (WHAK3VAP.DAT) was archived and is available.

As a result of the success attained from the first invesrigation of aerial photograph digitization,

a more detailed study was conducted at the Wairakei PC-based image processing facility. A

comprehensive series of images was obtained from both the early black and white, and the

more recent colour, aerial photographs (Appendix L and Plate 4.6a). See Section 5.3.4.2 for

a brief discussion of video camera aerial photograph digitization.
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Digital Image Pre-Processing: Since the author had no prior experience with computer

processing of video imagery, the initial investigations were of an experimental nature. The

various processing methods available on the EPIC sysrem (Section 3.6), includ.ing interactive

processing' were applied to several of the digitized images to determine their effects. It
appeared that the raw drgii'jrznd imagery could be useful for providing the most basic

information being sought by this study (i.e. location, approximate extent and rough indication

of thermal anomaly strength). However, this experimentation also showed that the banding

problem, which was very obvious on the digitized images, became more accentuated by most

of the enhancement procedures, so would prevent acquisition of the details really desired from

this thermal IR method.

Therefore, the fust phase of the image processing study concentrated on the determination and

development of the pre-processing procedures required to correct the banding problem, and

so prepare the images for subsequent analysis, enhancement and interpretation. A detailed

structural analysis of l l digitized images (Appendix K) was performed. To begin with,

interactive visual examination of these images under high (6-10) magnification (using the

VIEW program) (Plate 4.2), rcvealed that the band.ing was the manifestarion of a periodic

intensity variation which existed between alternating groups of four lines. It appeared as if
each of the complete images consisted of two sub-images differing in average intensity, and

interleaved so that a group of four lines from one sub-image was followed by that of the

other, in an alternating fashion. In addition, there appeared to be a relative horizontal shift

of about I to 2 pixels between adjacent four line groups, producing a step-like panem along

feature edges.

To accurately define the quantitative character of the intensity band"ing, analytical means were

applied. The program RHIST (calculates image histogram information) was used ro calculare

the mean intensity for each of the first 20, and last 25, lines in the I I study images. As seen

from Table 4.2, these results clearly demonstrated that the image line intensities grouped into
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a pattern of alternating quadruplets (i.e. four adjacent lines of similar intensity), thus

supporting the visual study conclusion that the digitized images appeared to be composed of

two interleaved sub-images. Quantitatively, the average intensities of these sub-images

differed by an amount which varied between approximateLy ZVo and257o. The data in Table

4.2 also showed that the fust intensity quadruplet present at the top of an image was always

preceded by either 3, or 5, lines of erratic data.

The concept that each of the digitized Inframetrics video images could be represented as two

interleaved sub-images, relatively offset by a few pixels and having different average

intensities, led to the notion that the banding problem might be correctable if the sub-images

could be separated, then operated on individually. Though several attempts were made to

develop the image separation and correction procedures using the existing software, none were

very successful. Consequently, two computer programs, GETILEAVED and PUTILEAVED,

were developed for this project based on the author's design requirements (Dr. S.J. McNeill,

Image Processing Group, DSIR). GETILEAVED permitted the user to separate an image into

two sub-images, with the option of being able to select the interleaving period, i.e. the number

of consecutive lines to be contained within the two alternating sub-image groups. In the

present case, since there were two alternating quadruplet groups, the period was eight.

PUTILEAVED reversed the process, allowing the user to interleave the wo separated sub-

images with the desired period (which had to be the same as that used in GETILEAVED, i.e.

eight), thus recreating the whole image.

The application of GETILEAVED to separato an image into its two correct sub-images

required that the initial image begin with a complete four line group. Hence, the erratic data

lines (either 3 or 5) at the beginning of each raw digitized image had to be identified and

removed. The identification could always be made by examining the mean DN values of the

first 9 image lines (as in Table 4.2). However, if the banding was strong enough, the erratic

lines could more quickly and easily be identihed visually, using interactive progmm VIEW.
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Table 4'2: Mean DN values calculaed for individual image lines (using EPIC:RHIST) ro illusrrete rhe quadrupler line gror:pings.

LINE
NUMBER

IMACE NAMES'

WHAKE wHAK6 WHAK5 WHAKI PUST6 PUST4 POLY2 POLYI OHIN6 OHIN4 ARAPI

0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 33-7 33.7 33.7 33.6

J 4.9 6.3 7.3 4.5 6.5 4.8 3.r 3.4 4.3 5.1 3.5

4 38.4 108.8 99.5 1a, 7't 7
5r.t 25.8 24.5 't t.4 65.5 76.6

5 40.0 t09.9 102.0 72.1 60. I 52.7 29.r 26.4 73.O 67.3 79.6

6 56.3 I t0.4 97.3 &.3 72.9 5t.7 26.6 34.8 1r.7 67.1 '13.1

56.9 I 10.5 100.t 63.8 '16.2 53.4 29.1 36.5 73.r 67.7 75.8

8 56.7 I10.2 97.3 64.3 72.9 63.t 35.8 35.3 79.8 59.1 73.4

9 57.3 I I0.2 99.9 64.2 76.2 65.3 3't-2 36.7 E0.6 59.6 75.4

l0 63.5 108.2 | 04.4 'n.3 85.5 63.4 34.9 29.1 79.7 59.7 8r.6

u 64.9 108.E t06.6 7r.2 89.2 65.4 37.6 30.2 80.6 59.9 83.0

t2 63.6 r08.1 104. I 7 t.5 85.8
62.4 28.2 29.5 73.0 68.6 E 1.3

l3 64.6 108.4 t06.4 7 t.4 89. l u.5 31.0 30.6 74.9 68.7 82.9

l4 8l.l 109.5 I 02.3 63.3 81.6 62-6 28.6 37.r 73.3 68.6 74.3

l5 82;r I t0.4 104. r 62.6 E2.8 &.6 31.0 38.7 't4.8 68.6 74.4

l6 81.0 109.3 ln? ? 63.3 8l .8
73.1 3s.9 37.4

82.9 60.1
't3.9

82.5 1 10.1 t 03.9 62.7 82.9 74.8 38.4 38.9 83.9 60.3 74.3

I8 79.4 109.0 t05. I 7l.l 90.5 73.2 36.2 3t.7 82.9 ffi.2 8l.l
l9 82.0 109. I 106.7 70.8 9t.2 74.7 3E.9 33. I E3.9 60.8 80.7

20 79.6 I 08.8 105.0 71.3 90.7 67.1 30.1 3l.E 74.4 69.6 81.0

489 57.3 105.4 89.8 59.3 45.8 7Z.l 73.1 76.7 67.4 84.3 58.8

490 50.3 106.0 94.3 68.8 52.4 7t.3 74.O 68.2 67.5 84.5 66.9

491 59.9 t04.5 92.5 6.9 52.8 7l-9 73.1 675 67.2 84.4 6,9
492 s0.2 106.0 94.2 68.6 52.3

62.9 64.9 67.9 58.7 92.0 6.9

493 59.8 t04.9 92.5 67.O 52.7 63.4 &.o 67.8 58. I 92.4 67.1

494 5'1.4 to7.2 88.8 59.E 43.6 62.9 65.0 76.2 58.4 92.3 57.9

495 67.5 106. I 87.4 58.0 M.2 63.5 63.8 75.6 58.5 92;l 58.0

496 51.2 1 07.1 88.9 59.6 43.5
70.5 72.9 76.1

65.3 83.4 58.4

49't 67.2 106.2 87.8 58.0 44.1 70.6 7t.9 75.7 6.5 84.2 58. I

498 5"1 .9 | 06.8 92.8 67.2 50.9 70.7 72.9 67.1 65.3 83.5 66.0

499 65.6 105.6 91.5 66.0 5t.4 70.1 71.9 67.4 66-6 84.0 67.O

500 133.1 129.3 13t.2 l3 1.3 13L4 t29.9 127.3 127.6 130.9 130.0 129.0
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LINE
NUMBER

IMAGE NAMEST

WHAK8 WHAK6 WHAK5 WHAKI PUS'Ib PUST4 POLY2 POLYI OHIN6 OHIN4 ARAPI

500 133. I t29.3 t31.2 t3 r.3 r3L4 r29.9 r27.3 t27.6 130.9 130.0 t29.O

501 r33.2 t28.7 t29.6 l3 1.3 133. I 129.9 126.7 128. I 131.8 l3l. I t29.4

502 132.8 t29.1 130.9 130.8 131.6 r29.3 t27.1 tn.6 130.6 129.6 128.6

503 r32.5 t28.1 r29.3 130.6 t3L2 t29.5 t26.8 t27.6 t31.8 131.4 t29.2

504 132.1 t29.4 130.8 t30.2 l3l t28.6 t26.4 t26.9 t29.5 129.2 127.9

505 132.0 128.9 t29.0 129.9 13 1.5 128.9 t26.1 tn.2 t31.3 130.3 128.6

506 130.9 129.1 t30. I 129.5 130. I 128.3 126.0 12j,.5 129.0 128.8 r27.5

507 l3 1.4 128.8 129.1 129.2 130.7 t28.7 125.6 t27.0 130.6 130. I r27.8

508 130.6 tz9.o t29.7 t29.1 t29.4 tn.4 t25.4 t263 128.4 t28.E 126.8

509 130.9 128.9 129.1 128.8 130.2 127.9 125.3 126.5 t29.9 129.7 t27.4

510 t29.7 128.8 t29.5 128.5 128.4 127.3 r25.0 t25.7 128.0 r28.7 t26.2

5ll 130.3 128.6 tzE.7 t28.4 t29.7 t27.3 t25.O 125.8 129.5 t29.7 t26.6

<tt t29.2 129.0 t29.3 128.0 rn.9 t27.0 t24.7 125. I t21.8 128.5 125.8

I Note that the computer file name exlension .DAT has becn dropped for the rake of breviry.

In effect, the removal of these initial lines could then be performed by exracdng the desired

portion of the image below them (using EXTRAC).

The intensity correction procedures being examined also required that the superimposed

temperature range bar (located at the left edge centre of the image) and calbration wedge

(located along the bottom of the image) be removed from the imagery because they introduced

unwanted anificial brightness perturbations. The exact positions of these features were

determined by a combination of visual interactive processing (e.g. image strerching,

magnification, etc.) and assessment of individual line mean DN values. The results showed

that the temperature range bar was located to the left of pixel 35, while the wedge extended

downwards from line 500 to the bottom of the image (line 512) (Table 4.2).

The image structural information provided by the above procedures now afforded a means to

generate a clean image ready for the intensity and horizontal shift correction investigation.

This clean image was obtained by extracting that portion of the complete raw image (using
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EXTRAC) located to the right of the temperature bar and between the initial erratic lines and

the bottom wedge. This extraction reduced the size of the image from 512 lines by 512 pixels

to 493 (or 495) lines by 478 pixels.

Though creation of a clean image was straightforward, correction of the intensity banding

problem proved much more difficult. Several different correcrion strategies were attempted,

most involved the use of GETILEAVED to separate the clean image into its two interleaved

component sub-images. The sub-image containing the first clean image quadruplet was

arbinarily defined as tho odd sub-image, with the other identified as the even sub-image. The

most successful of these early attempts used the ratio of the odd and even sub-image

histogram means as a multiplicative correction factor, viz. <odd sub-image>/<even

sub-image> x even sub-image DN values, after which PUTILEAVED was used to interleave

the odd and corrected even sub-images to generate the intensity corrected image. Though

images corrected this way exhibited much reduced banding, the corrections did not work well

over the entire intensity range, i.e. some remnant banding always remained in either the lower,

or higher, DN ranges of the images.

Further investigation led to the discovery that de-striping @ESTR, with a period = 8)

provided a very good, overall intensity banding correction, hence, it was chosen as the

standard pre-processing procedure for banding correction of the Inframetrics imagery. This

de-striping process uses line histogram matching techniques (based on contrast snetching) to

create the intensity corrected image (Dr. S.J. McNeill, pers. comm.). De-striping is performed

on the complete clean image, without the need to separate it into its two constituent sub-

images.

The apparent relative horizontal displacements between the odd and even sub-images were

now investigated by examining the banding corrected, i.e. de-striped, images. This required

the use of GETILEAVED to separate the de-srriped images into their odd and even

components. Because PUTILEAVED aligns the sub-images along their left-hand edges for
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the interleaving process, any relative shifting between them has to be accomplished by

removal of a left edge pixel column(s) from the appropriate separated sub-image. It was

generally possible to determine which of the sub-images had to be shifted left using visual

interactive processing. However, the amount of shift had to be determined empirically by

generating a series of images having relative sub-image shifts of l, 2 and 3 pixels, then

deciding visually which was the best. The results showed that very good corrections were

achieved by using relative shifrs of I or 2 pixels, depending on the image.

The final pre-processing of the de-striped, displacement corrected images consisted of

smoothing by application of a low pass, uniformally weighted, spatial filter. The size of the

filter was chosen to be 4 lines by 3 pixels, which corresponded roughly to the IFOV of the

Inframetrics scanner. This filter proved very effective for removing image noise and further

reducing residual banding and shifting effects, without causing significant loss of detail.

Once the above described pre-processing procedures had been satisfactorily defined, they were

incorporated into VAX command files. This allowed a series of completely pre-processed

images to be very quickly and easily generated from each of eight chosen digitized raw ones

(Appendix K). The best pre-processed image for each raw one was then chosen visually,

using interactive processing procedures. These images were now ready for enhancement

processing and interpretation- Examples illustrating the final pre-processing procedures and

command files are provided in Table 4.3, Plates 4.3 and Appendix M.
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Image Enhancement: As mentioned above, various image enhancement procedures were

experimented with to assess their utility for enhancing the digitized, pre-processed thermal IR

video imagery. Those determined to be most useful included: interactive contrast stretching;

the application of lookup tables (LUT's) for density (level) slicing and more specific,

controlled types of contrast stretching; and most important of all, pseudo-colouring, especially

when applied in conjunction with the previous listed enhancement procedures. Though

sometimes useful, e.g. Plate 4.4e, histogram equalisation was generally found to be of timited

value. Representative examples illustrating the results of these procedures are presented below

using an image of the Ohineq,tt.r area. The locations of the imagery presented

below are identified in Figurc 4.1.

NOTE: Most of the photographic prints presented in the plates of this thesis are

generally of a lower quality than that of the 35-mm transparencies from which they were

produced. The transparencies are available for examination upon request.
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Plate 4.3a: A raw dtg1drzed thermal IR image of the Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke
(RIRWHAK8.DAT) which demonstrates the basic image qualiry.

The clean (i.e. with the instrument temperature range bar and wedge removed
from the left side and bottom, respecrively) version (RIRwHgI.oerl of the
Plate 4.3a image.

Plate 4.3b:
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Plate 4.3c: The de-striped version (RIRWHSID.DAT) of the Plate 4.3b image.

Plate 4.3d: An image (W8OE.DAT) illustrating the separated odd (W8O.DAT, top) and
even (W8E.DAT, bottom) sub-images created from that in Plate 4.3c.
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Plate 4.3e: The de-sniped, shift corrected (relative shift of 2 pixels) image
(w8c2.DAr).

Plate 4.3f: The completely pre-processed (i.e. cleaned, de-striped, shifted and filtered with
a uniformally weighted 4x3 box filter) image (W8C2F.DAT).
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Plates 4.4: Plates 4.4 present imagery obtained over the Ohinemutu thermal area. A

digitized aerial photograph (OHINIVAP.DAT, Appendix K) is included as Plate 4.4a for

location and comparison purposes. A corresponding digitized visible video image

(RIRVOHIN.DAT, Appendix N) is also included as Plate 4.4b to illustrate the quality and

potential use of this type of imagery.

The raw digitized thermal IR image of the area (RIROHIN4.DAT) is presented in Plate 4.4c.

Note the strong intensity banding, the temperature range bar at the left and the temperature

wedge at the bottom of the image. The nominal ground area covercd by the IR image is about

230 m by 180 m. Geothermal water having a temperature on the order of 70 oC discharges

through a culvert beneath the road into the shallow, bright" kidney-shaped pool ar the lower

right of the IR image. From there, the thermal water slowly flows out through a narrow

channel into the small bay where it mixes with the cooler water of Lake Rotorua.

Plate 4.4d presents the completely pre-processed venion of the image (O4CIWF.DAT).

Though residual banding is still present, it is at a very reduced level.

Plate 4.4e illustrates the results of histogram equalization (O4CIWFHE.DAT). Notice how

this procedure brings out the image structural detail along the shoreline (i.e. the area between

the bonom of the image and the bright curve near the middle of the image). The bright spots

are localized patches of warm thermal ground and hot springs. Note the warm thermal stream

flowing into the bay at the bonom of the image.

Plate 4.4f displays the results of a linear stretch which expanded the DN range 90 to 255 to

cover the entire 0 to 255 brightness range (O4CS90T255.DAT). The structural detail present

in the medium to high temperature areas is enhanced, while the lower temperature information

has been suppressed. Note the temperature stnrcture in the bay region where the hot thermal

wator is mixing with the cooler lake water. Anomalously warm areas are also highlighted in

the carpark of the nearby church, in the rectangular region just above the kidney-shaped hot
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pool' Brighter spots along the thermal $tream and near its entry to the lake probably represent

warm/hot springs.

Plate 4.4g presents an image (o4ClwFl6C.DAT) rhat has been density sliced using a lookup

table which divides the continuous imagery brightness range (0 to 255) into 16 equal

divisions. The discontinuous nature of this type of enhancement provides a much clearer

depiction of the thermal distribution. The black rectangular feature located near the lower left
of the bay is a metal roofed building.

Plates 4'4h' 4.4i and 4.4j show the effects of pseudo'colouring the previously enhanced

monochromatic images presented in Plates 4.48,4.4f and 4.4g. The power that the colour

enhancement process affords is clearly demonstrated. Since the human eye is capable of
discerning a much greater range of colours than range in grey tones, pseudo_colouring

provides more detail, more clearly, as is evident in these images.
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Plate 4.4a: A digitized aerial photograph (OHINIVAP.DAT) of the Ohinemutu embayment
area included for feature identification and location pu{poses.

Plate 4.4b: A digitized visible wavelength video image (RIRVOHIN.DAT) of
Ohinemutu embayment aroa.
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PIate 4.4c: A raw digitized thermal IR image (RIROHIN4-DAT) of the Ohinemutu
embayment arca.

Plate 4.4d: The completely pre-processed version (O4CIWF.DAT) of the image in plate
4.k.
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Plate 4.4e: A histogram equalized version (O4C1WF[D.DAT) of the completely pre-
processed Ohinemutu image in Plate 4.4d.

An image (O4CS90T255.DAT) illustrating the effects of linearly stretching the
completely pre-processed image intensity values [90,255] over the entire 8-bit
range [0,255].

Plate 4.4f:
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Plate 4.4g: The image (O4C1WF16C.DAT) resulting from density slicing the pre-processed
image in Plate 4.4d into 16 equal intensity levels between O anO ZSS.

Plate 4.4h: A pseudo-coloured version of the histogram equalized image in plate 4.4e.
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Plate 4.4i: A pseudo-coloured version of the linearly stretched image presented in
AAg
-.-l^

Plate 4.4j: A pseudo-coloured version of the density sliced image presented in Plate 4.4g.
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4.2.1.5 Images of Particular Interest

Plates 45: The images displayed in Plates 4.5 were obtained over the mouth of the

Puarenga Stream, where it enters the Sulphur Bay area of Lake Rotorua. As illustrated by the

digitized aerial photograph (PUSTIVAP.DAT) presented in Plate 4.5a (Appendix N), the

terrain in this area is barren, with most of the surface exhibiting a grey-white colour. Though

this whole area is relatively level, there are a few shallow (< about I m) gullies and

undulations present. The region to the west (left) of the Puarenga Sueam is about l-2 m

above stream level, while much of that to the east (right) is very near sream,/lake level (<

about 0.5 m). The very low lying land areas situated on both sides of the stneam mouth are

observed to constantly change shape and size due to strfflm erosion, deposition and lake level

changes.

The region illustrated in these images is covered by a wide variety of thermal activity,

including warm to hot ground, springs and pools, and numerous small stearn and gas vents,

many of which are hot and actively depositing sulphur. Many of the pools and small tributary

strreams present on the low lying area to the east of the stream are quite ephemeral, with their

sizes, and even presence, dependent upon the local rainfall and stream and lake levels. The

geothermal activity has also produced a crusty veneer covering much of the ground surface.

The raw thermal IR imagery of the Puarenga Stream mouth area (RIRPUST6.DAT) is

presented in Plate 4.5b. The image is oblique, having been acquired at an estimated angle of

about 40" from vertical, and coven an approximate ground area of about 220 m horizontally

by 180 m vertically. The widespread nature of the surface thermal activity is clearly shown.

The most important features on this image, however, include the not so apparcnt, small faint

patch which occurs within the stream, near its eastern bank, to the lower left of the image

centre, and those brighter spots located along the eastern edge of the stream. These anomalies

will be discussed below when the corresponding enhanced image is analyzed.
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Plate 4.5a: A digitized 1976 aerial photograph (PUSTIVAP.DAT) of the Puarenga Stream
mouth area.

Plate 4.5b: A raw digitized thermal IR image (RIRPUST6.DAT) of the Puarenga Stream
mouth area.
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Plate 4.5c provides a completely pre-processed (P6C2WF.DAT) and specially enhanced

version of the image in Plate 4.5b. The special enhancement consists of a combination of
reassigning portions of the original image DN range, contrast snerching and pseudo-colouring.

The DN values have been adjusted so that the cooler areas (DN < 73), including the local

ambient portions of the stream, appear blue, while the hottest regions of the image (DN > 94)

are stretched to appear pink to white. Those intermed.iare DN values (DN = 73-93) associated

with the anomalous patch in the stream (discussed below) and the discharges from the stream

edge springs and seepages have been redefined so they appear yellow to red in colour, thus

sharply contrasting with the surrounding blue of the stream and cooler ground. Though there

is some residual banding present, it does not pose any problems.

Plate 4.5c: A completely pre-processed, specially enhanced, pseudo-colourcd image
(P6C2WF.DAT) highlighting the submerged rhermal spring and sneam ed[e
seepages.

The most intense thermal activity is represented on the image by the pink to white colours.

This activity, which consists mostly of hot ground, but also includes hot pools and springs,

has surface temperatures in excess of 45 "C, and appears to occur along a series of roughly
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parallel lines orientated perpendicular to the Puarenga Stream and parallel to the lake edge.

From the centre to the upper right of the image, three of the six thermal lineations present to

the west, appear to extend across the stream and onto the eastern side. A weakly discharging

hot pool occurs near the eastern edge of the stream where the southernmost lineation crosses.

An intense hot pooVspring occurs between the two morc northerly lineations and two thermal

str9ams appear to issue from it and flow into the Puarenga Stream. A weakly flowing hot

spring also occurs on the eastern stream edge, just where the central of the three lineations

crosses.

That portion of the Puarenga Stream presented in Plate 4.5c, appears to derive its major

thermal input from features located along its eastern bank, as indicated by the omnge to

yellow colours present on the image there. As mentioned above, this input is in the form of

thermal springs, seepages and two small streams. Though the pink-white band along the

western edge of the Puarenga Stream indicates the presence of intense thermal activity, there

appears to be little thermal input to the stream from it, as evinced by the tight blue image

colour present in the stream here (indicating the lowest temperaturcs in this portion of the

stream). This lack of thermal input is explained by the fact that the intense activity is due to

hot ground on the l-2 m high bank, rather than to discharging thermal water features.

However, nearer the stream mouth, the yellow to orange coloured area extending from the

west bank suggests that some thermal water input is occurring here, probably in the form of

seepage. At the upper right of the image, the orange to yellow colours near the lake shore,

which itself appears blue, indicate the possible occurrence of general thermal seepage along

this part of the lake shore.

One of the most interesting features on the enhanced image appears as the very obvious red-

orange to yellow coloured cone-shaped object, which is present in the stream at the lower left

of image centre. This feature, which appears as a small faint patch on the raw image (plate

4.5b), is certainly a weak thermal manifestation located within the steam, but its origrn is not

obvious. The general shape and thermal distribution as indicated by ttre red-orange head and
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downstrsam rafl colour variation from red-orange through yellow to blue, is characteristic of

a thermal water source whose discharge progressively cools due to its downstream mixing

with the surrounding cooler stream water. However, the source could be a submerged hot

spring, a small protruding island with a hot spring discharging from it, or a small protruding

island of thermal ground. A brief study was conducted to identify this feature.

The only aerial photograph (Plate 4.5a) of this area available at the time of the survey was

taken n 1976. It clearly shows a large land feature extending into the stream from the east

bank at the site of the thermal feature. However, the general shape of the stream and its

mouth arca on this aerial photograph is very different from what is indicated by the thermal

IR image. This discrepancy led to an examination of the visible video imagery. Darkness had

precluded the acquisition of useful visible video imagery at the time the IR image of interest

was obtained, however, visible imagery of this area had been collectod at the start of the

survey. Though very oblique, these images show no indication of a surface feature in that part

of the streirm where the thermal anomaly occurs. This result is corroborated by a morc recent

aerial photograph of the area (taken in 1990) and a site visit (April 1991), both of which

clearly show that major changes have occurred along rhis portion of the Puarenga Stream since

1976. Consequently, it appears that the cone-shaped anomaly is a submerged thermal spring

which is situated where the once protruding land feature existed-

Also note the presence of the two smaller orange features, again barely visible on the raw

image as two small faint spots, just upstream of the cone-shaped objecr, on the eastern edge

of the stream bank. They are the sites of two small warm springs very slowly discharging

into the sroam.

Plates 4.6: The series of images presented in these plates covers the polynesian

Pools/Sulphur Bay arsa of Rotorua (Figure 4.1). This area was of particular interest in this

first investigation because it included several familiar, well-defined, man-made features which

could be identified on the IR imagery. Though no ground truth data was collected in the
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Polynesian Pools area during the IR survey, about 8-months later (6 October lggg), the

occasion arose to conduct a detailed calibration investigation around the complex. The

dimensions and temperatures of many of the man-made and natural features were measured,

thus providing data necessary to examine the detectability, recognisability, approximate ground

resolution and temperature sensitivity of this pre-processed and enhanced video IR image.

A digitized aerial photograph (PPVAP3.DAT, see Appendix L) of the area taken in 1990 is

presented in Plate 4.6a for the location and identification purposes of this discussion. This

image clearly reveals the complex nature of the Polynesian Pools facility and general character

of the ground surface cover in the area being investigated. Note that since the most recent

aerial photographs of the Rotorua area available at the time of this survey were of 1976

vintage, and because major changes had been made in the Polynesian Pools complex and

surrounding area after that time, none werc appropriate for accurate comparison with the IR

imagery.

The raw digitized thermal IR image (RIRPOLYl.DAT) shown in Plate 4.6b demonstrates the

quality of the initial digitised image being used. Note the presence of srong banding, the

relative sub-image displacement and low contrast of the image.

Plate 4.6c presents a completely pre-processed (PIC2WF.DAT), enhanced version of the

thermal IR image. The image has been contrast enhance4 with the DN values between 26

and 145 linearly stretched over the range I to255 @N values less than 26 are set ro 0 and

those greater than 145 set to 255) @igure 4.2), then pseudo-coloured. Comparison of rhis

image, which covers a ground area of approximately 240 m by 160 m, with the aerial

photograph (Plate 4.6a) shows that it contains enough derail to allow a very good visual

interpretation to be performed, especially when incorporating the October 1988 ground tnrth

data. Figure 4.3 and Table 4.4 illustrate the results, the highlights of which are discussed

below.
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Plate 4.6a: A digitized 1990 aerial photograph (PPVAP3.DAT) of the Polynesian pools
area.

Plate 4.6b: A raw digitized thermal IR image (RIRPOLYI.DAT) of the Polynesian
area which demonstrates the quality of the initial imagery.



Plate 4-6c: A pseudo-coloured ven;ion of the completely pre-processed, linearly stretched
(126,145)) Polynesian Pools image presented in plate 4.6a.

Figure 4-3: A schematic figure of the image in Plate 4.6c with various features located.
See Table 4.4 for featun; identification and description.
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The gross features present on the aerial photograph, including land, lake, roads and buildings,

are easily distinguished on the enhanced IR image. The lake and land featurcs also exhibit

significant intensity and colour structure. In general, the blue intensity grading of the land

features corresponds to variations in the surface cover, with the darkest blue to black

associated with the presence of grass (A) and scrub (C) (and the obvious building roofs (E)),

intermediate blue with trees (D), and the lighter blue with bare ground (c). Surface

temperatures of about 22 "C were measured at Arawa Park, in a grassy area similar to that at

the upper left of this image (A). Many of the lightest blue to white parches located to the easr

and north of the building complex are sites of warm, bare rhermal ground (H).

The yellow to orange coloured areas (K) on the lake indicate regions of elevated surface

temperature. Though geothermal input (e.g. from lake bottom seepage, springs and thermal

water discharge from the pools complex) probably conrributes most to the creation of these

anomalies, solar heating effects may augment it. In any case, the enclosed nature of this

shallow bay would minimize mixing with the larger cooler parts of the lake, hence, help

maintain its elevated temperatures (see Plate 4.6a). The grcen to light blue zones at the left
(Ja and L) occur where the lake bottom is extremely close to, or exposed at, the surface, and

indicate generally lower temperatures. Lake edge water temperatures in these areas were

found to range from about 2l to 26 oC. Note rhat the asphalt surfaced road (F) at the top of
the image exhibits a similar range of colours, indicating higher than 'ambient' temperatrres

expected at this time of day due to solar heating effects. The circular blue feature (Ia) in the

road is a I2.5 m diameter grass covered roundabout which is crossed by d.iagonally orientated

paved walkway (Ib, light blue) 1.7 m wide.

The highest intensity geothermal features are the most obvious, and they are represented on

the enhanced image by the orange, red, pink and white colours. The large, white, rectangular

feature northwest of the building is the site of rwo, approximately equal sized, connected,

concrete vats (M), open at the top, and containing hot geothermal well water for the

Polynesian Pools complex. The separating concrete wall, which varies in thickness between
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0'65-0.85 m, was not detected, due to its sub-resolution thickness and to blooming effects

arising from the surounding, very high temperature vat water. The combined size of the two

vats is about 22 m by 15 m. At the time of the October measuremenr, the vat closer to the

road had a temperature of about 55 "C, while the other was at about 69 .C. Since the vat

temperatures apparently fluctuate between about 55-70 "C (Pool Manager, pers. comm., l99l),
the best order of magnitude temperature estimate for this feature is probably the average,

about 62 "C. Though the enhancement of this illustrated image over-saturates these features,

the un-enhanced image data appears to be just at saturation level.

The 'four' pink-white coloured rectangular objects (O, P, Na and Nb) located within, and near

to, the black-dark blue Polynesian Pool complex building are man-made thermal swimming

pools. The two nearest the road (O and P) are contained within the building, but are open at

the top. During the october 1988 visit, the pool at the left (o) was ar a temperature of about

37 "C' a value reasonably closely maintained (ibid.),while the orher (p) was empry. The two

other rectangular features (Na and Nb) are located outside the building. Each one of them,

however, actually consists of a group of four smaller pools, which are about 5.5 m by 3.5 m

in size' The temperatures of these pools is maintained in the range of about 37 to 44 oC.

One other obvious image fearure is the circular orange spot (Q) located at the lower right-hand

corner of the building area. Two hot water storage tanks, with estimated diameters of about

I m, mounted side by side on a plaform about 4-5 m above ground level, were identified at

the location of this feature. Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine the tank

temperatures, or even whether both were hot.

The two large, inegularly shaped pink-white features (R and S) located along the lake edge,

left of image centre, are the result of thermal water discharges from the polynesian pools

complex and natural thermal springs. The feature nearest image centre (S), and located at the

end of a light blue lineation, is due mostly to 40 "C water being discharged from the end of
an open' nalrow (0.4-0.8 m wide), wooden channel located along the lineation.
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The other lake edge thermal feature (R) actually has several sources. The rhree g1een to pink

coloured 'fingers' located furthest from the lake are due to the presence of three weakly

flowing thermal streams. The stream with the isolated red-pink spot, which itself is about 1.5

m wide and has a temperature of about 37 "C, issues from a metal covered concrete culvert

located in the surrounding bamboo patch. The two other very narrow streams are 40 oC

discharges flowing from the Polynesian Pools complex. Their waters join to form a large

pool, represented by the pink to white area, which surrounds a small protrud.ing piece of
ground (T, the yellow circular spot), then slowly flows out along the lake edge. The white

patch is due to a localised, higher temperature thermal seepage.

At the right of the image, a lineation (U) comprised of three light-blue to yellow patches and

two yellow-red spots extends from the lake edge towards the road. A narow sEeam, which

originates in a cool (T = 19 oC) swampy arca (X) located in the vicinity of the lighr-blue

patch furthest from the lake, flows along this lineation. Thermal water at a temperatue of
about 34"C also flows into the stream from a drain located just downstream from the swampy

patch. The average stream temperamre is on the order of 30 oC. The small yellow-orange

coloured spot located about mid-way down flM) and the orange-red one at the mouth of the

stream (V)' are due to small hotter areas. The one at the streirm mouth (V) is almost certainly

a hot spring/seepage, while the other (W) could be either a seepage or thermal ground located

near the stream.

From the above discussion it is clear that the intensity range of the enhanced IR image in
Plate 4.6c spans a temperature range of about 40 "C, with the most confidently identified

lowest temperature , 22 "C, occurring on the $assy areas (black-dark blue colours) and the

highest, of about 62 "C, associated with the cooling vars (white colour). The rectangular

shaped intermediate range temperature features (37-M "C) were easily detected and could be

safely assumed to be recognised as thermal pools knowing that the image covered a thermal

pool complex. The apparent colour variation among these features could be concluded as due

to temperature differences- Evidence for the existence of a narrow sEeam at the right of the
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image was detected, though ground truth was necessary to recognise it as such. The sw:rmpy

source area of the stream was easily detected, though not recognisable. Ground investigations

were required to determine that the detected light-blue lineation (Y) from the group of four

pools was an open wooden channel, about 0.5 m wide, carrying thermal water at a temperature

of about 40 oC- The 1.7 m wide footpath (Ib) across the grassy roundabout is clearly

detectable, though not easily recognisable. The orange hot spot located in the region of the

two, I m diameter, tanks exhibits no obvious suggestion of structure, though under

magnification, the evidence might suggest the existence of two fearures. The above evidence

leads to the conclusion that the ground resolution of the enhanced image is about 2-3 m,

while the minimum detectable temperature difference for water bodies is on the order

of 2-3 'C.

4.2.I.6 Results and Conclusions

The first video thermal IR scanner survey to be performed in New Zealand was conducted

over portions of the Rotorua Geothermal Field on 6 February 1988. The major results and

conclusions to be drawn from it are presented below.

l' Instrument Performance: The Inframetrics 525 video thermal IR scanner proved

capable of operating from a helicopter platform to a standard sufficient to be useful for the

geothermal investigations of interest. The ability to monitor the IR imagery in real time,

afforded by the instrument video format, proved very useful for navigation, instrument

operation and data qualiry assessment purposes. The visual monitoring immediately

demonstrated that the instrument was detecting known thermal and cultural features, hence,

indicated that the instrument was functioning in a satisfactory manner. Monitoring also

indicated when the instrument unexpectedly ceased functioning, due to battery failure, about

Tovo of the way through the survey. This allowed the survey to be then cur-tailed, thus saving

about 30vo on helicopter costs. The banery failure stnessed to the instrument contractor the

importance of having sufficient back-up, as such an incident could result in a financial loss

to them.
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Under standard flying conditions, instrument vibration was not a problem (see 2- below). The
only significant operational problem which this test idenrified, was that the instrument really

could not operate pointing vertically downwards wirhout loosing its liquid nitrogen coolant,

although there had been assurances to the contrary. This demonstrated problem led the

instrument contractor to design and build an external instrument mount (for use in subsequent

suweys) which attached to the helicopter skid arm. The assembly incorporated a 45o mirror
(supplied by the Inframetrics manufacturer) which directed vertical imagery into the

horizontally held scanner head. There was also provision for mounting a visible video camera

to the assembly, thus allowing for the acquisition of simultaneous visible imagery.

2' Helicopter Platform Evaluation: The abitity to fly at very low speeds (< 20 km/h)
and to quickly manoeuvre, to corect position or move to a new course, was found to be very
useful, e'g' when testing the instrument temperature range setting over the Lake Roto-a-

Tamaheke therma-l feature. Also, the visibility afforded by the large window space of the

helicopter was a 9reat aid in navigation. Plaform vibration only created imagery problems

(due to associated scanner head vibration) when exnemely rapid turns and altitude increases,

or hovering' were performed. Consequently, future surveys will not incorporate hovering and

would be planned with the turning points located outside the area of interest.

3' Survey Technique Assessment: The imagery characteristics, calculated from the

assumed and derived sunrey parameters and instrument specifications, were in reasonable

agreement with the imagery results obtained, considering that the acquired imagery was

oblique' For general purposes' the survey ahitude of about 500 m provided the imagery size

and detail required. These results gave credence to the calculation procedures and confidence

that they could be used as good guides for planning and conducting future surveys.

Navigation was identified as one of the major remaining survey problems. [t was evident that

the visual navigation guided by ground features would be difficult and require very careful
design and planning, since the viewing angle from an alritude of 500 m (and higher) is very

steep making visual alignment of features very difficult over short (< I km) distances.
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The ground control segment of the survey served its major purpose by highlighting the

practical problems associated with proper site location, data collection and future use for
quantitative image analysis- Problems with identifying the ground control points on the

imagery indicated that very special care was required in choosing sites. Survey time
constrainB (i.e. getting all of the necessary temperarure data within about 0.5 h of IR imagery

acquisition over the area) made taking temperature measurements at several different depths

(between 2-15 cm) over the desired areas of interest impractical, especially when considering

the limited person-power expected to be available for this work under real survey conditions.

A re-evaluation of the requirements based on this experience concluded that it is better to
make fewer measurements at more sites, with calibration features consisting of both water and

ground features, having temperaures that range from ambient to the highest of interest, large

enough in size to cover several instrument ground resolution elements (CRE's), and d.ispersed

widely across the survey area. sites should be as near as possible to objectsffeatures which

this survey showed as being easily identifiable, e.g. buildings, street intersections, sEeiuns,

trees, etc' Temperature measurements at only one, very near surface (few millimetres), depth

are required to assist with imagery temperature calibration. Measurements at two carefully
chosen depths are required if heat flow estimates are to be attempted.

4' Imagery Evaluation: The raw video IR imagery produced was of high enough

quality that major cultural features, such as roads, buildings and cars; natural features, such

as the land/lake interface, large ponds, tnees, gassy areas, etc.; and a complete range of
geothermal surface features, both ground and water rypes, having low to high intensities, were

detectable and identifiable from simple visual examination of the videotape on a standard rv-
vCR system' The information available at this level was good enough to be used to locate

the survey flight lines, provide a guide for subsequent ground investigations and roughly map
probable thermal anomalies. Assessment of the imagery obtained at various instrument

temperature range settings concluded that the optimum setting was 10 "c. All of the raw IR
imagery exhibited a banding problem which seriously compromised its use for desired detailed

applications.
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5' Image Digitization: The compatibility of the thermal IR and visible video imagery

with the EPIC image processing system was demonstrated by the successful digitization of 32

IR and four visible images. This step was crucial, since computer processing of the video IR

imagery would be the real strength of the completely developed video thermal IR survey

method, and a requirement for the technique to be seriously applied. Aerial photographs were

also successfully digitized using a visible video camera connected to the image processing

system.

6' Image Pre'Processing: The application of various image processing techniques to

several of the digitized images showed that the banding structure consisted of a period.ic

intensity variation, plus a relative horizontal shift, between what could be considered two sub-

images' A series of de-striping, sub-image shifting and spatial filtering proced.ures were

developed and defined to provide a standard methodology for prc-processing the digitized IR

imagery to a much improved form, satisfactory for subsequent image enhancement.

Investigation of the banding problem, including discussion with the instrument manufacturer,

led to the conclusion that it was due to an incorrect scanner phase adjustment. However,

subsequent adjustment (by the contractor/owner) of the scanner to the manufacturer,s

specifications did not alleviate the problem. Consequently, development of the image

correction procedures was a necessity if the IR survey technique was to be seriously

considered, since the Inframetrics was the only viable IR scanner known to be available in
New Zealand at the time.

7. Image Enhancement: The application of various enhancement procedures to the

corrected, digitized IR imagery was examined and assessed. Linear contrast stretching and

density slicing were identified as being good, general procedures, invariably useful for image

detail enhancement. The results obtained from histogram equalization were generally less

successful because they were so sensitive to the corrected image intensity disribution. Most

often, histogram equalization produced over-saturation across much of the image, though very

good results were sometimes obtained.
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The application of lookup tables (LUT's), specially designed to highlight particular image

characteristics and,/or features by reassigning their intensiry distributions, was found to provide

one of the most powerful image enhancement tools. However, pseudo-colouring, which

assigns particular colours to specific intensity values, thereby converring the black and white

IR image into a coloured one, was determined to be the most powerful image enhancement

procedure for use on thermal IR imagery. Pseudo-colouring, especially when combined with

other contrast enhancement procedures, can illustrate image characteristics and bring out image

detail unattainable in the black and white format.

8. Enhanced Image Information: The enhanced, pre-processed video IR imagery,

obtained from a nominal altitude of 500 m above ground level, was estimated to have a

ground spatial resolution on the order of 2-3 m. The enhanced imagery was assessed to have

a minimum discernable temperature difference of approximately 2-3 oC. The image detail

extractable from even the weakest raw image anomaly via image enhancement techniques was

impressive, e.g. the clear representation of the relative temperature distribution exhibited in

the Ohinemutu embayment, and the detection and vivid delineation of submerged and

stream/lake edge thermal springs and seepages. Results such as these give the technique a

great power, because such information is extremely valuable for geothermal rcsource

evaluation and monitoring, and it is unattainable by any other reasonable means (ground

surveys and aerial photography). Enhanced thermal IR imagery, as demonstrated here, can

provide information which makes it extremely useful and valuable for the desired geothermal

applications.

9. Associated Visible Imagery: The importance of having recent visible imagery of

the survey area to assist with IR image interpretation was clearly shown. The ability to

successfully acquire simultaneous visible video imagery, digitize it and use it for image

interpretation purposes was proven. The ability to generate quality digitized visible aerial

photographs using a standard video camera was demonstrated and its value indicated. Further

developments relating to the enhancement and application of visible imagery to thermal IR

studies are demonstrated in Chapter 5.
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l0' Hard Copy Imagery Generation: Two methods for generaring hard copies of
images were used for this study. Black and white laser prints of images were quickly (about

7 minutes) and easily obtainable by printing postscript image files created by the EpIC

software' These copies were of reasonable quality and sufficient for field use and some

interpretation. Photographs of images taken from the computer monitor with a 35-mm camera

produced very high quality hard copy transparencies. Prints made from these transparencies

are the products used for most of the plates in this thesis. Unfortunately, many of these prints

suffered degradation during the reproduction process. However, the high quality 35-mm

transparencies are available from the author upon request.

I l' IR Survey Cost Structure: The investigations associated with this test survey also

allowed the costing structurc of helicopter-borne video IR scanner surveys to be reasonably

accurately determined. These results and discussion were presented in Section 3.7.5.

In conclusion, this study clearly demonstrates that the heticopter-borne video thermal IR
scanner technique, using an instrument available in New Znaland, is capable of provid.ing a

new, valuable, comprehensive and. economic source of information for the detection,

identification, mapping and relative thermal intensity determination of geothermal surface

features and areas. A methodology which encompasses the complete range of procedures,

from initial planning, through survey conduct, to computer image digitization, pre-processing,

enhancement and interpretation, has been developed and demonsrated, thus establishing the

viability of the endre survey Process. Though this study was generally qualitative in nature,

the foundation has been set for future quantitative application investigations.

4.2.2 Wairakei-Tauhara Test Survey

4.2.2.1 Introduction

The great success of the Rotorua video [R scanner test survey, plus problems associated with
scheduling the Inframetrics instrument for subsequent use at desired times, prompted

investigation of another video thermal IR scanner after its existence became known in March
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1989 (section 3'3). The scanner, a FLIR systems 1000A, owned by the philips search and

Rescue Trust, was obtainable through Helicopter Services, Taupo, Ltd. Accord.ing to the

manager/pilot (Mr' J. Funnell, pers. comm.), the IR scanner and helicopter combination could
'almost' always be made available, barring emergency callouts, during our defined optimum
survey time period (i'e. from dusk onwards). It would also be possible for the author to
operate the instrument during surveys, as well as rest it at the DSIR wairakei laboratory when
desired.

The information contained in the FLIR operarions manual (FLIR, I9g2a), including the

convincing instrument specifications (Table 3.1), ind.icated that the scannermight be usable

from a helicopter platform to obtain the IR imagery necessary for the desired geothermal

applications' Consequently, during the period 3-5 April 1989, the FLIR was inspected and

tested in the DSIR wairakei laboratory to become familiar with its operation, examine its
capabilities and ascertain approximate operational settings. Since the FLIR instrumentation

did not include a vCR for imagery recording, an early, portable model, National Nv-3000,
was procured and used for the laboratory testing (note: this VCR unit was used to record the
imagery on all the FLIR surveys conducred, see Table 3.2). High qualiry imagery was

obtained during these studies and the results indicated that initial test survey operation of the
instrument begin at the nominal settings of: gain = 60-65 and level = 19.

The very positive laboratory results obtained srrongly supported the decision to give the
instrument an airborne test' consequently, one similar to the initial Rotorua survey was
designed' Since there was grcat urgency to conduct a large scale IR survey (Section 3.3), the
purpose of this study was to quickly ascertain the FLIR's applicability for such work. Hence,
the major objectives concentrated on instrumentation performance appraisal and optimum
operational setting determination' genef,al image quality assessment and survey parameter
examination and specification.
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If the FLIR proved suitable for geothermal surveying, it would not be possible to examine

image digitization, processing and enhancement procedures prior to its large scale application,

since there was neither the time, nor the funds available, to work at the DSIR Gracefield

Image Processing facility. Though this was not a good scientific approach, the results

obtained from the Rotorua survey gave reasonable confidence that successful playback of the

recorded imagery on a standard PAL TV-VCR system would indicate compatibility with the

image processing system. This basic recorded imagery test would be conducted prior to
deciding whether or not to commit the FLIR for use in the large scale survey.

4.2.2.2 The Survey Plan

The available operating budget for this test survey was extremely small (about $NZ 500).

However, Helicopter Services' offer to charge only a nominal fee to cover flying time,

allowed a restricted, but thorough, test survey to be planned. Though instrument testing was

the principal reason for the conduct of this survey, it was designed to cover areas of scientific

interest associated with the Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Field, Taupo. Any reasonable

quality imagery obtained might then provide information of scientific value when (rf) the

occasion arose to examine it.

Special emphasis was given to obtaining imagery over the Craters of the Moon thermal area,

which encompasses warm, hot and steaming ground, fumaroles and eruption craters. The

Waipahihi shoreline region of Lake Taupo was also targeted, since major natural seepages, as

well as hot water discharges from a few motels, were known to occur there. The Waikato

River atea, between Huka Lodge and the bend near Spa Sights, was included to determine

whether any river edge thermal springs and seepages still existed along this once active region.

Several man-made anomalous thermal features were also planned for coverage. These

included the surface engineering works (e.g. pipework, separators, roads, etc.) and condenser

water discharge associated with the Wairakei Geothermal Power Development. The AC

Thermal Baths complex was included to provide possible quantitative image information, since
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two of the pools have regulated temperatures which were to be measured on the evening of

the survey. The Tauhara School thermal area was also incorporated into the survey as an

example to illusnate where geothermal surface activity in close proximity to a cultural feature

(e.g. school) requires monitoring.

Flight parameters and imagery characteristics were calculated using the FLIR instrument

specifications listed in Table 3.1 and the formulae in TablE 3.4, and, are presented in Table

4.5. Since the FLIR scanner has a similar IFOV (1.87 milliradians) to that of the Inframetrics,

it was decided to fly much of this test survey at the nominal altitude used in the Rotorua

survey' i.e. 500 m. This would provide similar GSR's of about 1 m and allow reasonable

comparison of the FLIR and Inframetrics imagery to be made. The FLIR theoretical nadir

image size would be about 250 m (horizontal) by 150 m (vertical), significantly larger than

that of the Inframetrics (about 160 m x 125 m). A total flight distance of about 35 km was

planned for, requiring an avemge flight speed of 40 knots (25 km/l) to complete the survey

within the funded 0.5 hour.

4.2.2.3 The Survey

The helicopter-borne FLIR test survey was conducted over portions of the Wairakei-Tauhara

Geothermal Field on 5 April 1989. Imagery was obtained over a total flight distance of more

than 58 km and covered an area of about 17 km2. The rypical imagery acquisition altitude

was about 580 m, though it ranged from 450 m to 760 m. The weather on the day of the

survey was excellent, with a clear sky and low wind conditions prevailing. Sketch maps

illustrating the actual flight lines and areas covered are provided in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. A
survey outline, which presents a chronologically ordered list of the major argas and features

covered, their positions on the videotape, plus related imagery details, is provided in Appendix

o.

The author directed the survey and operated the FLIR scanner and video recording systems

(see Table 3.2fot alistof the specific instrumentation used). Survey navigation was
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performed visually (by Dr. R.G. Atlis, DSIR) using a flight plan drawn on two maps, one

covering the Wairakei Geothermal Field (same base map as Figure 4.4a) and the other

covering the Tauhara Geothermal Field (same base map as Figure 4.4b). The majority of the

survey had to be completed before dark because night-rime navigation assistanca was not

available. Since sunset was at about 6:00 pm, and last usable light occurred at about 6:30 pm,

the survey was begun at 5:45 pm. Though originally planned as a 0.5 hour study, the actual

survey took 0.75 hour to complete, ending at 6:2g pm.

The first segment of the survey concentrared. on fearures associated with the Wairakei

Geothermal Field and covered a total flight distance of more than 30 km (Figure 4.4a and

Appendix O). It began at 5:45 pm, at the DSIR Wairakei Geothermal Research Centre,

covercd a short length of the Waikato River, the Wairakei Geothermal Power Station and

borefield, and Alum Lake and Mclachlan thermal areas. Five passes were made over Craters

of the Moon in an attempt to obtain entire coverage at similar altitudes. From here, the survey

continued southwards along the Waikato River to the Spa Sights thermal area.

The second segment of the survey began at Spa Sights and covered a total flight d.istance of

more than 20 hn over parts of the Tauhara Geothermal Field (Figure 4.4b and Appendix O).

Imagery was obtained over the AC Baths complex and nearby thermal areas, the Tauhara

School thermal area, the Waipahihi thermal shoreline secrion of Lake Taupo, Waipahihi

Thermal Stneam and nearby De Bretts Thermal Pools. The survey then proceeded northwards

over the Taupo Industrial Area thermal regions, the Taupo Pony Club and nearby Taupo Golf
Course thermal areas, Fletcher's Timber Mill, and on to the Waikato River towards Wairakei.

The survey continued beyond the planned finish at Wairakei laboratory, covering an additional

8 km over portions of the Wairakei borefield and Alum Lake rhermal areas (Appendix O).

The survey concluded at the DSIR Wairakei laboratory at 6:28 pm. The only ground control

data collected during the survey was performed by a volunteer, who obtained. 7:00 pm

temperatures of the two large thermal swimming pools at the AC Baths complex (the larger
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Figure 4.4a: Map showing the Wairakei flight path segment of the FLIR test with the major
thermal areas and digitized images located.
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one being -34 oC and the other -32.4 "C (Mr. S. Sherburn, DSIR, pers. comm.)). Though

quantitative imagery investigation was not an objective of the present study, this temperature

information would assist with defining the instrument temperanro sensitivity.

4.2.2.4 Basic Survey and Raw Image Assessment

Since this study was principally an instrumentation, survey parameter and imagery evaluation,

rather than a scientific investigation pertaining to the Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Field, a

discussion of the geothermal nature and characteristics of the area is not presented. The most

recent published scientific information available on the study area can, however, be found in

the following published papers and reports, and the references cited therein: ECNZ (1990),

Mongillo and Clelland (1984), Mongillo and Allis (1988), Allis (1981; 1983), Risk er a/.

(1984), Henley and stewart (1983), Donaldson (19g2) and wooding (l9gl).

Real-time monitoring of the FLIR video imagery during the survey clearly showed that the

general imagery quality was of a much higher standard than that obtained with the

Inframetrics during the Rotorua survey. This is explained by the much larger number of scan

lines per FLIR image (Table 3.1) and the absence of obvious intensity banding structure and

relative sub-image shift inherent in the Inframetrics imagery. Instrument vibration problems

appeared to be less serious than for the Inframetrics, though they did occur under the same

circumstances, i.e. very quick direction changes and hovering. This reduced vibration resulted

from the very rigid mounting of the FLIR to that part of the skid arm located closest to the

main body of the helicopter.

In situ experimentation over the Waikato River, at the start of the survey, and shortly after,

over the Wairakei borefield, showed that the optimum instrument settings for the geothermal

applications being examined were: gain - 58 and level = 22, inreasonable accord with the

laboratory test values. The remainder of the survey was conducted at these settings and

provided very good imagery detail, brighuress range and contrast.
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The complete range of geothermal surface features was detectable and easily identifiable. The

complex surface thermal structure of the Craters of the Moon area was easily discerned, as

was the Wairakei geothermal development pipework, separators, drains, etc. Especially

impressive were the details evident in the imagery of the Lake Taupo shoreline seepages and

the Wairakei Power Station thermal plume generated by the discharge of the wann (- 30 oC)

condenssr water into the Waikato River.

The recorded video imagery obtained during this FLIR tesr was examined on the author's

standard home TV-VCR system immediately after the survey was completed. There were no

serious videotape racking problems and the character of this imagery was generally of the

same high quality as that observed on the monitor during the survey. No major image noise

problems were evident, though a very weak intensity banding smrcrure was apparent on some

segments of the imagery.

Several black and white, analogue, IR images of particular areas of interest were generated

by placing the VCR in the pause mode and photographing the still TV image with a 35-mm

camera (Appendix O). Three photo-mosaics of these images are included here (plates 4.7b,

4.8 and 4.9), and briefly discussed below, to demonstrate the capability of the FLIR scanner

and illustrate the quality of the recorded imagery. Table 4.6 provides the pertinent imagery

details.

Plate 4.7: Craters of the Moon. This two-strip mosaic of rhermal IR photographs covers

the most active thermal features associated with the Craters of the Moon region. The central

mosaic strip is not included herc because scale differences caused by survey altitude variarions

and distortions introduced by the TV photographic procedure precluded reasonable image

matching. Comparison of the mosaic with the included schematic map (Figure 4.5) and aerial

photograph (Plate 4.7a) allows identification of features and demonstrates the high quality of
the imagery and the detail anainable with the FLIR instrumenr.
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Survey and image information for three photographic image mosaics used to
assess the FLIR scanner operation, determine survey parameters and examine
recorded imagery quality.

LOCATION SURVEY
ALTITUDE (agl)

(m)

TI{EORETICAL
GSR IMAGE SIZE
(m) (m)

Craters of the Moon
East Srip:
West Strip:
(Plate 4.7a)

635
7r0

1.2
1.3

315 x 190
355 x 215

AC Baths Complex
(Plate 4.8)

490 0.9 245 x 150

Wairakei Borefield
(Plate 4.9)

450 0.8 225 x 135

Comparison of the IR photographs with the colour aerial photograph (plate 4.7a) indicates that

the true size of an individual image in the western mosaic strip is about 340 m by 220 m,

while that for the eastern one is about 320 m by 190 m, both in reasonable agreement with

theoretical values (Table 4.6). The light line passing around the top of the image is a 1.5-2.0

m wide, pumice footpath, and that skirting the left side of the mosaic is the old, narow (-4-s
m wide), pumice entrance road, recently closed due to continued southem migration of thermal

Area H beneath and beyond it. Again, the theoretical spatial resolution values are in good

agreement with the measured sizes of these features on the IR photographs. The mottled areas

along the bottom, left and top of the mosaics are due to vegetation, with the brightest patches

corresponding to large pine trees.

Most of the recent activity, including hydrothermal eruptions and fumarole formation, has

occurred in Area F. Subsidence here has created concentric cracks rangrng up to about 0.5

m in width. Steam rises through these cracks, producing localised, high temperature, ttrermal

anomalies which appear on the IR imagery as the bright, broken, concentric rings. The lateral

spread of steam and heat away from the cracks creates larger width anomalies which may

explain their -3 m width on the imagery. Blooming effects (Chapter Z) may also exaggerate

crack width.
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Feature G is a very large, elliptically shaped (65 m x 30 m) hydrothermal eruption crater

formed in 1983 (Allis, 1984). Its walls of anomalous thermal characrer, and bottom boiling

mudpools and fumaroles, are clearly depicted in the thermal imagery. The eastern and western

exterior crater rims are cooler zones, which appear on the imagery as the darker, crescent-

shaped bands on both sides of the crater.

Plate 4.8: AC Baths Area. The photo-mosaic of IR images presented here covers the AC

Baths complex, associated carpark, Kathlene Springs and related outflow thermal strream. See

Figure 4.6 for identification and discussion purposes. The real image size determined from

a comparison with an aerial photograph (Job: g5/6g_2, #16, scale l:10,000, taken August

1985) is about 255 m by 160 m. Cars, which have a typical size of about 1.7 m by 4.2 m,

can be clearly discerned in the nearby parking lot and image measurement gives car sizes of
about 2 m by 4 m. These results are consistent with the theoretical values presented in Table

4.6.

The dark, rectangular feature between the carpark and ttre large pool is the facilities entry

building and changing rooms. It appears darker because the roof is unpainted galvanised

metal (F), hence has a very low emissivity. The nvo pools at the cenue of the bottom image

had measured temperatures of 34 'C (A) and 32.4 "C (B), though no intensity differences are

apparent on this black and white photograph. The patchy bright areas on the mosaic are due

to vegetation, with grassy arcas appearing darkest and pine trees brightest.

The image effects caused by the FLIR's floating background level (Chapter 3) can be seen by

comparing the bottom two images in the mosaic. The background vegetation areas in the

bonom image appear to be darker than in the overlapping upper image. It is not clear whether

the photographic process used to generate this print contributed to the brightness level problem

here.
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An image problem, termed by the author as intensity undershoot is marked at two locations

in Figure 4.6. This undershoot is a lower intensity area which always occurs in the scan

direction, to thc right of a very bright feature, when a large intensity difference is present (i.e.

at very higVvery low intensity boundaries). One location where intensity overshoot, i.e.

where a brighter area extends to the right of a low intensity/high intensity boundary is also

identified in Figure 4.6. Communication with the manufacturers regarding this apparent

problem did not result in any clear-cut explanation, though they did say it could be inherent

to the instrument (lvlr. L. Schuepbach, FLIR Systems, Inc., pers. comm.). This characteristic

does appear in nvo of the example images included in the operator's manual (FLIR, 19g2a).
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Plate 4.9: Wairakei Borefield Area. This two image mosaic covers several thermal ground

areas and a dual steam pipeline in the Savage Road area just north of Wairakei borefield.

Refer to the corresponding Figure 4.7 for feature identification in the following discussion.

The images in this mosaic cover a ground area of about 235 m by 138 m, in reasonable accord

with calculated values (Table 4.6). The bright linear feature trending vertically along the right

side of the mosaic is a borefield road which is asphalt paved to a point about 50 m beyond

the left (west) bend in Savage Road. At this point the abrupt decrease in image intensity

indicates the change from the pavement to the pumice portion of the road.

The two dark, parallel, linear features which follow along left of the road are two polished,

aluminium cladded steam pipes separated by 1.5 m. The diameter of the left-most pipe is 0.?5

m, while that of the other is 0.4 m. Though the larger pipe is just ar the theoretical GSR size,

it is not resolved for certain. An image determined pipe separation of about 1.5 m is in

agreement with the measured value. The bright spots between the pipes are rectangular

concrete foundations on which the pipes are mounted. The largest of these are 1.5 m wide,

and resolvable.

The bright, horseshoe shaped feature in the upper image is a large area of bare thermal

gtound, steaming in places. It extends down the hill, on both sides of a cool, grassy patch,

to the road. Note that under-shoot is present to the right of the this feature. The bright, hotrer

portion of the pumice road indicates where the thermal area crosses beneath it, to continue on

to an altered, steaming thermal area left of the bend in the road. Note that the pumice portion

of Savage Road almost disappears to the upper left, where no thermal activity is present.

Further east, the bright region, which passes under the pipes, across the paved road and up the

nearby hill is more thermal ground, perhaps connected to the previous area by a fault, as

inferred from their linear orientation.
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The diagonally orientated, linear feature to the left of the upper image is a pumice road

located in a large, heavily vegetated area covering most of the mosaic. The individuat bright

spots are large pine trees, with the general 'brightish' patches corresponding to areas of scrub

and smaller trees.

4.2.2.5 Computer Image kocessing

Though the Wairakei-Tauhara video imagery was not compurer-examined prior to the FLIR

scanner being used for the large scale survey (discussed in Chapter 5), several images were

subsequently digitized, pre-processed and enhanced to provide some very interesting and

useful scientific results. The initial processing of the Wairakei-Tauhara video IR imagery was

performed at the DSIR Image Processing Group facility, Gracefield, during the same period

that the first large scale IR survey imagery was being processed, 25-29 April 1989. The early

succoss of this IR survey work, however, led the DSIR Geology and Geophysics Division to

establish a PC-based image processing facility at the Wairakei Geothermal Research Cente

in September 1989. It was here that much of the Wairakei-Tauhara survey imagery was

processed. Details relating to the FLIR test survey digitiz€d images are provided in Appendix

P, and two examples are included below for demonstration and discussion.

Plate 4.10: AC Baths Area. This image (TIRIACB1.DAT, Appendix p) is a filtered,

stretched, pseudo-coloured version of the bottom one presented in Plate 4.8. Comparison of
this image with the black and white photographic version demonstrates its much grcater

information content. The 1.6 oC temperature difference between the two thermal swimming

pools is now discernable as a colour difference, with the larger, hotter (34 "C) pool being

more orange than the smaller, cooler (32.4 "C) one, which appears more yellow. Also note

that over-shoot occurs in both these pools, and appears as the pinlc/red band along the left

edge boundary of these features. See discussion above and Figure 4.6 for more complete

image details.
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Plate 4.ll: Lake Taupo Seepages, Waipahihi Area. This image (LTSS6I.DAT) is one of
a series taken along the Waipahihi shoreline of Lake Taupo. See Allis et at. (19g9) for a

scientific applicarion of the image series.

This image covers an area of about 290 m by 175 m. It has been extracted, filtered and

pseudo-coloured (see Appendix P) to enhance feature details. The green, yellow and orange

feature at the bottom is the southern-most portion of a very large natural thermal seepage.

The 15 cm depth lake edge shore temperature in this area exceeds 55 oC, with nearby water

surface temperatures (in the yellow areas) of about 2L-23 "C, and an ambient lake surface

temperature of about 18 "C. These 3-5 "C temperature differences are easily detected and

clearly displayed by this enhanced image. The other four, light blue spots further south along

the lake edge are small natural seepages.

The two, large, bright pink, red and green features above image centre are thermal water

discharges from nearby motels. The central line of green and yellow features are cobble stone

carparks associated with the Lane Cove Motel. The lighrer blue and green areas on the lake

surface near the top of ttre image are due to thermal water drifting down from seepages further

south.

4.2.2.6 Results and Discussion

This investigation demonstrated that the helicopter-borne FLIR scanner was capable of
providing high quality imagery, which the National NV-3000 portable VCR could successfully

record. This recorded video imagery proved comparible with the standard PAL TV-VCR

system, indicating that it would be suitable for the image processing system.

The imagery obtained in this study demonstrated that the FLIR survey parameters, i.e. flight

altitude range of 500-600 m and flight speed of about 40-50 knots, were appropriate for

conducting the desired geothermal surveys. Analysis of the TV photographed IR images

demonstrated that the corresponding ground size of the verticalty acquired imagery, and the

detail present in it, were well within the acceptable limits.
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Plate 4.10: A pseudo-coloured version of the extracte4 filtered and stretched FLIR thermal
IR image (flRIACB1.DAT) of the AC Baths thermal Pool complex.

A pseudo-coloured version of the extracted and filtered FLIR thermal IR image
(LTSS6I.DAT) showing nanml seepage and motel thermal discharges into tie
Waipahihi area of I-ake Taupo.

Plate 4.11:
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The FLIR's much wider field of view (c.f. that of the Inframetrics) would allow conduct of
larger aerial surveys with more widely spaced flight lines and/or a larger flight line sidelap,

thus reducing the possibility of lost coverage due to visual navigation problems. Agreement

with calculated image parameters gave credence to, and confidence in, the survey planning

methods used. Qualitative visual examination of the imagery indicated that the thermal

sensitivity was quite good, as exemplified by the detail exhibited in the Lake Taupo seepages

and Wairakei borefield images. Though not demonstrated here, detection of thermal shadows,

i.e. cooler areas on road surfaces created by the nearby trees reducing their solar heating, also

suggested good thermal sensitivity.

Two imagery problems were identified at this stage of the study. One was the imagery

intensity under' and overshoot, which occurred at feature boundaries exhibiting large intensity

differences. This problem caused the loss of data in the affected areas. Though the erroneous

data areas appeared to be small in size, it was not obvious that this was always the case, nor

was there evidence that the problem might be avoidable. The second problem was the

presence of the weak intensity banding present on some of the imagery. This image infidelity

was much less significant than that exhibited by rhe Inframeuics imagery, and the success

attained with correcting that problem gave confidence that it could be solved here.

There was also considerable uncertainty regarding the seriousness of the image effects caused

by the floating background level (Chapter 3), an example of which was identified in the AC

Baths imagery. However, it was believed that for the important geothennal feature detection,

mapping and change applications, computer image processing procedures could be used and/or

developed to overcome this interference. Though not a major objective of this thesis,

quantitative imagery analysis (e.g. surface temperature determination) would be made much

more difficult by this floating level.

The decision on whether or not to use the FLIR scanner for the large scale thermal IR survey

now had to be made, without being able to properly investigate the identified image problems
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with the appropriate image processing and analysis techniques. The seriousness of these

problems, however, was tempored by the high quality of the FLIR imagery obtained, plus the

experience and confidence gained from the development of the Inframetrics imagery correction

and processing prccedures. The FLIR's local availability would provide additional survey

flexibility, as well as reduce survey costs, since the author could operato the instrument. The

availability of nvo usable therrral IR scanners would also make helicopter-borne thermal IR

surveying a much more viable technique by reducing scheduling problems. In addition, for

extremely important jobs, both instruments could be used simultaneously, thus providing ttre

specific advantages of each (Chapter 3), as well as back-up, in case one failed. Consequently,

it was decided that the FLIR be used to perform this first, large scale, helicopter-borne video

thermal IR scanner survey of a New 7*aland geothennal area (described in Chapter 5).
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Chapter 5

Large Scale Video Thermal IR Scanner Surveys

5.1 Introduction

The two large scale video thermal IR surveys discussed in this chapter represent the

culmination of this investigation. They are the fust known large scale video thermal IR

scanner surveys to have been conducted over geothermal areas. The first survey was

conducted for a DSIR commercial client who funded it on the basis of a detailed proposal

submitted by the author and the positive results obtained from the first Rotorua rest survey

(Chapter 4). Unfornrnately, the management policy of the client (who wishes to remain

anonymous) requires the survey details and results to be kept confidential for a four year

period, after which they can become available to rhe public. Consequently, only a very

general discussion of this work is presented in this thesis.

The success of the confidential survey demonstrated the ability to perform video thermal IR

scanner surveys over large areas and again illustrated the power of the technique. On this

basis, plus the earlier test survey successes (Chapter 4), Crown funding was procured to

perfomr the second large scale survey, which covered the entire Rotorua Geothermal Field.

The important results of this survey are contained in two papers: Mongillo and Bromley

(1990' see Appendix D), and a paper in press (Mongillo and Bromley,1992)in a special issue

of Geothermics devoted to recent scientific investigations of the Rotorua Geothermal Field.

The majority of this chapter is concerned with a discussion of this survey, much of which has

been extracted from the Geothermics paper.
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Confidential Survey of a Geothermal Area

5.2.1 Introduction

The geothermal region of interest has an area of about 15 km2 as determined by the available

geophysical data. The identified surface thermal activity includes hot springs, mudpools,

steaming/warm ground, sinter deposits and thermal seepages and springs which discharge into

a nearby river. This activity, which covers a total area of about 2.5 kmz, is concentrated in

a small number of widely distibuted locations. Many of the river seepages and springs have

vigorous flows and high temperatures, and it is believed that a majority of the natural heat loss

of the geothermal system can be attributed to them.

Ground-based temperature and heat flow surveys had been conducted across this geothermal

region in the past, however, later investigations demonstrated that these ltmited surveys

(Chapter 3) missed some thermal activity. The difficulries associated with detecting and

measuring the extensive river discharges were also acknowledged. These problems were

recognised by the client who desired to have a comprehensive survey which could act as a

baseline for geothermal feature change monitoring. Consequently, the author submitted a

proposal (Appendix C) to utilise the newly demonstrated helicopter-borne video thermal IR

scanner method to obtain the surface thermal activity baseline information (i.e. the location,

extent and intensity) in the region of interest. This proposal was funded by the client, whose

confidentiality policy requires the information to remain unavailable until April 1993.

Therefore, only a very general discussion is presented here.

5.2.2 Survey Discussion

The first known large scale video thermal IR suwey to be conducted over a major geothermal

area was performed on 13 April 1989. A helicopter mounted FLIR 10004 scanner (described

in Sections 3.4.3, 4.2.2,3 and 5.3.2) was used after its successful test over parts of the

Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Field ( Sect ion 4.2.2).
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The survey was conducted during late afternoon, from 4:10 pm to 6:05 pm (local sunset

occurred at 5:50 pm). Thermal IR imagery was obrained over a 10 km2 area which extended

well beyond the major areas of known thermal activity. A hand-held 35-mm Nikon camera

was used to obtained oblique visible colour photography for use in the inteqpretation of the

IR imagery. The weather had been very dry and ground checks on the day prior to the survey

showed persistence of extremely dry conditions. On the day of the survey, the sky was clear

and there was a light southwest wind.

Twenty-seven flight lines, separated by about 125 m and having lengths of 2-4km each, were

flown at an airspeed of about 80 km^. The nominal survey altitude of 610 m above ground

level provided a theoretical ground resolution of about 1.1 m. Calibration imagery was

collected thrce times during the survey: prior to the first flight line, about two-thirds of the

way through the survey and after completion of the last flight line.

The ground support necessary for conducting the survey was provided by two navigation

crews and a calibration group. The navigation crews were positioned at the endpoints of the

flight lines and provided visible flashing beacons as targets towards which the navigator

(Dr- R. G. Allis, DSIR) guided the helicopter pilot. The navigalor also had a recenr aerial

photograph on which the flight lines were drawn thus allowing man-made and natural features

to be used as additional guides. The navigation crews moved to successive flight line

positions as each endpoint was flown over. The calibration group made ground tnrth

measurements at 15 predetermined, widely spaced sites within t 0.5 h of their imagery being

acquired. Coordination between the helicopter and ground suppofi was provided by radio.

5.2.3 Image Processing

Computer digital acquisition and. processing of the thermal IR imagery was performed using

the Image Processing Group, DSIR Physical Sciences, image processing system at Gracefield,

which utilises the EPIC image processing software implemented on a DEC Micro-Vax-2

computer system (Sections 3.6 and 4.2.1.4). The frame-grabbing facility was used to digitize

several images from the videotape.
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Visual examination and cursory analysis of the imagery showed that it suffered from minor

noise and scanner vibration effects, Application of a low pass, uniformally weighted, 3 x 3,

spatial filter reduced the impact of these effects, but also degraded the imagery resolution to

about 2-3 m. A few basic image enhancement techniques (contrast stretching and pseudo-

colouring) were applied to several of the filtered images, though contract obligations did not

provide for attempts at quantitarive investigation of the imagery.

5.2.4 Results and Conclusions

This work represents the first known large-scale video thermal IR scanner survey to be

conducted for baseline geothermal fearure monitoring. A total distance in excess of 85 km

was flown, with thermal imagery obtained over an area of about l0 km2. The initial visual

examination of both the raw video imagery and the computer processed images ind.icated that

the survey had been very successful and that overall results obtained were very good.

The complote range of geothermal features were detected and easily recognised. Several hot

springs and seepages were identified along the river banks and the distribution of surface

thermal features (hot pools, mud pools and thermal ground) was established. These results

thus provided a much more detailed map (i.e. location, size and relative intensity) of the

geothormal activity than was available from the ground-based investigations. The results

illustrate that the video scanner technique is capable of discerning spatial details on the order

of a few metres from an altitude of about 600 m agl. Though the contract did. not provide for

quantitative investigation of the imagery, significant amounts of ground truth data were

obtained making it possible to conduct such a study in the future.

The unavailability of an appropriate visible video camera resulted in the acquisition of 35-mm

oblique photography to aid interpretation. The results were generally unsatisfactory.

Consequently, the visible video camera method used during the Rotorua test survey (Section

4'2.1) is recommended for use in future surveys. However, in some cases, the availabiliry of
recent aerial photographs could make the simultaneous acquisition of visible imagery

unnecessary, especially if it can be digitized (Section 5.i.4.2).
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As expected, visual navigation presented some minor problems, mainly caused by the presence

of a 10-20 km/h wind at survey altitude. However, the conservative flight line spacin g (125

m) helped compensate for them.

The results obtained from this survey demonstrate rhat a helicopter-borne FLIR 10004 video

thermal IR scanner is capable of obtaining imagery of high enough quality to be used for
baseline identification and location of geothermal surface features. Quantitative investigation

of the imagery is required before comment on the development of an image intensity-surface

feature temperature relationship can be made.

5.3 Survey of the Rotorua Geothermal Field

5.3.1 Introduction

The Rotorua Geothermal Field represents an extremely important resource for its cultural

value, as a tourist attraction and as a source of energy for domestic and commercial use @SIR
et al.,l985a; 1985b). The field has an approximate surface area in excess of l0 km2, much

of which extends beneath the city itself (Nairn , lg74) (Figure 5.1). The major surface thermal

activity associated with the field is concentrated in seven widely distributed locations which

include: Whakarewarewa, Arikikapakapa, Ngapuna, Sulphur Flats, Government Gardens,

Kuirau Park and Ohinemutu (Figure 5.1) (see Section 4.2.I.2 for more details).

During the 1970's and early 1980's, there was great concern that over-exploitation was

adversely affecting the important natural features at Whakarewarewa Thermal Reserve, an

important Maori cultural site and tourist area. As a result, a political decision was made in

1986 to close exploiting geothermal bores located within a 1.5 km radius of pohutu Geyser

at Whakarew.rewa (lvtr. J.T. Lumb, pers. comm.). It was hoped that a decrease in exploitation

would help restore some of Whakarewarewa's natural fearures as well as prevent further

degradation of those remaining. This decreased exploitation could also induce change in the

thermal acrivity at other localities in the freld (Chapter 3).
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Sketch map showing rhe Rotorua Geothermal Field and locations of major
surface acdvity, approximate boundary, flight lines and location of images
discussed in text.
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Though several site specific, ground-based studies of the Rotorua surface activity had been

conducted (Mongillo and Clelland, 1984; DSIR et al., 1985a; 1985b), a comprehensive,

accurate baseline for monitoring change did not exist. Since much of the surface activity in

Rotorua is located within, or close to, urban, industrial and residential areas, and forms parts

of several recreational reserves and tourist developments, it was important to establish such

a base. This information would be useful for feature preservation, safety, planning, field

management and scientific purposes (Chapter 3 and Dickinson, 1973; 1975; Hochstein and

Dickinson, 1970: Mongillo, 1989a, see Appendix A; Hunt, 19g9). consequently, a

comprehensive helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner survey was conducted to obtain a

detailed map, including location, extent and intensity of surface thermal activity, which could

serve as a geothermal surface activity baseline for monitoring change. A discussion of this

infrared survey and highlights of the results obtained are presented below.

5.3.2 Instrumentation

Three simultaneous sets of imagery were obtained using two different video thermal IR

scanners and a visible wavelength video camera mounted on a Squirrel helicopter (operated

by Helicopter Services, Taupo Ltd., New Zealand) (Figure 5.2 andPlate 5.1). The thermal

infrared scanners used were a FLIR Systems 10004 and an Inframetrics 525 (see Section 3.4

for instrument details). The use of both instruments, each of which had been employed

individually for previous surveys (Chapter 4 and, Mongillo, 1988a; 1989b; 19g9c, see

Appendices E, F and G), afforded the opportunity to compare them under exactly the same

operating conditions and provided a back up which proved to be of the greatest value when

the FLIR detector cooling system failed about 70To of the way through the survey.

The FLIR scanner was gimbal-mounted on the front righr skid. arm beneath the body of the

helicopter (Plate 5.1). The instrument controller, located inside the helicopter, operated the

scanner and received and processed the electrical signals from the detectors to produce black

and white imagery of the scene thermal intensity partern. This imagery was observed on a

portable TV monitor and simultaneously recorded on a standard vHS-pAL portable video
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Plate 5.1: Squirrel helicopter with the FLIR and Inframerrics IR scfi-rners mounted.

cassette recorder (National r{V-3000). The entire scanning/controller system, TV monitor and

video recorder operated on 12 v dc supplied by the helicopter (Figure 5.2).

The Inframetrics 525 scanner head was fixed-mounted between the front left skid arm and the

skid proper, about 1.3 m left of the FLIR (Plate 5.1). Since rhe scanner is designed for

horizontal use' a 45o front coated mirror was used to direct the scene IR radiation into the

horizontally orientated scanner head. The tnframetrics controller was located inside the

helicopter, as for the FLIR. The controller received signals from the detector to produce black

and white imagery which was observed on two TV monitors (one for the survey director (the

author), the other for the instrument operator) and simultaneously recorded on a second

portable VI{S-PAL video cassette recorder (National MV-l80EN). The Inframetrics scanner,

controller, TV monitors and VCR were all powered by a 12 V dc battery system independent

of helicopter power (Figure 5.2).
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To assist with the interpretation of the thermal IR imagery, simultaneous visible imagery was

obtained with a visible wavelength video camera (National MVP-A2N) which was mounted

beside the Inframetrics instnrment (Figure 5.2 and,Plate 5.1). The video camera was powered

by its own 12 V dc supply. The imagery from this camera was also recorded with a 12 V dc

banery powered VHS-PAL portable video cassette recorder (National MV-180) located inside

the helicopter. The imagery was periodically viewed through the Inframetrics TV monitor by

removing the Inframetrics signal and applying that from the visible video camera.

5.3.3 The Survey

The first comprehensive baseline helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner survey of the

Rotorua Geothermal Field was conducted on I March 1990. Imagery was obtained over an

18 km2 area, which included all known thermally active areas and extended well beyond. the

boundary of the field as it was then defined (DSIR et aI.,l9g5b) (Figure 5.1).

The survey was performed during the early evening, from about 6:30 pm to 9:15 pm, with

local sunset occurring at about 8:00 pm. A total distance in excess of 150 km was flown,

covering 32 flight lines (including repeats, Figure 5.1) plus ser-up and calibration runs. The

typical helicopter airspeed was about 60 knots (110 km/h). All three video insruments were

fixed to obtain vertical imagery throughout the entire survey. Only during the turns between

flight lines did helicopter rilt produce significantly oblique imagery.

The imagery was obtained from a nominal altitude of 610 m (2,000 ft) above ground level.

At this altitude, the FLIR imagery had a theoretical nadir ground spatial resolution of about

1.1 m and a total irnage size of about 300 m x 180 m, covering an area of 5.4 x 10a m2. The

Inframetrics imagery had a similar ground resolution of about 1.2 m, but a much smaller

image size of 190 m x 150 m, covering an area of about 2.9 x lff m2. The Inframetrics head

was orientated so that its imagery was overlapped by the larger size FLIR imagery. The video

camera was aligned to produce imagery which coincided with that obtained from both IR

instruments.
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Weather during the 5-day period prior to the survey had been very stable, warm and dry

(Appendix Q). Though a Eace of rain was measured by the New Tnaland, Meteorological

Office on the day prior to the survey, ground checks conducted on the survey day showed the

persistence of very dry conditions. The sky was clear and light west to southwest winds

prevailed throughout the survey.

The planned flight lines were about 5.4 km long and had a north-south orientation (Figure

5.1). This arrangement avoided flight in the direction of the setting sun and provided

alignment with the longest axis of the survey area, thus minimising the number of flight lines

required. The designed flight line separation of I25 m ideally allowed imagery swathwidth

overlaps on successive flight lines of about 600/o for the FLIR, and 40Vo for the Inframetrics.

This conservative planning was felt necessary because of the d.ifficulties associated with the

visual navigation methods being used. In fact, the presence of a light wind at flying altitude

did result in minor navigation problems, which caused a slight drift from the planned linear

flight lines and necessitated the repear of some (Figure 5.1).

During the first half hour of the survey (6:30-6:57 pm), the initial instrument alignment and

set-up were performed over the Rotorua Airpon area and the first calibration run was

conducted in the vicinity of the Polynesian Pools complex (see Figure 4.1). The survey proper

then began at the eastern edge of the field at 6:58 pm, with the general succession of flight

lines surveying the area westwards (Figure 5.1). The FLIR instrument began exhibiting

problems due to loss of detector coolant during flight line 15. Though the coolant bottle was

replaced, the problem re-appeiued at the start of flight line 18. Consequently, the FLIR

instrument was shut-down at about 8:25 pm. Thermal IR imagery for the remaining 30Vo of
the survey was successfully obtained using only the Inframetrics scanner. Final calibration

imagery was obtained over the Polynesian Pools complex after completion of the last flight

line, at about 9:10 pm. The visible video camera provided good imagery ro the end of flight

line 17 (about 8:20 pm), when darkness curtailed its use. F1ight survey and imagery

information are presented in Appendix S.
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An assistant (Mr. C.J. Bromley, DSIR, under the author's guidance), who also acted as

navigator, was delegated the tasks of planning the detailed flight line locations, determining

the associated navigation requirements and arranging for ground truth data collection. The

ground support necessary for conducting this survey was provided by one navigation crew and

three calibration groups. Navigation was conducted visually with the aid of aerial photographs

on which the planned flight lines and associated target features and locations were drawn.

Features (buildings, street intersections, etc.) in the Rotorua urban area provided guides along

flight lines and at the north end of the survey area. The navigation crew provided visible

beacon targets at prescribed positions along a ridge road south of the area.

The three calibration groups made ground truth measurements at 62 predetermined sites which

included both natural and man-made ambient and anomalously high temperature water bodies

such as springs, lakes, streams and swimming pools (Appendix R). The feature locations and

their order of measurement were chosen so tho data were obtained within 0.5 h of the imagery

being collected over the sites. Coordination between the helicopter and the ground support

was provided by a radio link.

5.3.4 Image Processing and Analysis

The reader is referred to Chapters 3 and 4 for a derailed discussion of the standard (i.e.

previously developed and/or used) video image processing procedures applied in the following

investigation. However, descriptions of the new procedures used in this investigation are

provided below.

5.3.4.1 Image Processing System

The digital acquisition and processing of the thermal IR video imagery was conducted using

the DSIR Geology and Geophysics image processing facility at Wairakei Geothermal Research

Centre. The system hardware consists of a COMPAQ Deskpro 286e implemented with an g4

Mbyte hard disk, a 5.25-inch floppy disk drive, a 12lvlhzmath co-processor and a MATROX

MVP-AT real-time image processor. The system also includes an NEC Powermategultisync
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II l3-inch colour monitor (horizontal resolution 800 pixels and vertical resolution 560 lines)

and two video cassette recorders, a National NV-3000 and a Mitsubishi HS-E31 Black

Diamond. The image processing software package utilised is PC-EpIC (Section 3.6).

5.3.4.2 Image Digitization

The analogue video imagery tapes were played on a Mitsubishi E-31 VCR connected to the

computer system through the MATROX processor. The interactive processing program,

VIEW, controlled the imagery on the NEC monitor and a simple command performed the

digital capture (frame grabbing) of individual frames of interest. The digitized images consist

of 512 pixels by 5l2lines (0.265 Mbytes in size), with brightness levels scaled to an 8-bit

range (i.e. 256 grey-levels with 0 = black and,255 = white).

Portions of aerial photographs, flown on 28 March 1990, were also digitized to aid with IR

image interpretation. The digitized photograph images were created by connecting a standard

video camera (JVC-GR-A30) to the MATROX processor of the computer system and using

VIEW to monitor and frame grab the imagery of interest sent from the video camera (which

was focused on the desired section of the aerial photograph). The VIEW program also

provides the option to enhance the image senr by the video camera (by changing the GAIN

and OFFSET of the image signal voltage (Dr. S.J. McNeill, pers. comm.) prior to its
digitization. This capability can be extremely useful because the intensity distribution of the

video sent image is often far from ideal. Therefore, this option provides the opportunity to

produce the best digitized image for immediate use and interpretation, as well as one with an

intensity distribution better suited to the application of further digital image enhancement

procedures.

5.3.4.3 Image Pre-Processing

All of the Inframetrics imagery suffered from intensity line striping, relative sub-image

shifting, basic image noise and vibration. This imagery was pro-prcrcessed by applying de-

sriping, sub-image shifting and low-pass spatial filtering with either a uniformally weighted
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3 x 3 filter or a 3 x 3 median filter which was used when it was desirable to preserve feature

edges (Richards, 1986). In addition, some of the Inframetrics imagery exhibited a left-edge

intensity fall-off (believed to have been introduced by the 45o mirror). This effect was

characterized on an image obtained over a region of the lake considered to have a relatively

uniform surface temperature and a correction image was crcated by low pass filtering and

normalization. Correction for the fall-off was then made by dividing the image of interest by

the normalized lake image (note: the image presented in Plate 5.4b was correcBd in this

manner).

The major inconsistencies exhibited by the FLIR imagery, i.e. image noise and vibration

effects, were alleviated by applying the same low-pass spatial filters used on the Inframetrics

imagery.

5-3.4.4 Image Enhancement, Interpreration and Analysis Techniques

The basic image enhancement techniques employed in the present investigation were those

described and illustrated in Chapter 4, and included contrast stretching, density slicing and

pseudo-colouring. However, specifically designed lookup tables (which re-assign input image

DN values to new output DN values) were used ro apply these enhancements, thus providing

much greater flexibility and control.

Temporal change detection was also demonstrated in this study to illustrate the applicability

of the video thermal IR technique for monitoring geothermal feature changes (refer to plate

5.8). This procedure required registration (i.e. precise geometric fitting (Bernstein, 1983)) of
the two images being compaled, one obtained during the 1988 Rotorua test survey (Section

4-2-l) and the other during the present survey; followed by a matching of their intensity

distributions. The intensity matching was performed by applying a linear nansformation

(derived from a least squares fit of image brightness values obtained at five corresponding

locations in both images where changes were assumed not to have occurred) to the 1988

image. Though image ratioing was examined, an image d.ifferencing procedure was found to
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create the best change image: {Image(1990) - Image(1988)} + ln, where the lll was added

to provide the best 8-bit intensity distribution (Avery and Berlin, 1935). The change detection

image was then masked to remove cultural interference and finally linearly stretched to

illustrate features believed to exhibit significant increases in temperature (plate 5.g).

At present, the imagery temperaturc calibration study is in its initiat stage. A basic calibration

methodology was determined for the Inframetrics imagery and preliminary results obtained.

for two Inframetrics images are presented below (Plates 5.4b and 5.5b). The imagery

temperature calibration is performed empirically since video thermal IR scanners have no

internal calibration blackbodies (Section 3.4.3). A mathematical relationship was obtained

from a linear least squares fit between the measured kinetic temperatures (T) of four surface

features (water bodies which have emissivities very near unity) and their correspond.ing image

brightness values (DN): T( "C) = 0.58*DN + 15.4 (Appendix R). This relation was rhen

applied to the pre-processed images of interest. Since the ground surface emissivity variations

and atmospheric effects have not been corrected for here, the results obtained are semi-

quantitative (Stove et al., 1987).

FLIR imagery calibration presents a much greater problem than does that for the Inframetics

since the FLIR imagery has a floating background level (Section 3.4.3). Calibration

procedures are being investigated and preliminary methods have been outlined to conduct it,

however, no examples of calibrated FLIR imagery are included here.

A new method was developed and is being investigated to aid interpretation and presentation

of thermal IR imagery information. This method involves combining a thermal IR image with

a coffesponding digitized base image (e.g. digitized aeriat photograph, visible video image,

map, etc.) to create a visible-thermal IR composite. The IR image is first registered to its

corresponding digitized base image, then either overlaid or insertedinto it. Overlay refers to

creation of a composite image by projecting both images simultaneously, one on top of the

other. Insertion refers to the replacement of the overlapped portions of the base image by the
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corresponding parts of the IR image. Both these options help overcome two important and

common problems encountered with the application of aerial thermal IR imagery for mapping

and monitoring geothermal features, i.e. the identification and precise location of thermal IR

image anomalies. The composite image can also provide a clearer way to present thermat IR

results.

5.3.5 Results and Discussion

5.3.5.1 Visual Image Assessment

Basic visual examination of the recorded, raw, grey-level thermal IR and colour visible video

imagery was performed using a standard TV-VCR system. This assessment showed that all

of the major thermal areas were covered with excellent detail, though difficulties associated

with visual navigation had resulted in a few small areas being missed. As part of the

documentation of the survey, and to assist users, tables of survey information (flight line

number, altitude, speed and local time) (Appendix S), features of interest (Appendix T) and

their videotape positions were prepaled. Information from the 62 ground-truth temperature

calibration sites was also tabulated (Appendix R).

The general quality of the IR imagery obtained was good, though it did suffer from a few

minor problems. The imagery from both IR instruments exhibited the usual random noise

speckle; infrequent, sporadic image roll and dropped line segments, probably caused by

electronic interference generated by the helicopter; and small bands of image blur due to

scanner vibration. The InframeEics imagery also exhibited the intensity line striping and

relative sub-image shifting previously discussed (Section 4.2.1.4). The intensity fall-off

described above (Section 5.3.4.3) was clearly observable on the affected Inframetrics imagery.

None of the above problems proved too serious. The detail present in the raw video imagery

obtained with both the IR instruments was far better than that attainable from ground-based

surveys (cf. Allis and Webber, 1984). The FLIR imagery qualiry was superior (until the

instrument tailed) to that of the Inframetrics due to the FLIR's grcater image line number
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(Section 3.4.3.2) and more solid mounting. The imagery quality proved good enough to

provide a very useful guide to the location, size and extent of the Rotorua surface thermal

anomalies. The complex nature of the surface activity in Rotorua's seven major thermal areas

was clearly defined, with previously known thermal features and areas easily identified. As

expected, diurnal solar heating effects were also prominent on the imagery obtained prior to

sunset, i.e. during the first hour of the survey.

Several possibly nei thermal anomalies were also identified on the IR imagery. These

included natural aleas of warm/hot ground, lake edge seepages and submerged springs. Man-

made features such as heated swimming pools, cooking pits, pipe work, hot storm-water

culverts and anomalous hot patches beneath parking lots, roads and streets were also

distinguished.

The simultaneous visible wavelength video imagery acquired during the first half of the survey

did assist with the interpretation of the thermal IR imagery, however, the colour aerial

photography flown four weeks later (28 March 1990, Air Logistics, Auckland) provided the

most valuable aid, especially in its digitized form (Section 5.3.4.2).

5.3.5.2 Computer Processed Imagery

Approximately 140 thermal IR images were digitized from the FLIR and Inframetrics

videotapes, archived on floppy disk and catalogued for easy retrieval. These images cover

most of the surface activity present in all of the major Rotorua thermal areas as well as several

individual sites of interest. A few digitized visible video images were also created for

comparison and interpretation, though digitized aerial photographs were mainly used for these

purposes.

A revised map of the geothermal activity distribution has been constructed based on the

interpretation of the thermal IR scanner imagery, a generalized form of which is included in

Figure 5.1. The complexity of most of the larger thermal areas makes it impractical to attempt

t prri[ly ieLo hecls preuio*sl1 r,. krr.tun .
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large scale map production. However, knowledge of IR image locations makes this

unnecessary, since IR images of specifrc areas can be quickly accessed for detailed

investigation.

The plates presented below (Plates 5.2 to 5.8) illustrate rhe various image processing and

enhancement techniques described above and provide examples of the results obtained with

them. Refer to Figure 5.1 for the image locations. Grey-level video digitized images of the

28 March 1990 colour aerial photographs corresponding to the IR images of interest are

included in these plates for location and identification purposes. These images have been

contrast stretched (as specified below) to provide the best image for presentation.

Plates 5.2:

The two images in these plates cover a region which straddles the Arikikapakapa Golf Course

and Whakarewarewa thermal arcas at the southern end of Fenton Sneet. The video digitized

aerial photograph presented in Plate 5.2a has been contrast sretched so DN = [16,255] ->
[0'255]. Plate 5.2b is the corresponding FLIR IR scanner image which covers a340m x 200

m area. The IR image has been median filtered, pseudo-coloured, contrast enhanced (stretched

so DN = 10,225f + [0,255]) and registered to the aerial photograph (Plate 5.2a). For the

following discussion refer specifically to the IR image, though features of interest are

identically labelled on both images to aid interpretation.

The red-orange and two green features near A, and the green one left of F, are large natural

thermal pools. The thin white and orange-pink areas present along the left edge of these

features is due to the instrument over-shoot effect discussed in Section 4.2.2.5. The greenish-

blue rectangular areas left of C and D, and the green one between E and G, are asphalt

surfaced carparks. These, their green coloured access roads, and the blue to green coloured.

main road passing diagonally across the lower image centre are apparent in the IR image due

to their retention of solar heat. The red and pink-white patches within the carparks (i.e. left

of C and between E and G) have elevated temperatures owing to the presence of geothermal
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glound beneath. The small, rectangular shaped blue spots along the upper edge, and interior

to, the carpark at C are due to the presence of cooler parked cars. The pink-white irregular

features below and to the right of E are patches of bare warm/hot ground. The pink spot to

the above left of D marks the airconditioning exhaust on the Geyserland Resort Motel roof.

The road colour change from green above G to blue below, marks the end of the newer (i.e.

darker appearance on the aerial photograph) paving there. This new paving also appears to

cover the carparks at C, D and E and the access road from D to E, thus explaining their

similarity in temperature (i.e. green colour) to the road above G. The dark blue spot in the

carpark near D and the light blue patches below B and around the top area of the thermal

pools at A are caused by trees of several different varieties, including wattle, kamahi, pine and

eucalyptus (Mr. A.D. Cody, July 1991, pers. comm.).

Plates 5.3:

The imagery presented in these plates is cenffed on the area around the intersection of Tarewa

Road (vertical) and Kuirau Street (horizontal). Plate 5.3a is a digitized, contrast sretched @N

= 125,2511 + [0, 255]) aerial photograph. Plate 5.3b is an Inframetrics IR image which

covers an area about 190 m x 150 m in size. It has been pre-processed, contrast stretched

(DN = [60,248] + [0,255]) and pseudo-coloured. The colour wedge along the image bottom

indicates relative temperatures, increasing from left to right.

The blue, vortical, curvilinear feature passing left of A and B is the Utuhina Sueam which has

a temperature of about 16-17 oC. The white rectangular feature to the right of A is a thermal

swimming pool. The three white linear features at C and D indicate elevated road

temperatures caused by hot water passing in the sub-surface stonn water drains. The green-red

patch at B is the site of a storm water drain discharge which contains some thermal waters.

The red-white patch at E is the site of a backywd hangi (geothermal steam cooking pit). The

light blue patches below and right of A, and those rilr.t of B, are caused by large rees. The

sbeets and drives appear wium (red) because of residual solar heating. The rectangular black

features are caused by buildings which have light coloured (i.e. low emissivity) roofs.
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Plate 5.2a: A digitized, contrast enhanced aerial photograph of the Arikikapakapa Golf
Course/ Geyserland Hotel area.

Plate 5.2b: A contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured FLIR IR image of area illustrated in
Plate 5.2a.
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Plate 5.3a: A digitized, conrast enhanced aerial photograph of a residential section
Rotorua.

Plate 5.3b: A pre-processed, contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured [nframetrics IR image of
the area presented in plate 5.3a.
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Plates 5.4:

These images cover the region where the Utuhina Stream flows into Lake Rotorua. plate 5.4a

is a digitized, contrast sretched @N = [35, 255] + [0, 255]) aerial photograph of the area.

Plate 5.4b is an Inframetrics scanner image which covers a 190 m x 150 m area. The image

was pre-processed (median filtered), corrected for left edge intensity fall-off, empirically

temperature calibrated, density sliced at I oC intervals and pseudo-coloured. The colour

wedge along the bottom extends from approximately 15'C (black) to 30+ oC (white) in I oC

increments.

Feature A (dark blue) is the cold (T = 16-17 oC) Utuhina Stream inllow to Lake Rororua,

which has a surface temperature of about 22 "C (yellow) in this region. The rcd-white

features along the shoreline at C are bare patches of hot (T > 30+ oC) surface thermal activity,

exhibiting some associated thermal seepage (orange). The isolated orange-red feature to the

left of B, and about 30 m from shore, is of great interest since it is believed to be the wann

(T = 25 "C) surface manifestation of a submerged hot spring. The lake bottom in this area

is only about 1-1-5 m below surface here. The yellow-red to white features in region D are

areas of bare thermal ground, with blue patches of vegetation occurring between them and the

activity at C.
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Plate 5.4a: A digitized, contrast enhanced aerial photograph of Utuhina Stream mouth area.

Plate 5.4b: A pre-processed, empirically calibrated, pseudo-coloured Inframenics IR image
of the area presented in plate 5.4a.
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Plates 5-5 and 5.6 below present two examples of visible-thermal IR composite images, i.e.

they are prc-processed, enhanced and pseudo-coloured infrared scanner images, which have

been registered and combined with their corresponding video digitized grey-level aerial

photographs.

Plates 5.5:

The three images in these plates straddle the Old Taupo Road behveen the Thermal Motor

Camp (upper left) and Arikikapakapa Golf Course (bonom). Plate 5.5a is a digitized, contrast

sretched (DN = U0, 225) -+ [0, 255]) aerial photograph of the area. Plate 5.5b is an

Inframetrics image which has been pre-processed, registered to the digitized aerial photograph

in Plate 5.5a, density sliced at I oC intervals ro span the approximate range 15-30* oC and

pseudo-coloured. This image covers an ruea of about 23s m x lg5 m.

Plate 5.5c is the visible-thermal IR composite createdby inserring thelR image in plate 5.5b

into the aerial photograph image in Plate 5.5a. The IR image was enhanced to allow the grey-

level aerial photograph to 'show through' in those areas having surface temperatures less than

or equal to ambient (i.e. about 15-16 "C). The colour wedge ar rhe bottom is divided into 15,

I oC, segments, with tomperaturcs increasing from about 16 oC (left) to 30* oC (right).

The rectangular feature at A is a swimming pool

white feature left of D, and the pink one at H,

with a temperature of about 24 "C. The

are natural hot thermal pools. A large

proportion of the blue patch regions are covered in vegetation, with the lighter blue patches

at F and I corresponding to larger scrub and rees. The coloured horse-shoe shaped area above

the road between B and G contains mostly warm to hot ground, with the several green, yellow

to red coloured features locating sites of bare thermal ground. This area extends beneath Old

Taupo Road at two places near B and G, elevating road. temperatures at the red-pink locations

by more than l0 "C relative to the ambient value. The yellow, red and white spots in area

E, and the red and pink spots in area I, are patches of bare thermal ground.
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Plate 5.5a: A digitized, contrast enhanced aerial photograph of Old Taupo Road area.

Plate 5.5b: A pre-processed, empirically calibrated, density sliced (1 oC intervals), pseudo-
coloured Inframetrics IR image registered to the aerial photograph in plate 5.5a.
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Plate 5.5c: A visible-rR grey-colour composite image composed of the two images
presented in Plates 5.5a and 5.5b.

Plates 5.6:

The two images in these plates cover a segment of the Ngapuna-Sulphur Bay region where

the Puarenga Sream enters Lake Rotorua. Plate 5.6a is a digitized, contrast sretched @N

- [15, 205] -+ [0' 255]) aerial photograph of the area. Plate 5.6b is the corresponding FLIR

image which covers an alea of 300 m x 185 m. It has been median filtered, contrast stretched

@N = 113,2551+ [0, 255]) and pseudo-coloured to highlight the various thermal features.

Plate 5.6c is the visible-thermal IR composite create dby inserting a registered version of the

IR image in Plate 5.6b into the aerial photograph depicted in Plate 5.6a. The IR image was

contast stretched to allow the grey-level aerial photograph to show through the near ambient

temperature regions. A specially designed lookup table was used to pseudo-colour the image

so the seepage areas would be clearly represented in red tones with the more intense thermal

features appearing blue to yellow. The colour wedge along the bottom of ttre image ind.icates

relative temperatures, increasing from dark red to yellow.
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The pink to red patch extending upwards from the lakeshore berween D and F illustrates the

large scale seepage present along the shoreline over a d.istance of about 120 m. The surface

temperature in the seepage at F is 3-5 oC warmer than that of the nearby 'ambient' Iake

temperature. Other seepage locations occur near B and D, while much of that at A appears

to have originated further to the teft. The relatively cool Puagrenga Steam flows into Lake

Rotorua at D, thus explaining the lower temperatures there. The red 'line' extending from A
to E is an electronic interference relict not removed by the pre-processing.

The higher temperature blue to yellow features near C are mostly due to thermal ground,

while those near H are mainly warm (T = 30 "C) to hot (T = 80 "C) springs and pools. Much

of the area near H is near stream level, hence there is constant change in the shape and

intensity of the features in the vicinity. The linear feature near G is a thermal stream which

flows into area H from large hot pools to the right.
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Plate 5.6a: A digitized, contrast enhanced aerial photograph of the Puarenga Stream mouth
thermal area.

Plate 5.6b: A median filtered, contrast enhanced, pseudo-coloured FLIR IR image of the
area presented in plate 5.6a.
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Plate 5.6c: A visible-IR grey-colour composite created by ircerrtng a specially pseudo-
coloured, registered version of the image in Plate 5.6b into that in Plate 5.6a.

Plate 5.7:

The image in this plate coven the western to central portion of Sulphur Bay, Lake Rotorua.

This bay is very shallow, having typical depths of only a few metres over large areas. The

image is a simple photo-mosaic of eight, grey-level, FLIR scanner images, all of which have

been filtered with a uniformally weighted 3 x 3 filter. Note the diagonal electronic

interference lines present over the lake areas.

The importance of this image is that it illustrates a portion of the very large geothermal input

into Lake Rotorua. The bright areas present along the lake edge at the lower left are due to

geothermal seepage. Most of the bright spots distributed across the bay are islets exhibiting

thermal activity. A few spots may be the surface manifestations of submerged, discharging

thermal springs. Note the flow of hot water from the targe islet near the right of the image.

The multitudinous bright spots and patches on the land to the image left are due to thermal

ground and pools. The linear feature at the upper left locates a thermal stream.
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Plate 5.7: $ pltutt of grey-Ievel photographs of FLIR thermal IR images covcdng the
Sulphur Bay area.

Plate 5.8:

This plate is a visible-ttrermal IR composite colsur overlqlt of one unifornrally bright imagc

@N = 127) and two irnages which cover the Lake Rotonra shoreline dirpctly southeast of
Ohinemutu. The uniform image was loaded in thc blue colour gun and stretched ss DN =
[95'185] + [0,255]. The base image, which covcrs an ar€ia of 340 m x 200 m, is a digitizsd

aerial photograph, loaded in the green colour gun and suetched so DN =142,2131-l [0,255]).

The registered thermal IR difference image was loaded into the rpd colotr gun. By prcjecting

these three images onto the colour monior thE effect is to create a blue Lake Rotor.a, green

land and red change areas.

The difference image was generatcd by subtracting an intensity marched 1988 Rotorua test

snrvey Infrarnetrics thermal IR image of the area (Section 4.2) ftom the conesponding 1990

Infrauretrics survcy image, thus creating a third imagc which represonts ttre change in sgrfaco

therrnal activity. This difference irnage was then suerched ([153,170]+[0,2551) and masked
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to enhance and present only those four features (A, B, C and D) which clearly stand out @N
> 153 corresponds to a temperature difference of about 1.5-2"C) as high probability change

areas. The red areas only locate probable change increase regions, irrespective of the

magnitude of change. Note that the obliqueness of the raw 1988 image makes this comparison

less quantitatively accurate than if the image was vertical.

Plate 5.8: A visible-thermal IR composite pseudo-coloured image illustrating detected
thermal feature change in the Ohinemutu area.

Feature C is the most important change identified, because it represents the appearance of a

new thermal spring since the 1988 survey. Ground investigation here located a thermal spring

whose rcmperature at lake level was about 35 "C, with nearby lake surface temperaures

varying in the range 22-28 "C.

The red band along the lakeshore has been tentatively identified as thermal water, possibly

issuing from a new spring/seepage near the letter D. Though there was no evidence of

anomalously hot surface water here on the 1988 IR image, there clearly was on the 1990

image, hence its appearance on this change image.
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Features A and B are both man-made thermal features. Two, side-by side, man-made, opon

air hot pools occur near A. These pools are generally not heated in summer (i.e. February)

but contained hot water in March 1990 (Mr. A.D. Cody, July 1991, pers. comm.). Anomalies

appear at this location on both the February 1988 and March 1990 IR images, with rhat on

the 1990 image being more intense, in agreement with the inforrration obtained from the

residents (ibid.). The feature near location B is the ground surface oudlow from a buried pipe

which drains the over-flow water from the two hot pools at A. There is no evidence of it on

the 1988 IR imagery, but it is clearly present on rhe 1990 image, ind.icating that the heated

pools were being drained during the March 1990 survey.

Conclusions

The first comprehensive, high spatial resolution video thermal IR scanner survey of the entire

Rotorua Geothermal Field was conducted on 1 March 1990. The primary objective, to

establish baseline surface activity characteristics (i.e. location, extent and intensity) which will
allow comparison with future IR survey results to monitor for change, was successfully met.

In addition to providing accurate maps of the known thermal areas, previously unknown and

forgonen thermal features/areas were located and identified in the forest area south of
Whakarewarewa. The presence of hot spots was also d.iscovered within paved roads and

carparks (Plates 5.2), aresult of their being constructed over top thermally active regions. Hot

water discharges through open culverts and ground heated by buried hot water drains were

also revealed (Plates 5.3). Features as small as man-hole covers (- 1 m diameter) heated by

the geothermal water flowing in the drains below were also detected, as were lake surface hot

spots (interpreted as manifestations of submerged lakebed hot springs) (Plates 5.4 and 5.7) and

areas of extensive thermal seepage along the lake shore (Plates 5.6 and 5.7). These results

clearly demonstate the power of this airborne survey technique over ground-based ones, i.e.

the ability to comprehensively survey large and inaccessible (by surface) areas with great

detail and to detect previously unknown features.
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Chemical investigations of ttre Rotorua Geothermal System have identified a substantial

chloride flux imbalance between the krnwn inflows and oudlows from Lake Rotorua, with

approximately 6OVo of the total chloride flux leaving the lake not accounted for (Hoare, 19g5;

Glover, 1992). The large scale geothermal fluid d.ischarge into Lake Rotorua in the form of
submerged springs and lake edge seepage identified by this survey (plates 5.4, 5.6, 5.2 and

5.8) may explain the source of this missing chloride. These features are distributed along the

lake shore from Ngapuna to Ohinemutu, however, their especially high concentration in the

Sulphur Bay area, where several thermally active islets are also present, suggests it as being

the major site of chloride input. Confirmation of this previously unknown chloride source

substantially increases estimates of natural heat and^ mass outflow from the Rotorua

Geothermal System (Glover, 1992),and has important implications for reservoir modelling and

field management.

The first results have been obtained which demonstrate that the video thermal IR scanner

technique is capable of detecting changes in geothermal features at a significantly low

intensity level to be of value for monitoring. The appearance of a new lake edge thermal

spring nean Ohinemutu was detected on the 1990 imagery and corresponds to an estimated

minimum temperature increase here of about 1.5-2 "C (Plate 5.8). A new seepage was also

tentatively identified just northw"tlof the new spring. A second confirmed surface feature

change was also discovered in the Ngapuna area, where a hot stream which formerly

discharged into Lake Rotorua was diverted by a natural buildup of sand dunes. Both these

changes occurred sometime between the 6 February 1988 (Chapter 4) and I March 1990

surveys. The Ohinemutu spring and seepage appearances are in agreement with the

observation that reservoir pressures have increased since the 1987 bore closures, thus resulting

in a general increase in activity of the surface thermal features (cody, lggz).

The ability to easily generate digitized aerial photographs by using a standard video camera

has proved extremely useful in interpreting the thermal IR imagery. By registering the

thermal IR image to the digitized aerial photograph, it is possible to accurately locate and

t AgP.olir*o.tol3 3O r.* .
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identify certain IR features that would otherwise be nearly impossible to characterise.

Creation of the visible-thermal IR grey-colour composite image by combining the aerial

photograph with the thermal IR image is also a very valuable interpretive and presentation

technique (Plates 5.5c, 5.6c and 5.8).

Investigation into video thermal IR scanner imagery temperature calibration has begun.

Preliminary calibration results for two Inframenics images (plates 5.4b and 5.5b) provide

support for the empirically-based methodology being followed. Results obtained indicate that

the Inframetrics imagery obtained during the 1990 survey recorrded ground surface

temperatures of about 15-30 oC, hence, encompassed a lower intensity geothermal feature

ftmge. Comparison of this imagery with calibrated imagery obtained on furure surveys should

allow temperature changes to be determined at least within this 16 oC range. Calibration of
the FLIR imagery is more difficult to perform due to its floating background level (Section

3.4-3), however, techniques have been outlined and initial results look promising. Indications

are that the FLIR imagery covers a ground surface temperature range of about ZZ "C,with the

ambient level floating. Since the calibration methods being applied are empirical, and the

surface emissivity variations and atmospheric effects have not been considered, the results to

date are only semi-quantitative.

The Inframetrics scanner temperature level and range setting (10 'C) were chosen so that

greater sensitivity was attained for the weaker thermal features. However, based on the 19gg

test survey results, it was believed that a temperature range of about 30 oC would be obtained,

rather then the 16 oC attained here. The source of this d.iscrepancy is unknown, but may be

related to factory maintenance and re-calibration of the instrument performed between the

1988 and 1990 surveys. Based on the results at hand, it is recommended thar future

Inframetrics surveys be conducted with the range setting of 20 oC, thus allowing a larger

surface temperature range to be measured.
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Though the visual navigation methods which have been used work reasonably well, they can

place stringent requirements on survey timing and flight line orientation, and the problems

associated with this technique often result in the straying from planned flight lines thus

causing some survey areas to be missed (Figure 5.1). These navigation problems are being

addressed as will be discussed in the next section.

5.5 Summary and Comment

The results obtained from the two video thermal IR scanner surveys discussed in this chapter

have demonstrated the ability to apply the techniques developed and described in this thesis

over large areas, i.e. entire geothermal systems, for comprehensive, detailed mapping and

monitoring of geothermal surface features. These two surveys are the first of their type to

be conducted in New Zealand, and are believed to be the first conducted anywhere. The

success attained has resulted in the adoption of the helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner

technique for major geothermal feature mapping and monitoring programmes in New Zealand.

Since the work described in this thesis was undertaken, two further helicopter-borne video

thermal IR scanner surveys have been conducted for commercial clients. On 12 March 1991,

an area of about 7.5 kmz was surveyed over the Alum Lake and Craters of the Moon thermal

areas of the Wairakei Geothermal Field. The clients who funded this survey were the

Department of conservation, waikato Regional council and Electricorp, wairakei. The

second survey' performed on 19 March 1991, covered an area in excess of 25 km2 over the

Tokaanu-Waihi Geothermal Field. This study was funded by the Department of Conservation

and the Waikato Regional Council. In both these investigations, the imagery was only given

cursory examination, with results briefly reported.

Three thermal IR studies have been funded. for the lggllg} financial year. One is to
investigate the application of the video thermal IR scanner technique to the mapping and

monitoring of active volcanoes. This survey will cover White Island in the Bay of plenty.
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The aim here is to map the thermal activity located in the main crater floor as well as that

along the coastline. Another is a geothermal feature mapping study, similar to the Rotorua

one reported above, which covers a 50 km2 area extend.ing from the Te Kopia Geothermal

Field to the Waikite-Waiotapu geothermal arcas. Since much of this region has extremely

difficult access' it has not been previously mapped in detail. A third study is a new

application of the video [R scanner technique, i.e. the acquisition and analysis of helicopter-

borne video thermal lR imagery over the Huntly Power Station thermal plume. The idea here

is to assess the effectiveness of the method for monitoring and management of warm water

discharges into major waterways.

It is recognised that the survey and analysis techniques demonstated above require more

refinement and development. For example, there are problems associated with the use of

visual navigation methods as they restrict flight line orientation and survey timing, and

problems associated with their use have resulted in loss of feature coverage in some surveys.

A solution to the navigation problem was investigated in the recent Alum Lake-Craters of the

Moon and Tokaanu-Waihi thermal IR surveys mentioned above. Both of these surveys were

conducted after dark using a global positioning system (GPS) (PE&RS, 1989; Dixon, 1991)

for navigation.

GPS operates by using signals from NAVSTAR satellites to calculate position (with a
precision of about t 25 m), speed and direction every second.. The endpoints of each flight

line are programmed into the GPS instnrment and a small liquid crystal scrcen output indicates

the helicopter position right or left of the programmed line (among other information). The

success of these first two GPS navigating surveys, and the experience gained from conducting

them, has resulted in the decision to rcplace visual navigation by the GpS method for future

surveys. This will give the IR surveying technique more accuracy and flexibility.

Imagery calibration procedures also require a much more detailed investigation and extension

of these methods to estimate heat flow from imagery would provide an extremely valuable
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Chapter 6

SPOT Sateilite Observations

and

Geothermal Ground Temperature Measurements

6.L lntroduction

In addition to the investigation and development of rhe helicopter-borne video thermal IR

scanner and associated image processing techniques for geothermal mapping and monitoring,

two other remote sensing related studies were initiated and given preliminary assessment as

part of this thesis. One study involved an investigation of SPOT satellite muldspecual

imagery for geothermal applications and the other related to an examination of natural

temperature variations within geothermal ground. A brief report on each of these studies is

presented in this chapter.

sPoT'r satellite Imagery of the waiotapu Geothermat Field

6.2.L Introduction

The discussion provided here is based mainly on an early paper in which preliminary results

obtained from an examination of SPOT-I satellite imagery of the Waiotapu Geothermal Field

wer€ Presented (Mongillo and Belliss, 1987). Since this paper is included as Appendix U,

only a very brief discussion will be presented here, though some new results and new grey-

level and colour imagery are also included.

Early experience with the LANDSAT satellite series imagery engendered a general feeling

within the New Zealand geothermal community that satellite imagery was incapable of
providing much beyond structural information, useful for identifying intra-geothermal field

faults and fissures, hence, aiding the location of field permeability. The present pilot study

6.2
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was conducted to assess the capability of the higher resolution, multispecral SPOT imagery

to provide additional information, e.g. to detect/identify patches of bare, altercd ground and

geothermally stressed vegetation, and make recommendations regarding future studies. This

discussion presents the fust known spor imagery study of a geothermal area.

The SPOT-I satellite was launched on 22 February 1986 as the first in a series of four

instruments planned to provide a continuous source of high resolution imagery during the next

l0 years. The equipment package consists of two identical high resolution visible (HRV)

instruments, each capable of operating in a panchromatic (i.e. single broad band) mode, with

a spatial resolution of 10 m, or a multispectral (i.e. three spectral bands) mode, with a spatial

resolution of 20 m (Courtois, 1984). The principal characteristics of the instrument are

provided in Table 1 of Appendix U.

6.2.2 The Waiotapu Study Area

The Waiotapu geothermal field has been described in detail by Hedenquist (1983a, 19g3b,

1986). It has the largest surface expression of any freld in theTYZ,extending over about 18

km2, and it has the greatest surface heat flow, about 600 MW. The extensive and varied

surface thermal activity, including mud pools, large steaming collapse craters, sinter tsrraces,

hot pools and colourful hydrothermally altered ground, makes Waiotapu a very popular tourist

area.

The SPOT HRV multispecral imagery analyzed here was ex6acted from the complete Lake

Tarawera scene (444/427) which was acquired at 10:17 am local time on 5 August 19g6 (see

Table 2 and Figures 1 and 2 in Mongillo and Belliss (1987), Appendix U for details). This

imagery, which consists of a 100 line by 80 pixel subscene, is centred near Champagne pool

and extends over an area of about 1.7 km by 1.3 km, covering that portion of the Waiotapu

Geothermal Field which exhibits the major surface thermal manifestarions (Figure 6.1). The

surface material in this area consists principally of moderately compacted pumiceous

pyroclastic materials (Nairn, 1973).
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Figure 6.1: Sketch map of the major surface thermal area associated with the Waiotapu
Geothermal Field (after Hedenquist, 1983a).
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Silica sinter and geyser mounds deposited from now extinct thermal featurcs are present in

the north of the area. Regions of alunite, kaolinite and montmorillonite clay surface alteration

occur about 150 m north of Champagne Pool, where several large collapse craters containing

acid mud pools and native sulphur lined walls also occur. Champagne pool, with a

temperature of 75 "C, is the largest chloride discharge feature in the field. A large sinter

telrace extends east and south from it, terminating in the south by the narrow Bridal Veil

Falls, which flows into an east-west orientated valley (Whangioterangi). Mounds of pisolitic

sulphur occur in the eastern part of the valley, while several acid pools to the west drain into

Alum Cliffs crater. Frying Pan Flat, an ruea of mixed acid sulphate-chloride springs, occrus

to the south and drains into Lake Ngakoro. Lake Whangioterangi, a cool acid lake, is located

about 200 m east of Bridal Veil Falls (Figure 6.1).

Large scale (about 20 m grid interval) vegetation mapping in the region of interest has been

conducted by Clarkson (1982b). Pinus pinaster and manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) ue

the predominant vegetation species present, while prostrate kanuka (Kunzea ericoides) and

mingimingi (Leucopogon fasciculatus) comprise the only identified geothermally stressed

species (ibid.) (Figure 6.2).

6.2.3 Image Processing

Much of the analysis of the Waiotapu SPOT imagery was performed in August and September

1987, using the EPIC image processing software package implemented on the Micro-Vax-2

computer system operated by the Image Processing Group, DSIR Physical Sciences, Gracefield

(see Section 3.6 and Appendix U). Problems with reading rhe Band 2 computer compatible

tape limited the initial imagery interpretation to bands I and 3. Consequently, emphasis was

placed on examining rhe (Band 3)/(Band 1) ratio image. Subsequent reading of the Band 2

tape allowed statistical analyses to be performed on all three bands. Later processing and

analysis of the imagery conducted at the Wairakei image processing facility (Section 5.4.3.1)

permitted an interactive examination of the three individual bands and allowed the creation

and interpretation of a false colour composite of the three images. The demonstration
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imagery included in this chapter was also generated at Wairakei. The imagery was used in

an un-calibrated and unfiltered format.
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Figure 6.2: Sketch map of the major vegetation types covering the main Waiotapu thermal
area (after Clarkson, 1982b).
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6.2.4 Image Interpretation and Results

The imagery statistics for the three individual SPOT bands (subscene size: 100 lines by g0

pixels) covering the area of interest are given in Table 6.1 and their histograms, which

illustrate the frequency of occurrence of each DN value as a percent of the total number of
pixels, are presented in Figure 5.3. The limited dynamic range of 64-70DN (i.e. only 20-25Vo

of the 256 levels available) for these sub-images results in all three having very low

(unenhanced) contrast. The larger standard deviarion exhibited by the Band 3 image reflects

the less 'peaked' nature in the DN values, a consequence of its greater sensitivity to variations

in vegetation type and condition.

Table 6.1: Statistical details of the three HRV multispectral bands for the Waiotapu
subscene (8000 pixels).

BAND DIGITAL NUMBER (DN)*

Minimum Maximum Range Mean +o'
1

2

3

13

7

5

&
65

70

52

59

66

18.4

lt.7
26.3

6.0

5.2

9.1

* 
DN refers to the digital number within the range 0-255.t Standard deviation in DN.

The interrelationships between the three image bands were examined, and as the correlation

matrix (Table 6.2) illustrates, therc is a strong correlation (0.87) between Bands ! and.2,

hence, the similarity in the Band I and Band 2 histograms (Figure 6.3). The low Band 3

image correlation values denote significant differences from both the other bands. These

results indicate a two dimensional structure in the imagery, in agreement with the eigenvalue

calculations (Table 6, Appendix U) which show that more than 96Vo of the total scene

variation is accounted for by the flrst two eigenvalues.
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Table 6.2: correlation matrix for the waiotapu subscene (9000 pixels).

BAND I 2 3

I

2

3

1.00

0.87

0.18

0.87

r.00

0.34

0.18

0.34

1.00

Initial inteqpretation was limited to visual examination of the computer printouts of the grey-

level brightness values for the three individual image bands (subscene size: 85 lines by 65

pixels) and the (Band 3)/(Band l) ratio image (Figure 4, Appendix U). The rario image was

chosen because inter-band ratioing of multispectral images removes first order brightness

variations due to topographic effects and enhances subtle specml reflectance differences that

are often difficult to detect on standard individual band images (Jensen, 1986). In addition,

Bands 3 and 1 were the two least correlated, a choice which often provides the best feature

discrimination (ibid.). Comparison of these images with the 1983 aerial photograph (plate

6.3), the geothermal feature map (Figure 6.1) and ground truth investigations showed a very

good overall feature correspondence and led to the definition of 10 provisional land cover

categories. These categories and their spectral responses are listed in Table 6.3. This

subscene exhibits a very complex land cover, even at the large scale investigated.

The ratio image (Plate 6.1 and Figure 4, Appendix U) clearly separates the defined geothermal

feature classes (i.e. sinter tenaces, altered ground areas and thermal pools) from the vegetation

and water classes, and highlights differences within the vegetation and water classes.

However, there is no significant separation among the various non-aqueous geothermal feature

types (Classes C, D, E and F) themselves, probably a result of several factors including ttreir

complex surfaces, the coarse classification scheme, and the fact that similar ratios can be

obtained from differcnt sets of numbers. These possibilities prompted the application of
interactive methods to re-examine and re-define the land class DN ranges. Two new land
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Table 6-3: Initial land cover categories and their associated digital number (DN) ranges
defined on the basis of the (Band 3)/(Band l) ratio image (computer printout,
Appendix U).

Approximate only.
West of pixel 16.
East of pixel 15.
East ofpixel 12.
west of pixel 13 and including part of champagne pool and other NW pool.
west of pixel 13 and excluding pan of champagne pool and other NW pool.
Values determined from within box pixel = 3H7; line = 8-13.
Values determined from within bor pixel = 4G5l; hne = 4044.
This category was inconectly identified in the paper presented in Appendix u.

cover categories were also added: geothermally stressed vegetation, consisting of prostrate

kanuka/mingimingi, and bare, non-geothermal ground (Tabre 6.4).

The re-defined band DN range differences exhibited by the land cover classes (table 6.4)

suggested that other enhancement techniques could bener distinguish among the geothermal

features types. Consequently, a three band false colour composite image was created to assess

CATEGORY DTGTTAL NLTMBERS (DN)

(Band 3)/(Band l)

Range Average o
BAND 1 BA}.ID 2 BAND 3

Ranger

A

B

c
D

E

Lake Ngakoro

Lake Whangioterangi

Frying Pan FIat

Western Sectof

Eastem Sectof

Sinter Terracesa

Including Champagne Pool

Excluding Champagne Pool

Altered Ground

Including Poolss

Excluding Pools6

Champagne Pool

Bare Area (logged pine forest)lt

Rectangle of Pine West of H.

Pine Forest South of Lake
Whangioterangi8

G

H

I

J

1.0

4.t 2.8

2.7

5.2

0-l

0-10

9-18

r7-34

t2-t9

t4-19

l3-r9

14-t9

L2-T3

3042

80-17l

109-255

13.6

25.2

16.1

16.2

16.7 1.9

r7.r 1.5

r2.8 0.5

36.7 3.1

115.1 22.4

147.5 29.7

r.8

1.6

48-51

25-3r

3747

22-39

M-61

45-&

48-63

3245

60-64.

18-20

t5-19

n-29

l r-15

8-9

7-10

2042 2640

14-33 3440

28-6s 31-57

4r-63 44-&

qg,-SS Sf -SZ

2844 4046

5l-64 38-50

10-15 t7-28

8-10 13-34
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Revised land cover categories and their associated digital number @N) ranges
defined on the basis of interactive examination of the (Band 3)/(Band l) ratio
image. Note that this image was regenerated using a larger subscene (l00lines
by 80 pixels) than was used in the computer printout analysis (85 lines by 65
pixels), consequently the ratio values in this able may vary by a few DN irom
those in Table 6.3.

Maximum DN range.
The values in brackets come from the northwest area of the lake where aerial photography indicates
the presence of suspended material caried in by a stream flowing from the north.
This category was incorrectly identified in the paper presented in Appendix u.

its ability to discriminate between land categories (Plate 6.2). The colour composited bands

were linearly contrast stretched so that their dynamic nrnges spanned the entire 256 brightness

Ievels: Blue: Band 1[13,64]+[0,255]; Green: Band 2U,651->I0,2551 and Red: Band

3[5,60]+[0,255].

CATEGORY DIGITAL NUMBER (DN) RANGE'

(Band 3)/(Band l) BAND1 BAND2 BAND3

Lake Ngakoro

B Lake Whangioterangi

Frying Pan Flat

C Western Sector

D Eastern Sector

E Sinter Terraces

Excluding Champagne Pool

F Altered Ground (excluding pools)

Area F

Area North of Sinter

G Champagne Pool

H Bare Area (logged pine forest)t

I Recungle of Pine West of H

J Pine Forest South of Lake Whangioterangi

K Prostrate Kanuka/Tvlingimingi

L Bare Ground South of Lake Whangioterangi

r-2

3-9

8-16

t5-u

1l-16

12-28

l9-69

9-l l
334r

77-140

73-255

59-64

1627

4546 24-27
(s0-s2)t (28-30)

2S-3r 15-18

8-10
(e)

l0

3847

29-39

s3-&

48-63

18-32

@-&

16-20

l5-16

l5-16

l8

3r47

3442 26-39

20-33 3s-38

51-65 49-s9

gl-Sg lO-Sl

16-25 3240

45-55 38-50

12-15 t7-25

8-9 23-26

8-9 2s-32

12-16 28-30

3843 4247
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Plate 6.1: The (Band 3)/(Band l) ratio image for the waiotapu area. Note this image is
slightly larger (100 lines x 80 pixels) than that presented in the comiuter
printout (85 lines x 65 pixels) of Figure 4, Appendix U.

Comparison of the false colour composite image (Plate 6.2) with the aerial photograph (plate

6.3), thermal feature map (Figure 6.1) and the categories defined in Table 6.4, showed that

it exhibited much better class discrimination than the (Band 3)/(Band 1) ratio image (ptate

6.1). This would be expected since the composite also incorporates the Band 2 information

which is good for soil and vegetation differentiation. The image provided a very good

separation :rmong all land cover fypes, includ.ing the various geothermal surface feature

categories. This image also showed a tonal structurc within individual geothermal ground

classes, a consequence of the small size and compositional variability of the features of which
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they are comprised and the prcsence of patches of covering thermal water, algae and possibly

low scrub. Areas of prostrate kanuka/mingimingi (i.e. geothermally stressed vegetation) were

identified within the thermal alea. Tonal variations within the Pinw ptmtster areas were also

apparcnt, though it has not yet been determined whettrer they are caused by geothermal stress.

Features as small as the Champagne Pool (- 50 m in diameter) and the narrower end of Bridal

Veil Falls (- 20 m across) were discernable from their surroundings in both the (Band

3)/(Band 1) ratio (Figure 4, Appendix U) and false colour composite images (Plate 6.2),

showing the advantage of high spatial resolution imagery.

Plate 6.2: Three band colour composite SPOT multispecnal image of the Waiotapu
thermal area.
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Plate 6'3: A 1983 black and white aerial photograph of the Waiotapu thermal area.

6.2.5 Conclusions

This preliminary study of the application of sPor multispectral imagery for geottrermal

investigations has obtained very positive and encouraging results. It was possible to detect
and distinguish between geothennal and non-geothermal land cover types, as well as separate
geothermal feature classes, e.g- acid altered ground, silica sinter and a large hot pool.
However, the generally small size and internal variability of the geothermal surface features

required careful classification which was only possible because of the high spatial resolution
of the imagery.
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A category of geothermally sftessed vegetation commonly associated with New Zealand
geothermal areas, prostrate kanuka/mingimingi, was also discemed in the Waiotapu imagery.
Tonal variations were present in geothermal regions mapped as being covered by vegetation
of uniform type and a8e, but more study is required to determine the origins of these
variations' Though detailed investigation of geothermally stressed vegetation was not
conducted, these results provided evidence that at least one form can be detected, a very
important factor when considering the use of satellite imagery to investigate temperate climate
geothermal areas.

The sPoT multispectral imagery examined here was of high qualiry and the benefir of its high
spatial resolution, probably its greatest asset, was clearly demonstrated by the ability to detect
and resolve several small thermal arcas. However, the application of this imagery was limited
by two factors: the compressed dynamic range (on\y 20-25vo of the total possible), which
resulted in very low (raw) image contrast, and its nvo dimensional nature (due to the high
correlation between Bands I and 2), which reduced its spectral classification ability. It is may
be possible to alleviate the first factor by requesting specific instrument settings when
acquiring new imagery- However, since the wavelength bands of the instrument are fixed, the
dimensionality of the imagery is detormined only by the type of ground cover prcsent.

Image processing techniques, such as contrast stretching and multispecnal (i.e. multi-band)
processing by false colour compositing, greatly improved the results attainable from the
imagery' The clear spectral differences exhibited by the land cover types defined in this
preliminary study (Table 6.4) ind.icate thar it should be possible to apply other image
processing techniques, including multispectral classification methods, to better define and.

distinguish among them.

This preliminary study demonstrated that sPor HRV multispecual imagery, when examined

at large scale, can be applied to detect and identify a range of features associated with
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geothermal fields in New Zealand's temperate climate areas. Funher work is rcquired before

a conclusive assessment can be made. Consequently, it is recommended that:

1. A more detailed study of the Waiotapu imagery be conducted to investigate other

enhancement and classification procedures, with emphasis gtven to identifying the presence

and mapping the extent of stressed vegetation.

2. T\e study area be extended to include other geothermal areas for which dstailed

information regarding the surface manifestations, etc. are well known. The Broadlands and

Orakeikorako geothermal fields are suggested.

3. The study be extended to provide a comprehensive interpreution by analyzing and

combining other data sets, such as vegetation distribution, surface geology and structure, aerial

thermal infrared imagery, soil and water chemistry, resistivity, magnetics and gravity, using

image processing and GIS techniques.

6.3 Thermal Ground Studies

6.3.1 Introduction

The discussion provided here outlines the motivation behind this thermal ground temperature

study and briefly describes the methodology. Though the data analysis and interpretation are

still in very early stages, some important results have been obtained

This investigation was jointly supported by the ri/aikato Regional Council (WRC) and DSIR

Geology and Geophysics (GEO). WRC funded the purchase of the equipment, including a

48-channel data logger and temperature detectors. GEO funded the author to design and

construct the temperature monitoring systom, locate and establish the site, maintain the

equipment throughout the snrdy period, and collect, examine and interpret the data.
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6.3.2 Background

To interpret and calibrate aerial thermal IR imagery, it is necessary to perform ground tnrth

obsenrations which allow ground cover types to be characterised and imagery intensity

(brightness) values to be related to measured ground surface temperaturcs. The funher step

of determining heat flows from IR imagery necessitates the measurement of shallow (S 1 m

depth) ground temperatures.

Unfornrnately, problems arise with the measurement and interpretation of gound temperatures

because they are sensitive to many external factors such as diurnal and seasonal variations (the

effects of both are well undentood (Allis, I979b; Hochstein, 1982b)), vegetation cover, wind

velocity, rainfall, etc. Two clusory studies have also demonstrated that atrnospheric pressure

changes can significantly perturb thermal gtound temperaturcs @ingham and Benson, 1968;

Thompson,1976). Furthermore, near surface temperaturos in thermal ground areas can vary

differently from those in nearby non-thermal ground under the same external influence (Allis,

1979b).

Shallow ground temperature variations have important implications to the interpretation of

ground temperanlre survey data, the determination of thermal area 'boundaries' and thc

calibration and inteqpretation of thermal IR imagery (Mongillo, 1989a, see Appendix A).

Consequently, a site was established where near surface ground tempemtures were

automatically measured over a period of about 22 months, in ground types covering the range

from very active thermal to netu non-thermal background. The site data, in conjunction with

the meteorological information (obtained from a local N.Z. Meteorological Office), should

allow the ground temperature perturbations to be identified and characterised, and their

importance to be established.

6.3.3 Instrumentation

The data measurement and storage demands required use of a 48-channel, 128 Kbyte internal

storage memory, data logger. A Taupo-F logger (manufactured in New 7*alandby Solid State
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Equipment, Gracefield, Lower Hun) was employed. This compact (200 mm x u0 mm x 90
mm), light weight (< 2 kg) instnrment was sealed in a protective metal case and opempd at
the required rate on its own internal power supply (rechargeable nicad batteries) for periods
of 3-4 weeks' Recharging took approximately 24 houn and was conducted in the field while
the logger was operating. The logger also supplied the power for operating the rempemture
sensors.

The Taupo-F was programmed for operation using a separate laptop computer which was also
used to retieve the data (on 3.5 inch diskettes) at approximately weekly intewals, though
there was enough internal logger memory to store more than 2 weeks of data. The ouput data
format was compatible with Lorus-123, allowing the dara to be converted into the very
useful LOTUS worksheet format.

The Taupo-F data logger requires a voltage input for measurement, consequently, National
semiconductor corporation LM-35 series precision integrated-circuit temperaturc sensors were
used' Ttre LM-35 is calibrated so the output voltage is linearly proportional to its centigrade
temperature (i'e. I "c per l0 mv), with a typical accuracy of t 0.25 oc over the range -55
to +150 "C (Nsc' 1989). Each sensor was individually calibrated prior to use.

After investigation and discussion with a temperature and heat flow measurement expert (Dr.
R'G' Allis, DSIR), it was decided to measure temperatures for each position at 5 depths: 1,

5' 15' 50 and 100 cm below ground surface. Nine sealed detector arays wer€ constructe4
each consisting of a 20 mm inbrnal diameter polybutylene plpe, with the 5 temperature
sensors located at the appropriate positions and held in place by packed, oven-dried beach
sand' The power and signal wires from each array were attached to the main power/signal
cable' which was a shielded 28-core seismic cable, via a single connector. All connections
were carefully sealed to minimiso atmo5phsr.lc, and geothermal interfercnce.
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6.3.4 Methodology

The temperature monitor site chosen was on relatively flat topography, in a thermal area
associated with the Tauhara Geothermal Field. It was located on a Landcorp block adjacent
to Taupo Golf Course Farcway # 15 and accessible by a 4-wheet drive vehicle (Frgure 6.4).
The surface activity ranges from steaming, altered, bare ground to near ambienq grass covered
ground over a distance of about 165 m.

A temperature survey of the area was conducted on 9-10 November lggg to characterise its
temperature conditions. This confirmed that the near surface (i.e. depths s I m) conditions
ranged from boiling to near ambient over a distance of about 125 m. on l-zFebruary 19g9,

a second temperature survey was performed to accurately locate the 9 array positions and aid
in the planning of their wiring to the data logger as well as determine its location. These
results (Figure 6'5) showed that the I m depth temperarurcs ranged from boiling to near 30

"c over a linear distance of 115 m. A very high lateral temperature gradient of 5.5 oclm, i.e.
a decrease from 90 to 57 oC over a distance of about 6 m, was also identified about 25 m
from the edge of the boiling zone @gure 6.5).

To span the entire area, and be sure the steep temperature gradient zone would be monitored,
the 9 array positions were sited along a straight line (Figures 6.4 and 6.5) as follows. The
first two alTays' Arrays I and 2, were positioned where the I m depttr temperamres were at
boiling, with surface temperatures being boiling and 60 oc, respectively. The other ilrays
were located where the I m temperatures were successively l0 oC lower, starting with the
Array 2 position. Therefore, Array 3 had a I m temperature of 90 "c; Array 4, E0 oc; to
Array 9, 30 oc' The data logger was sited on near ambient ground, about 7 m south of the
midway point along the array line.

The complete temperaturc measruement system, including the 9 arrays and the data logger
were installed during the period l}-tz May 1989. The data logger was storgd in a large
plastic box, which itself was placed in a buried plywood box having a hinged top for access.
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The system began operation, taking the 45 temperatue measurements every 15 minutes, on

t2May 1989. Measurements continued until the system was shut down on24 March 1991.

On 21 December 1989, separate detectors were added to measure ambient ground surface and

1 m above ground level temperatures. Meteorological measluements were obtained from the

New Zealand Meteorological Office at Taupo Airporr

Tlmber Mlll
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\t *r*r"tureAnayLlnc

Location sketch map for the Tauhara temperature monitor area with the
approximate array line marked- The area is just east of Taupo Golf Course
Fareway #15 and the line is about 130 m long. See Fij,..'e 6.5 ft'r arr4J
loca,tjons.

Figure 6.4:
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Figure 6.5: Approximate I m depth ground temperatures along the temperature monibr
survey line. Approximate locations of the 9 array positions are indicated.

Note the very ste€p temperature decrease from 90 to 50 "C over the distance

of about 6 m.

The site was visited and the arrays checked on a weekly to bi-weekly basis, at which time the

stored data were also retrieved and the logger re-set. The data logger incorporated a battery

register which indicated the battery charge condition and wamed when recharging was

necessary (usually once every 3-4 weeks). The retrieved data was glven a brief examination

to check that the system was operating properly and backed-up upon return to the Wairakei

laboratory.

I Array Positions
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6.3.5 Preliminary Resulrs and Discussion

This ground temperature study extended over a period of approxim atsly 22months from 12
May 1989 to 24 March 1991. During this time, over 2.2million temperature measurements

were recorded.

Generally, the temperature measurement system operated smoothly, with only interminent
down times amounting to a couple of hours for fault repairs and tcsting. However, there were
a few problems which resulted in larger data losses. The most important of these were caused

by the variable quality of the individual LM-35 temperature detectors. Detector failure forced
the complete replacement of Array 3 after about 7 months of operation, caused the permanent

shut down of Array 4 after one year of operation and resulted in a few other detectors being
disconnected during the study period. The equivalent of about 9 weeks of data were lost as

a consequence of detector problems and unexplained data logger shut downs. periodic visits
to the site by sheep and cattle not only forced burial of the power/signal cable, but also
resulted in a few incidents of rampled flrays, though no major damage was caused- Finally,
the hot acid ground conditions present at the site of Array I destroyed the buried power/signal

cable there and contaminated the inside of the array after only 3 days of operation, resulting
in the array being permanently removed. consequently, the study effectively began with eight
functioning arrays.

For the purposes of this discussion, two data subsets werc examined. one consisted of an g

month data segment spanning the period 22 May 1989 to E January 1990, the other covered
the interval 12 June to 31 July r9g9. The 5:00 am (locar time), 0.5 m and 1 m depth
temperature data were chosen for both these subsets because they exhibited the least residual
diurnal solar heating effects and because the geothermal heating effects at these depths were
the most obvious and easily identified over the greatest distance. Raw detector temperatures
were used for this preliminary investigation since calibration typically showed changes of less
than 1 oC.
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The daily 5 am temperanre daa for the 8 month period exhibited variations on time scales

of 2-7 days, but typically 3-4 days, with the largest variations occurring where the highest
mean temperatures prevailed (Table 6.5 and Figure 6.6). Variations rangrng from g-13 oC

occurred at temperatures grcater than 80 oc at 1 m depth, however, they were consrained by
a maximum allowable temperatue of 98.6 oc (i.e. boiling point at the site,s 425 maltitude).
The largest variation, 19 oc, occurred at 0.5 m depth, where the mean temperature was about
80 0c.

Table 6'5: observed temporature variations and mean temperaturcs for the g month period22 May 1999 to g January 1990.

* 
These are estimated mean temperatures for the g month period.r Maximum temperature variation onr, Z_S dayperiod.

ARRAY
NUMBER

DEPTI{
(m)

MEAN
TEMPERATURE*

("c)

TEMPERATURE
VAITIATIONT

fc)
2 0.5

1.0
80
97

19

13

3 0.5
1.0

58
83

4
8

4 0.5
1.0

55
80

4
t2

f, 0.5
1.0

50
75

3

6
6 0.5

1.0
44
&

2
2

7 0.5
1.0

35
48

I
I

8 0.5
1.0

28
39

1

I
9 0.5

1.0
26
34

1

1
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where the mean temperatures at 0.5 m and I m depths were less than 50 oC, the temperature
variations were less than l-3 "c. In the 55-80 oc range, the magnitude of the temperature

variations increased sharply with increasing temperature, with the greatcst rate of increase

occurring at the 0'5 m depth. These short term variations were superimposed upon the longer
period seasonal changes which amounted to about 5-10 oC (over nvo months) in the cooler
ground (< 50 oC), and ranged up to mor€ than 15 oC (over nvo months) in the hotter areas

(> 50.c).
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Figure 6.6:

Temperoture (" C)

Maximum temperature variations plotted as a function of the estimated g month
mean temperamrEs for the 0.5 m and 1.0 m depths.
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Short tenn tempeftIture variations similar to the ones described above had been previously

observed beneath the floor of a hut constructed over volcanically heated ground @ingham and

Benson, 1968) and within a permeable, geothermal ground layer located at the base of a 3 m

high bank (Thompson, 1976). In both cases, very good correlations were found between these

variations and atmospheric prcssure changes and in one case rainfall dependence was

determined to be unimportant (Thompson, L976). Consequently, a subset of the 8 month data

group was examined for pressure effects.

Six weeks of data, from benveen 12 June and 3l July 1989 (the 17-24 July 1989 data segment

was lost due to unexplained data logger problems), were chosen for scrutiny because the

atnospheric pressure data for this time was readily accessible (Mr. L.E. Klyen, pers. comm.).

Comparison of the temperature and pressure data for those dates when relative prcssure

extremes (maxima or minima) occurred (Figures 6.7) showed very good negative correlation

with the highest mean temperature positions (T > 70 oC), i.e. the temperatures decreased when

pressures increased, and vice versa. These strong temperature-pressure correlations were in

general agreement with the results obtained by Bingham and Benson (1968) and Thompson

(1976). The temperature-pressure corelations were weak, to non-existentn at the lower mean

temperatures (T < 70 "C) (Figure 6.7).

Plots of temperirture versus pressure for the extreme points defined above showed that for all

cases, except one (Array 3), where the temperatures were below boiling, the gfound

temperatures tended to decrease with increasing pressure @gures 6.8). For maximum

temperatures less than about 70 oC at 1 m depth and less than about 50 oC at 0.5 m depth,

the temperatue-pressure (T-P) data could be reasonably fit by linear curvos having slopes on

the order of - 0.18 oC/mbar. For temperatures greater than about 70 "C at I m and 50 oC at

0.5 m, a negative slope relationship prevailed, except for the Array 3, 0.5 m depttr case where

the slope was about 0 oC/mbar (Figure 6.8b), though the T-P data show more scatter and the

slopes more variation. The T-P relationship for the one case where boiling temperature often

prevailed (Anay 2, Figure 6.8a), appeared to have a 'cut-off pressure of about 975 mbar,
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below which the temperatwe was almost always boiling, and above which the temperature

decreased sharply with increasing pressure.

The temperature variations and temperature-pressure effects found in this study can be

understood in terms of the heat transfer modes and the temperature regimes over which they

dominate. Convection is dominant at temperarues greater than about 80 "C, conduction at

temperatures less than about 60 "C; and a transitional, or mixed conduction-convection, mode

operates in the 60-80 "C range (Allis, 1979b).

Convection will dominate in very active, geothermal ground having good vertical permeability.

Here, the pressure gradient between glound surface and the 'shallow' boiling water level

present beneath the area controls the rate of steam formation and the steam flux (i.e.

convective heat transport) through it (Bingham and Benson, 1968). For example, a dectease

in atmospheric pressure increases the pressure gradient between ground surface and the boiling

level, hence, the rate of steam formation and the steam (heat) flux through the ground

increases, with a consequent increase in near surface ground temperatures. This explains both

the negative correlation between shallow ground tempemtue and atmospheric presstuo

changes and the large temperature variations observed in the hottest (T > 70 oC), most

permeable gtound, where pressure changes would be most easily transmitted and felt. This

may also help explain the greater scatter in the T-P data for Arrays 2, 3 and 4, which are

located on predominantly convective ground.

Moving from the most active areas, to the less active regions, and finally to the ambient areas,

the dominant heat transfer mode changes from convection to conduction and the steam flux

decreases, eventually becoming negligible. Hence, the atmospheric pressure effects on ground

temperatures decrease to a minimum level and the data exhibits less scatter (Figures 6.8). The

general 'uniform' decrease of ground temperatue as a function of increasing atmospheric

pressure, at a rate of about -0.16 oC/mbar, for ground temperatues less than 50 oC 
@gures

6.8) remains unexplained, since the convection contribution to the total heat transfer should

be negligible.
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6.3.6 Conclusions

Over 2.2 million digital shallow ground temperatue measurements were made within a

geothermal area which encompassed the range of very active to neax ambient ground. A

preliminary assessment of a small segment of this comprehensive data set has identified somc

very interesting and important shallow ground temperature effects.

Temperature variations ranglng from 1-19 "C occurred at depths of 0.5 m and I m, on time

scales as short as 2-3 days, i.e. time periods far too short for changes in the geothennal system

to be responsible. The largest of these variations, ) 10 oC, occurred where ground

temperatures wero in excess of about 80 oC, the same temperature range where the

temperature variations were most sensitive to aunospheric pressrue changes, and where

convection is believed to be the dominant heat transfer mechanism (Allis, 1979b). The 0.5

m and I m depth temperatutrs also exhibited a very good negative correlation with

atmospheric pressure, e.g. increased temperatures corresponded to decreased aunospheric

pressure for temperatues greater than about 70 oC.

These findings can be explained by the control which the aunospheric pressure exerts on the

steam flux (convection) through the ground (Bingham and Benson, 1968). A change in

atmospheric pressure causes a change in the ground prcssure gradient, and thus varies the

steam flux, the heat flux and ground temperature. As one moves to less active ground, the

steam flux decreases, convection becomes less important until conduction becomes the major

heat transfer mode over the low permeability and non-geothermal arcas.

The ground temperatures in only slightly active areas, i.e. areas having temperaftrres of about

25 "C at 1 m depth, and where conductive heat uansfer dominates (Allis, 1979b), decreased

with increasing afinospheric pressure at a rate of about - 0.1 oC/mbar. This finding is not

understood and requires further investigation. However, this result may suggest that vapour

movement could be important evon in cold ground (Dr. R.G. Allis, pers. comm.).
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The most important conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the large atnospheric
prossure inducEd tempenltlue variations, which can range up to at least 13 oc at I m depth
and occur during a period as short as 2 days, can introduce large, unexpec{ed inaccuracies
in geothermal ground temperaturc measurcments. since shallow ground tompenaftre
measurements arc generally used to determine the natural heat flow from geothermal systems,
as well as to monitor surface thermal activity for change, these inaccuracies may result in a
significant miscalculation of heat flow and give false impressions of geothermal change.
Further investigation is required to quantify these possible problems.

This preliminary study did not examine the temperature structure at shallow ground depttrs (1,
5 and 15 cm below surface), though it is very important to the interpretation of aerial thermal
IR imagery' If pressure induced variations of only a few degrees centigrade occur at the
ground surface, they could introduce significant errors in geothermal feature mapping and
cause major interpretation problems when repeat surveys are employed for geothermal feature
change detection. This topic also requires further investigation.

If this study was to be repeated, it is recommended that, if possible, an area be chosen where
sheep and cows could not interfere. This would allow the signal/power cables to be run above
ground' thus avoiding the highly corrosive conditions associated with the most active ground.
Trampling by these animals would then not be a problem, and glass tubing, rather than
polybutylene pipe, could be used to house the temperature detectors, thus providing bencr
environmental protection from the harsh geothermal ground conditions.
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Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 fntroduction

This study was initiated to examine and assess the application of aerial thermal IR video
scanner and SPoT satellite remote sensing methods and their associated image processing

techniques for investigating geothermal areas in New Taaland. It was anticipated that this
project would concentrate on the initial stages of research and development of aerial thermal
IR and allied image processing methods for geothermal surface feature mapping and
monitoring' However, a desire to apply the technique was stimulated by the very positive
results attained in the early stages of investigation. Consequently, the IR and related image
processing segments of this thesis were extended to encompass a mole complete development

and demonsnation by large scale applications.

The greater emphasis placed on the IR work resulted in the spoT satellite studies being glven
a much less prominent role in this project. Hence, the initially proposed detailed test and

evaluation of the sPor HRV multispectral imagery for geothermal applications were reduced
to a preliminary assessment of sPor satellite imagery obtained over the waiotapu Geothermal
Field.

As a part of the thermal IR technique assessment, a ground temperat're monitor area was

established to provide long term (> 1 year) measuements of near surface ground temperatures,

to investigate the effects of external influences on them and to determine how these influences

affect the ground surface temperatures. Again, because of the increased emphasis placed on
the aerial thermal IR method development, it was only possible to give a small ponion of the
vast quantity of collected data a brief examination.
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video Thermal IR rnvestigations of Geothermar Areas

7.2.1 Introduction

Initial assessment showed that in New Zealand, where geothermal fields occur near, or
beneath, parts of large owns and where large scale geothermal developments and tourist areas

have been constructed within geothermal field boundaries, there is a present and continuing
need for comprehensive, effective and economic geothermal surface activity mapping and

monitoring' A re-evaluation of the early New Txaland,aerial thermal IR work concluded that
if such methods, along with appropriate image processing techniques, could be developed, they
would provide the best available means for surface activity mapping and monitoring. Further
investigation of aeriar thermar IR techniques was recommended.

Early inquiries identified a New Taaland,based Inframetrics 525 video thermal IR scanner and

a computer image processing system capable of handling video format imagery. promising

results were obtained from a test of the Inframetrics over the Rotonra Geothermal Field and

from the subsequent transfer and examination of the acquired video imagery on the computer
system' Later, a FLIR Systems 1000A video thermal IR scanner was located and successfully
examined over the wairakei-Tauhara geothermal area. The positive results obtained from
these tests led to the development and large scale application of video thermal IR scanner

techniques for geothermal surface feature surveying in New z*,aland,. Conclusions pertaining
to the survey methodology, assessment of the IR instruments, application of image processing

methods and scientific results attained are presented below.

7.2.2 Survey Methodology and Cost Structure

New Zealand's large scale weather patterns generally dictats that most surveys be conducted

during the late-summer (February) to mid autumn (April) period when conditions arc stable

and predictably dry and calm for days at a time. With ttre exception of Watson (1974; lgTS),

the non-New zearand consensus was that early dawn hours were best for thermal IR survey
conduct' However, New Zealand investigators, including this author, found that if the method

7.2
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was to be applicable in the TYz, it was necessary to take the practical approach and allow
local conditions to constrain its application. Since fog and thick steam are pnesent in many
TVZ fields during the early night to mid-morning hours, because ground control must be

obtained safely within f 0.5 h of imagery acquisition and navigation performed visually, the
period around dusk (though often extend.ing into darkness) was used and found to provide
good results.

survey planning and' conduct were aided by the derivation of relationships between survey

flight parameters (altitude, flight speed, image width, number of flight lines, number of images

and total flight distance), desired spatial resolution, chosen sidelap and instrument

characteristics (image scan rate, number of image lines, IFov, I{Fov and vFov) (Table 3.4).
It was shown that for a given instrument, the chosen ground spatial resolution effectively
determines all other survey par.rmeters. The good agreement obtained between the calculated
paftlmeters and the acquired imagery results gave credence to the calculation procedures used

and confidence in their application as survey guides. Detailed general procedures for the
preparation and performance of these surveys were also developed and followed (Table 3.5)
because their complexity demanded meticulous preparation and coordination for successful
conduct.

Though visible navigation methods were developed to a very usable level, there were
difficulties' The steep viewing angles from typical survey altitudes of 500-600 m agl made

visual alignment of ground features diffrcult, hence, resulted in the helicopter straying from
planned flight lines (Figure 5.1.), which occasionally caused some suryey areas to be missed,
though conservative flight line spacing (i.e. a side-lap of about sovo) alleviated this problem.
This method also placed stringent requirements on survey timing and flight line orientation.
Consequently, GPS navigation has been investigated recently, and the success attained has

resulted in replacement of visual navigation by the GpS method where possible.
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Great care had to be exercised in choosing ground control features that could be clearly
identified on the acquired imagery. Features should be widely dispersed across the survey
area and both water and ground surface types should be utilized. The features should be on
the order of several GRE's (> 5 m x 5 m) in size and have temperatures spanning the range
from ambient to the highest of interest.

A cost structure for performing New Tnalandbased helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner

surveys was derived. Costs for surveyingaTYZregion having a surface area in excess of
about l0 km2 were found to vary by a factor of two, ftom g1,200-$2,500/sn2 (in t99t Nz
dollars), depending upon the chosen ground resolution, quantity of ground truthing and. detail
of analysis and reporting required. In broad terrns, costs were allocated as follows: survey
planning, 70-15vo: imagery acquisition (includes instrument and helicopter hire), 20-60Vo:

ground control acquisition and post survey ground checks, IO-lSVo; imagery analysis and

reporting, 25-50Vo; and miscellaneous expenses, 5Zo.

7.2.3 Survey plaform Assessment

calculations indicated that the video thermal IR scanner characteristics restricted maximum

air speed to less than about 200 km/h, thus requiring use of a helicopter plaform. Later tests

showed that it was necessary to use a survey speed of 90_ll0 km,/h to minimize image

vibration' Excessive vibration did, however, preclude imagery acquisition while hovering.
Though expensive ($l{z 1,200/h), helicopter usage provided valuable manoeuwability, such

as quick position correction and rapid movement to new courses and flight lines. The low
survey speeds and the visibility afforded. by the large windows were also a great aid to visual
navigation, and the ability to land without an airstrip proved very useful for insrument
checking, adjusunent and coolant replenishment.

7.2.4 Instrumentation and Imagery Acquisition

calculation and testing indicated that for the author's recommcnded theoretical ground spatial
resolution of 1 m, a survey altitude of about 600 m agl was appropriate. It was demonstrated
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that both the Inframetrics and the FLIR scanners could operato successfully from a helicopter
platform at this altitude. since the FLIR was designed for helicopter use, vertical imagery
acquisition posed no problems. However, the Inframetrics required incorporation of a
specially constructed 45o mirror mount to allow collection of vertical imagery without coolant
loss.

Analysis of the Inframetrics imagery indicated that the 20 oc temperature range was probably
best for mapping geothermal features in the intensity range of interest, i.e. ambient up to about
50 oc, though experience showed that ttris setting should be carefully checked after each

factory recalibration. The appropriate level adjusnnent should be made by setting ambient
temperature ground features to appear at a discernable grey level just above black on the
monitored imagery. The best FLIR imagery was obtained with settings of gain = 22 and level

= 58, though the FLIR's true image background level floated due to the instruments,s ac-

coupling.

The video thermal IR scannermethdprovided several signfficant advantages overotherforms
of aerial surveying. Real-time monitoring of the imagery proved extremely useful for
adjusting and checking the operation of the instruments, for assessing the data quality as it
was being collected, for aiding navigation and for in situmodification of survey prognmmes.

The video format allowed the imagery from an entire 2.5-3 hour survey to be collected and
conveniently stored on a single, inexpensive (about $Nz 30) tape, and provided immediate and
rapid access to it. Survey comments relating to location, time, speed, altitude, problems, etc.,
which would have been impossible to write down, were also easily recorded on the audio track
and provided important interpretation assistance.

The major disadvantages associated with this method included the required use of expensive
helicopter platforms, the small imagery fields of view which produced relatively small images
and which required very close line spacings (125-150 m), hence, quite excct navigation
tolerances.
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The helicopter mounted standard visible video cameras used to acquire simulraneous visible
imagery also operated successfully from 600 m agl, as did the portable video cassette

recorders used to record the thermal IR and visible imagery, and the audio annohtion.

7.2.5 Imagery Assessment and processing

The video imagery obtained with the two IR scanners was shown to be compatible with both
the standard (PAL) Tv-vcR system and the computer image processing system. The raw IR
imagery quality was sufficient to allow natural features, such as land/water (streams and lakes)
interfaces, large ponds, trees, grassy areas, etc.; major cultural features, such as roads,

buildings and cars; and a large intensity range of geothermal water and ground surface features
to be detected and identified from visual examination of the videotape on a standard. Tv-vcR
system' The information available at this level was shown to be usable for locating survey
flight lines, mapping probable thermal anomalies and providing a guide for ground
invesdgations.

The vertical imagery obtained with both instruments had ground sizes in close agreement with
those calculated' At the typical 60o m agl survey altirude, the Inframetrics image was about
150 m by 190 m in size, while that for the FLIR was about 180 m by 300 m. The FLIR,s
much wider swath width permitted a larger flight line sidelap to be used, thus reducing the
possibility of lost coverage due to visual navigation errors.

The imagery from both instruments did, however, exhibit problems. All of the Inframerics
imagery suffered from a serious banding problem and a left edge intensity fall-off was present

on some' though successful image restoration techniques were developed to minimise these

effects' The FLIR imagery also displayed intensity under- and overshoot effects at feature
boundaries where large intensiry differences existed, causing data loss in the affected areas.

Though a characteristic of the FLIR imagery, this problem was not prevalent and the
associated erroneous data areas were generally less than 10 pixels in width @lates 4.9 and
4'10)' The FLIR's floating background level caused variations in the absolute temperato,e
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ranges covered by the imagery, though the effect was not quantified. The results obtained
indicated that both these FLIR effects were generally acceptable where basic geothernral

feature detection, identification, mapping and change detection were desired.

Successful digitization of the video thermal IR imagery provided the fundamental step for the
IR survey technique to be accepted and applied since it allowed application of powerful
computer image processing techniques. The ability to digitize the visible video imagery and
more importantly, aerial photographs, was also demonstrated, and the option of controlling
image gain and level in the digitization process allowed optimum initial intensity distributions
to be obtained.

An image processing methodology, which incorporated the use of certain standard techniques

and the development of some new procedures, was developed to pre-process, enhance, analyze

and aid interpretation of the digitized video IR imagery. The FLIR imagery only required low
pass spatial filtering for its pre-processing, however, it was necessary to apply a series of de-

stiping, sub-image shifting and low pass spatial filtering processes (Table 4.3) to satisfactorily
correct the serious Inframetrics banding problems @lates 4.3a-4.3f). A reasonable conection
method for handling the left edge intensity fall-offpresent in some of the Lnframetrics imagery
was also developed (plate 5.4b).

The application of contrast strerching and density slicing enhancement methods were found
to be good general procedures, invariably useful for bringing out image detail. Histogram
equalization, however' was less useful because it often over-sanrated much of the image,

though very good results were sometimes obtained (Plates 4.4e and 4.4h). Specially designed

lookup tables and algebraic functions provided very flexible and powerful image enhancement,

calibration and analysis tools (Plates 5.4b and 5.5b). Pseudo-colouring proved to be an

extremely powerful procedure for enhancing image details and characteristics inaccessible in
the grey level format, especially when combined with other enhancement and analysis
processes (Plate 4.5c).
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A technique for generating grey-colour visible-thermal IR composite images was developed

and its application for presenting IR information and accurately locating and identifying
certain IR features as an aid to interpretation was demonstrated (plates 5.5c and 5.6c). In
addition, a change detection procedure which consisted of the co-registration and scaled

subtraction of images obtained at different times was successfully developed and demonstrated

(Plate 5.8).

Preliminary calibration of two Inframetrics images (plates 5.4b, 5.5b and 5.5c) produced

reasonable surface temperature distributions, thus supporting the empirically-based

methodology being followed- It was shown that the Inframetrics imagery obtained during the
1990 survey covered ground surface temperatures of about 15-30 oC, hence, encompassed the
lower intensity geothermal feature range. Comparison of this imagery with calibrated imagery

obtained on repeat future surveys should allow temperature changes at least within this 16 oC

range to be determined. Absolute calibration of the FLIR imagery was not anempted due to
its floating background level, however, it was estimated that the FLIR imagery covered a

ground surface temperature range of about 22 oC, with the ambient levcl floating. Since the

calibration methods being applied were empirically based, and the surface emissivity variations
and atmospheric effects were not allowed for, the results obtained to date are considered semi-
quantitative.

The FLIR'S greater number of image lines per frame and slightly smaller IF9V gave its
imagery better detail than that of the Inframetrics. However, after pre-processing and

enhancement there was not a significant difference in the detail present in either of the
imageries, with ground spatial resolutions estimated to be 2-3 m (c.f. a theoretical value of -
1 m)' The minimum discernable temperature differences assessed from the imagery of both

scanners was on the order of 1.5-3 oC, but, the Inframetrics dc-restoration made it the choice

for quantitative investigations. consequently, where possible, both instrumenm should be used

to provide the specific advantages of each, as well as back-up.
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current visible wavelength imagery of the survey arca was a very important aid to IR image

interpretation. Linear contrast stretching was the most useful enhancement procedure applied
to the digitized visibre video and aeriar photographic images.

Two methods for generating inexpensive, hard copies of images were used in this study.
Black and white laser prints, sufficient for field use and some interpretation, were quickly
(about 7 minutes fot a 512 x 512 image) and easily generared. High quality colour and black
and white transparencies were obtained from 35-mm photography of images displayed on the
computer monitor and prints made from them are the products used for most of the plates in
this thesis.

7.2.6 Scientific Interpretation

Though the two initial surveys were conducted to assess instrumentation and investigate and

develop survey techniques, some scientific results were obtained. The Rotorua .test, 
survey

found many geothermal feature discharge sites along the banks of Lake Rotorua in the Sulphur
Bay and ohinemuru areas and identified a submerged hot spring in the puarenga Sneam bed
(Plate 4'5c), thus suggesting a significant geothermal input into the lake. Wairakei-Tauhara

imagery, which showed the absence of seepages along the Spa Sights area of the waikato
River, the presence of a sEong steam d.ischarge from beneath a low permeability layer on the
cliffs above it' and the continued existence of extensive hot seepage along the waipahihi
foreshore of Lake Taupo, was later incorporated in a study to provide evidence that the
Tauhara Geothermal Field could be two geothermal sysrems (Allis et a1.,19g9, see Appendix

v).

The major scientific conclusions of this study come from the two large scale thermal IR
surveys which were performed after initial development of the survey methodology. For
confidentiality reasons, little can be said about the results obtained from the first known large

scale video thermal IR scanner survey to be conducted for baseline geothermal feanue
mapping and monitoring. The disribution of surface thermal features was established and the
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importance of several hot spring and seepage river discharges was confirmed. The rpsults
provided a much more detailed description of the geothermal activity than was available from
previous ground-based investigations.

The second comprehensive survey, which covered the entire Rotorua Geothermal Fiel4
represents the culmination of this study and some of the results are in press (Mongillo and
Bromley, 1992)' The baseline surface activity locations, sizes, disnibutions and relative
intensities were established with enough precision to allow changes on the order of a few
degrees centigrade to be detected. Previously unkno wn and, forgotten thermal features/areas

were located in the forest south of Whakarewarewa. Sites where paved roads and calparks
were constructed over thermal ground were identified @lates 5.2) and buded drains containing
hot geothermal water were revealed (plates 5.3).

Hot spots identified on the surfaces of Lake Rotorua and the hrarenga Stream were attributed
to submerged hot springs (Plates 4.5c,5.4 and 5.7) and extensive areas of thermal seepage

were also identified along the lake shore (Plates 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7). These features were
concluded to account for the large scale geothermal fluid discharge into the lake and the
excess 60vo chloide flux leaving Lake Rotorua (Hoare, 1985; Glov er, 1,992). The especially
high concentration of these features and the presence of several thermally active islets in
Sulphur Bay suggest this area as being the major site for the chloride discharge. Confirmation
of this new source of geothermat fluid would substantially increase the estimated natural heat

and mass outflow from the Rotorua Geothermal System, hence, have important implications

for reservoir modeling and field management (Glover, rggz).

The first demonstration that the video thermal IR scanner technique was capable of detecting
geothermal feature change at a level to be of value for monitoring was illustrated by the
identification of a. new lake edge thermal spring which appeared near ohinemutu between
1988 and 1990 (Plate 5'8). An estimated minimum imagery deduced remperarure increase of
about 1'5-2 "C was associated with it. Another new seepage was also tentatively identified
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about 35 m to the northwest of the new spring. These appearances are consistent with the
observation that since the 1987 bore closures, the reservoir presstues have increased, causing

a general increase in surface thermal activity (cody, rggz). An imagery deduced feature
change in the Ngapuna ar€a was also confirmed to be due to the diversion of a thermal stream

by a natural buildup oflake shore sand dunes.

7.2.7 Summary

A helicopter-borne video thermal IR scanner technique capable of providing new, valuable,

comprehensive and economic information for the detection, identification, mapping, nelative

thermal intensity determination and monitoring of geottrermal surface features and arpas was

developed and demonstrated. Although the two IR instruments available in New Zealand were
not ideally suited for the desired geothermal applications, they proved adequate. A
methodology which encompassed the complete range of procedures, from initial planning,

through survey conduct, to computer image processing and interpretation, was developed and
demonstrate4 thus establishing the viability of the entire survey process. The success attained
has resulted in the adoption of the helicopter-bome video thermal IR scanner technique as one
of the basic tools for use in mapping and as an aid in monitoring geothermal feature activity
in New Tnaland.

Since the work discussed in this thesis has been reported, helicopter-borne video thermal lR
scanner surveys have been conducted for commercial clients over the Alum Lake and Craters

of the Moon thermal areas of wairakei Geothermal Field and over the Tokaanu-Waihi

Geothermal Field- Three other thermal IR studies have also been funded for the Lggllgz
financial year' one involves the mapping of the thermal activity located in the main crater
floor and coastline of white Island volcano, another is a mapping survey of the geothermal

areas extending from the Te Kopia Geothermal Field to the Waikite-Waiotapu geothermal

fields, and the third involves a study of the Huntly Power Station thermal plume to assess the

video thermal IR scanner technique for monitoring and management of warm water discharges

into major waterways.
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The present studies have also led to the investigation of new image processing applications,
including development of mothods to enhance, analyzeand integrate multi-data sets such as

geophysical, geochemical, geological, topographic data and remotc sensing imagery. These

studies also involve the application of GIS systems and their integration with the image
processing system.

7 -2.8 Recommendations for the Thermal IR Technique

It is recognised that the thermal IR survey technique demonstrated above requires further
refinement and development and that the image processing methods can be extended into other
areas of investigation. Consequently, it is recommended that trre quantitative ability of the two
video scanners be accurately assessed and that a detailed investigation of the imagery
temperature calibration procedures and heat flow determination be conducted.

It is also recommended that further research into the application of image processing and GIS
systems for data presentation and multi-data set analysis be carried out.

spot satetlite rmagery of the waiotapu Geothermal Fierd

7.3.1 Imagery Assessment

sPor muldspectral imagery covering a 1.7 km by 1.3 km area centned on the waiotapu
Geothermal Field was briefly examined. The imagery was of high quality, though its
compressed dynamic range (only 20-25 vo of totalpossible) produced low rawimage contrast.

The high correlation between Band.s I and 2, a consequence of the band wavelengths and the
ground cover present' resulted in a two dimensional nature which reduced spectral

classification ability. Linear contrast stretching and multispectral (i.e. multi-band) processing

by false colour compositing alleviated these two problems and g3eatly improved the results

attainable from the imagery (Plate 6.2). The band ratio image (Band 3)/(Bancl 1) (plate 6.1)

was less useful than the multi-band colour composite (Plate 6.2) for classification purposes.

The high spatial resolution (20 m) of the imagery was probably its greatest asset since the
geothermal features being investigated were typically small in size.

7.3
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7.3.2 Imagery Interpretation

Very encouraglng results were obtained from this first geothermal SPOT satellite study.

Geothermal and non-geothermal land cover types were detected and various geothermal feamre

classes, e'g' acid altered ground, silica sinter and a large hot pool were distinguished Cfable
6'4 and Plate 6'2)' A category of geothermally stressed vegetation commonly associated with
New Zealand geothermal areas, prostrate kanuka/mingimingi, was also discerned. Tonal
variations were present in geothermal regions mapped as being covered by a uniform
vegetation rype and age, however, their origins were undetermined. Though only preliminary,

these results indicate that high resolution sPor satellite imagery can be used to detect,
identify and map a range of feanres associated with geottrermal fields located in New
Zealand's temperate climate vegetated regions.

7.3.3 Recommendations for Future SPOT Work

Further work is required before a conclusive assessment of sPoT HRv multispectal satellite
applications to geothermal investigations can be made. The clear specral differences

exhibited by the land cover types defined in this preliminary study (Table 6.4) indicate that
it should be possible to apply other image processing techniques, including multispectral
classification methods, to better define and distinguish them. Therefore, a more detailed study
of the Waiotapu imagery should be conducted to investigate other enhancement and
classification procedures, with emphasis given to identifying the presence, and mapping the

extent, of stressed vegetation. combining the imagery with other data sets, such as vegotation

distribution, surface geology and structure, aerial thermal infrdred imagery, soil and wator
chemistry, resistivity, magnetics and gravity, using image processing and GIS techniques could
also provide more powerful analysis and inrerpretive methods.

To demonstrate the general applicability of the sPor satellite techniques developed, ttrey must
be applied at other well studied geothermal locales, e.g. Broadlands, orakeikorako, Te Kopia
and waimangu, for which detailed surface feature, vegetation, geological, etc. information is
available.
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It is strongly recommended that if special sPoT imagery is acquired for a particular
geothermal study that requests be made to adjust instrument settings to allow for the maximum

dynamic range to be used.

Geothermal Ground Temperatures

7.4.1 Introduction

During a 22-month period, over 2.2 million shallow ground temperatures werc digitally
measured at 5 depths (0.01, 0.05, 0.15, 0.50, 1.0 m), in 8locations, spanning a distance of 125
m across a geothermal area which encompassed the range of very active to near ambient

ground' A preliminary assessment of the 0.5 m and 1.0 m depth data was performed for 6-

week and 8-month segments.

7.4.2 Data and Interpretation

At depths of 0.5 m and 1.0 m, temperature variations rangrng from l-19 oC occurred on time
scales of 2-3 days, periods too short to be attributable to the geothermal system. variations
greater than 10 oC occurred where ground temperaturcs exceeded about 80 oC, the range

where temperature variations were also most sensitive to atmospheric pressure changes

(Figures 6'6 and 6.7). Temperature changes also showed a very good negative correlation
with aunospheric pressure variations for temperatures greater than about 70 oc (Figures 6.7

and 6'8)' These findings are consistent with convection being the dominant heat transfer
mechanism above 70-80 oC (Allis, lgTgb), and can be explained by the fact that atmospheric
pressure changes cause ground pressure grad.ient changes which result in the steam flux, the

heat flux and ground temperature variations (Bingham and Benson, 196g). These atmospheric

pressure-induced temperature variations may introduce large, unexpected inaccuracies in
active geothermal ground temperature measurements and in heat flow calculations since the

temperature-pressure relationships appear to differ with depth (Figue 6.g). such inaccuracies

may also result in false impressions of geothermal change.
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In less active ground, conduction becomes the major heat transfer mode so convection effects
become less prominent resulting in heat flow, henc€, grourd temperaturps being less affected
by atmospheric pressure changes. However, temperanres wero found to decrease with
increasing amospheric pressue at a rate of about - 0.1 oc/mbar, in slightly active (i.e.

conductive) ground having temperatures of about 25 "C at 1 m depth (Figure 6.g). This
flrnding is not understood and requires furrher investigation.

7.4.3 Recommendations

This cursory sudy of geothermal ground temperatues has identified several interesting and

important ground temperature effects which require further investigation. The preliminary
findings presented here need to be examined in more detail, using a larger portion of the
collected data' It is also important that the near surface ground (l cm depth) temperature

structure be examined because of its importance to the interpretation of aerial thermal IR
imagery' surface temperarure variations of only a few degrees centigrade could innoduce
significant elrors in geothermal feature mapping and cause serious problems for geothermal

change detection.

If a similar study was to be conducted in the future it is rerommended that an area be chosen

where cable-eating, array-trarnpling sheep and cows could not interfere. This would allow the
signaVpowcr cables to be run above ground to avoid thc highly corrosive conditions associated

with the most active ground and permit the temperature detectors to be housed in glass tubing
to provide better protection from the elements.
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A RE-EXAMINATION OF THE Ig72 AND 1975 AERIAL
INFRARED SURVEYS OF THE TAUHARA GEOTHERMAL FIELD

M. A. Mongillo

AI}S'I'RAC'I'

Enrly (1968-l9ll) lnvettgntlonr ln New Zentnnd
denronllrntcd tlrc utlllty 0nd cnunrcrotccl tlre prnctlcnl
nntl cconorrrlcnl odvnntngcs of uslng ncrlnl theinrnl llt
technlquer, rnther thsn grourrd-bnsed rulvey nrctlrorh. for
ldentlfylng nnd dcllrrentlng llrcrnrnl nrenr nn<l estlnrnrlng
thelr rurfnce hcot flows. Consequerrtly. ner.lnl thernrnllIl rnorrltor rurveys of the Tnulrarn geoiherntal field were
condrrcled ln 1972 arrd t975,

The results of thc 1972 nnd 1975 III surveys were
ncver thoroughly exanrlued. nor formally publlsiretl. A
s.ubsequeut cursory cxanrlnatlon of the reirilts suggesred
llrnl cerlnltr concluslorrs were unJustlfled beci'rrse ot
sensonnl effecls. 'l'lrls situatlon. nlong wltlr the
culrenl rreed foro conrprehenllve, econorllcai geolhernral
srrr'fnce nctlvlty nronhoring nrethod, nnd iire t.ecenr
nvallnblllly of botlr new tR lrrslrunrerrlnlion nnd powerful
irrrnge processlng facllltles ln New Zealnnd. resulted ln
lhe dcclslon to re-exonrlrre tlre 1972 nnd 1975 lR gurvev
lcsulls.

'l'his re-exnnrlnallon slrows tlrat the 1972 lR survev
results lndicnled a totnl surface trent flow for rhe
fhulrala field of -2 l7MW. nppr.oxlnrarely ll4 MW
ruorc lhnn the prevlousesllnrate (-lOJ MWi which wns
<lelerrnlrred fronr the l95B-1964 regional groundsurface
lcnrl)eroture survey. lt ls concluded thnt the 1972lcsulls provlde rensonnblc estitnoles for the locations,
flrcns and interrsitles of nctivity for llrat tilrre. 'I.he
1975 r'epeat survcy was lound to show an even larger
lotul surface lrent flow. -517 MW, thus inrticating on
irrcrease of -320 MW rlurirrg tlre irrlervening three years.
llowever, these results are lrrdicative onty. Since the
1975 sulvey data was acquiretl ln winler, whlle tlrat forthe 1972 sur.vey was obtainerl in sunrnrer, it is not valid
lo cornl)nre tlte two for.change deternrinatiol. Ilerrce. lhe
irtlclled lalge heat llow incrense (-J20 MW) is rrot
nreaningful. l'he results of tlrese lwo surveys clearly
show that il is lrecessory to conducl nronitor.ing surveys
dulirrg tlre sorne seasonr unrlcr sinrilar conditlJns.

'flre pleserrt sttrdy supports fhe conclusion illnt
acrial thernral IR techniques plovide tlre best available
nrcflns for nrorritolirrg large scnle surface tlrernrnl
nclivity. 'l'lrc l97Z lll sur.vey rcsults nrrrl the
grou[d-bflsed studi€s conducted rrp lo lhe presc[t tirrre,
show lhat changes in surfnce activity are continuirrg to
occrrl irr thc l'nuhnrn tiekl. 'l.hus. lt ls strorigly
leconrurendcd that an acrial lhcrntnl tR survcy be

coil(lucted to lde[tify the ]rrescilt condltiol|s nnd
estnbllsh a bnsclinc to whlch sirullar fulur.c survcvs cnrrtp conrpnrcd for chnrrgc lrronltorlrrg. tt ls nlro
rAconrltended tlrnt n glourirt tclltpernlure nrorrllor nr.cn hc
estnblklrcd to Invcstlgnre dlur'nnl nnd lcnsorrnt
lenrlrcrnturc vnr.lallorr cffect! on thc locntlon of thernrnl
nrcn trou[dnl'ler nrrd oct 0! n control lltc fof ill
9Urveys.

INTRODUCTION

To date, lro conr;rrehenslve grotrrr<l lentpernlut.c
mensurcnlcnlg hnve been conducled over thc T0uh0rn flcld
for the purpose o[lhernrnl ground nronltorlng. The nrost
rece||l scrlca of nrensurenre||lt rverc lhosc lrcrlbrrrred
durlng the pcrlod 1958-1964 ns pert ofa reglonnl hcnt
llow survey (Flsher, 1965). The TnupoDorough hns.
however, been responsible for pursulrrg locnllsedlrourrd
lenrpernlure lnvestigntlons. suclr ns thnt cnrried out
nenr Mauuka Stre€t In lhc Taupo Industrlnl Aren.

The use of nerinl infrared (tR) nrethods to lrtentity
ond ossesg surface tlrernrnl activity wos investlgnted try
Geoplryslcs Divlsion. DSIR during rhe late l96b.s and
early 1970's (Dawsou and Dlckilrsorr, 1970: ltochsrelrr
and Dlcklnson, 1970). f'lresuccess ofthcse studics
resulled in the decision to perfornr tlre 1972. and
follow-up 1975. nerinl lR survcys of lhe Tnuhnrn
Beothern|nl fleld lDicklrrsorr. l97J:19751 1976). .l'he
resulls of these lwo str.veys were ltever fornrnlly
published. nltlrough prelinrinnry reports nppear to lravc
been circulated and were relerred to try Applie<t Ceolog,y
Associates (1977) irr tlrelr report to tlre.t'au1n ttororrgil
Council on geotherural plannirrg.

The dranratic irrcrease in hent flow (>300 MW)
intct'preted lo have occurred in the tlrree year ;rcrlorl
belween the 1972 nrrd 1975 acrial Il( surveys gilovcd
colrlrovelsial and r.aised susplclons atrout thi validilv
9l_]!t" data arralysis. Subsequenr irrvesrigations (Allis.
| 9791r; Morrgillo, | 987, unglublishecl results) poirrre<l out
possible effects thal nrny hnve causecl pr.oblerns with tlre
survey ntethods and interpretation of lhe <Jnta. lt wns
also indicaled (Mongillo. 1987, urrputrlished results)
lhal. flt l)resenl. the aerial thernrnl Ill sur.vey techni(lilc
llrovides the best rrrelhod for nroniloring thelrrrally nctivc
glound. Cousequently, it was decided to periorrtr n
delailed re-exnnrinntiorr of tlre 1972 antJ 1975'lR,,,.n.ys
nnd nrakc lecorrrrnerrrlalions for ftrlure 'I'nuhar.n nerinl
lherurnl lI( rtronitoritg plogl?ntntes,



Bo0t tlrc t972 and 1975 survcys wcrc conductpd during tlro;rcriul laE-aftcrnoon ro dusk. Eract rimos torthe 1975 suney could not bc idenrificd

weather information ohained frorn wainkoi creorhermal Forrcr suion rccords @recricorp)

January 1972 wrs a drY monh forNorth Ishnd wior rainlall more tlutn2l%bdow normal. No ninfallrrom t4-2E J_anuarv inirusirc. lur,c 
"',0lury 

i-ril;;;i#;h;;;";;;;ir"ir, *irr, zs ,,recorded al wairakei on 24 June. Rain fe[ ;n u erd.25 hrraano l-iJy-icii. -"'-'
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1972 SURVEY 1975 SURVEY

Scarcn

Dalcs

Timc of Day(lwal)

Wcatlror Conditions
-cloud covcr

-rainfall (mm) *

lrcssurc (m bor)

.rctarivc humidiry(%)

-wind sgrccd(knr/r)

-ol,lrcr

lbud survcy durarion (days)

AltiturJc (amet) (m)

Fliglrt lirrc oricnladon

Total arca survcyctl (kmt)

00

10ll.6 1017.6

6l i3

20-28 12-19

Winlcr

26 Junc 28 Junc 6 July

- dusk*

000

1008.0 l0t?,9 1020.7

9l

Gl I l-5 t_5

ground grounrl grounrl
frost frost frost

ll

1530 r20

-65"8 ofN

-50

TAIfLE l: Survcy characlcristics lor thc l9?2 and lg75 lR survcys
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$:{:!lgNALE FOR ArrRrAL TNFRARE|)
S U TIVI'YS Otd GEO'THERMA'AREAT

Ccothernrnl fleldr typlcally lrave treen l<Jentlflcd nshnvlrrg orcnl In cxcosr 6i to rinr , rtre ietnrcJ ioncs orsurfnce ond near-surfnce thernrat nctlvlty nilgtrr ilenrrywlrcrc wltlrln the field reglon, wltlr lndivldunl rltcsof 
.nctlvlry rnnglrrg In rlze fr6nr < | nrr rip io 

-'t 
f,,,: .ilils activity ||tanlfcsts itself In a val.lety of folnrs;warrn nnd sleourlng ground. warnr/hot pooh nnd

sln'rilgt, gcyler!r sl|ller lerroce!, hydrother.nrnl eruptlolr
cfolcr'!, nrud pools or wnrnl llren||ls 0nd tcepngcs,

Dy nolure. geothcnrral $yslerns are dynanrlcertitie3. 'I'helr deep Internal structure and
rucnr'-srrlfncc propcrllcr are nrodl0ecl rrntulnlly os n
conse(luencc of clrnuges lrr systenr henl source, nlier.nllorrot pernrcnblllty nrrr.l vnr.lntlorr ltr reservolr fluklplcslrrrc. 'Ilrlr syrtenr evolullon llr<Juces clrnnges ln boththc charncter aud location of tlre nssoclntct-- surfnce
lrrnrrilestntions. Most cornnronly, the changes occurirr existing nrens of surfnce nctlvity or their firrnredintc
cnvlrorrs, llrough new areas of actlvlty .on app.or.

. Changc in geotlrcrnral sysleltrs, however, cnrr be
srgnilrcnrrfly rnodi[ied and accelerated by exploitation,
l:or' 

.exnrnple, nrnJor chonges occurred in the surlncencrrviry nssocintcd witlr the Walrnkei teolhennol field
rL1 

1 "?,rl"q_,l"ucc 
of Inlge scnle llutd wlihdrnwol for rhcwnilnxet Licotherntnl l)owcr Slntlorr (Allls. 1979n).

Wnirnkei exploitnlion elfects lrave nlso been observetlnl tlre nssociated I'nuhar.n field, thouglr on a nruclr
srrrnller scnle (Allis, l9g | ; t9g4; Siort antt Cody,
1982), Obscrvations nt botlr Walrnkei nnd Tsuhnrs show
that.. suclr lrrduced clnnges irr thcrnrnl nctlvity .niio".r,
orr tinre scales as slrort as a few years lAllis. 1979b),

Withirr. _tlre. Taupo Volcanic Zorre, Inrge
gcothennnl flclds occur leflr or beueath parts of three
lensonnbly large lowns: Rolorua. Kawerau ancll.aupo.
Conse<;uerrlly. dellneallng and nronitorlrrg rhc surfacenctivity lrr thesc arcas ls of conslderabtc-lnrpoi.iance.
The,glowrh of urbnn, rcsldenrlal and Indusrrlai?.u, onlo tllennal grourrd has already occurred at Taupo. wlrh
co.nsequerrl engineering problents arising with landuurzauonr road conslrucllon, lrouse and lactorysiting, electr.ic power r.eticulation and Installntlon of
olf ref' scrvices lDicklnson, lg7St, The associatetl
lrresence o[ "unstable,,nnr!/or hot ground ancl lhepossiblc occurrence of hy<lrothernral er:uptions ar" utso
causes o[ concern,

Sirrce anonralous surface and nenr surface heal
dischnrges are generally nssocialed witlr tlre pr"r",r..
ot g,cothernlal syslenrs, shnllow (Sl nr depthi ground
leurl)erelur€ sut.veys are olten used lo tlelineate- tlreir
exleol.,Urrforturrately. tlris nrethod requires exleusive
silnllow ( | 5 cu lo I nr) ternperntur€ nteasuretlte|ll survey_ing whiclr is ertrcnrely iirrre consunring, eipeiisiue,

in sonre cases intpraclical. and necessarily Inconrplele.

^ Any ohJect hnvlng n lenlpcralurc ntrovc ntrsolute zero
(O K) rndlnter nlt ntnouut of clectr.onrngnetlc cncirv whlclrIr proportlonnl to T., wherc f ls lrr "ribsolute
tenlpcrnlurc. Hence, the hlghcr nn otrJcct.s tellpcrnturc.
the grenler lhc nntoulrt of lhertrrni crrcrgy 'li ctults.
Actlve tlrernrnl featurel (wnrnr/hot groun<|. 

-gcyser.s. 
hot

pools, ctc,) tlren, will etnit ntore-radiatlori ilrarr theirnorntal (nnrblent) tcntpcrnlurc surroun<llngs,
Oeotlrerrnal otrJecF of lrrteresl hnve tentpernlurcs rnugii g
florrr Jurt nbove nnrblerrt (-12.C - jtS f) io toiif ,,i(-100'C - 373 K), wlth tlre rrraxhnum nnlount of theli
energy belngenritred belwecrr 10. I gnr arrd 7.gpnr. l.e. lrrthe 3o-ealled therntnl Infrarcd 1IR) porrLn of the
elcctroxtngnctlc,lpcorunr. Approprlnte- lensors (e,g,
l.,lS!r nnd Itg,-Cd-l'e) cnn deiecr- rhls rndlnrlon nnd
dlrtlngulslr obJectr dllferhtg ln tenlpct.ntut.c,

Early nerlal Infrnre<J surveys were conducled fronr
l96l to l970over theyellowstoncgeothentrol nren (USA).
The Geysers (USA). Los Negrltos-Irtlnn g,eothcrnrot nren(Mexlco), ReykJnnes and TorfnJokull thernrol arens
(Iceland), andWalrakel, Broa<llaridsand Taupoin New
Zealnnd (Dawson and Dlckinsorr. 1970: Hocirstein nn<l
Dickinson. 1970). They indicared rhe urlliry of such
surveys And enunterated thelr advnntages ns belngprncllcnl nnd econorrricsl methods for iilentllylng nn<l
dellncntlng tlrernrnl nrcns, hence uscful for condricting
lnrge scnlc hcnt llow .rtudles. rrrolltorlng purposcr nrrtl
plarrrrllrg of [urther developnrcnt llr ther.ninl arens.
Consequently. the 1972 nrrd 1975 lR surveys ofthe
Tauhnrn geotlrernral fielcl (Tau1n) were conjrrctctl to
accrrntcly locnte nnrJ delirrente nnonrnlous lhernrnl nlens
nnd lhus provlde lhe infornrntlon necessnry ns R lrosig
f<lr lronlloriug clranges ln lhclnrol nctivlly (Dickinson.
| 973).

INSTRUMEN'TATION ANI)
GENERAL SURVEY TECHNIQUE

cornplete discusslorrs of llre lnslruntentatlo|l &l|d
surv_ey techniqu€s are provided by Dlckinson (1973,
1975); hence, only a brief outtine,is presentetl below.

Tlrc 1972 arrd 1975 aerial IR surveys of the Tauhnrn
geotlrelnral field were conducted lsing Bn AGA
Thernrovision 665 instr.unrent wlrich utitiied an IrrSb
llquid nitrogerr cooled detector having a useful speclrnl
r.lrg:_o_f -2.0-5.5/gtn and a peak sensitiviry between
-4.O-5.SVtll.m (Dickinson, 1973, l97it Sllva, t978:
Slater. 1980). Atnrosphcl.ic car.tron dioxide obsorprion iu
the slrorter, near-IR wnvelengtlrs, reduccd the spcctrnl
rarrge olthe su,rvey irnagery obtained lo -4.0_5.i;r1rrr.
Tfris wavelerrgth region conlains -ZVo ol the th6rnrnl
rn1!1tlor|^_e-nrirted try objecrs having te0rperarures o[
-17'C (29O K) (Dickinson, l97J).
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'l'lrc 'l'hclrrrovision irrstr.urrrerrl corrverls lhc l l(
rndintiorr recelved frour r.nstcr-icnnning lhe gl.ound sccrre
to n vlslblc wnvclcng,th lnrage whlch ls dis;rlnye<l lrr gr.cy
loiles (corresllorrcllrrg to r.clntlve tentl)ct.nlules) on ir
cnllrodc rny 3crccn wltcre ll ls recor.ded phologr.nph-
lcnlly. lI'ightcr Inrnge lones cor'tespond to higlrcr
grourr<l tcntllerntul'es, wltlr trlnck corres;rcndlng to
nrrrtrlent (lowcst) lcntpct.nturcs nnd whitc to llre lriglrcsl
lcnllrcrntureg pt'elent ln llre scene. 'l'he rnrrgc of
tenlpcurtut'c seusltlvlty ls rcleclcd hy tlrc obscrvcr. nurl
cnlitrr'ntiorr of tlrc lrungery ls perforntcd vln corrrpnrlsorr
witlr grou0d nleosulcurcuts (g,roultd trulhlrrg).

Ikrth the 1972 nnd 1975 Jut.veys were corrtlucted
tlullng thc pcrlod of Intc nfternoon to dusk In or.tler to
nvold cnr'ly ruolnlng fog nnd low cloud, and nllow
nssoclnted lrlnck and white photogrnlrhy to bc conducted.
lligh levels of dnytlnre solnl rnrllnllon prccluclc surveys
tlulirrg nrost of tlre dnylight lrout. pcrlod. 'l'he AOA
'I'helnrovlslon Inslrunrcrrt wns flown In n [!eeclrcrnfi
A'l-ll nircr'oft. Panchronratlc (black and while) oer.ial
photoglaphy wos otrtairred slrnultaneously wlrh lR
lrrragery, tlrus allowlng the IR lnrngery to be locnted nnd
rttnl4lecl rrroreenslly, TheAGA Instrurrrerrlo;rernted wlth a
22" x 22" field of vlew, whlch nt the survev altitrrde of
-1520 rrr ntrove ground levcl. produced lringc scerres
of -580 rn r 580 nr. Though ncver ltated, exalnlnntlon of
lhe datn ln(llcntes tlrnt the nctunl ground resolutiou
(i.e. srunllesl ground nren deteclablc) of tlrc survey
inragely wns npproxirtrately 6-7 rn, As o survey
lcupelnlurc coutlol. glound lentperolut.es (surlace nrrd 5
cur dcpth) werc rrronlloled nl n knowu non-geolherrunl tesl
sitc near tlre'I'nupo llndio Stntlon, 'Ilrls nt.en wns used
to set nnd ndjust the AGA ilrstrurrrenl serrsitivily anrt
cnlibrnte lt for anrbient glound tenlperatures.

'Ihe lR lnrngery wRs lnterprered vlsunlly, with tlre
8r'cy loncs dlvlded luto three renrperotut.c ranges for tlre
1972 survey (< loCi 1.3'C: >3oC nbove anrblent)arrd
two rttngcs for lhe 1975 survey (S3'C; >3oCabove
anrblent). Reglons corresponding lo these tenrpel.nture
ranges wele plotted on half-torre lrans;larencies. eaclr
covering nn ar€a of -4.6 krrrz al a scale of -l t2500.
Detailed ground field checks wele conducled lo assist in
lhe Interpretntion of the 1972 survey irnngery, altlrough
il is rrot clear how much ground checking was sctually
pufsucd for the 1975 survey.

SUIIVEY CHARACTERIS'TICS
AND TERMINOLOGY

Tlre genernl conditions nnd bnsic details per-taining
lo lhe 1972 arr<l 1975 aerinl lR surveys arc plovided in
'tnble | .Tlrc 1972 Taulrola survey was quite exterrsively
docunrerrled irr two reports by DicUnsorr (19?J. 1975).
Inslrunrentalion, survey Inelhods and inl€rpretalion
lccltrriques were discussed and exantple results wer.e
pleserrted for n few seclious of tlre total area surveyed.

Firrnl results for lroth survcys were presentcd ln thc
fornr of l2 overlnpping nel'inl photogrnplr hnl[-tonc
Itnnspnrerrcles wlth the onorrrnlous lherntnl nrenl rnnppetl
ou thenr (coples presently held lrr Geophyslcs l)lr'lsiorr
files). Iinch llnnspnlcncy ls nt n scnlc of -l:250(l nrtl
covels nrr nreoof -4.6 krnz (-1.9 knr x2.4 kru). l:orlhe'
1972 survey, the tltennnl ononrnlles were dlvldecl lnto
thlec trroncl cntcgorics delinctl cltlrer ns thcrrrrnl wntcr.
strrfnccs, conductivc grountl (surfnce tentpcrniure l-JoC
nbovc nurtrlcrrt) ol convccllvc grountl (rlufflce telupcrnlut c
> 3 

oC nbove nnrbicnt), Only lwo cntcgorleg, thelllnl wnler
lurfnces and convectlve ground nrens. wcrc lderrtifled lrr
llre 1975 survey aunlysls. 'Ihc thcrnrnl ground types wcre
cntegorlsed vln vlsunl lrrlerpletntlon of ner.lnl

;llrotogrnphy nrrd grountl survey chccks uslrrg n rrrtxllfictl
l)nwson arrcl Dlcklnson (1970) land cover clnsslflcntlon
(Tatrlc 2).

Where npgrloprlnte. lhis reporl adlrelcs to
Dlcklrrsorr's corrductlve/corrvecllve ground terlnlnology to
facllitate conrgrnrlsorr witlr hls reltol'ts. lt should lre
noted that thir lernrlnology does not reler to renl
pbysical heal lransfer processes. However. thls hns no
effect on Dlcklrrson's lrent flow results. slncc they were
deterurincd enrpirlcally. Allis (1979b) arrd Rotrcltson nrrtl
I)awson ( 1964) should be conrulrcd for furrlrer
discusslon.

RESUUI'S AND DISCUSSION
OF THE SURVEYS

Urrfortunotely. cornplete lnbulntlons nud dlscrrssiorrs
of tlre final lesults for rhe 1972 and 1975 lR sulveys
wefe never published. Also, the data provided lor one
of the illustlative 1972 aleas (1972: F,l2) lrr
Dickinson's (1975) 'tntrle 2 lg erroneous. 't'he 1972
resulls fol cvapolatlon fronr waler surfaces (lncludirrg
seepa8,e arc[s) and convecllve glouild werc, howcver,
tabulated in nu unpubllslred plelinrlnnry report for
conrparlson with the 1975 survey results (Dlckinsorr.
1976). arrd botlr are presented in Table 3 nlong wirh
lesults fr'our two enrlier ground-based surveys. 1'he
conduclive grourrd nrea and associated lreal flow were nol
conrpleled for llre 1972 survey and rrot iuvestignled in
ihe 1975 survey (see discussion below). Rcsults for llre
areal ertent of arrd heat flows fronr convective thelnrnl
ground lrave been checked agninst the origirral
prelinrinary workslreels (Geophysics Division files) and
are prescnted in Tables 4 and 5 and Figure L

Cornparison of tlre l95 l-52 and 1958-64 Taulrnrn
surveys shows tro otrvious chflDge irr heal flow willr the
exceplion of n 50% decrense (4 MW) irr that <lue ro
seepage. However, Fisher (1965) poinls oul thnt drte to
the difticulties of seepage nleflsurenlenl. lhe difference
itr seepage lreat flow is o[ the sanre order as lhe cl'rol$
of nteflsurernenl. herrce seepnge lreal flow shoultl be
considered unchange(l attd equnl to the 1958-64 vnluc ol'
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-4 Yy.,Consequently, Fisher (ibid.) conclurJes rhnr lheovcrntt hcsl flow for the Tauhnra fleld re|lrninetlc$clrlnlly trnchnrrgad at -103 MW, ft,onr thJ por.lod
l95l-52 to 1958-64.

Results of the 1972 Suney

Results for tlrc 1972 IR rurvcy (Tnbtes 3 nn<l 4 andFlgurc l). lrowcvcr. lrrdlcnte n slgrrlllcarrt lno.eose Intolnl hcnt flow due to IncreaseJln both the arenl
extenl_ 

-nnd 
lnterrrlty of surface thernrnl activlty 3lncethe 1958-64 survcy, 'flre large scole dlstrlbuiloD ofthcrnlnl acllvlty rentnlnerl esscutlolly unchange<|, wltlr

the. tlrrcc urqlor. nrear belug locared ln the Spa, pony
Clutr nnd Tarrpo Indusrr.lal ireas (cf. Elstrer;J (tSoSi
Flgure I wlth Flgrrrc I thh rcport). l'lrc sreotcsllrrclentcs hl hent flow occurrcd ln the pony Ciutr nnd'lhupolndurlr.lal nrcnl, wllh n corrrblned lncreise of sonre
20 MW (1972t -54 MW: t958-64t -34 MW). The
S;m 

-nren 
exper.lcnced nlr lucrense of - | 4 MW (lgizt -24MW: 1958.64: -10 MW). The rorat convecrive ground

nren lnclcnscd by nbout 607o nnd the nssoclated lclat now
nlore tho[doutrlcd to -l00MW. The heat flowdue to
cvoporallon honr wntcr gur.faces appeors lo hnvc
quadrupled to -82 M\{, with the surfacc nrea Incrcnsing
by n fnctor > 10, to -5 1,000 nrr, The hent flow fronr
convccllvc ground nrrd evapor.nllorr fronr wolcr surfnceg
lhercfotc Incl'enled frour llre l95g-64 survey vnluc of-6gMW to thc l972value of l82 MW.nnlncrcaseof -lt4MW or -170%, Although n roml fleld trcat flow valuc
cnrrnol be obtaincd solcly fronr tlre 1972 survey, lf one
nssunles thnt lhe corru.lbutlon fronr conductlveirourrd.
waler 

.dlsclrarge arrd seepagc rentalncd urrchairged at
Fisher's (1965) esrinrate of -35 MW, n toral heai flow
value of -220 MW is obtalned, Compared toFislrer,s(itrid.) rolal field valuc of 103 MW, thlr antounts ro an
irrcrease of -l i7 MW or -ll4yo.

Discussion of the l9Z2 Rcsults

Increaseg ln areal cxtcnl and heal flow of these
nragrriludes nr-c certainly possible, as evidenced by rhe
rnnjor chonges (lncreases of a facror of l0) thar
occulred 

.at Korapltl (Wnirnkei geother.nral field) due to
Inrge scale Wairakei exploirarioir (Allls, f qfgal. l.he
appflrenl incleases are, however. probably <lue to a
corrrtrination of factors. 'l'lrc 1972 ncrial lll srirvcy woukl
have provi<.led n nruclr nror.e conrplete cover.agc u,1,1 nror"
nccurflte dcliucntion of ltrernral area boulrdaiies than theearlicr ground surveys whiclr r.elied heavily orr
estirrnles. Corrsequently. llre groun<t surveys prolrably
urrrleresliuraled both areas aud lreat nows fronr'thernral
arronralies. Measurentents conducted in 1966-67 in the'l'aupo Gotf Course area (Dawson nnd Dickirrson, 1970)
also show thal the boun<laries arrrJ interrsities o[ warnr
antl stcautiug gr.ountl lrave iucrcnsed sjnce Fisher.s ( 1 965)
survey, as llave the tenlperalut.es of some of lhe h<lt

springs and water surfaceg. Increaseg in exlenl nnd
Interrslty of nctlvlty ln thc Tnulrnr.n flcld lrnve nlso
bc6n notcd rllor l9l0 lDlcklnron, lg75). Alrhouglr h hIrot really vnlld to dlleclly contpare the hent llow
vnlucg obtnlncd fronr tlre lwo survey!. as the rcchlrltpesnle so different, il secnrs reasonablc thnr nn
Increase In heat flow of nboul I hctor of two hns
occurred betwecn the enrly 1960's nnd 1972. Cur.soly
elnnrluntlon of nerlal photography of tlre f.nulrnrn f.letd
lg not luconslstent wlth tlrls rcruli.

.Altho_ugh il wns clninred thnt two prevlously
unldentlfled thernlol fenturcs were <llscovercd rJurlng rhi
1972 .IR survey (Dlcklnsol. 1973). lr nppcnrr rhrr thcy
were known nnd lncluded_o_n Fhher's 11965; heat survcy
nrap (Flgure l)(Allls, 1987, peru. conrnl.).

Resrrlts of the 1975 Survey

The general resulls obtnlned fronr thc 1975 IR survcy
(Dlcklnson. 1976) nre prescnred In Tnbles 3. 4 and .5 antt
nrc lllurtrated In Flgurcs I nnd 2. Itecnusc of lhc
doubtful nnture of thclr valltllry (rllscusscd bclow).
only culsory conlnlent wlll be nradc on lhcnr here.

The 1975 lR survey lndlcated n nrnsslve incrense in
convectlvc hcor flow for the fnuhnr.n fleld durlng the
lhrcc ycnr perlod 1972-75. As for the l9T2 turvcy-, tlre
large scRle dlstrlburlorr of actlvlty rerrrnlncd the snrnc
as prevlous survcy! had shown. nrrd tlre nraJor hent flow
lncreases (Flgure 2) were ngnln concentrnled ln rhc
Taupo lndustriol area, anel especlally ln the pony Clutl
flrea, Tlre increasc ln convectivc lhernrnl grou,i l nrea
for tlre whole field anrounted to -456,000 nr2-or - l20Zn,
with an assoclat€d treat flow Increase of -320 MW or
320Vo. Tlrough Dlckinson (1976) corrsidered lhe
conveclive ground ereas to be quite accurntely
deternrlned, A nreasurc of doubt wes placed on lheir
associnted heat flows wlrich he stnted to be indicntlve
ortly, hnvlrrg errors ',nor grcater lhan *20Voo (Dlckiusol.
|976). Groundobservalionsand nlensurenrcntslnrilcnted
lhal thcrc was little or no change iu ilrc heat flow nren
or .lntensity for water surfaces durirrg llris three year
period, herrce it rentalrred at -g2 MW: lf it ig assunred
llrnl the heat flow corrtribullorr fronr conduction. wnter
disclrarges arrd seepage renrained at Fislrer's ( | 965: Tntrle
3) value of -35 MW, the total heat flow for rhe Tauhnra
field would atuounl to nl least S40 MW colupared to thc
1972 volue of -220 MW.

Discussion of the 1975 Sur"vey Results

'fhe nppnreul very large llrcrense in colrvective hent
flow detenrrined fronr the 1972and 1975 IRsurveys seenls
exlrenle, and hence raise.s suspiciorrs aboul ils valirJily,
Irr.fact, tlre purported rapid incr.easc in activity causid
quite a bil o[ concern at the linre, and resultetJ ilr a
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I cirssctsnlcnl of lhenrrnl grou nrt lrcat lt.nu.sfct ntccllnn lsnlgrrntl thc nssrrrrrptlous ndopted fol. lrr"utu,o'iint 0owsrllveys (Allls. l979tli 
. 
pcrs. coolnt.). .I,wo 

rrrnjor.corrcluslolrs of thls llrvesllgnllon *ara 
' 
ltrnr lhecorrdlllorrs for convectlvc lient trnusfe,l l.cquiretlrcvlslorr nncl lhnl llre ncrlnl Ilt si,,vey 
' 

,esutrswelc slgrrlllcnutly lnllucucetl by sensorrnl cffects. n,r(,r,rvtotr tn(ilcntlon thnt ploblenrr exlsl wltlr thc l9?5rcsults ls thnl routlne perlodlc n,"nrur.iu.ui, showetlthnt no charrg,cs hnd occurretl ln ffre f,cnr nu*s li.orn
w-ntet' 

-sut.fnces (.sprlngs/pools nrrd strennrs) during the
.l 
972- | 97-5_pertott 1D lckt nsorr, | 976 ; ef rir, i,Li'"o,,,,,,. f .'l'hls ls dlltlcutt lo reconclle wtrtr rlic tztii" 

-ti,c-r"nse 
r,rconvcctlve ground or.en and the lhree_folJ t,icrense lnconvecllve lreni flow. Consequerrtly, a closer

exanrhrntlorr of rhe t972 anrl | 975 tR iurve/ nreriiorts, dnrannd lnler.prctallons have beelr conducled.'

Geuernl Disctrssiolr of tlre Suneys

During rhe l2-15 years slnce the 1972/1975 lRsulveys. nruch hns beerr lenrned about aerlnl tlrernral IRteclrnlquel nnd llre pertur.blng fn"ror, *irl"f, .onlnlluclrcc trolh urcasrrrentenls auA interpremrlori. Il isnow known thnt dlverse ryper of vegernriori cnii exhltrirdil'fe.renr llt te*rpe'alures under trrc inure cnvrronnre.tal
corrtlltlorrg. Also, seasounl ond diurnni'"if..ir, nu.rnlctcorologlcnl nnd soll..cotrclltlous wlrlch itlorrgtylrr[lucncc vegelnllon contlltlorr tUecfer., i'ggb; 

-'8o,,,,,
197,7,. Brooks, 1983. Myers. t9S3t,' 

-;;;'Droduce

varinrions in vegerarlon ihelrrral rn' ,feii.ri Forexnnrple. 
..cvapotransplr.ntion actlvlty, wtiich vnr.les

8l'cally wlllt senson, can cnuse veget{rtlo[ lelilper{lturcalo vnry by several degr.ees. Molstule stiess nrr<l

:i:o1l"l?,3. soil renrperarur.es and nrirreral .o,uporirio,,r,
nil or wtticll Dlny occur irr lhernral areas, can also result

ljl, ]egemtto.rl 
leupelnlure valintions of up to severnloeg,r'ees. It lras also becn showrr tirat diurnal

lenrl)et'flture varinlions can result in elevated vegetation

:::'l1l:j.11::*r nrrronrrrlrrg_ ro _5oc lsabins, "rru01.
r.,xn[ltllnlion oI Tntrler 2 nnd 4 slrows llrat _g0% ofDickt[son's identified t975 convecii"; ;;;; i*r"nr"(Olades Il and ItI) was cover.ed wirh vegetatior, oi ,on,.lylrc,.Alrlrough Dickiuson (1923) sra'ies ttrat l_J"C
anonralous lenlperatures frorn scrirb nnd plnecovel.ed
nreas correlolcd wlth the presence o[ corr<luctlve thernlnlgrourrd 

. 
lrnving elevnted lenllreratures of sjnritar

nragilitudes (whlch was ascribed by hinr to nroisture
slress), he nlso stntes that ntos; covercd ur.n, onlornrnl gt'ound lrnd nnonrnloustyelevated tertrperatur.es.'l'hese varlous eflects ccr.rairrly'cnst Joiirri o,i'rri. nr"nrcovelnge detenliuations for Gr.actes II an<l III in bolhtlrc 1973 nncl 1975 srrveys. Also, there t, o porritritirytlrll sonrc of whnt was 

- 
itlcrrtified ns toweJiiiclrsiry

corn,cctivc nctivity (Grndc Il) lrrny uctunlly iu,ur" t,."uconduclive bccnuse of rnisilterpletario,r trt u.jernrio,,

lyl)es 
-on lhe ner.inl photogrnphy. .l.his 

nrenns lhnl lhcIrenl llow nssoclnted wltlr these nrens cotrld hnvc tlce,,
g_r'enll;r overeslltrlnlc(1, slnce tlrc Ornde lI hent llow 1_.5{tW/nr2; ls -25 tlrnes lhst sssunred [or conductlvety trenteOgloultd (-2 W/nrl),

'l'he dlurnnl per.turbntlon el.fccls orr ncnl. sut.lit(.(.ground lenrpcfntut'c! nrc krrowu to dllfer nlrrong
non-thenllnl. conducllve and convectlvc orens (Alllr,l979tr). Altlrouglr dclnils o[ these vnrlnliorrs r-equit.e
nrole invesllgntlou, tlre diul.nnl telrpernlu r.e wnve bccorncsless Influenlinl ns the llenl. sur.fnce ground terirlrelnturc
irrclenses. l.e. ns the lntcnslty oT nctlvity ir'icrenses(lbid.). The dlffereuceg in ihese vnrlatiols'-berweel
sunlmer (1972 survey) and,wlnter (1975 survey) lcnsonscoiilo inlroduce lunior perlurbations on ttre iocntlon olnrernrel ground boundarles. especlally lhe lowerIntenslly ones, nraklrrg conrparison! for nronltor.lngpurposes nreanlngless. The facl tllnl nnonrnlous
conducllve nreas did not show ns well os rt," iSZS ilt(wlnter') survey. alld lltnl frost was otrscrved to oc"u, o,,theilt. also sUppot'ls the argunleul that lherc arc strong
seasonal Influences on the dala.

Irr addltion lo the aboverrrentioned fnctors, severnl
otlre,r'possible pr.oblelns could have lltroduccrt eri.or! nndcorrfused lrrterprctotlorr of ludlvklual su.v"y ,.esults ns

19lt as thelr cornpnrison. By conducting the surveys nr
differerrt tlnres of lhe day, on three sepninte Jnyr, ou.r.perlods of grenrer thon onc weck (Tnbie l). rhe'<llurnnl
tentperstul'e varlntlons nnd nreleorologlcal dlffelenccs(e.g, pressule var.iations) would havJ lrnrt a greoter.
opportunity tocsuse problenrs, The telrrperature ground
conlrol at'en wns ovcr I knl away fronr tire survc'ynren,fnr -enough rhnl v&rlarlous lri local u,"iioroioglcnt
conditlorrs could hnve Introduced calibratlon .rrorr,
Also, the extent of the groun<t lrulh nteasurenlents
pelfonrred for both surueys is uncertnirr. atitrougfr ir
appears thal a nlore ilrtensive effort went i[lo the 1972
s.urvey, I'he IR gr.ound rcsolution (i.e. snrailesr area otlthe ground that can be detected), which we eslintate to
be -6-7 nr (it was never s;rcciflcally irlentlfierl;, was of
lrtsuflicleut rccur.ocy for ltte type of rrroultor.irig survey
attenrpted. Allhough Dickinsorr (197J) clairrx to have
obtained good results fronr observing in lhe 4.5-5.5pnr

lll lr.:dl controversy exists over usi of rhis *avetengrt,

:lll ,. to, daylight.surveyirrg, especinlly wirhoul prol)e,.ttltering (Srlrrgelin, t969: Esres er al,, iSgfl.
Be_cnuse special fllter.lrrt wfir not use<J nnd because solnr
relleclnuce effecls carr influence lhe dnla, nrnking
Irrterprelslion of results very conrpler (Ralnes nnrl
Canuey. | 980), use of tlrls berid for nccurare nrngrplrrg otlg* intensity nrrolrralies is questionable,'' The
photographic olethods use<J lor tlata representation arrtlvisrral interpr.ernlion (Dickirrson, tpZ3i, alrtroiirlr rtreonly nvallntrle nt the tirue. nre certalrrly sutiiect to
crrough elror thnl ll seclns doubtful tlral tlie nccrirncics
ileedcd could be attainetl.
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-_._.1,._{.j

l:lCUl{E 2: 'l'hc ntcas of increnscd cottvcclivc nctivity (blnck coloureil nrcrrs) for rhc rhrcc ycar pcriol hctwcqr
1972 and 1975 as dctcrnrincd front tlc l9?2 altl 1975 ncrinl inlrarcd !urvcy6. Scc Fijurc I for slrcci
nunrbcr irjcrrtificotion.
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co N CLUSIONS Orr RE-ttrXAMlNA.r'roN

The 1972 nnd l9Z5 nerlnl lR lurveys \rcrc the nrltof tlrclr typo to bc conductcd lrr New Zeilnnd. as such,lhey wctt very uscful ln polntlug out thc odvnntnges oflhe tcchnlquo over gr.ound-trnserl surveys ns weil ns
llluslrnrlng tlrc nssoclntcd problcrrrs. ,l.hi 

1972 rcsulrr
showed thnt nerlol lR technlqucs coulrl successfully
ldentify nud dellneate therlunl arens lrr a pl.actlcnl and
econorrrlc tllnnncr nnd dentorrglrnted thclr srrllet.lorlty for
Invcstigntlng thernrnl ar.ens localed wlthln or ncnr
rurtrnrr. Indugtrlnl nrrd rcskjatllol zorres. .l.lrc 

rcsults
obtnined wer.e also uscfully applicd for road plnnnirrg,
tinrber nrlll site expansion and school site locatiorr
(D-ickinsorr. t9731 1975). Atrhough there are rro absolute
nrles for lhe deslgn of acrlal tlrernrnl IR surveys of
gcothet'tnnl nrea!. thG r.csulls nnd exper.lencc gnlned h.onr
conrluctlrrg lhese culy survcyr provlde<l seicr.nl rrscfirl
gui<lcllues (Dlcklnsorr, 1973): tlrey should gener.nlly becnrlied oul (l) In late nutunrn, wtren solir lnsolntlon
nrrd ground lenlperntureg nr.e n utlnlrlunr ond wcnlher
corrtlitlong tend to lrc rrrost stablei (2) dur.lng perlo<ls
of low hunrldiry and low wlnd anrt (bj ar dugi, rattrer
lhnn down. when.ulglrl-lime nnvlgatlon presents problenrg
nrrtl ear'ly nronrlng fog and low clouds al.e presenl.

'l'he luost lntportanl problenr denronstrnted bv the rwo
s.ulveys was lltnl encountcrcd In uslng surveys pilfornretl
durlng dlffcrcnt lcolon! to nrotrllor tircinrnl nr.enchnngcs. Unfortunately. the lg1S survey w&s
dellberntely conducted durlng n dlfferent 'r"nron
(wintcr) to nssess the relntlve nrerits of survcying ln
sunlntcr and winler, ns wcll 0s lo nct as a foilow-up
sulvcy 

.filt' detcrnrinlng chnnges ln actlvity as pnrl of a
rnorrltoling prograrnntc. The results obtninecJ ironr this
le-exarniuatiorr of tlre 1972 and 1975 surveys shows tlral
delailed coruparison between tlre two is not valid tor
detecting leal lherrrral activity changes, principally
becnusc ofurajor, uncorrectabli, seasoial efiects. the
uncertninlies snd questions raised regarding lhe rnetho<lsof arrnlysis urd irrterpretatiorr oi data-lSection Ill
ltt:t::), nlso. srrougly nrBue agninsr occcpring nny
detailed results frour cithcr oI thc lntJivirluai su-rvcys.

Sirrce-the 1975 survey results were never reporled irra firral forrrr. it is couclurJed that they are prbvislonal
only, nrrtl should not be usetl for cleiailect iorrruar.isorr
u'ith otlrer sut'veys for nrorritorilrg purposes. 1.lie Inrge
urrccrtninty (!20V.) assoclated witli the heat flows
ol)tained, thc statetnetrt lhal ihey are ,,an lntlicatiorr
only" (Dlcklrrsou. 1976), and lhe nl,pnr€nt lack of
rlctailed grourrd uurhlng and inlerpretailon conrparetl torrrnt tor' the l97Z survey also supporis this
dcteilniIatioD.

'flris re-exnnrlnolion concludes llrnl the resuhs oflhe 1972 srrrvey provi<le reasonable estintales for the
localiol. area and intensity of activity in tlre .l.auhnra

liekJ for tlrnl tinrc (Figure t), Ccrtainly, lhe surlace

nctivity is dislritrutcd in llrr.ee rnnjor nrcns: thc Spn,
Porry Clutr nrrd'lhu;lo lrrrlustr.lnl nrcn, wltlr thc rt.entcst
clrnnges (lncrenses) lrr hent flow occurrlng In tli tnrter
lwo 0re0s. As deduced fiou tlre 1972 survey. the fnctorof two lucrense lrr trcnt flow (fronr -iOO UW ro
-200 MW)buweentlie cnrly 1960,s nrrtl 1972. scerrrs
rensonnble nnd ls conslsterrl wlth thc lreldr lound try
cursory ernnrilrnrlon of nerlal photography. Althougfrll ruay be posslble to use the 1972 suLvey rcsulrs ns n
guklc for conrpnrlsou wlllr futuro survcy r;sults (lf thcy
nrc cotrcluclcd durlltg lhe snnle scnsou, urrder llrc snrnc
corrdltlons), lt nlust lrc conclude<J lltnt no basclinc
survcy erlsts for detalletl nronltoring purposes,

RECOMMENDAT'IONS FOR THE
MONITORING OF I'HERMAL GROUNI)

Conr pleherrslvc nron ltorl ng ofgu rface n nd nenr-su rfnce
lhernlnl,.nctlvlty in geothernral fielcls, such ns'I'auhnrn.
ls o clrallenglng tark. As nrcntlorred above (Sectlon ll).
ncllvlty cnn occur anywhcre wltlrln n flel<l, thc nren of
wlrich nrayexceed l0 knr2. Thls meansthatlarge areos
have to be surveyed and vnsl qunltitl€s -of 

dntn
collected and nnnlysed. Ground.bnsed surveys<leslgned
for such exlensive nrorrilorlng purposes are severely
restricted by severnl inherent problenrs, I.hey nre
lunn.power lntenslvc. generally |nke lengthy pcriods of
tlrne to colrduct (-nronths) nnd ar.e veiy 

-restrlcted 
lrr

nrcnl covcroge nnd sludy tletnll try both nccesg antl
econontlc$, l'lrls latter linrllntlotr can resull in arens
of Interesl being completety nrissetl out by the surveys.
For exanrple, tlre l98J ground tenrperniuresurvey of
Urondlands (Allis nnd Webber. l9g4) took npproxlnrntely
ot|e nlan-lnonlh to conduct. Measurenrertls werenrnlnly
takerr along roads and at other 'easily. accessible
locaiions., with large pr.oportions of tne fiittt r.enralning
urrinvestigated. The densily o[ nteasurerrrenls variecl
y.idgly, typically -I nreasurenrent/20O nr along roads toas
high as -l nreasurenrent/t0nr inknown thJrnralnreas.
Allls .nnd Webber (lbld.) nrentioned rhat tlrey irlenrifie<l
one tlrernlal area (-200 nr north of BR5) that hnd been
nrissed lrr previous surveys, although later inspectlorr of
aerinl plrotographs showed it hotl beerr lrresent earlier,
hence was nol a new feature. lt has also been realised
recently, that the 1983 survey nrissecl au anonralous area
norlhcast of tsR7.

'l'lre above discussion highfights the ntajor
dlfficulties associatecl with uslrrg grorirrd-based surveysfor 1rcrfornrlng contprelrcnslvi,- <Jetnllctt nronltorlrrg
investigallons over large arens. On the basis of whnl
has been learned fronr the 1972an<J lgT5Tauhara lR
surveys (Seclion V above), and becnuse rrrore advanced
thernral IR instrunrentation ls now availatrle ln New
Zenland, it ls belleved thal nerlal thernral lR surveylng
presently provldes the lresl nrethod for conduitin!
thernral groulrd nrorrilor progranrmes (Mongilto. 19g7.
urrpublished resulrs). ll rrrust be enrphasiied lhat no
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ccrrl)rcllenllve trosellnc survey ycl erlrt! lor nronllor.lrrg
clrnngc ln surfncc tlrcrnrnl nctiviy for tlre l'nulrnrn llcld
nrrd . orro ccrtnlnly should bo conducted bcforo nrry
dcvcftrplrreul procccd!. ln vlcw o[ gurlnce hcot chnrrger
c()nllnulng lo occur nl 'l'nulrnrn flclcl ns n rclrtlt of
Wnllnkel tlcld cxploltntlorr. lt ls recorrtntortled ilrnl nnnerinl hrlinred survey be corrsldelcd.. lrrcspcctlve of
whclhcr thc proposed Tauhara devclopnrenl procceds,

As regords the cxpccled results oblalnnble fronr
ner'lnl IR lmrveylr lt nrust be noted that problents were
cncountercd wlth thc ldcntlflcatlon and rnapplng of low
I'I:r]:t,y thernrat grounr.t ln rhc t975 ,rr""y'1bl&tnron,
1976). These are conslsrent wlrh thi difficutries
erpcl'lelrced by ground-based hcat flow messuremenls
(ltoberlson and Dawson, 1964), aod illustr.ate thot atpresent lhere arc llrnitations to the capabltity of the
nerlal,thernrnl IR survey technigue to accuratclyinsp ilre
lrourrdarieg of such areos.

The surfacc lenrperatures of low intensitv therrnal
ground arc vcry sensitlve lo a myrlad oi externalcltecls, such ar dlurnnl nnd seosonnl lenrpcrarurc
vnrlotlonr, 

..topograp.hy. ralnfoll, alnrospherlc pr.ssurc
nrrd hurrrldlty varlollons antl vegclatlon covcr, ln facl,the geothcrnrel hcal flow In- low Intenslty areas 19
cxtrenrely dlfflcult to nteasurc rllrectly by groun<l_bnsed
nrethods and requlres I nr rteprlr tenrpiraiuic sur.vcys for
Its deternrlnntlon (Robertron'nnd Dnwson, 1964). Wlthtlrc technology end technlquc! svallable ar prerent. lt
nroy only be porslble to locate protnblo sites of low
Interrslty tlrerrnnl areas vla thi aerlal tlrerntnl IR
rDethod. Wlrere lhere ls concern about tlrese locatlons,
such as nenr urban, ludustrlal or rcsldentiol arens, t nr
deptlr ground lenlpcrslure surveys coukl thcn beconducted
lo oblain detallr. The usefulness of attenrpting to nrap
the boundaries of low intensig thernral ground-ln delnil
by any technique, especially wlrere iegetaliou cover
occurs and nragnifies thc complexity of tlie problenr, is
questionable. Thls is an iurporiant issue for botlrpractical and scicntific reasons, hence it ig
reconrnrcndcd that h be Invcstlgatc<l nrore thoroug,hly.

Results from the 1972 and I975 aerial IR surveys <lo
show._ that higlr intensity therntal activity can be
idenlified and should be mappable to a ieasonable
accurscy. It is believed lhat the monitorlng of these
areas 

- 
is extrenlely lntportant and useful, esfccially as

part oI a geothcrnral development nronitori ng programme.

It 13 $lso reconrnrcnded thsl 0 perntallcnt ntouitor
area(s) be establlshed to Investigate the effects of
seasorral and diurnal lentperature variations on surface
nrrd.rrear-surface ground tenlperatures (down lo -l nrdcpth). Tlrls nrea(s) slrouid ,pun il," rang" of
non-thernrnl. to low and hlgh lnteirsity active gioun<|.
and include botlr bare arrd vegetatioir coucred arrur.
Such a study would provide n conttol site for successive
Ironilor surveysr yield valuable lulorrnatiou o|t heat flow

nrcchnrrllnl! nrrd nsslsl wltlr tlrc lrrterprctntlo$ o[ ncrlnl
thcrnlnl lll dnin a! wcll n! rrcnr-llrfinrcd nnd rrorrunl
nerlnl photogrnplry. lt worrld nlso nllow exnurlnntlon ol
lhc problcur of lroppllrg tlre boundnrlcr of low lntcnslry
thcrural alcns.
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l. TNFRARED suRvBrs FoR GE0THER!|Ar, FEATURE lroNrroRrNc

Geothermal syst,ems are dynamLc entitles - their deep internal structure
and consequently their surface manifestations change character and location
with tlme. These changes do occur naburarry, however, they can be
signlficanEry modlfled and accererated by exploltaulon. For example, at
wairakel most of the borltng aprlngs and alr of the geys,ers were
rdestroyedr within a few yeara of the onaet, of exploltatlon by the wairakei
geothermal- power statlon. Large areas of et.eamlng ground have been
generated and are observably changing character on time scales of a few
years (Allis ' 1979br. several large hydrothermal eruptions have also
occurredl both $tithin the Karaplt,i Thermal Area (Wairakel) and the
associated Tauhara field, part of which ext.enda beneath Taupo Torrnshlp
itself (Allis, 1984; Scotst and Cody , 1g12l. Scott and Cody ( 1982)
recomrnended t'hat continued heat flow studies be conducted, and one of their
suggested techniques was aerial IR surveying.

Aeria} infrared (rR) invest.igat,ions of geothermal areas in New zealand
(Karapit!, Tauhara-Taupo, Kawerau and Rotorua) were conductecl from 1969 to
1975' Both rR photographY (reetrlcted to wavelengths ress than 0.9 Fn) and
IR gcanner (wavelength band -4.5-5.5 Um) methode were used (Dickinson, 1973,
19751 Dawson and Dickinson, 19701 Hochsteln and Dickinson, 1920).
Analysis of the Karapitl and Tauhara-Taupo acanner gurveys showed the IR
method wag not only successful ln ldent,lfying and delineating therrnal areas
(tero new thermal features were dlecovered ln the Taupo area (Dickinsonl
1973)), hence ueeful for natural heat flow studLes, but that lt lras practical
and economical, especlally for those thermal areag located within and
nearby urban zonea. rt, was noted that other methods, such ag atandard
temperature surveys, would be extremely tlme coneuming, expenslve and in
some cages impractlcal. Ttlese reeults vrere very promising, but h,ere never
cont'inued. Recent,ly publiehed discugsione of thermal IR invest,igatlons
have dealt malnly wlth heat flow (del Grande et al, l9g5)1 thermal
modelling and mineral ldent,ification (not specifically georhermal) (rbhle
€t d'1.1 19831 1984). None of theee studles have been related to geothernal
monltorlng.
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since t,he mid-1970re1 more advanced equipment and more sensitive
detectors have been developed. rn the pagt five years, the use of vldeo
lmaglng technlgues hae been lnvestlgated. Vtdeo offers several advantagesl
Immediate availabillty of i.magery (data) allows rin-fieldr shecke on and

modlfteatlona of methods. The neceeelty for more det,alLed observationa at,

partlcular locat,lons can be determlned ln the fleld. The vldeo data format,
allowe the data to be easily and accurately transferred to conputer for
dlgttal processing. The coet, of vLdeo tapes is slgnlficantly less than
photographic processing (Meisner, 1996).

The avairablllty of thermal rR (g-15 pm) detectors that operate at
liquld nitrogen temperat,ures (tu77 K) provides the abillty to obeerve in the
wavelength band where npst Eerrestrlal objects erni-t their maxinrum

radlati.on, l*"* = 10.1 prn for T = 288K (15oC) and l** = 7.g pm for T =
373K (100sC). Because llquid nitrogen, rather than llquld helium (4 K), can
be used for detector cooling, more flexible and, economlcal survey
prograrmes can be followed.

An lnet.rument Ig now avaLlable tn New Zealand whlch Lncorporat,es both a
liquid nitsrogen cooled thermal IR detector (HgrcdTd) and video data capture.
Thie instrument, an rnframetrlcs 525, is owned and operated by ASEA

Servicee (Hamllton) and ie used by them for electrlcal and mechanlcal
engineerlng PurPoses. I examined thi8 lnstrument during a recent viEit to
ASEA Servlcee. From a hands-on demonat,ration and discueslons with t,he

operat,lng engi-neer (R. Kilpatrlckr ASEA, perao cornm.), I belleve thle
instruments is capable of performing the observations nece€r€tary to provide
effective and economical aerial aurveys for geothermal surface feaLure
monitoring. A brlef teat of bhe Inframetrica 525 performed in early June
1987, indicates Ehat the instrumentrs sensitiviiy and resolution should be

sufficient for the studies proposed herein (Ted coxr Mt Albert, D.s.r.R.,
pers. comrn. ) .

The development of an effective, economical geothermal surface feature
rnapping technique would be extremely valuable, especially as a parb of a

t'hermal feat,ure monlt,orlng prograrrune. Baeellne thermal feature
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characterletlcs such ae Blze, lntensity and loeatlon could be defined.
Periodlc repeat surveys could ldentlfy changea ln theee surface feature
characLerletlcg reeult,lng from natural proceaaea or ag a congequence of
geot,hermal deve lopment.

To dater r have talked wlth tlrree potentrar cllents who are very
ltrEerested ln the thermal IR aurveylng t,echnlque: lhe Rot,orua Monltorlng
Programme (Tom Lunb), vfaikato valley Authorlty (Rlqhard curtls) and the
Kawerau Geothermal Fi.eld lrtanager (Dave wigleyT M.w.D.r ilairakei).

2. OBJECTIVES AI{D RESEANCH DESIGN

The major objective of this proposed study le to examine the
applicabllity of a heJ.icopter-bourne thermal lnfrared scanner (Lnframetrlcg
525) for ldentifylng, mapping and determlnlng the temperature of thermal
features (thermal ground, hotr/warm sprJ.nge and poole and hot,/warm vrater
seepages) at Whakarewarewa Hot Springa, Rotorua geothermal field. This
area ltas chosen specifically because of the large area of aurface actlvlty
Present and becauee qulte a blt of ground-baEed informatlon le already
avaLLable (ae a consequence of the Rotorua Monltorlng Programrne). lilarm

vtater eeePages along the lakeshore (from the airport to Puarenga Stream)

and at Lake Rotokawa, about 500 m southeast of tshe alrport,, will also be

inveet,igated.

Thie etudy will be the flrst staqe erork ln which aurvey methods and

lnterpretatlon technlques will be developed. It will aleo provide the
baslg for determinlng the cost atructure for future heli-copter-bourne
thermal infrared EUrVetgo

The ultlmate goal iE to develoB a reliable and co6t effective technique
for mapplng and rnonltorlng surface and near-eurface therrnal activLty. lhe
methods arrived at should be appllcable to any geotherrnal field exhibiting
surface thermal rnanifeetatlone.

ASEA Servicee (Haurilton) wlll provide the lnstrument and engineer to
operate it, and can arrange for helicopter uee. I wlll work in conjunction
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with the ASEA engineer. Data ehould be obtsained under very good rdeather

condltlonBl 1r€r calm, no frost,l no fog (l.or ds lttUle ateam ag Posslble)

and clear sky. Exact date and tfune of day will be weather dependent'.

It ia antlcipated that t hour of helicopter flylng tlme will be

required. Approximately 25t of Uhis tlme will be requlred for pilot

orientation and equipment, set upo I expect to be able to make ats leasL two

runa over Whakarewaretda - one at -500 m above ground level (agl), Providing

a ground resolutlon of -1 m and one at -250 m a91, havlng a resolutlon of

-0.5 m.

On the trip back to the airport, the Lake Rotorua shoreline and Lake

Rotrokawa will be briefly examined to aee if thermal seePagea inEo thern can

be identified.

The data will be anaLysed by M,A. Mongillo using the Divialon of

Information and Technology (D.S.I.R.) image Processlng facil-ities at

Gracef ieId.

3. ORGANISATION AND MANAGEIIIENT

M.A. Mongillo wlll be responeible for planningr coordi'nating ancl

supervislng the survey. He will also be responsible for the data analysls

and reportlng. Though the actsual survey work wlll take only one day'

analysls and reporting is exPected to regulre -2-3 months'

A portlon of the funding for thla proPosed research ls expected tso be

provided by the Rotorua Monitoring Programme'

4, BUDGET

ao Staffr Ttro staff wlll be lnvolvedc

l. M.A. Mongillo (chief lnvestlgator)! !g charges will be nade

for hLs tlme on thls project because the work will comprise a

Part of his Ph.D. atudlea.

Z. Mr R. Kilpatrick (ASEA Servlces, ttarnilton): the charges for

thisengineerareincludedlnthetotalASEAquote.
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b. Eguipment: The equlpmen! for obtalnLng the dat.a wllr be provlded by

ASEA Servlces. This includes:
t. The Inframetrice 525 inetrunent,
2. ArrangemenE, for anil t hour use of a helicopter out of Rotorua
3. Vldeo taPe recorder rental for vlslble wavelength locatlon

monltoring,
Total eo€t: 91800.00

cr Travel:

1. The travel exPenaeg for Fl.A. Monglllo will not be charged
for.

2. ASEA travel expenses are included ln total cost liated in
sect,ion (b) above.

d. Otherr

1. Dtsposables etuch ae filnl vl.deo tape, etcs $300.00
2. Contlngency ( 10$): 9210.00.

e. Total Cost for the aurvey and reportlng: S23i0.00.

f. Total E'unds Requested: $1700.00 (A contributlon of up to $700.00 can
be obtalned from the Rotorua tltonitorlng Programme. Ttrie will rnake up

the diff,erence between the total coata and that f,eeueated. ) r
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PROPOSAL TO CONDUCT A BASELINE THERMAL SURVEY OF
A CLASSIIilED GEOTHERMAL FIELD

UTILIZING A HELICOPTER.BORNE VIDEO THERMAL INFRARED SCAhINER

M A Mongillo
Geophysics Division, DSIR, Wairakei

November 1987

SI.'MMARY

It has been derrmined that ttre aplication of a helicopter-borne video thermal infrared scanner provides
a very promising technique for conducting baseline thermal surveys, hence it is being p.por.n n"r".

The helicopter-borne instrument scans the ground below, det€cts its emitted hermal radiuion G-r2 Frn),and rccords it on video tape as continuous analogue grey tone imagery. Since the intensity of rhe
emitted radiation varies as (emperuure)a, surface-thermai anomalies-appear as brighter areas on the
imagery.

The proposed technique is recommended for several rsarnns:- High resolution (l-2 m) data can be easily obained over large areas during a survey which
takes only hours to conduct. This capabiliiy is well beyond thit of any p*.ti"rt ground-based
survey.

- The raw data is collected in image form, on a sfandard video cassece tape, and can be sored
as is.

- All of the data is available for immediate examination and basic-level interpretation by using
a standard Tv/vcR system.

- Data of interest can be easily transferred to computer in digital format.- The comput€ris€d digial imagery can be anatizea using-very powerful image processing
techniques which allow he location, extent and inrensity oi rctivity o d aerermineo.
lelatively easy comparison of resulh obained from surveys conducted at different times can
also be made.

For best results, it is recommended ttrat the survey be performed in autumn (April or May), at dusk (u
night-time if navigation problems can be overcome), wirh a ground resolution of betrreen 1,5 m and 2.0
m.

Analysis of the data obrained and a full
conducted

report will be available ttuee months after the survey is

6' A detailed descripfo.n of ttre helicopter-borne video thermal inftared scanner method is included in rhisproposal because it is new to the New 7*aland, geotlrermal scene. The insrument and technique are
scheduled for first testing Oy the author) o"et tli" Rolonua geo0rermal freld in December l9g7.

3.

4.

5.
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L INTRODUCTION: INFRARED sURvEYs FoR GEOTHERMAL MONITORING
Geothermal Change: Geottrermal fields typically have identified areas )10 km2, and rtreir retated surface and
near-surface thermal activity can be disributed "anywhere" across them. The areal extgnt of individual zones
of surface activity varies widely, ranging from small patches <l m2 in size, up to large expanses covering >l kmz.

Geotlrermal systFms' by nature, are dynamic entities. Both rheir deep inrernal sEucurc and near surface
properties vary witr time, thus effecting changes in the character and location of their associated surface
manifestations' Most commonly, changes occur in the existing areas of surface activity or their immediate
environs, though new areas of activity can appear. The changes which occur naffary do so as a consequence
of changes in the system heat source; atteration of permeability resulting from seismic acriviry and deposition
by thermal fluids; and variation in reservoir fluid pressure. Examples of such natural cbange include:
hydrothermal eruptions at orakeikorako (Geophysics Division files), Ngaramariki in -lg4g (ibid.) and waimangu
in 1973 (Lloyd and Keam, 1974); changes in geyser activity at Tokaanu (Geophysics Division files); and changes
in steam heated activity at Te Kopia (ibid.). It is also believed thar the recent (November, l9s7) appearance of
a new patch of thermal ground on the Taupo Golf course is due to a naural shift in the sream flow at shallower
depths (Allis, 1987, pers. comm.).

Change, however, can be significantly modified and accelerated by exploitation. For example, from the late
1800's to ttre early 1950's, the major surface feanues of the wairakei geothermal field, consisting of numerous
geysers' hot springs and sinter tenaces, were located in Geyser valley, with minor activity localed in ttre Karapiti
area (Allis, l98l). within 2-3 years of the onset of large scale fluid withdrawal for ure wairakei Geothermal
Power station, major changes had occurred (Allis, 1979a). The hot waler features of Geyser valley died away
and were replaced by steam heated features such as steam heated poors, steaming ground and fumaroles.
Hydrothermal eruptions also occurred. concunently, the major activity shifted location to the Karapiti (craters
of the Moon) area' some 4 km to fie southwest where ttre heat flow increased by a factor of 10, then
subsequently decreased !o about 5 times its pre-exploihrion value (ibid). Activity also increased in two other
areas, both approximaoly 2 km disant from the Geyser valley area (Allis, 1979a: lggl). lvairakei exploitation
effects have also been observed at he associated rauhara field (disappearance of hot springs, increases in steam
heaied activity, hydrothermal eruptions and surface heat flow), though on a much smaller scale than at Wairakei
(Allis, 1981; 1984; Scon and Cody, l9g2).

observations at both wairakei and rauhara show ttrat changas in the character of 0rermal activity can occur on
time scalqs as short as a few years (Atlis, 1979b). As a consequence, it is prudent ro monitor all surface thermal
activity prior to the commencement of exploilation and, particularly, during the early phases of field drawdown.
Aerial thennal IR surveying is potenrially one of ttre best methods for such monioring.

Infrared Applications: Aerial infrared (IR) investigations of six geothermal areas in New Taland(Karapid,
Tauhara-Taupo, Tikitere, Kawerau, Rolorua and Broadlands) were conducted from l96E !o f925. Both IR
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phoography (resricted n wavelengths less than 0.9 pm) and IR scanner (wavelength band ^4.5-5.5 pm) merhods
were used to examine their application for heat flow measurement and thermal monioring (Dickinson, l9?2;
19-13; 1975; Dawson and Dickinson, 1970; Hochsrein and Dickinson, l9Z0), Analysis of rhe Karapiti and
Tauhaa-Taupo scanner surveys showed ttre IR method was not only successful in identifying and delineating
thermal areas (two new thermal feaures were discovered in ttre Taupo area (Dickinson, 1973)), hence useful for
natual heat flow shrdies and monitoring putposes, but trat it was practical and economical. especially for
examining those thermal areas located within and nearby urban zones. These early investigations noted thar other
survey methods' such as smndard tomperalre survgysr would be extremely dme consuming, expensive and in
some cases impractical. The resuls obtained were very promising, but firther investigation and development
were not pursued"

In 1981, multispectral aircraft scanner surveys obtained thermal IR imagery of the Rotorua and Rotokawa
geothermal fields' Though thermal areas could be identified in both sets of imagery, no detailed interpretations
werc afrempted (Lynne, 1983; Timmins et at., l9g3).

Recently published discussions of ttrermal IR investigations have dealt mainly with heat flow determination (del
Grande et al., 198t, ttrermal modelling and mineral identification (not specifically geothermal) (Ka1le et al.,
1983; 1984). None of ttrese recent studies have been related to geothermat monitoring.

rnlhared rnsh'umentation: Since the mid-1970's, more advurced IR equipment and more sensitive detectors
have been developed. The recent availability of rtrermal IR (-8-14 pm) detectms that operate u liquid nitrogen
temperatures G77 K> provides the ability to observe in the wavelength band where most t€nestrial objecrs emit
theirmaximumradiation: L--7.8pm (forT= l00oC= 373 K) to l0.l pm (fonT= l5oC=2EgK). Because
inexpensive and widely available liquid nihogen, rather than liquid helium Cr - 4 K), can be used for tlre detecor
coolant, more flexible and economical survey programmes are possibre.

In the past five years, the use of video imaging data collection rechniques has also been developed (Meisner,
1986)' video offen several advantages. The real-time avaitability of ttre imagery (dala) obtained allows checks
on, and modifications of, methods while acnrally conducting the survey. For example, the necessity for more
detailed observations at particular locations can be determined in the field and conducted during the survey. Fm
example, the necessity for more deailed observations at panicular locations can be determined in the field and
conducted during the survey. The video daa format allows vast quantities of data to be collected and easily and
accurat€ly ransfened to comput€r for digital processing via a large number of image analysis techniques. The
cost of video tap€s is also significantly less thur photographic processing. Use of a helicopter as the obaervarion
platform, rather than conventional aircraft, also provides much grcater versatility in conducting the suney work,
allowing much greater control and choice of altitude, velocity, etc.
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rnshumentation Available in New Zealand: An instrument is now available in New Zealand which
incorporates both a liquid nitrogen cooled thermal IR detecror (mercury-cadmium-telluride) and video data
capture' This instrument, an Inframetrics 525, is owned and operated by ASEA Services (Ilamilton) and is used
by them for eleEical and mechanical engineering purposes. I have examined lhis instrument during two recent
visits to ASEA services. From an initial brief hands-on demonstration and discussions with the operating
engineer @' Kilpatrick, ASEA' pers. comm.), it appeared that this instrument might be capable of performing
the observations necessary o provide effective and economical aerial surveys for geotlrermal surface featgre
monitoring. A short test of the Inframerics 525 performed in early June l9gz, also indicated hat the
instrument's sensitivity and ruolution should be sufficient for such surveys (red Cox, Mt Albert" DSIR, pers.
comm'). I have subsequently (24 October 1987) performed a cursmy ground test of the instrument and believe
it is capable of openating at a standard necessary for performing thermal area monitoring surveys. A test of the
Infranretrics 525 instmment capabilities is scheduled for December 1987, when parts of the Ronrua geothermal
field will be surveyed under a conlract funded by GGTG and tlre Rotorua Monitoring programme. preliminary

results are expected to be available witrin a month after the rest flight.

Assuming the test $lrvey is as successful as expecM, an effective, economical geothermal surface feanrne/area

mapping technique will become available. Such a survey method would be an extremely valuable tool for
thermal area monitoring. Baseline ttrermal feature characteristics such as locuion size and intensity, could be
defined' Periodic repeat surveys could identi$ changes in rhese surface fearure characteristics resulting from
nahral process€s or geothermal development.

tr. IR SURVEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS, DATA COLLECTION AI{D AhIALYSIS
Survey Design: There are no absolute rules for ttre design of aerial thennal IR scanner surveys of geothermal

ineas. Consideration must be given to the time of year and day the survey is to be conducted. rhe local
meteorological conditions, the exlent of the area to be covered, the dorail of information required, and rhe
characteristics of the instrument to be used.

The choice of tfte best time of year 1o conduct aerial thermal IR surveys of geothermal areas is debauble. while
the shorlBr days and lower sun angle during winrer provide the least solar heating effects and lowest average non-
thermal ground temperatures, frost and fog can present problerns (Dickinson, 19Z6). The longer, warmer summ€r
days result in greater solar heating effecc and higher average non-thermal ground tsmpemtureq hence cause
geat€r interference with the determination of low intensity thermal area boundaries. However, the problem of
ground surface condensation (i.e. dew formation) are minimised. For Turpo Volcanic Zone geottrermal areas,
the best s€ason to perform aeriat thermal IR surveys is probably autumn (Aprilffiy), when the weather
conditions tend to be most stable (Hochstein and Dichnson, l9T0). The solar heating effects are less of a
problem than during summer and by choosing ttre appropriate meterological condirions (e.g. high uniform cloud
cover during the day of the flight) solar heating affects can be reduced (Clemenr, 1975). It is srongly
recommended tlrat if repeat surveys of an area are to be conducted for monitoring puposes, they should be done
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so at the same time of year, under similar conditions (Ailis, l979b).

Ideally, the optimum time of day for conducting aerial thermal IR surveys is predawn, about two hours before
sunrise (Avery and Berlin, 1985; clement, 1985; del Grande, 1975; sabins,lg73). This is the time when rhe
diumal solar heating effects are a minimum, since the terrain has had a chance to attain quasi-thermal equilibrium
during the previous nighl Radiative temperatures are most scable at rhis time and temperature con6ast benpeen
thermal and non-thermal areas is greatest. However, fog and steam can present problems in thermal areas at this
time of day, as can the accumulation of cml air in topographically low areas (Stingelin, 1969; Dickinson, l9?3).
Night-time surveys then become a second best option. However, night-time navigation can present problems,
though not insurmountable ones. consequently, most geothermal IR surveys must be conducted during the
period around dusk (Dickinson, l9z3; Mongillo, unpubrished resurrs).

To obtain meaningful results, thermal IR surveys must be conducted during a period of dry weather, preferably
wiilr no rain having fallen for at least a few days prior to the survey. This is because wet surfaces can undergo
evaporalive cmling effecs which reduce rheir omperaturps thus complicating inrerpretation (Clement, l9g5).
There should be no clouds below the observation platform eilher, as ttry both srongly absorb the ttrermal
radiation coming from the area of interest and add dreir own via re-radiation processes (Lillesand and Kiefer,
1979)' These effecs can result in reduced image contrast or total obscuration of rhe scene. High, uniform cloud
cover may be beneficial to surveys conducted at dusk, since it reduces he day-time terrain solar heating effects
(Hochstein and Dickinson, 19?0; clement, 1975). For surveys performed during night-time and pre-dawn, clear
skie.s are best (Avery and Berlin, l9g5).

wind can also present problems. It increases the convective heu ransfer from ground !o arnospher€, tlrus
decreasing surface temperatures. For even moderab winds, conrrective heat transfer can equal the radiant ransfer
which dominates when wind is absent (watson, 1975). In order to avoid excessive atmoqpheric dust, and prevent
wind streaks and smears on ttre thermal imagery, surface winds should be less than -5 km/lu (Avery and Berlin,
1985; del Grande, 1975; clement, 1985). Light winds, however, can be useful for reducing condensation and
clearing away fog (Hochstein and Dickinson, 1970). l,ow winds at llying altitudes are also essenr.ial to prevent
excessive pladorm vibration and roll, yaw and pitch movemens which cause instrument polnting problems.

The specifics for the survey flight and rhe amount of data o be co[ected are delermined by the characteristics
of the instrument, the total area to be covered and the detail of information (i.e. ground resolution) required" The
specificuions of the instrument (Inframenics 525) available for use in ttris proposed survey are given in Table
l' The instantaneous field of view (IFov) refers 0o the cone angle wi0rin which incident radiation is focused
on the detector (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979). It and ttre flight alritude above ground level delermine the ground
resolution of the information collected (see Table 2). The toal field of view describes rhe angular size of the
complete ground scene observed (imaged) by the instrument during one complete scan cycle. The ground
disance covered by the scan in ttre direction perpendicular to the flight line is termed the swath wid0r. It is
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Gontrolled by ttre total angular field of view and the flight altitude. Hence, fo,r a given instrument, once the
ground resolution is chosen, the flight altitude is specified and the swath widrh and image size determined. The
swath width then controls the number of flight lines and amount of data (imagery) required to complelely cover
an area' The quantity of data is specified (Table 2) in terms of the equivalent numbs of complete images
required lo cover the area- Ground control temperature me,asurements must be obained in the area being
surveyed for quantitative calibration of fre aerial imagery (datra) collected. The definitions of the above described
quantities are illustrated in Figure l, and Table 2 provides the acnral values for the survey case.

Table l: Specification of the Inframerics 525 rhermal IR scannerr.

*From the Inframetrics 525 manual (ASEA, Hamilton)

Data Collection and Anatysis: Aerial surveys of the type being considered here apparently suffer from a few
disn[bing features, all related to the choice of ground resolution. Fm a fixed survey area, the higher the ground
resolution chosen, the greater ttre mal flight distance and survey time. Larger quantities of dau are collected,
therefore increased amounls of analysis are required. The coss of the suryey are reflected accordingly.
However, it should be noted that the data obtained covenl the entire field, with no gap,6.

The apparent problem of how to deal wittr such a large amount of data is not as serious as first appears from
Table 2' use of the video data capture mettrod provides the ability to easily storc vast quantities of daa and
analyr'e it. The raw data obained during the survey is collected as continuous analogue grey scale imagery on
a standard video tape and can be stored in this form. It is immediately available (via a standard television VCR
unit) for examination and bssic'level interpretation by the educated eye. fueas of interest which have been
identified for detailed study can be easily 'pickedoff' the video ape (while viewing) by means of a frame
grabber facility and dumped directly onto a computer in digital image format. This culling process makes
possible the rapid examination of very large quandries of data and allows choice of only those pieces requiring
detailed analysis.

once on fte computer, the data is available for analysis via a wide variety of digital image processing and
enhancement techniques. These include: contrast stretching (used to increase rhe delecrability of low intensity
anomalies),level slicing (which allows various temperaturcranges !o be identified) and false colourenhancement
(which assigns different colous to desired t€mpentrrre ranges). Analysis can be performed on inrlivirlual images
or on suiably mosaiced ones which cover larger areas of interest. one of the most powaful features of rhe

Toal Field of View:
Instanlaneous Field of View (FOV):
Detector:
Minimum Deecable Temperature Difference:
Specral Range:

l8o x l4o (with a 4:l zoom capabiliry)
-2 milliradians (mr)
mercury+admium-telluride (Hg@Te)
0.20c

8-12 pm
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image processing approach o ttre data analysis in these monitoring $urveys is the ability to easily compare the
results obtained from surveys conducted at different times. Image subtraction and ratioing techniques come to
the fore for this type of analysis.

Finat Constderatlons: The final dasign of a ttrermal IR scanner survey rgquires a reallstlc decision to be made
on the detail required. It is suggested that a 1.5 - 2.0 m ground resolution is adequte, and well beyond that
possible by any practical and economical ground-based survey (Allis, 1982, pers. comm.). r there is concem
about this ground resolution being inadequale for monitoring qpecific ttermal areas or feahres, lhen a survey can
be designed which covers the bulk of the field at lower resolution (4 n) and thoce areas of particular interest
at a higher resolution (sl m). The tyrye of survey discussed herein is extremely flexible and can be designed ro
fit many diverse requiremenb.

III. OBJECTIVES OF AND RATIONALE FOR CONDUCUNC THB THERMAL IR SURVEY
objectiva: The major objective of this proposed thermal IR survey is to utilise a newr reliable, cosc effective
method to provide comprehensive baseline (i.e. pre-exploitation) data on the location, extent and intensity of ilre
surface and near-surface thermal activity (ttrermal ground, hor/warm springs and pools, and hotArarm water
seepages) associated with the geothermal field. The information obtained from this survey would provide rhe
base to which future surveys could be compared for monitoring changes in hermal activity. The nature of tlre
proposed datra collection and analysis techniques also providas exremely easy storage and access to both raw data
and analyzed results at any future time.

Rationale: As defined by the resistivity boundary, rhe field has an area of -16 km2. The identilied surface
themal activity, consisting mainly of a few hor springs, minor mudpml areas, steaming/warm ground, sinter
covered ground and hot seepages/springs discharging into the waikato River, is conrained within this uea and
is concentrated in tffee distinct locations covering a total area of -2.5km2. Two of the areas are localed west
of the Waikato River: the northernmost one includes the greatest concenration of activity and covers rhe largest
area (-l'3 km'); while the second one is about I kmz in size and appears to extend onto the east side of the river.
The thid area is located in the southwest of the field and has an area of 4.24 km1 It should also be noted that

a large number of seepages and hot springs occur along the Waikato River, many with vigorous flows and
t€mperatures >65oc. As much x 70vo of the total natural hear loss of rhe whole field may be atributed ro ftese
river level oudlows.

Investigations of the surface thsmal activity indicate that it has shifred northwards due to natural influences.
Results of the most recent and deailed ground temperatue survey are in general agr€€ment with the earlier
findings, thus indicating no obvious long lasting changes in srface thermal activity during the intervening 15
years' It should be noted, however, that a field production test resulted in an almost immediate drop in the water
level of a large hot pool, though recovery eventually occurred when discharge was halted. In addition,
groundwater drawdown occured over a -l km2 area. This suggests ttut fult-scale @uction could result in
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significant changes in the shallower thermal regime. Therefore, it is certainly desirable rtrat monioring of the
thermal activity of the fierd be conducted on a periodic basis.

Most of the geophysical surveys of geothermal activiry conducted in the past have relied almost exclusively on
ground'based measuremenls, though black and white aerial photography has also been used as an adjunct
@ickinson, 1968; Allis and Webber, 1984). There are several problems inherent to exrensive ground-based

surveys: they are man-power intensive, generally take lengthy periods of rime to conduct (-monttrs) and are very
restricted in areal coverage and study deail by both access and economics. This latter limitation can result in
areas of interest being completely missed out by the surveys. For example, rtre l9g3 Allis and Webber (lgg4)
survey of Broadlands took approximately one month to conduct. Measuremen8 werc mainly nken along roads
and at other "easily" accessible locations, with large portions of the field remaining uninvestigated. The density
of measuremens varied widely, typically -l measurementf2@ m along rmds to as high as -l measuremenylO
m in known thermal areas' Allis and Webber (19s4) mention that they idenrified one thermal area that had been
missed in previous surveysi though later inspection of aerial phoographs showed it had been present earlier,
hence was not a new feature. Allis (1987, pers. comm.) has also shred that the l9g3 slwey missed ur
anomalous area.

Theabove discussion highlights the mqiordifficulties associated wirh rsing ground-based surveys for performing

detailed monitoring investigations over large areas. The helicopter-borne thermal IR survey troposed herein is
capable of overcoming all of the above mentioned problems. It can also reveal the key areas that may lvanant
follow-up ground-based measuremenls.

ry. THE SURVEY

Timing of Survey: As discussed above (Section II), a thermal IR survey can be flown during any season.
However, for best results it is suggested that the survey be flown in autumn (April or t"lay). ln tlre area of
interest early moming fog can certainly present problems, as can stearn. Considerably more st€arn may be
present during future surveys when the field is under large-scale production. Hence, for advanced planning, dusk
is probably the best survey time. The late-night period may also be feasible given appropriate navigational aids.

Area of survey: As mentioned above, the area of the geothermar neH is -16 km2 (^4 km x 4 km). In onder

tro be certain that presently unlmown low intensity thermal areas located near tlre boundaries of ttre field arc not
missed, it is suggested that an area of - 20 tmz (4 km east-west and -5 km north-south) be surveyed. Using an
IFoV of 2 mr and assuming a20Vo sidelap for flight lines, Table 2 presents the flight and dara details for ground
resolutions of I m and 2 m. Results are included for both 16 kn2 and 20 kmz survey areas. The approximate
equivalent number of images obained for the whole field, as well as for the three known thermal arees only, are
also given.
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Flight and data deails for the thermal IR survey.

126 (1s8)

a

t
*
+?

o

Calculated derails from Mongillo (19g97, unpublished).
Height above mean ground level.
Assuming a 20Vo sidelap for the flight lines.
Tl" TI data actually collected in continuous format. Equivalent number of images refers 19 the number
9_f 

suialty chosen-pieces required to cover rhe specifiCarea.
Value for a 20 km2 area survey.

comment on Data Analysis: Note that though the data covering the whole -16 km2 area amounts to -roz4
equivalent images for a ground resolution of I m (rable 2), that covering ttre three known tlrermal areas (lotal
combined area of <2.5 km'z) is -163 equivalent images. since changes in activity would be expected to occur
first in the existing thermal areas, initial detailed analysis of only ttris -15% of rhe daa would be necessary. The
remaining -857o of the data would require only cursory examination, tlrough any portion of it would be easily
accessible and could be recxamined in detail if funre survey results or other reasons necessitated it

V. ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE SI,JRVEY

M A Mongillo (Chief Investigator) will be responsible for planning, cmrdinating and supervising the survey as
well as for analyzing the data and reporting.

ASEA services (rlamilton) will provide the Inframetrics 525 ttrermal IR scanner and engineer to operats it
Mongillo would anange for heticopter use through lakeland Helicopters, Taupo, who have had experience in
performing survey-type worlc It is e'stimated that -3 houn of helicopter flying time will be required to perform
the survey.

The data will be analyzed by Mongillo, using the Division of Information Technology, DSIR image processing
facilities.

Though the actual stwey will be performed in one day, analysis and reporting are expected o require -3 monilrs.

A detailed budget outlining the costs for conducting the survey, analyzing the resulrant imagery and reporting
was also included.
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Appendix D
Proc 12th New Zeatand Geolhermal Workshop 1990

THERMAL INFRARED VIDEO IMAGERY
OVER THE ROTORUA GEOTHERMAL FIELD

it.A. Monglllo C,J. Bromley

oSlR Geology ond Goophyslcs, Walrakel, priveto Beg, Taupo

ABSTRAcT

Delincadon rnd monitoring of rurfacc thermal activiry argcorhcrmal dcvclopmcnt sircs and in tourisl and urban aias isimponant for borh planning and safety ,""ronr- B"."ur" rfr"gundard groundbased methods for such work 
"r"- 

,i_"
IliT-igl rod ofren impractical, we have becn acvcloping
ncucopter-bornc vidco rhcrmal infrarcd scanncr tcchniqucs. h a
ringle 2-tour suwcy, a toul rrea of t5_20 t , 

"- 
U" J""J,r

a ground nsolution of l-2 mr.

Thc rcsults obuincd ar Rororua dcmonsrarc thc valuc and mwcrof thc vidco dau capntc mcrhod, which p-"iJ"r-i-.ior"
moninring and rhe abiliry to store trge quantitics of rcadily
acccssiblc continuous ioragery. Wc havc also csublishcd an

T:!: fT*r*tS facitiry which rllows rhe imagcry ro bc

3,gry* tor rn&tysis by powcrful imagc proccssinglechrriqu"s.
wc lavc bccn able to accurrEly map thcrmrl fcanres in
rclativcly inacccsiblc arcas, dcrcct ricrmai warcr flowini Gugrr
opcn ud covercd drains and thcrmal inllows ro sw-uns and
lskcs,.dctccr hot spots in scaled mads and crrprrfr-*nrou","O
orrr thcrmal arcas, and csublish bascline daa to compuE with
funue inftared survcys for monioring 

"f,-g", 
in ,orf;; *-,iriw.

INTRODUCTION

Thc Rotorua Geothermal Ficld represcnr an cxucmcly imponant
rtsourcc for ic cultural valuc, ar r tourist aftracdo;, rnd as a
lourcc of cocrgy for domestic rnd mmmcrcial usc. Though rfterc
havc_ bccn many scicntific sNdicr conducted $ thc i,ororua
Gcorhcrmal Frcld @SIR g!, l9g5), ecvcral oi fic nrnaamcnuf
rnrib.urcs.of rhe georhcrmal sysrern, including its sizc, rtucturc,rlc crstrlbulon of associacd gurfacc thcf,rnel acdvity, rtmain to
bc rccurarcly dcflncd" Conscqucntly, thc DSIR mounrcd an
inrcnriv-c-invcstigation of thc Rororua geothcrm.t ,yrr.rn a*ing
thc l9E9-90 financial ycar. Ar s prn of rf,i, ,ruOV, ,
comprehcnsivc hclicopar-borne thcrmal IR scsnner survcy was
conducrcd ovcr thc Rororur Georhcrmsl Ficld ro obrrin a b.LUn"
map of surfae rhem;ral rctivity, A discussion of this infrrred
rurvcy and thc rcsuhs obuined ur prcrcnrcd in rhir paper.

EACKGROUNI)

Thc Rotonra Gcorhcrmal Ficld has an approximatc surfacc arca
in excess of l0 km2, much of which cxlnds bcncarh rhc city
isalf. Thc major surfacc thcrmal activiry associarcd wirh rhc ficld
is conccnracd in scvcral widcly distributcd locadons, including:
Wbalarrwarcl,a, Ariki.kapatapa, Ngrpuna, Sulphur Flars.
t ovcnrmcnt Gadcns, Kuinu park and Ohincmutu (FiSuc t). It
ir lrown rhar changcs in borh rhc characrcr and tocatiJn of suctr
surfacc ihcrmal acdvity occur naturaUy, and thar rhcsc changes
can bc accclcrated by explointion (Allis, lggl; Simpson, l9E5),
Chrnges in cxploitation nrre may also influcnce thcrmal fcaturcs.

During rhe 1970's and carly l9g0's, rhcrc was cxulmc conccrn
cxprcsscd thtt ovcr-cxploitarioa was advcrscly rffecting rhe
imponanr nrmral fesmrcs at Whelarcwarewa Tiermat Reserve,
an imponant Maori cultural and ourisr site. As 8 n sulr, an
inrcnsive rl-year moniroring srudy was conducrcd (19E2-l9gr)
which culminared in rhe politica.l dccision to closa rhosc
exploidng geodrermal bores locaad wirhin a 1.5 km radius ofrhe
arca- ft was hopcd rhat such a dccrpasc io cxploiution would hclp
rlsrorc somc of Whalarcwarewa's narural fearurcs rs wcll rs
prcvenr funher dcgradadon of rhosc remaining. This dccrrasc in
exploiudon might also ilducc chrnge in dre thcrma.l rctivity u
othcr localities.

Since much of rhe surface activity in Rotorua is locsred close o
urban arEas, rccrcational rcscrvca and @urist dcvelopments, it is
clearlv very imporunr o accuratcly characterisc and monircr rt
for feanue preservation rnd safcty rEasons, as wcll as for
plaffdng purposes @ickinson, t973; Mongillo, lggg; l9g9).
Changcs in surfacc acdviry can atso signal chrnges in the
unlcrl4ng georhermal syscm, hencc. toowledge of-riem is of
scienrific irnponancc as well as of usc for fiJld managcmcnr
purPoses.

The mcasugmenr of individual fcauur empcrarurcs and shallow
ground cmpera$rE surveys havc commonly bccn uscd o
ch.eracrcrisc gcorhermal activiry and oonitor for any change.
Unfomrnarely, rhcse mcrhods are gcncrally incompierc, often
impractical. and ertrcmcly dmc consuming and expcnsivc. Thus.
iurponanr moniroring is ofien ncglcctcd. To ovcrcomc thesc
problems. a helicopter-bome vidco thermal infrard scanner
tjtrhnique was dcvcloped for usc ia Ncw Zcaland by DSIR
Geophysics Division (now DSIR Gcology and Geophysics). Thc
merhod is founded upon the principlc &ar all obje;6 hsving
kinedc cmpcrarurcs (T) abovc abgolurc zcro (0 K) imir rhcrrnat
infrarcd (lR) radiadon which has a toral cncrgy contenr
proponional ro f. This rhermal IR ndiation cmitrcO Uy ttrc
rccnes of incrcst is dcrcctcd by tie scanner and rccordcd on a
vidco tape as imagery in shedcs of grey. ln gencral, rhc honcr rhc
gurfacc fcatue, rhc brighrcr (whircr) it appeani on the imagcry.
The vidco imagcry can bc vicwcd on a standard TV-VCT, syiam
as a quick asscssmeot mcthod However, thc rcal po*". of rh"
mahod rcsulrs from digitizing rhc imagery and applying
campurer pocessing rcchniquca which allow imagc concction
and enhanccmcnr, hencc pmviding much greater dciail and morc
quanriudve information.

THE SURVEY

A comprchensive acrial hcrmal IR suwcy of dre Rotorua
Gcothcrmal Field wes conducrcd on I Msrch 1990. Three
simuluncous sets of imagcry wcre obained using two diffcrcnr
vidco rhcrmal IR scanners and a visible vidco camcra mountcd
on a hclicoprcr pladorm.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Thc thcrmal infrand imagcry was obnined using two diffcrcnt
vidco rhcrmal IR scanncrs; a FLIR Sysrems 10004 (owned by the
Philips Scarch and Rcscuc Trusr. Taupo) and an lnfrrncdcs 52S
(owncd and opcrarcd by ASEA-Brown-Bovcri, Hamilron). borh
rDountcd on 8 Squirrcl hclicoprcr (opcratcd by Hclicoprcr
Scrviccs, Taupo, Lrd). Thc usc of both insrrumens rffordcd rhc
opptuniry to comprrp them under cxacdy thc samc operadng
conditions and providcd a rcdundancy which proved ro bc of thc
grearcst valuc whcn thc FLIR dctccror cooling sysrcm failcd
rbout mid-way thmugh thc survey.

FLIR 10fl)A: Thc FLIR sysrcm has rhc complcre scanncr
mecbanism, infrand dctccrors. comprcssed argon gas cylindcr
8trd cryostar, all conoincd sirhin a 32 cm diamcrsr sphcrc
mountcd bcncatb rhc helicopar. Thc rhermal IR radirdon from
tbs sccne passcs into the sphere rhrough a gcrmanium window,
wbcrc ir encrs the opdcal.mechanical scrnning sysrcm which
fcuscs and swccps it acmss rwo mws of single mcrcury-
c".l-iurn-rclluridc dcrccron u.hich arc cooled to a[out gZ K by
e comprcsscd gas (argon) cr.vostat. Thc dctccror syscm is
scositivc in tlrc E-12 pm wavclcngth band. wirh pcrk scnsitivity
sl sbout 10.6 pm. An cxemal connoller, locatcd insidc thc
bclicoptcr, controls thc insmrment and proccsses thc clccrical
siFals from rhc dctccton ro producc black and whirc imagery of
rhe sccne rcmpcrature patcm. The imagery thus produccd can bc
obfcrvcd oo r porablc TV-monitor and simultaneouslv ncordcd
on r rnndard WIS-PAL porublc vidco 

"r.r.n",".oid"r.

Tbc FLIR insmrmcnr has a roul framc ticld of vicw (i.e. imagc
sizc) of 28o (horizontal) r l?. (vcnical) wirh an irsununcous
6cld of vicw of 1.87 milliradians. Thc nominal survcv alrirudc
wts 610 n (m00 ft) above jround tevcl, pmvidini a naair
E:onnrl rtsolution clement of about l.l m and a toul imagc sizc
of rbout 300 m x lEO m, or 5.4 x lf m2, Each black and whic
image consisrs of about 400 lines with sbout 260 pixcls (picture
elemeor) pcr linc. An uncalibnad grBy scale is supcdmposcd
rloog rhc rop of $c imagcry. The instrumcnt's pointing azirnurh

"'"1 clcvadon, conrollcd by rjoystick from wirhin rhe hclicoprcr,
re indicarcd by cunor positions rclativc to fiducirl marks (rhon,
bright linc$ locacd along rhe ro,p urd righrhand sidc of thc
imlgcry.

lnfnmetrlcs 525: Dctails of rhe Inframerics 525 insmrmenution
can bc found in Mongillo (l9BB). Rcladve ro rhe FLIR, ir has a
sinilar nadir ground rcsolution of 1.2 m, but r smaller imagc sizc
of 192 sr x 150 m (2.9 r ld m:) ar 610 m aldtudc. Thc iniagcry
coasists of 240 lincs wi$ 157 elcmcn$ pcr linc and his a
EoparstlnE rangc scalc locared along drc lcfi cdgc urd an
iotclsity wcdgc supcrimposcd along rhc borbm.

To essist with location and inrcrprrtadon, simultaneous visibtc
vidco imagcry was also obuincd using a portablc video csmers,

SIJRVEY DETAILS

Tbe fint comprchcnsivc baselinc vidco rherma.l IR survcy of rhc
Roorua Gcorhcrmal Ficld was conducrcd betwccn 6.30 pm ancr
9.15 pm on I March 1990. Venica.l imagcry was obained over
ur lE lrn2 uea" which includcd all lnown rhcrmallv activc aras
ard errcnrled well bcyond rhe boundary of rhc held as ir is
pr.tc,,fjll dg:fiaed (DSIR cr sl, l9E5),

A otal disuncc in crccss of ljO tn was flown, covcring 32
flighr lincs plus scFup and cslibradon runs, ar a nominrl altiiude
of 610 m (FiSue l). The qpical hclicoprcr einpccd was abour
60 knos (ll0 bn/tr). The wcarhcr condidons during rhe 5-day

!*d pt* lo de survcy had been very srablc, warm and dry.
Durhg the survey, rhc sky was clear and a lighr wesr to
Southwest wi[d was prcsent, nhich causcd minor dcviadons from
the planned fliphr lines.

The survcy propressed westwards from the crstem edge of thc
ficld. afrcr pcrforming rhc initial insrumcnr alignmcnr ;d su-up
over the Rotorua Airpon rnd conduding a calibradon run ovcr
thc gcncrrl viciniqv of rhc Polyncsian pools. Thc FLIR insrumcnr
bcgan crhibiting problcms during flighr line 15, and was shul-
down afrcr linc 17, Thcrmal IR imogcry was obrained for rlrs
rcmrining 50% of the survcy using only the Inframcmcs
insrumcnl Thc visiblc vidco camcra provided good imagery ro
tho cnd of flighr line 17 (abour E.20 prn), afrer which ir ias roo
drrt for uscful imagcry to bc obrained-

Thc ground suppon neccssrry for conducdng this survcy was
providcd by one navigation crcw 0o rssist rhc hcliioprcr
nrvigator) rnd rhrec calibrarion gloups. The calibration groups
madc gmund trut}r mcssuremcnts of watcr surfacc rcmoeiaturcs
at prD-drrcfiBincd sitcs which inctu&d borh nrrural (thermal
springs, hlre5, srrcarns) and msnmade (ambienr and hcarcd pools)
fcatures. Thesc mclsurEmcn$ wcrc madc wirhin 0.5 hr of *rc
imagcry bcing collectcd ovcr thc area.

IMAGE ANALYSB

The imagc prccssing facilir)-, rcccnrly cshblishcd n Wairakci,
consirs of a PC286 compuan with an 84 Mbya hard dish maths
cGprocessorr and high rtsolution colour monitot. pC_Epic
softwerE dcvelopcd by DSIR Division of lnformation and
Tcchnology is used to intcracdvcly grrb selecred irnagcs, as the
vidco tapcs arc playcd back through I sundsrd VCR. These
images cal bc digiidly cnbanccd using a wide variery of
proccssing options. Thc lnfrsrncrics imrgery is inirially concoed
by pcrforming a nladvc shifr (rpicslly 2 pircls) bctwccn the odd
and cvcn Eclds. This cliniaarcs rhc ,,saw looth, banding cffccl

Figure l. Skcrch map of the Roorua srca showing princlpal
sEecB. rhc lake cdgc and rhc locarions of rhe flishr lincs uscd
during the I htarch t990 rhcrmal IR sun'ev.
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CIho.FLIR imrgery does nor nccd rhis conection). Thc imagcs
arc thcn usually fihcred wirh a uniformly wcighrcd S$ ;adal
fiIrcr.-Thcy may bc lcvcl-sliccd ar suiuUteLmpclrurc i"*i"n"(c.g. lcC) or pscudo,colourcd to highlighr ccnain *orJ.r. ff,.
T:qr 11n t:dy:_{ by soerchint aiuuser of rciJr raisc or
prxct valucs (0 ro 255) so rhar ir ranges fton black ro wNrc. This
!s thc gffccr of enhancing subrlc rc-mpcramwariationiio'arr"r
ot pafticufttr incresl Other cuhanctmcnt options rllow
cono.uring of rhc pixcl valucs at ruiublc a.p"ot o in"r"ioot,
and bistogram-cquqtirtieg. Up o thrcc scpanEly 

"*_a"aimages can bc supcrimposal

RSSULTS A.IIJD CONCLUSIONS

Visual cxarnhation of tbc rhcmal IR imagery colleccd ovcr
Rotsua rcvcak rll rhc majc rherm"l .r.*, drr,i*""U."igr""a
rpsolution, As pan of rhc documenradon of *rc survey, Ld rc
lssisr userc. ubles havc bccn prcparcd lisring fearures ofirr,.r"r,
alongsidc rhcir locadon on rhe vidco apes'and rf,, nigfri-fi""
oumbcr. Ground-trurh rcmpcratue calibration mcasure.ri* *"r.
oDrancd at 62 sires and havc also becn nbulared rlone wilh
locadonr and timcs. A total of 126 irnagcs. covering rnor,if ,h.
thcnnal arecs, havc becn &amc-grabbed hom thJ vidcos snd
yvcd u 512 x 512,E-bir digirizcd irnages on floppy airi if,"r"
rmagc! cao bc reartily rcricvc4 cnhanccd and prinug for specific
pr.Eposcs. Images prescntcd in rhis papcr arc grcy-le"ci lascrprints produccd ar Wairakei. phorographic ,ia'f"r"r_Grcr
cproducrion can producc highcr qualiry'hardcopics, inctuding
colour.

As wcll as accurarcly mapping rhe morc familiar thermal
rtseffos, the survcy has also locarcd somc lcsser known dtcrmal
fcarures, panicularly in the forcsr sourh of Wnanrcwarcwaficu
a fault passing Pohrturoa Trig), and also prcviouslv unlnown
springs on ttrc bcd of l-skc Rororua- 

'From ligrp*. o
-Oj1r'tcTu,u.t:r" T r-y hor sccpagcs locared alorig'the lrtc
coge. In addition, rherc are scvcral localiscd hor spdts on rhc
surface of rhc lale fiar are prcsumcd to ovcrlie latc bcd hor
sFnngs. (Jnc & sirualcd abour 20Om offshorc from rhc puarenga
Srrcem mouth, two arc locsrcd sbour ?(Ln and 20r0m Oorn ,f,"
Uhrhhs StrEsrn mourh (Figurc 5), and rlere rrc sc"eJtocarea
ro thc ahallow wacn and on romc of the small islands in
Sulphur 8ay.

hcvious measulcmcnc of thc chloridc conccntrations of tnown
inllows f,nd oudlows from l-ake Rororur havc idcntified a
substantial chloridc flux isrbalancc. Approx.imacly 50% of rhc
total chloridc flux lcaving rhc latc has not ycr bscn sccounrcd for
(Hoarc, 1985: Glovcr, pcrs. comm; 1990). Thc Rororua IR resulrs
suggcrt tial a subsrs$dal ponion of rhc unbrown chloridc input
may bc comhg fmm rhcsc hot springs in rhc bcd of rhc laic,
cspccially in drc Sulphur Bay arca- Conlirmadon of rhis
discovcry would rcsuh in a subsuntial incrcase in thc cstimadon
of natural hcat and mass oudlow hom thc Rororua Georhcrmal
Ficld which, in tum, would havc imponaat implicadons for
rescrvoir simuladon modcls and ficld managcmcnr.

Anorher Esult of thc IR survcy is rhc idcntification of hor spors
wirhin scated roads and carparks buih over thcrma.l areas.
Examplcs can bc found in thc Gcyscrland carpark at rhc cnd of
Fenton Swct (Frgurc 2), Old Taupo Road berwccn rhe Thermal
Motor Camp and Arikilapakapa (Figurc 3), a carpark on the
north sidc of Rororua Hospiral, and Lakc Road oppoiirc Korokai
Strcct.

Hot warer discharges duough culvcru ard &ains, both covcrcd
and uncovercd. lrc also rcvcaled. Examplcs include an opcn drain
from Taherangr Marac ro Uruhina Smam, a drain rhrough ihc
Motutara Colf Course, covcred drains under the junction of
Tarcwr Road and Kuirau Srcet (Figurc 4). and a covcrcd drajn
ftom Quccn Elizaberh Hospiral ro rhc lata. Ttre lR imaserv has
sufficienr rcsolution ro identify hor man-hole covers (a6o;l lm
diamcrcr) over rhcrmal drains near rhc lale fronr. In addition, a

;!lon g:llo ajro t,ronue-r

lrrge number of uncovercd heatcd srvimming pools can bc
idcndfied.

Thc primary objcctivc of this survcy, ro catablish a baselioc for
comparison sith funuc inFarcd survcys to monilor chanscs in
rurfacc activiry, has becn succcasfully met. Ground ruri ancl
imrgcry cdibration playcd an csrcntia! mlc h $is work- Using
thc ground rruah 'l"t& the crlibraad laftamcrics imagcry
obuined ia this suwcy was dctcrmhcd ro covcr thc rurfacc
tcmpqrature nngc of l5o - 30.C Comparison of rhis imagery
sith cdibracd imrgery obnined on rEpc$ furuE survcys should
thcn rilow absolurc rempenrue changes ar lcast wirhin rhis l5oC
rangc to bc mcasurcd. Thc FLIR irnagcry is nor inrcmally
calibrated, though laboratory tesdng and analvsis of rhe ground
truthed Rororus images dcmonstrarcd that it covercd a lround
surfacc cmpemrure range of about 22oC. Conscqucnrly, rilau"e
Empcraaurc changes at least wi$in rhis rangc should be
d.Ectablc on rtpeat FLIR surveys. Howevcr, image prcessing
Echniquca coutd allow absolure tcmpcrarures .nd timpcnrurc
changes to bc dcrcrrnincd if derailed calibradon Drceduns wcrc
performcd

FT.ITURE DIRECTIONS

l. Accuratc navigation 8r rhc flighl altirudc of abour 6l0m
har becn a problcm, which we hope to solve in furure
hclicoprcr-bome survcys by using GpS, a sare[ic based
global positioning syslcm.

2, Wc plan ro excnd the use of thcrmal IR ro acrive volcano
moniloring applications, mapping changes in surtacc
thcrmal anomalies.

3. The cchniquc should rlso provc uscful in the srudy of
thcrmal plumcs crcarcd by rhe dischargc of hor wsrer
from thermal power sutions inro riven, lakcs or oceanr.

4. lmagc proccssing rchniques can assisr inrcrpreu.ion ofa
widc rurge of gridded dau sets, such as graviry,
magnerics and resistiviry, os well as captrmxt vidco
imatcs, snd SPOT corcllirc imagery. Wc plan ro providc
a faciliry for thc enlsnccmenr and comparison of griddcd
dan bsscs from a varicty of rourccs.
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Figure 2. Thcrmal anomalics in the Geyserland Rcson and Ariiikapelapa Golf Counc
carparks ar thc sourhcm cnd of Fcnton Smcr (lmking nonh). Thc bright featurcs at the lsfi
ara thcrmal lalcs. Thc imagc is filtercd atrd cnhanccd to clearlf illusrrau thc carpart
anomalies. Brighmess inrewal (0,185t was suetched to (0,150) and intenal (186,355)

shificd and comprcssed rc (251J55).

Figure 3, Thcrmal anomaly on Old Taupo Road bctwecn Arikikapalapa Golf Course and
thc Tbcrmal Monr Camp (looking nonl1. Ncar surface ground tcmpcraturcs of up to 40 o

C occur wiftin the honcst poruons of rhc anomail' south of the road. The brighr arta ar rhe
cxrcmc lefi of the imagc is pan of LaIc Tnnganrua. The motor camp ssimming pool
(bonom cdge. far nghu has I lempera$re of 25.8 "C. lmager) is corccte4 filrercd and
levcl-sliccd (2 oC rnrervals).
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Ilongtiio ilnd BrDrnl6)

Figure 4. Three lineu ilrermal fearqrcs near rhe juncoon of Tarewa Road (nonh mndingl
and Kuirau smer are causcd by hor gcorhermal wltcr floning thmugh culveru undcr th'e
roads. A backyanl hangi (georhcrmal scam cooking dcrico can bc sein in rhc borrom righr
corner. and a drermal swimming pool is at the upper lcfr of ccnsr rjusr cast of rhe uruhina
Suearn). This image is correcred, filtcrcd and ievcl-sUced (? oC inrervals). Ground area
covercd by Ois image is about 190 m by 150 m.

Figure 5. lnfrared imagery of rhe mourh of r}e Liruhinr Sreem (Ohinemutu). Thc cold
sream rvarer (17.5 'C) produccs a d.rrk plume inro *armcr Lale Rororua (22 oC). A hor
spnng in the lale bed can bc clearly scin, along wiri hor sccprgcs ar &e lakc cdgc on
cither side of the sueam mourh. Thc brighr areas on rand corr.spond ro rhermar grDund rhe
image is correged, fikersd and enhanced so thar brighrnels levels (0,114) rtmninu.n*rys.l. To highlight hc seeps and hor spors. rhe highei brighhess inrervals hrve bcen
shifted and comprcssed rn rwo segmcnts: (l l5.l j9) ro COO::ttr rn<t 0.10.25j) to (321:S5).
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Appendix E
ha. l0rh Ncw Teaiand Geo0ermal Workshop lggE

IHERMAL II{FRAREO VIDEO I},IAGERY OF THE ROTORUA GEOTHERHAL FIELD

til.A. llongil lo

Geoph.ysics Division, DSIR. llai rakei

ABSTRACT

The shal I on ground tenperature neasurement
surveys most cofinonly used to mnltor for andcnaractettse surface thernal changes are extremly
tirne consumi ng, expenslve, necessarl ly lnconoleteand, tn sotrp cases, lrnpracilcal. Aerial th'ermalinfrared lnvestigailons of l{ew Zealand qeotherfial
areas conducted from 1968 to l9lS il'lustr;ted theirusefulness for identifying and locatlng thernnlfeatures as wel I as asHmating treai flovs,Unfortunately, these studies were 

- not conlinueo.The recent availability of advanced thermal 
-lR

instrunentat,ion. and _ powerful lmige processingfaclllties ln lier Zealand, and the continuing needfor. a conprehensiye, economic geothermal sirfaceactlvity nonitoring technique, lid to the Dresentinvestlgation of helicopter-borne thermal Ii video
scanner mthods.

Thermal IR inagery of several thefinal areas
associated rith the Rotorua geothernul fleld trasoblained !,ith an Inframetrlcs -525 thermal tn UJeo
scanner rnounted in a hellcopter. Sinultaneousvlsible video imagery nas als6 obtalned to rsiistwlth interpretation. Preliminary visual examinaiionof the finagery shous that severil dlfferent thermal
feature- types, Includlng hot seepages, hot streims
.and poots and warr ground, are easlly ldentifiable.
trinmade reatures such as roads, cars and bulldlngs
are also clearly vislble.

An incorrect instrument phase adjustmentpro.duced ajr l.*-q"ry bandi ng probl em, however,
technlques for deflning and correctlng thb data have
been developed and are denonstrated. A Dethodology
f:l , obtaining, 

_ 
processing and anaiysing

comprehenslve thernal lR and vlsible vldeo lmigeryfor geothermal surface activlty monltorlng puipdi",
has. been developed. Use of the vldeo daia'.uptr."nethod avoids al I thg photographlc proceislng
problems and provides the ablli[y to eailly store
vast- quantities of data, examine lt at a basic leve.l
as -it ls_ being, collected and easily dlgltlze ano
analyse data of specl flc lnterest -uslnd 

poweriul
couputer tmage processlng technlques. Ai a resultof the success of thi! study, a cornpreheniive
baseline survey of the surfdce thenEl a;tivity at
Broadlands geotherrnal fleld ls scheduled for -late
1988.

lilTRoDUCTroil

Geothernnl fields typical l"y have ldentified
surface areas ln excess of l0 krn'. Associated zonesof surfaca and near-surf4Fe thernal acLivlty. rrhl;h
range in size fron <l m'up to -l kn". mii occu"
anywhere wlthin the fleld area. The altivitymanifests ltself ln a variety of forms; narrn/hot
and. steaming ground, fumaroles, |{arm/hot pools andsprlngs, geysers, sinten terraces, hydrothermal
eruptlon craters, rud pools and warrn/hot itreams and
seep.ges .

As a result of natural changes ln systern heat
source,. aIt-eration of permeablllty and vaiiation inreservolr fluld pressure, the internal structure anonear-surface properties of geothernal systerm are

mdifle_d, thus causlng change ln both the characterand location of the associated surfacemanifestations. Generalty, the ctrlnges--oi.u"
slowly,,and .in existing areas of surface ,itivlt" ortnelr tmEdiate environs, though neH sreas- ofactlvity can appear. ErperiencC at Uairakei andr.uhara geothermal flelds shas that the natural
evolution-ary processes can be significanily modialed
and accelerated by erploitatlon-. for eiarnote. atllairakei most of the bolllng sprlngs and ill of thegeysers -gglsc! actlvity Hithln a feir years of theonset of exploltation for the tairakel Geothermal
lgwer .s!9!i9n: Ih-e m.-ior.area of trrermar iiiirrty
also shifted location from Geyser Vrlley to Cratersof the Hoonr a distance ;f -4 km-. Sev€ral
hydrotheflrEl erupHons have since occurped at bothyal rakel and fauhara (Hongi I lo and Al I is, t9g8;Allis, 1984; Scott and Cody, l9S2) anA taigi iieasof steam heated ground have appeared ind ,re
observably changlng character on tim scales of a
fett years (llongillo and Allls,lgBS; Allis,l979a; b).

As irtplled above, change ln geothenrnl surfaceactivity.can lndicate the occurrence of lmpo.tan!
changes In the systen belor, hence ttre lnfoinniionprovided by its nDnitorlng can b€ useful lnreservolr studies and field managencnt. llhere new
geothennel .developments are planned or proceedlng,
It fs-prudent to monltor as ruch of dhe surfacethermal actlvity as poss{ble, prlor to conrEncefientof exploitatlon. Thls alloxs determlnailon ofbaseline characterisHcs to rhlch iutu..
neasurenents can be coflpared for change monitoring.It ls- also especially lnportlnt to npnltor tfienatural actlvlty durlng the ear'ly phases of fleld
product.l-on, a. perlod rhen naJor changes are knoHn tooccur (lbid.). The delineation and rDnitorinq ofsurface actlyltJ ln urban areas located 'neo"
explolted, as well as unexploited, flelds ls also ofconslderable lmportance both for plannlno Durooses
6nd safety reasons (Dlcklnson, l9l5; f973)-. '

Slnce anomalous surface and near-surface heat
dlschdrges are generally rssociated wlth thepresence of geotheroal systens, masurenent of
Indlvldual_ feature terp_eraiures and co,nprehenslve
shallow (15 crn-l m depth) ground tecperatuie surveysare often used to nonitor and characterlze thelr
changes. Unfortunately, these mthods are extrettly
time.consuming, expenslve, necessarily Inconpleter
:lq- In- sone cases, ltrpracttcal (Allls and tiUber,
1984; Dawson and Dickinson,19701. As a result,important surface feature rmn.tiorlng ls often
neglected.

- The development of a rellable, effective,
loH-cost technique for mpplng rnd monltorlng
surface and near-surflce geothen:rai actlvlty roula
be very useful. Early (1968-1975) aertal thirmal IR
investigatlons of geothermal areas fn llew Zealand
showed that thermal features could be ldentlfied and
located, .nd that heat flows could be estlnated(Dlcklnson, 1973; 1975; 1976; Hochstein and
Dicklnson, 1970). Though these results were verypromlslng, the lnvestlgatlons rere not conilnued.The recent availability of adv.nced lnfrnredlnstrumentatlol a_nd_ ponerful lnage processlng
facllltles ln New Zealand and the contlnuiirg need
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for. a.-comprehensive geotherial r.oni:r-ing technique
rekrndled interest in tne use of:her?al infraredremte sensing technigues for groinen:61 surface
feature moni tori ng. Consequenfl-v, n survey ofseverat geothefinal areas fas condlated to exlmlnethe sul tabi I ity of a hel i copter-bcrne thernal IR
video,scanner .for geotheral surfa:e feature studyand lnrestlgate the utilit, of digltal inrageprocessing technlques for analJtzing tne -lrnagery.

THE SURVEY ANEA

A helicopter-borne treF.El Il survey |ras
perforned over several ther.al arerr associat;d |{iththe Rotorua geothennal field on e;eoruari-ti8g.
The .areas. covered bJ t\fs studt ,ere chisen to
examl ne the instrun€nt's abilitJ to detect and
disti_nguish among a vari€:y of trerfial features.tne tocations investigated included the lake edgednd shore zones of Lake Roionra eriendi nq frimRotorua Ai rport to Onineiltu, a portt-on of
Ariklkapakapa, fi,st of 'Jha(are*areva and the lenqthof the Puarenga Strenn frG iaha(a.a.are*a to itsnouth at llgapuna (Fl gure l) - A non-therma.l
background control arer at Arara parl ras also
coyered as rrert tr{o other grotnd t"sih sites ]ocated
on known anomalous ground (ilgure l!. The lnagery
was rroHn at nn alrspeed of -25 b/::- rnd covered atotal dlstance of r16 kn. tarviga:ior ras performed
visually,. assisted by the real-:lt!! rDnitorlng ofthe lR . inagery as lt ras being col lected - ind
recorded.

- Th-e -lurvey l{as conducted in th€ late afternoon,
from 8.05 pm- to 8.45 pn local tine ilocal sunietr6s .-U..30 pm). Thorgh the reailer hrd been very
promj.sing.throughout the dry, it ouickly degenerated
Dy [.ne Erne the surveJ corRnaed. Th€ nlderate
on-shore winds dld not pose problenrs and it did not
l!!n. HoHever. the ld iloud cover restrictedflight altitudes to -500 a {abcve grarnd levet)-ior
the entire survey.

Flgure 1: Stetch of thr Rotorua thlrBl IR suryel,flight path t{tth thernl ar€.s tdenHfird.
Sttppled-llnes approxiEte thc iEgery suathr{tdth. cl, c2 and G3 arc thc arouiO lruth
locatlons.

InSIRUHEI{rATt0ll

_ _ The infrared inagery rras obtalned with anInframetrlcs 525 therrrral IR video scanner (owned andoperated by ASEA-Brmn-Boveri Servlces,'ttaniitoni
mounted in a Eell Jet Ran-ger helicopter (Flgure 2).The instrunent conslsts of a snall (rJ cni x'ii-c, xl6 cm) scanner head containing an opilcal-,necninicar
scanning sJstem which col le-cts ttre IR ridiation
from.the.target scene, focusses and sreeps lt aiross
9 -llqgr.d nttrogen (LNr) cooled nercury_crdmium_
rer turide detector seltsitlve in the 

- g_12 pm
wavelength band. The electrical signals fron thedetector are processed by the controller electionlcito produce DC-restored TV-type black and rhlte
imagery of the Scene tenperature pattern which canbe recorded on a standaid video tassette .eio"o""
{VCR) and simuttaneously observed ;; ; por.iaUfe
TV-monl tor.

The lnstrument has an instiotdneous fleld of
y.i_evr 9I ? millirians and a total frarc field of vien(H x V) of 18" r 14". At an altttJdi oi-iOO-r.'ir,e
nadir gnound resolution element is -l m and tnetotal field of viefl"covqrs an area of -l5g n x 123 rn(1.e. -1.94 x l0- m'). The imagery produced
consists of 240 interlaced lines rlitti l5l llementsper line. lt ls black and whlte, ,rith a b4-f;r,e(6-bit) grey scale range. gactr i,naqe h;; a
temperature range scale identlfication bir lociteo
on lts.left. edge and an Intensity wedge superirposed
along the bottom. The central- 40 ;f th; 64'grey
levels .of. -!he lntensity wedge (and imagery) 'ire
catrorared ror each te[perature range. For the mostsensltive range, l0'C, each tone corresponds to
0.250C.

_ . Though lt was planned to obtaln mostlyvertlcal lmagery, concern that the iqstrunen! would
be darEged by tne spillage of the LN, coolant durlngvertical operation resulted ln thf col lection oi
mostly oblique lnagery. Sim:rlianeous visfble
wavelength video imagery was also collected uslnq a
JVC Portapack visible video camera. The objective
here was to test the viablllty of uslng visiUlevideo lmagery, rather than ionventionai aerialphotography, to assist rlth the location andidentification of features on the thernal lmagery.

IilAGE PROCESSIl{G AIID A}IALYSIS

Visual exarnlnation of the themal IR imagery in1ts "rawo vi deo fornut can b9 conducted on 
- 

any
staodard TV-VCR systen. This procedure allows rreasof interest to be identified and provldes a mansfor basic level, interpretation by the educated eye.llowever, one of the most lmportant advantaoes of
vldeo lrEgery data is the abillty to easlly trinsferIt to- _a _conputer for processi-ng and ari'alysis uy
powerful dlgltal inage processing'technlques.

Conputer digital acquisltlon. Drocessinq and
analysis of the themul IR and visible video ifugery
was performed using the Divlslon of InformaIion
Technology (DSIR), inage processing systen whlchutllises the EPIC image proceislng softv{are(t'lcDonnell, 1985) implernenrei on a' ttiCROVAX2
computer system. An i nteracil ve frarne orabberfaclllty Has used to digitally capture 32 the;nal IR
and four visible images from their resoectlve videotapes. A video carmra linked to the irane orabber
'dls also used to di gltize por.fions of aerialphotographs coverlng thpee of the survey areas. The
dlgltized images thus obtained consist of Sl2 Iinesx 512 pixels and are re-scaled to have an g-blt
intensity_ range (i .e. 256 grey levels eith: 0 'black, 255 * Hhite).
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Flgure 2: Sketch of thermal IR survey pararneters and scanner system.

. lnitial visual erarylna-tion of the IR imageryJndtcated the presence of a perioJic f,o.iroit.fbanding problern. Closer scruilny of li oi'tnedlgi tized -inages showed that the 
-ba;dlnt 

"i, tt"result .of d periodic intenslty vartitton tnatEentailrtg_-groupS of four llnes and a Deriodic
l:lrrty:^tliI! in rheir horizontat locattons (Fisure
."4t. Ine _tatter problem appeam to have been'caJsed
?{ - .n . t.ncomect Instrument phase adjustment
.[rnrranetrlcs 0peratlons llrnual, p S-4; J.Hansberry, lnframetrics, pers. cofin. isgg).'

,. Tlr". fl rst stage of the lmage processino wasorrected at character.izing th€ detailed form o] thebanding probleil and rnrkin! co"rJitionJ-ro. .it.' nibest,cornect_l.on p-rocedure developed conslsted ofoestrrping the lmage to remedy the Deriodlcrntenstty var-iationsr then'unlaclng', it into twosuDrmages which |rere then re-inteilaced wlth anappropriate relatlye shift to correci tor 
' 

tneperiodlc horizont.l disptacement. Srnootntnq it eresultant irnge-'dith a io* pass I x j uniioimairy.
leighted spatial filrer (rhich roughly io"reiponasto the the^oretJcal instrument resot,itton .i[r"ntsrze, was round to be very- _effective In reduclngnoi5s sil6srs productng stg-nirtcant tosr"if'Oliiit.Ine resr,tt of these correction/filter{ng procedures'ls il lustratec in Flgure Ju.

.Various processing and analysis technlques weredppned to seyeral of the irnages nhich had beencorrected as descrlbed abovE. Quanlftaii""cofrelation of_the inagery uith the ,easu"ea crounOEenperatures of the callbratlon sites has noi yet
?ggn . atterpted. nepreseniaiive 

'-- 
"iiroi",rilustrattng the results of the most useful imageprocess.lng methods are presented ln Flgures J anJ-C.Note. th.at _the inages In these t*o"iiqi"es-"ie."

oornl ned rrom a laser pri nter, hencl do notdemonstrate the t.ue quitity'or -lie iirui't,obtai ned .

- - Flgure _ 3 presents lmagery of Lake
Roto-a-Tanraheke and iis vi,c.inlty. ftgu"" 

'fu 
st-lr.an alnost entire 'rar. lr.e. unprocessed) franegrabbed image. The banding proble, is 'cleariy

lllustrated. Figu-re 3b presenti ttre regulti iiterprocesslng and filterlng the lmage to corrici'itreolXglng. .. Lake- Roto-a-Tamaheke has a terpenature
--ly_i: ":n{ ol the br-ight features on the tmaserycorrespond .to hot pools rhose ternperatures ringefrorn 50-I00oC.

- Flgure 3c illustrates the results of densltyslicing of the lmage into 2"C steps (lnstrument
temperature scale). l{ote the clear definitlon of
the hlgher terperiture (brighter) areas both aroundthe Iake's edge and nearby. Detatls ln t,he hioher
temperature areas of the lrnage are enhanced ln
Flgure 3d by setting the .reas correspondlna to thecooler 801 of the lrnage to black and iontrast
stretchlng the remalning (201) higher tenperature
areas so they range In appearance from blrct toHhlte. The structure In the lakers surface
tenperature becomes quite apprrent.

Thermal areas near the mouth of the puarenga
Stream (l{gapuna area) are shown in the lmages in
Flgures 4a and 4b; Figure 4a Jllustrates the rlsults
of..contrast sketchlng the cooler 50t of the lmrgeyhile- settlng the rest (hotter parts) of the lmage
to white. Detalls ln the cooler areas are enhanced.
The bldck areas ln the lower rlght of the lmage are
vegetatlon and the grey areas are larm barren
ground. I'lany of the brightest areas are hot qround.
Hot springs can be seen located along the lowir adgeof the stream t,hlch runs dlagonal ly across tf,e
lng": Denslty 9-l-icing of the corrected tmage rt
2"C levels ls lllustrated ln Flgure 4b. - Ihe
possible pres€nce of a hot spring ln the strean bedis lndicated by the cone-shaped feature In the lowerleft hand section of the lmage.

The Polyneslan Pools area and nearby Lake
Rotorua are presented in flgures 4c (raw lmaie) and4d. Contrast sketching the 10-601 brightnesi rrnge
Has perforfied to enhance the niddle-brlghtnessareas. lhe bnightest rectangular feature ls
actually tvo large coollng v.ts containlng Hater
used by part of the complex and the othir four
brlght rectangular features are hot pools. The tHo
rectangular features whlch appear to have "crosses,ln then (Just left of lmage ientre) are two qrouos
of four pools (-3-4 m across) which are built ovlr
top th€ Radlun and Priest Pools (T. Lloyd, pers.
comm. 1988). Also note the hot streams floyinq'lnto
the lqke (left and right of the lnage) and the drain
of hot water fronr the pools complei (centre left of
lnage).

Imagery of the 0hineniltu area ls 3honn ln
corrected/fl ltered lrnage form ln Fi gure 4e. The
floH pattern of hot water dlscharging into Ruapeka
Bay (above and left of centre) frotn the smrller'hot
embayment (lower right) is clearly discernable. The
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Flgure 3a3 Rat{, uncorrected image (RIRHAK8). Flgure 3c: Denstty sltced lmage (VSC2ltFgC).

Flgure 3b: Corrected, flltercd tmage (HQBC2yF). Flgure 3d: Hlgh ternperature stretched lmrqe
(r,8cs20sT2ss).

Flgure 3: Thermal lnfrared imagery of the Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke arear l{hakarewareea.
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ttnrif;rlF..-rlityneslan pools area, r.,r. un.o....i.o
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strean mouth, densttv 5llced

Flgure.4d: _polyneslan pools area, corrected,fl ltered (plC540Tl65).

I
Flgure 4e: 0hinernutu area, corrected,(04cmF).

Flgure.4: Various lmagery processes
Fo tyneslan Pools conplex (4c, 4d)

Flgure 4f: 0hlnemutu area, hlstogram_equallzed
(04c1r{FHEl.

fi l ter€d.

techniques are illustrated-above for the puarenga Stream nouth (4a, 4b),and 0hlnemutu (4e. 4f) areas,
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individual bright spots along the top edge of
ly:?9xu. 6aJ' 90rle^sp-qrlq to. hor springs havingterperatures of -92-98"C. A wann itrejm flowln!'lnto_the bal can also be seen at the loner left ofrne lnagenJ. Figure 4f illustrates the results ofthe. .histogr.arn-equilization process whlchreotstilDutes lmage brightness levels on the baslsof thelr frequency of occurrence, thus stretchlngthe group that occurs most often ouer i' lieaterbrightness -.range _ 

hence .provldlng greater i.iiif.flote that the cooler areas located along the bottomand right side of the tmage show muchhore Jeiaitthan does the unenhanced image (Figure 4e). Thebright.er grey areas in -the lowir iigit or itre image
correspond to patches of hot barren ground.

RESULIS AltD coilcLusror{s

_ Preliminary visual examination of the thermal IR

lTg?fl, u:lng a TV-VCR system fol lowed up byoerat ted tmage processing methods shosed tnat
several . di fferent types of thermal features wereeasllJ ldentlfiable. Fron l{gapuna to 0hine,nutu. hot
seepages lo,cated along the lake edge and severai hot
:ltlry ,.flontng into 

^. 
the lake were easily0lscernable. In the l{gapuna and }lhakarenarewa

areas,-hot pools and t{ann streafts issulng from them
xene clearly defined, as was warm/hot barien therrilalground. Several hot springs and seepages were alsorocated atong the banks of the llgapuni-end of thepuarenga stream. Two hot springs submerged In tneruarenga 5tream were detected at Ngapuna andposslble ldentffication was made of one-hbi ipringlocated beneath Lake Rotorua itself. witei ,ulii"uterperature structufe Has apparent on the lmaqe ofthat part of Lake Rotorua where very hot water iiorsinto Ruapeka Bay (Ohlnerutu) and on that of thermalLat(e Roto-a-Tarnaheke (l{hakarewarewa ) . Nanmadefeatures slch 

_ as roads, cars, uullJings, unJ"it,"roryneslan poots area were also ldentlfled.
The results obtalned from thls study shor{ thatthe lnfranetrlcs 525 therma-l lR vidio 

- 
i.inn"",operatlng from a hellcopter platform, is capiUtJ-orpfoduclng useful imagery for the identiflcatlon andlocatlon of geothermal surface features. Anetnodotogy for correctlng, processing and analyslngthe thenfial IR video i,nagery was 

-developed'-anC
ppoven. The abillty to digitaIIy co.rict iin"rmagery proved extrernely valuable because thescanning phase of the lnatrunent was not p"op"iiy
adjusted.

Though not lllustrated here, co[parlson of thethermal IR-.inagery Hlth the simultaneously obtalnedvislb'le vtdeo imagery and correspondi"g'aigiiii;daerlat p-hotog.raphs allor reasonably accurite IRreaf,ure_ Iocatlon. Geometric rectification of theLa(e Ko!o-a-tatnaheke image indicated that theprocess rlIl. allou qulte accurate locations ofleatures on thennal IR inngery.
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Appendix F

THERMAT INFRARED IIIf,/\CERY OF GEOTIIERMAL AREAS

M-4. Mongilto
Geopbysics Division, DSIR, Wairatei

priwte Bag, Taupo

ABSTRACT

It is imponant to monitor Seothermal surface activity near urban, industrial and residenrial areas for planning
3d:f:ty.re€fos' esPeciallJwlen the nelds are being cxploired. Reservoir and fietd maDagemenr information usetulto field developers can also be obrained from srich moniroring. Becausc rne srun&J touod *r-p".u,u."me€surement methods Senerally used for tbese investisations are lcng[try, expcnsivq widely spoce4 ficomlrcr" aio ort"niEPractical, d6'elopmen! of helicoprer+orne thermai infrared videi .6oolr t".nniqu"i ij u"ioi 1ilil. -'

Thermal IR video imagery las recenlly b€€o obtained orcr four Ncs Zcatand geothenDal Eelds compureriEage proc6sing tcchniques have beeD rs,{ tb ogu:, proccss and enbanoc thc imagery, hcrcby prwiding vcry usehrlhformarion on t[e locarioo and ef,teot of surfad thenmal actMty

INTRODUCTION

GeotberEal g/sterDs are dynamic entides by oature. Cbanges in their inremal strucrure a'd near-surhccpropcnies oaturally producc changes in lhe character and location oi rheir asseiar€d surfrcr nanircslirns ["pers,Dot Pools' steamingtlot ground, eic'). This natural a/olution generally *uo in ry and in, or nearuy, a6-ti[g ar.r"of surface activiry, tbough Dew areatr of activity can appear.

In Neil'zraland' major Seothermal fields occur_nearby and Fq"",r, parts of rhe lbrcc large tovros: Taupo,Rotorua and Kawerau. In Taupo, aod to a lesser extenq Rodrua and Ka;r;;;;ban, industrial and rcsidenrial areashave qpanded onto rcgions of thermat ground. c-onsequently, engineering p-6brs have ariscn wirn hod urdisatioo,road constructioo, housc ano 
fc'tory .siling; 

clectrical porcr rcticllation and-installarion of other scrvie- Tbe problemsassociated with t'be presencc of unstabje and/or not ground and the pGsible oaa,r.rao.a of hydrotbermal eruptions havealso been causcs for conccrn.-Thereforc, locating,-clelineadng,and'monitorirrg,rr" rurfacc acrivity in thesc areas is ofconsiderable imponancc both for planning aod oiery re"sonr.-simitarly, it is iriporunt to keep rack of rb€rmal ground

:?ilr",l$"t:*:ff"1"* Nes Zeatand geothermal areas whicb naG oecome ma;or tourist auraoioos, ,f Errtro

Etpericncc in Nenr 7*aland tras shonn that change in georhcrmat qElems €n be sigDificandy Eodifred andaccelerated by large'scale cxPloitatiotr of rlre dcep 0uid--Ar-\iairatei, major.n"ngo in feature rype 65ot 1;,arer rosteam heated), large iocrcascs 
io 

ggTo nca_t ltow (fac_rors of up to -10 times ttrc pre{xploitarion valuc) aod shifisin lbe location of lhe major T"rt .ol ttennal aoMty of up to 24 fur btve ueeo obscrveo on time scales as shon asa fer+'ycars after the onsct of exploitatioo (Mongiu6 ano alis, 19889 Mongitto-, igaz; Ali, iserj. silir"i"r*"have been observed at the-Ta^uhara geotnirmaifetd, though on a much s-mail'er scate (Allis, lgg3; lggl). Thesetu"cs 
3tt 9l!^9*rg"g 25'30 years ifter initiarioa oi produaion (Mongi[o and Alli$, 1988; Allis, 1984; t983; scouand cody' 1982)' Reccot changes have also bo ngj*.at rbl sr&dlands feornermat fietd where a partialtycommi(ioned oenr dcvelopment (toral capacity = l l0 MWJ has bcen operating f3. les tt"o a ycar (IL Brorvn, pcrs

PTry' A-l{! s-uney at Whakare'tilarava iTrermal nesc-we (Rotorua geotrr"--a n"n; shocrcd rbat a decrease inb€t flon' of -3ovo bad occurred duriog. the previous rs year iirioo ano"i"yi"i'i.i*,y bad atso changed (simpson,1985)' since such surhe thermal aailry rariarioos can denoie tne occuiince of importanr crran'les"iitie systembelos/. moDitorirg thcm can provide usefuiinformation for reservoir studics and lield managemenr as well as assist withthe plaoning of future site d€velopmeot.

Since the EGt importaDt forms of geothermal activity exhibit anomalously high surfacc and/or near-surface heatflmr, measurement of featurc temperaturl and comprebensirre ghailow ground temperarure survLl6 are often used tocharacterise adivity and monitor for its ch€nge. Hrn*., these mithods are very time @nsuming, expensive,incomplete and ofren impractical (Alris anrt we"bbcr,-lgg4; Dawson and Dickinson, lg70).

To overcomc the ahc-mentioned problems, Geophysics Division, DSIR, has bcen invcatigaring the applicotionof helicoptcr-bome thermat infrared video scanner iccrrniques whicrr snouta bc comprctrcnsive, effeclive and egonomic,Tbc scanner iostnrment' scnsitive in the &12 pm oano, oitccts thermal IR radiatioi cmirred by rhe ground scene andrecords it as black and white imagery oo vidlo tape. 
'The 

imagery oo nun * 
"*rmined 

simply by playing it on a$tandard Tv'vcR qatem or processeo and analyseo in detail using computer image processing rechoiques.
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REVIEW OF SI,RVE'YS AND INSTRI,,MENTANON

Thermal IR survel planning is determined by instrument characteristica (fable t), detail of informarbn des'edaod arailablc tunding' ttre mo iostruments ,s.oio ur" *r".yl'ffiff;r.i; have insraoraneous fietds or licn, or-2 mr' Tbe desired ground rcsolution ,*as -l-t m, consisient win rrre minimum fcaturc/area sizc of i'rereslHence' the oominal llyiig aldtude uas -500{00 r rurr" grouod t";i- 'ii-ir r'iii,ua. range was a6o compadbre withtbe total 8rcas to be co'ered, which depend on the rotal fiJto of vierv or mc insirum"il, rhe required pla.form specdand a*ailable funding Due to the wiiespread nryo1 9r ""rty 
ro-iil-rtr"r io lhermar areaq rie oecessiry tovisually oaviSate the helicoPtcr and tbe re{uiremen,that trrc groini r;rh'ini'o", * able ro scc and safely *ort indangcrous arcas, all of the 

-survep.w"t" 
p..to-"0 curing rhJperiod arouno-oustc For rhe imagcry *nict *as to uc

nH'"#ild#TdJilflfj. 8nd-air'to-sround communiitioo lil',"0-g;;iJioror o"n to d o'uainJ *ruio os

Investigatioo of thc helicoPler-bornc video lher'al 
.IR scatrner,Ererbod began witb I t".t survcy, cooducted oo6 February 1988, orrcr sareralg:g"r areas (Ngapuna,^lurphur say, otrin;;ino whararec,are,ya) asso"i,aled ,*ilhthe Rotonra geothermat.ficld (Mongtlq isSsi-is8sl,t eu.ii il-rri"'* of imagery q,as obrai'ed wir[ a!Inframetrics 525 (rable 

1l 
(q*y *o 

"{,t*190-bv 
AsEA-Brourn:i;;til;, Hamirron) mounred obriquery io 8Be[ Jcr Raoger hericoprei. A disuncc o'r -re rd nas oowr, ;;; ; ;"r;r." of _Lj km1

The rcsults oblaiDed. from te RoPru? suney (M-ongillor l9-88u) were so encouraging rhar it ,*as plann66 1o ,otbe In'hametri* 525 instrument to.@nducr rarge-scat 120io-'kri;#;;#; bascrine surface aaiviry survg^ orthe Broadlands and rauhara geolhermal n.rol 
-uor.irunatety,L 

*riui*ii* Lr fickle wEarher, and lo€isri* a'diostrumcDt availabilitv oroblcsls arce which cutminaieo in.t.ne tesrpq of a narly ar/ailable Taupo-bascd 6,.rumeolThis instrumenr' a FirR-sprems rooon-1-ra#-ii rn"g by.lhe phitips searcl an<t Reso.re Trusr) mansrcd on I
:J:lT:l IlIP]e.r, lF no'q wcr ponions or tne wlirarci 

_aio raunari g*,rr".r.r fierds otr 5 April 1e89. Venicallmagery was obr'ined ortr wairakci Pon'er safion aod borefietd, cr,." 
"? 

lhr ilmn, AC-Batlu, pan of l:kc Taupo
liT#i' ao otter thermal 8re$ <turing a oo" ioor nigr,r *ii.t-*t"i.o'" io,rno of -50 km aod an area of

Tbe wairakei'Tauhara surey proved rbe viabiliry of the-FuR systems l0o0A instrut'enr for basic gEotbermalfeature monitoriog purpccs. consi{ucntry, rt 
" 

ruu-&.Br*ol"oo tr'rrry *o-;norct"o oo 13 Aprit te89. Tucury-t*s night lin* plus calibration acqulsitioo iarc noom, gqnq -2 hd;;;;;; a tonr arca of -I0 km: aod flighrdistsnce in qccss of 85 km Tbc resulB oemonsrrarcc, rrr"i ur- *.r,"y r*rr,-d' 
"iiog 

lbe FLIR l00oA b €Fble ofproducing cxrreoety usctur imagery for moniroring and other drp*t iil;il,i, tn cl.

IMAGE EGMDIATION, PROCESSITNG AND ENIIANCEMENT

I:rge quaoiltics of ttt-ermal-IR imagery can bc collecred ard stored in the video tape fonnal It car be e€silyaocBs€d and vbual mmination of ttrc raJviieo irn"S"y ca. bc quickty performed on srry $aDdard TV-VCR q6crnArEss of intercst can thus bc identiffeo anc uscnri--ui'sic inrerpreution icrtomed. This r'?e of caminatim cao bcecrtremely uscfur for guidiog tielduorL Erampres of raw TV imagcry arc shorn in Figures t and z
The real ponar of tbe video irlraSery foroat, howerrer, aris6 ftom the ability to casily traosfcr imgcs u)@mputer for procccsinc t:03::::_t"_,_"tTg.$g"j image processinf-i*liiilo Tbc Divisioo of InformariooTechnologr, p-sn, ima-rc $Tling sprem, whic,b-ur5 t[, t-tl"l#t; oii"*ring softuare cMcDoorclt les6)inpleorented m a mbnbvar<z:dtt;El;*"i; w8s uccd ror au-of'the rma.ge capruring, processing aodeohancement fuvotrcd io tbe u,ork aiscuisco here. Tie 

.aigirized i."g; 
"oJ;ior 5 12 liD6 r 512 pireb aod haveao &bit itrtcosiry ratrgp (grsy ta,elr = 0 (btack) :Ztiiwnitc)

- AII of tbc diSitally €ptured irnages exhibited a horizonral 
.banding problem. Derailed stucly of rbc Rororuamagery sbo'rEd $8t oc banding was causco by a periodic inreosity *tii,i[o ir .r"maring groups of four lioes plusa pcriodic rehtire shit in their h'orizonur ro.utio^'6uonqr1g, resdul-ne p.ui"i was sarisfacroriry sohed using adesFiping aod relative line-goup sninint piocedu* i"ri"*.0 ry smodtning *iirr 

" 
r,"" pass 4 x 3 uniformalr.v $righredspatial filrer Qui4) (Figurc 3)' bnronu-natety, tti nr,oi" of the Broadlaitrs imagery banding problem is much morccomplctq beocc proccdures for correoing ir'iemain ro L-o;;;;iJ.'t"fiilliuy, on,y smoorbing wirb a 4 x 4

H;,llt* 
c'eisbted spatial filter bas beJo 

"ppriJ 
,;;" B;;i;;dr ir";.;ffi;r* noise and herp au€viarc rhc

varinus eobancemeDt tcchniqucs have been tPPut_tg scrr.cral of rhc prc-processed (as described aborrc) imag6Ior the baic purposcs of idcnrifyihg, r"-,i'g 
";J"I-utri'g rbc otrnt df *rL irrermarry acrive fearures aio areas,mear strctctriag aod Fcudo-@louring ba're pfoved ertrcmerr^uymL R"proeou-t-i"l enmpr6 iluslrafug oe results

;&f*o* in Figures 4 aad 5. unforruoaiety, tt" po","r ir *ro pscuaicoiouirc"rraiqua cannor be demmsrared
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RESULTS AT{D @NCI,USIONS

Very enoouraging and. usetul resulu harre ueeu golaiSo bom the applicarion of hcticoprer-boroe rhetmat IRuceo scatrDe* lo geo.ie''al 
'urfae 

Givitt *l*?T *.. oorgr.j" r;[giig*,rr"rnar fearurB, inc{uding h
fir?rTffi,#l'H?T':^"i ilq I"t" *epago-at .lermat ground, oo E easly recognized. rn'ric oerc-ropea
Ri'cr, rm ffiiftilJ[i"T;m ffi sstffi ,l zu;,ffi fl l mx"tHffi
ff.:tffi*?'fr ffiJigff"I*#ffit"#"T1"1;** can be discerned. rr-ii arso pcsibrc ro ide'riry tdt ,poo.

Quantitative analnsis and calibrauon of lhe imagery.is 
.being 

invesligatd. A ground lcmpcrarure ooniror gtcbas bcen insralled in thi Tauhara g**.tJn'.ii if;ii orr.u"."*o ro rrcif 
"aiiuore 

rhe imagery a'd a<(i3t rirh b€a:ffT,.1i.t#tlff"}. *o site is au uttJ ti"J,J'iil*, rhe impormnce of scarcnar and mereororosjcar crrecls oo

on tbe basis of the very succcssful rGutts oblrined ro 9":." comprehensive helicoprer+orne rhermal IR videoscanner surwy is being plaoned for thc Rotorua geollemar fiet<r. Thi reruirs a-t o snor" rhal rhis suwey rechnigue.,ltr bc a r€ry potrerful l@l for ewiroomenul oin"g.r"rr ana moniroring rilIe are. nonr prans ro insalr image3iffi"fi11'f;"*Jtrl:'J*Tr;.t*';*cd cffon cau ue oi?ecreo romru rre image processiog aod

ACENOWI.EDGEMENrS

*t#i*T.t8ncc prwided by r'be ioage Pfoccssing group 8r DIT, especiafiy rhsr or srcvc McNictl b $aretuth
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FIGT RE 2 A pholGmosaic (produced as in
Figure t) of thermal IR iinagery sbwinl
therrDrl ground (bottom parr oiimage; neaithe Tauhara School_Lodusrriat ,{ria of
Taupo. Imagery obtained witb FLIR 10004.
altitude =600 m, nominal ground image widlb
.290 m-

FIGURE l: A pboto-mnsai:^91*:9'l IR imagery ilusralmg narurar seep.ge and manmade drainage of rhermar ware,,(bright areas at image centre) into Lake Td#;rbc N;;e;R;i#'iiir'l l"J, area. The phors were obrained by#'ff|!tr":h:::: ffi:::%Hf;?*T " 'ruoo"'ir 
rv,.o..-rm"g",y ob."ined wirh FrrR 10ooA, arrit,oc
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TABI-E l:Speci6catioos of the thcnDal IR video scanners used for georhermal feature surveying.

Dam from the Inframetri6 525 InstructioD Manual (Inframetri6, B€dford, Mass., USA and J. Hansb€rry, pers. comm.
re88).

. Daia horu tbe FLIR l000A operatocs Maoual (FuR systeff, Inc, l:kc os*ego, oregon, usA),

Insrument
Tot rl lield of vien' (H r V)
Dctcctor
Ooolant
Spc(rral range
Resolvable clcmeors per line
Lines pcr &aoe

Inframerrics 525.
2mr

Eercury€dmiuo-relluride
liquid nirrogen

8-l2pm
157
uo

EI.IR 10004..
l-87 or

merorry.cadmium-telluride
comPtcsscd argon gls

&l2pm
-zffi
-400

FIGURE 3: Tmage of tbc Polynesian Pools area and nearby l:ke Rororua (borrom ligbrer area). Thc lcft figure presenrst[e raw, frame'grabbed_image illustratiog oe banding problem- The rigt frgure shocls tbe corrected imagc, ontrast
stretcbed (DN = 'lo ' 165) to enhance tnc mid+rigttt-ness arqls. Ttre-reaaigutar fcatures are bor pools-(i-3rc).
Notc tbe three sarm streams Cf-30'C) tloring into rhe hte. Imrgery obrairied witb Iofra6erri6 5i5, atritude =500m, nominal grouud imagc width .200 m,
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FIGURE_ 4: 49 i*gt shon'ing rhe wann condensing water &orn the Wairakci Po*er Surioo being discharged ioro the
waikato River. Thb image bas beeo filtcred @ntnast strercbed (DN = 7 - l?5) aod peeuA-o-cotourii Imagery
obEiDed witb FLIR t000,t atritude E6(X) m, nominal grouod imagi wictrh c290 rn

FICITRE 5: Image of rbe well BR9 area (cenrc) and sunounding thermai
aclivity zoncs. The image bas becn filtered, conrrast srrctched (DN
=-10 - 205) and peudootoured, The linear features ar tbc uppcr
left are pare of an opcn reinjection channel Tbe brigbr paliby
area exteodfug to the uppcr rigbl of image is a targe arca of
theroal grouod- The dark lincar features cxrending from the lotiler
right to upper left corners arc pipelincs. lmagery obtaincd wittt
FLIR 1000An altitudc c600 m, nonrinal ground image widrb =2gO
Dl.
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Appendix G

video Thermaf lnfrared surveys of New
Zealand Geothermal Areas
M.A. MONGILLO
Department of Geography, Auckland University and
ueophysics Division, DSIR, Wairakei.

I},ITRODUCTION

Geothermal fields qpically have identified surface ar_
eas in excess of l0 lon?. The related surface and near-ty{1r.qeT{ activiry can, a priori, occur anywhere
within this field area, with individual zones of icrivity
ranging-in size fronr 5; lzl2 up to I lqnz. The acrivity
is manifested in a variery of forrns: warm and steaming
ground, warm and hot pools and spings, geysers, sinler
terraces, hydrothermal eruption cralers, mud pools,
warm strearns and seepages.

_-By nature, gmthermal systerns are dynamic eruiries.
Their deep internal sructure and near-iurface proper_
ties are modified naturally as a consequence of cianges
in system heat source, alteration of permeability and
variation in reservoir fluid pressure. The evoiurion
oj such sysrems results in ctrangas with time in both
lhe character and location of the associated surface
manifestations. Most commonly, the changes occur
in existing areas of surface activity or tbeir limediate
environs, ftough new areas of activity can appear.

Change in geothermal systems, however, can be
sigruficantly modified and acceterated by expioitation.
hr example, major changes occurred insurface activ_
ity as a consequence of large amounts of fluid having
been withdrawn from tlre Wairakei Geothermal Field
(Allis 1979a, l98l). Wairakei exploitadon effecr have
also been observed at the assotiared Tauhara field,
though on a much smaller scale (Allis I 9g t, 19g3, Scon
and Cody 1982). Observations at both Wairakei and
Tauhara show that such induced changes in thermal
activity can occur on time scales as shon-as a few yean
(Allis 1979b, l98l).

^ 
Within the Thupo Volcanic Zone, large geothermal

fields occur near, m beneath pars of, mL iroOerarety
sized towns; Rotorua, Kawerau and Taupo. Conse-
que-ntly, delineating, and monitoring changes in the
surface activity wirhin ilrese ueas ii of co"nsiderable
importance. The growth of urban, residenrial and
industrial areiu trl to thermal ground has already oc-
cuned at Taupo, with conseguent engineering irob_lems arising with land utitization, ,oaO consr-irction,
house and factory sidng, elecric por+cr reticutation
and irutallation of orher services (Dickinson 1975).
The associated presence of natural unstable rnOlo, t or

groqd and the possible occunence of hydrothermal
eruptioru are also causes of concem.

Since anomalous surface and near surface heat dis-glugT are generally associated wirh rhe prcsence of
natural geothermal activity, measurement oi individual
feature temperatures and shallow (< lzr depth) ground
lemperature surveys are commonly used o characterise
the activity and monitor for any change. Unfortu-
nately, these methods are exremely dme consuming
and hence expensive, necessarily incomplete, and in
some cases impractical.

To wercome lhe above menlioned problems, Geo-
physics Division, DSIR, has been investigating rhe use
of helicopter-bome video thermal infrared rcanners for
identifying and delineadng firermal areas and exam_

Ting neir applicarion for conducting large scale hear
flow studies and for monitoring ctranges in geothermal
activity. Application of these remote sensing tools is
based on the principle thar any objecr having a rcm-
peraturc above absolute zero (0,0 radiates an amouru
of elecrornagnetic energ5r which is proportionat fofl, where I is its absolure temperaturc. Hence, lhe
higher an object's rcmperature, the greater the amount
of thermal energy it emits. Active l}rermal features
(wqm and hor ground, geysers, hor poots) then, will
emit more radiation lhan their normal (ambieru) rem_
peraturc surroundings. Geothermal objects of interesr
have bmperatures ranging from just above ambrent
(lZC x 285K) to around boiling (100"C x 373K\,
with the maximum energy being emiued wi0rin the
range lO.lpm to7.\pm, i.e. in the so*alled thermal
infrared (IR) portion of rhe elecuomagneric specrun.
A scanner which can detect this emiu.ed radiation,
and distinguish features having different Emperatures,
can lherefore provide a comprehensive, effective and
ecoromic means for mapping and monjtoring rhermal
activity.

INSTRUMENTATION AND SURVEY DESIGN
Two different video thermal IR scanners (Table I ) were
used in the present investigation to obtain helicopter-
borne imagery @er several New Zealand geothermal
fields. Oblique imagery was collected sveithe maior
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vIDEoTHERMAL|NFRAREDSUFTVEYSoFNEwZEA|.ANDGEoTHERMALAREAS

Table l: Specifications of the Thermal IR Video

Scanners Used for Geothermal Rature Surveying

irffi ln&omuis 55' FUR lfinA"
ioor tig ot "l- (H t vt It r u' lf, x ll
folol* g.fo if .i- 2 dlir'ditd l'87 BruiFdisd

Ddt@ wtsuty€dDm{dluridc E!'ffdddum{cludd'
a;|'^ lhud .Bog.n orp'wd arl'n cil
s*:s,l rulr t,;f *l#o'
R@irbL d.6rnq P.! I!.
Lin6 F ftDc l'tt -'S

' DrE tDo thc lnt Ee66 -r2t ldtMbn Veutl (bfrlEcuiq Bcdts4 vsg USA

&d J. Hdbctt-v, FB @od 19881

" O.E to6 rhr FLIR l(mA Op6!6! Meul IFLIR 51:rcu hc' br' o$'8o'
Or!|pe LSAI

&ermat areas associated with the Rotorua geotlErmal

field with an Infrarnetrics 525 (owned and operated

by ASEA-Brov,m-Boveri, Itamilton) (Mongillo l98Ea'

tbSAU, tgSSU). A FLIR Systems lfl)oA (owned by the

Philips Search and Rescue Trust) was used to obtain

vertiiat imagery over several thermal areas in the

Wairalrci-Tauhara Geotlrermal Field (Mongillo 1989b)'

Both of these insrumenls use oPtical-mechanical scan'

ner mectranisrrs to focus ud direct the incoming IR

radiation from the scene oilo cryogenically cooled

(T - 77-57 n mercury+admium+elluride detectors'

ihe elecuical sigrral thus generated is processed to pre
duce black and white imagery of lhe scene temperature

par@rn which is recorded on video tape usilg a stan-

l"tA CWS-pru-) video cassette recorder (VCR)' and

sfunultaneously obsewed on a portable TV-monitor'

The desigr of a thennal IR survey is constrained

by several ficton, inctuding instmment characteristics

Cielfe f ), derail of information desired, the size of the

rea to be covered, the type and amount of ground trutlt

required and the available funding. br geuhermal

inraestigations, tln typical minimum area of interest is

abour ir#. Since borh insrumens have instantaneous

fields of view of about 2 milliradians, the nominal

0ying altinudes werc determined to be approximately

5b0-6m mabwe ground level. With the altitude thus

fxed, the remaining slwey Parameters are determined

(Figure l). hr the present surveys' tln ground swath

wict=tls were 2m-3m rn and tlre flight line separations

were 125-150 ra. The platform speed was kept belo*'
g0hn/hr to minimise helicopter vibradon.

A certain amount of dayligtrt is rcquired for conduct-

ing ttrese surveys because it is necessary to visually

naiigate the helicopter and allow the ground tmthing

cre*i to work safely in dangerous areas. To minimise

Oe effects of daytime solar heating and avoid the

general pres€nce of early moming steam and fog in

thermal areas, all of the surveys were performed during

the l-2 hour period around dusk- Accurate calibration

of some of thi imagery required detailed pluming and

air-to-ground communication so the ground conuol

dara could be obtained within 0-5 hour of imagery

acquisition.

Figure 1: Thermal IR Survey Parameters

VIDEO IMAGERY, ITS EXAMINATION AND PRO'

CESSING

The video recording fonnat is ideal for collecting and

storing luge quaruities of imagery obuined dlring
rtrermit IR= su."eyt. This format allows real-time

monitoring of the imagery while it is being collected'

hence prcrides the opportunity for in-sitn daq gttltiry

$sessmeil and survCy procedure modification (fs
example mllecting morC detailed imagery ai previ-

ously unexpected sites). The recorded raw imagery

can be easiiy accessed and visually examined using

a standard TV-VCR system. Areas of interest cur

thus be idenrified for frrther investigation ard basic

interpretation conducted to prgvide information on

locations, sizes and intensities of thermal feamres'

The maju advaruage of the video imagery formaL

however, is rhe ability to easily transfer digilised im-

ages from the video tape to the computer, thus allowing

thl application of powertut digital image.p.rocesjing

rechniiues. These techniques are aili{eA into three

major iategories; pre-Processing, which- conecr de-

gr.d"d (g*rn.ulcatty Oistorted or noisy) imagery to its

iltenCed fotm, enhancement. which imprwes feature

or pattern detectrbility for visual interpreution' and

uralysis, which describes image qualities and assists

withenhancement procedures. All of the image cap$r-

ing and processing conducted for the work discussed

heie was performid at the Division of lnformation

Technology, DSIR (Gracefield), using the.EPIC image

processin! software (McDonnell 1986) implemented

on a UfCnOVaX2 computer syslem' Each digilised

image consists of 512 linis x 512 pixels and has a 256

grey level intensitY range.- 
All of the digitised imagery exhibited banding prob

lems to some degree (Figure 2) but the application

of a range of conection procedures (for example de-

sriping and filtering) produced the necessary tmage

quility required (Figure 2) for the subsequ-eil en-

han".ttnt- and interpretation phases. Several image
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NEW ZEAI.AND GEOGMPHY CONFERENCE PROCEED]NGS

Figurc ?: Thc imagery preientcd sbo'e wEs obtained o'r€r thc ohincmulu rhermal arca" Rororua georhcrmal ,irld. wercr in ft(lcrrlPcrirlrrc rnnge 70'9lFC is beirrS.dirchargcd into a largc [x,ol (rorur rigrt, 
"r 

ir.g") 
"iii no*, through a nrrrow channcr iuro n lr.(irhwe hnngc cclllrc) whcrc it lin*lly nrixcs inro tskc Ro'toL.propcr. Ttrc nominnl ground imngc widlh is ntnur 220 nr. )'l'hc left figura irrcscnls tlte rnw inragc as ir appcar: .rr.i,tigir,,r copruling fr.. rd ;il;; upe. Norc rhc hrriz'nur rianrring cspcciatt,

ilI1l',:,iTi"",l',lltii:T#Jff:i'"":ltl;,*rJ* L"'Jing -n,i'., br n",il 
" 

p",iJri'i,i!r'r,i"* 
"oriarion i;.;h;;;;-upr ur rinc,

The right figrrrc prescnts thc c.rrtcctnd-vcnion of thc lclt imngc.

inrng"f,l.ttt 
thxl lllqw rupr'xlilcli.ns mru prrxhtced un 

" 
rti""l enrl whirc l'ser pri,'tcr hcnce d' not lrtly rcprcscnt rhe resl qurir, or.lrr

Figure il: Ernrnplcs of intage cnhsnccm€nt of lhc corrcctei imngc prcsenrcd in Figurc z rrre imaga sr rhe rctt ilr'lrales thc ,esurtr ot|||s|t|F'nt|cr;un|iz:tlitlt.Nntic.chnvthirprtrcr|urchringsoutmuc|innrcr'tctni|irrrhe"imag;.Especin||ycvitlcn1irthclcn|lF|u

;::T,$,l**T]:::i;l#iJ-twcctlhc|xrttrlnofthci'"i-go'i'*irl,".r,,i;i;.;;;j.;'hdi;;:;;,,,||Enrk|d|c)''|1rebrii

,,,. ,:lh;1[J:i:f.,1':t,Ttff"'||, rcsul* or tlici.g" thc imasc into f,c tempcraru]c src[,", rhu3 proyiding a nrore quonrirnrir: piourc or
'l'ltcsc iln;tger rtre lnscr prirrts rli col'urcd originnls hcncc nre not rruc reprelenutionr of the irugc tlu'lity,
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VIDEO THERMAL INFRARED SURVEYS OF NEW ZEAI.AND GEOTHERMAL AREAS

Figue 4: An image showing fte warm condensing water from the Wairakei hwer Sution being discluged into the
Waikato River. This image has been filtered, contrast stretched(DN =7 -175)- and pseudo-coloured. The nminal
image width is about 290n.

enhancement tectrniques were found to be useful fs
idenrifying, locating and estimaring the extent of ther-
mal features and areas. The linear strctciing urd
histogram egualisation image conrast manipulation
priocesses uerc extemely effective for increasing the
detectability of low intensity anomalies and defining
structure in low conhiurt arcari. Density, or level, slicing
provided a mearu fm corouring apparent intensity
levels, hence allowed relative temperature structure to
be defined. Subtle image intensity di-fferences and
overall image feature structue were dramatically im-
proved by pseudo+olouring, whidr assigned different
colours to closen intensity ranges. Representative
examples illustrating the resulting enhanced imagery
are provided in Figures 3 and 4. Unfortunately. the
power of the pseudecolouring techniques cannot be
clearly demonsf ated here.

COMME}'IT ON MONITORING APPLICATIONS

The image processing techniques presently available
should make the actual image comparison procedures
for detecting thermal activity change relatively straight-
forward" They simply reguire registration of he cor-
responding images taken on different dates using ap
propriately clrosen ground controt points. The image

comparison techniques, such as image differeocing and
image ratioing, can then be applied-

Unfor$nately, there still remain fimdamental prob'
Iems which relale to specifying exactly what sur-
vey times and conditions are necessary for obuining
meaningfirl comparison imagery. Determining the
magnitudes of the uncertainties associated with being
able to obtain comparison imagery under only 'ap'prox-
imately' the same conditions also prcsenrs problems.
The conseguences of these types of poblems arc
illustrated in a rec€nt re+valuation (Mongillo 1989a) of
an early attempt (Dickinson lnl , ln q b use thermal
IR imagery to determine surface heat flow changes
in the Tauhara geothermal field. A corparism of
imagery obtained during two diffencnt serulons, surnmer
and winter, suggested that the total arca of convective
heat flow in the field had increased by 120 percenr
and tlrat a thrce-fold increase in convective heat flor
had occurred during the tluee year period 1972-195.
This conclusion caused major concem in Thupo at the
time (Allis pers. comm.). The rc+valuation corrcluded
that the seasonal ellects made the type of comparison
perfmrned invalid (Mongillo I 989a).

Tb investigate the problems associated with cali-
brating thermal IR imagery to conduct meaningful
comparison IR surveys and to interpret the resulting
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imagery for change detection, a ground temperatue
monituing system was recently established at a site
iu the Tauhara geothermal field. The system consisls
of eighr bmperature detector anays, with each array
having 5 detectors at depths of lcm, Scm ,llcm, S}cm
and lm. Tbe arrays are located in ground rurging from
very active thermal to about normal ambient" spanning
a horizonral disunce of 130 ||t. The temperature dau,
which are collected every 15 mjnutes by a danlogger,
are also being used to study heat llow mechanisms in
thermal ground

heliminary results obtained from the temperature
mmitq site indicate that when anti+yclonic (high
pressure) conditions prevail (a period when aeriat IR
surveys would generally be conducted), small de-
creases in the arnospheric pressure (-ld/V/m2) over
perioG of about a day, strongly correlate with large
temperature increases al both lm (-19.6"; and 0.5ra
(^8'C) in active thermal ground having temperatures
> 80"C at lzr deptfr. Suctr sub-surface temperaturc
pulses may affect ground surface lemperatures, frus-
trating altempts to locate and define thermal ground
boundaries and perhaps making it necessary to define
thermal ground 'boundary zones' rather than definitive
boundaries. These results also suggest possible prob-
lems may exist when IR suweys are conducted over a
period of several days.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The rcsults obtained from fte helicopter-bome video
tbermal IR scarmer surveys conducted to date clearly
demonsrate the usefulness of the method. The ability
to monitor data as they are being collected has prwed
extremely useful for making tn-sttn survey adjustments
and data checks. The large quantiries of imagery
obtained during these surveys are conveniendy stored
on video lape which also provides easy and rapid
data access and allows preliminary interpretation tobe
performed using standard TV-VCR systems. Imagery
of interest is also easily digitised for deuiled computer
processing and enhancement.

The example imagery in this paper illusuates the
usefulness and power of the computer image process-
ing techniques. The complete range of geothermal
features, including hot springs and pools, river and
take seepages and rarious grades of thermal ground,
:an be easily recognised. Many human modifications
associated with geothermal development, such as open
drains carrying separated wa.ste water, power stalion
Jischarges of warm water, steam mains, operating
separalors and silencers, are also clearly discemible.

The problems associated with calibrating thermal IR
imagery and those related to using the IR merhod for
monitoring change are being investigated at a temper-
rture monitor site. The preliminary results indicate
tiat atmospheric pressure variations may significantly

inlluence thermal gound surface rcmperatures, conse-
quently it may be Decessary to define lhermal ground
'boundary zorrcs' ratber than definite boundaries.
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Appendix H

Meteorological Data for the 6 February 19gg Rotorua Test survey.
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Appendix I

Preliminary Flight Plan and Notes for the 6 February 19gg Rotorua Test suney.

l. Rotorua Airport to Ohinemutu:

a. Fly out over lake to set the instrument ambient value to lake surface temperatue.
-i. Move to a position about 500 m from shore and to an altiude of 20om.
ii' lvlake sure both IR and visible video instruments are pointed verticalty downwards with the

scanning direction perpendicular to flight direction.
ifi. Focus botlr insruments to infinity.
iv' set inslrument level so IR imagery background corresponds o lake surface temperaturs and set

instrument tempera[ro range !o l0 "C.
v. Climb ftrom 200 m to survey altitude of 1200'm ro check imagery level constant.

b' Ren[n to shore line at survey altitude and fly the lake edge area from airport to ohinemutu, being sure
to include all of the lake shore area of Ohinemutu.

i. Flight speed for the entire survey strould be about 25r k[s (45 km/h).
ii. Flight position should be such rhat the IR imagery cenred on lake/strore edge.

c. The total flight disuance for this leg of survey: l l lsn.

Notes: with imagery background (dark grey) set o lake surface @mpenturet any warmer land or
water bdies should appear brighter on the imagery.
Known hot pools and streams located very nearilrl snrting point of the survey should allow
the choice of tlre tempera[re mnge (10. C) to be checked.
This initial strrvey leg will allow visible naviguion methods to be investigated.'This altitude was revised to 500 m for the aclual survey due to the presen-ce of low clouds.r It was suggested by the pilot that this low speed would reduce helicopter vibration.

2. Ohinemutu to Arawa park to Kuirau park to Arawa park:

a. Fly directly from ohinemutu to the fuawa park ground control site.

b. Collect calibration imagery of the ground truth area.
i. lvlaintain an altitude of 200 m.

ii' check that the imagery background level corresponding o gFound ambient temperature is at dark
grey value, rest only if necessary.

c. Retum to a position on Lake Road immediately north of Kuirau park.

d. Fly one line south over the major thermal areas and continue o rhe Arawa park
i. Maintain an altitude of 700 m on the Kuirau park segment

e. The otal flight disunce for this leg of sunrey: Z km.



3. Arawa Park to Whakarewarewa:

a. collect calibration imagery of the fuawa part ground tnrtlr area.
i. Maintain an altitude of 500 m over Arawa park.
il Check ttru imagery background level is oorecl

b' Fly south, just west of Fenton Street, over easrem edge of Arikikapakapa thermal area to the
intersection of old Taupo Road and Homo Road, at the west eno or Whalarewarewa.

c. Toal flight disunce for this leg: 2.5 km.

4. Whakarewarewa:

a. collect three lines of imagery over rhe major thermal fearures at whaka
i' The three lines, which are about I km iong, separated by 125 m, parallel to each other and to Hemo

Road (i.e. M-S}V).
ii' The first line begns over SW corner of l{aori Arts and Crafis carpark, and is flown ro the NE; the

second is 125 m south, and Ilown to the SW; and 0re third is l2lm frrttrer south, and flown NE,
where ttre puarenga Stream is reached.

iii. Imagery of the ground control site is obtrained rowards the end of the second flight line.iii. The flight altirude is mainuained ar 500 m.

b. The total flight distancs here is: 3 km.

5. Puarenga Sneam at Whaka to is mouth at Lake Robrua:

a' Imagery is acquired along a single flight line which follows the Pgarenga Stream from Whaka ro im
mouth at lake Roorua.

b. The flight altitude is 600 m, allowing imagery of the stream and borh iE banks to be obtained.

c. The total flight. distance on tris leg is: 3 km.

6. Puarenga Stream Mou0y'tlgapuna Area:

a' Imagery of thermal areas on both sides of stream mouth, between lake odge and vegetation boundary
to the south, obained with three paralled flight lines.
i. Flighr altirude is 700 m.

ii' Lines are about I km long, parallet to ttre lake edge, separated from one another by 175 m.iii. Imagery over the ground control site is obtaineo i'ring'ttris segmenl

b' The instrument resolution and sensitivity are examined by hovering over two adjacent areas, part of theground truttr site, to the west of tlre puarenga Sream.
i. Hovering begins over one uea at 100 m, and poceeds upwards at 100 m intervals to 1(X)0 m,ii' At 1000 m altitudq.the helicopter shifts position to the adjacent test site so overlapping imagery can

be collected as rhe helicopter descends ro 100 m altitude in 100 m sreps.
iii. At each step' imagery is collected for about 20 seconds for the 10, 20;s0 oC rempauure range

settings.

c. The toral flighr distance for this leg is abouu 4 km.
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7. Puarc.nga Stream Mouth to Airport

a The $lNey ends with a flight along the lake edge from rhe puarenga StrEam mouth to the RotoruaAirport

b. The nal flight disance herc is: 5 km.

8. The Estimated Survey Flight parameters:

a. Ttte total flight disunce for the survey is abouc 26 km.

b. The flight timo for each segment of the survey is:
i. Initial instrument level set-up over lake noorua: 5 min.

ii. Segment l. of the survey: 15 min.
iii. Segment 2. of the survey: l0 min.
iv. Segment 3. of he survey: 5 min.
v. Segment 4. of the survey: 5 min.

vi. Segment 5. of the survey: 5 min.vii Segment 6. of the survey: l0 min.
viii. Segment 7. of the slwey: 5 min.

Toal Flight Time for the Survey: 60 min.



Appendix J

Aerial Photographs and Maps Used for Planning the 6 February 1988 Rotorua IR Test
Survey and Interpreting the Acquired Imagery.

Aerial Photograptrs

Scale

c6, cg, clo, cl2
DI, D3, D5, D7
El, E3, E5, E7

c8, D5
E3

l:10,000
l:10,000
1:10,000

16 November 1976
16 November 1976
23 November 19Z6

16 November 1976
23 November 1976

DSIR No. 104
}IZGS R988'
tltzcs RgSg'
NZMS 271

l: 2,000
l: 1,000
l: 1,000
1:15,000

Whakarewarewa Hot Springs (Lloyd, 1975)
Localiry of Hot Springs at Ngapuna, Rotorua
Ohinemutu Thermal Features: 1985
Rotorua @dirion 2, 1981)

' These aerial phoographs and maps were compiled and supplied by New aahnd Geological Survey, DSIR,
Rotorua
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Appendix K

List of Digitized Images Obtained from the Thermal IR and Visible Videotapes of the
6 February 1988 Rotorua IR Test Survey.

III/IAGEI VIDEOTAPE INDEX
NT.JMBER

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

RJRNGI.DAT 238 East of Puarenga Stream, Ngapuna.

RIRNG2.DAT 275 Similar !o RIRNGI, but include.s thermal gound
on east butk.

RIRNGPI.DAT 285 Puareirga Sream thermal areas, both banks.

RIRPOLYl.DAT,IJ 310 Polyrrcsian Pools area

RIRPOLY2.DAT.I 323 Polynesian Pools area

RIRSBPI.DAT 340 Sulphur Bay point.

RIROHINI.DAT 500 Ohinenrutu thermal area

RIROHINz.DAT 518 Ohinemutu west, including the Utuhina Stream
to ttre left"

RIROHIN3.DAT 579 Ohinemutu rea (very oblique).

RIROHIN4.DAT'IJ 612 Ohinernutu area.

RIROHINs.DAT 620 Ohinemutu area

RJROHIN6.DAT,IJ 633 Ohinemutu ar€,ar over tlrc village.

RIRARAPI.DATT 7tr| Arawa Park ground ruth area.

RIRARAP2.DAT 770 Arawa Park ground truth area.

RIRARAI{I.DAT 77r fuawa Park ground trulh area.

RIRAKGCI.DAT 930 fuikil€pakapa Golf Couse, just west of
Whakarpwarewa.

RIRWHAK1.DAT.IJ 945
Whakarewarewa thermal area, with hrarenga
Stream and Maori Are and Crafts at lop.

RIRWHAK3.DAT 1085 Whakarewarewa, eastem end, wih Lake Roto-a-
Tamaheke.

RIRWHAK4.DAT 1330 Wtrakq Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke, fust in range
sensitivity t€sts (l0t range).

RIRWHAKs.DATiJ r335 Whaka, Iake Roto-a-Tamaheko, 2nd in range

sensitivity tests (20t range).

RIRWHAK6.DAT{T r353 Whaka, I"ake Roto-a-Tamaheke, 3rd in range
sensitivity tests (50t range).

RIRWHAKT.DAT 1365 Whak& Iake Rotoa-Tamaheke,4th in rmge
sensitivity tess (20'C range).
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RIRWHAKS.DAT'IJ t372 Wraka, Iakp Roo-a-Tamaheke, 5th in range
sensitivity tests (10'C range).

RIRPUSTI.DAT 1497 Puarenga Stream, just north of Te Ngae Road,
thermal area at bend of sheam.

RIRPUST2.DAT 1505 Puarcnga Stream, same area as RIRpUSTI.

RIRPUST3.DAT 1532 Puarenga Stream, first hermal area <xl stream.

RIRPUST4.DAT{ 1538 Puarenga Str€am, downstream from and
overlapping RIRPUST3.

RIRPUST6.DATIJ t542 Puarenga Str€sm, downstrearn from RIRpUST4.

RIRPUSTT.DAT 1548 Puarenga Stream, downsredm from and
overlapping RIRPUST6.

RIRPUSTS.DAT 1560 Mouth of Puarenga Stream, and west bank.

RIRPUSTg.DAT t622 Mouth of hrarenga Stream.

RIRPUSIO.DAT 1637 Mouth of Puarenga Stream, similar to
RIRPUST9.

RIRVARP.DAf 977 Arawa Park, visible image from portable video
cgrnera.

RIRVNGI.DAf Thermal strearn at lake edge, Ngapun4 visible
image frrom portable video camera

RIRVWHAK.DAf 1290 Whakarewarewq Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke, visible
image from portable video camera

RIRVOHIN.DAT' Ohinemutu area, visible image from portable
video camera"

I All of these images have been stored on 5.25" floppy disks.
Image obained from ttre_visible wavelengtr imagery acquired using a portable video camera operating
simultaneously with ttre krframerics 5fi,
These video index numbers apply b the Image Proce.ss Group video cassette recorder ftrom which fire
irnagery was digitized and will vary on ortrei VCR machines.
Image was used to define the images banding problem.
Im4ge was completely pre-processed (i.e. geomerically and inrensity cor€cted) and enhanced.
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Appendix L

List of Images Generated by Digitizing Portions of Aerial Photographs Through a Visible
Wavelength Video Camera (IVC-GR-A30, VHS-C-PAL format).

IMAGE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
SCALE; DATE TAKEN

DESCRIPTTON

AKl2VAP1.DAT No. 115822'
l:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Po*ion of Old Tapo Road directly west
of Arikikapakapa Golf Course.

JETVAPI.DAT sN 5005, c/8
l:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Jetty area dfuecdy east of Ohinemutu.

JETVAP4.DAT No. 115827'
l:5,900 28lvltr. 1990

Jetty area directly east of Ohinemutu.

KPI2VAPI.DAT No. ll58ll'
l:5900; 28 Mar. 1990

Northwest corner of Kuirau Puk thermal
area.

NGSVAP2.DAT No. 115844'
l:5900; 28l{ar. 1990

Thexmal sueam st lal<e edge, Ngapuna area.

NGSVAIB.DAT No. 115844'
1:5900;28 Mar. 1990

Thenrul sEeam at lake edge, Ngapuna area.

NGSVAP4.DAT sN 5005, E6
l:2,00O 23 Nov. 1976

Thennal strearn at lake edge, Ngapuna area.

NG6VAPI.DAT No. 115844'
1:5.900; 28 Mar. 1990

Mouth of Puarenga Sream.

NG6VAP2.DAT No. 115844'
l:5900;28 h[ar. 1990

Moutlr of Puarenga Stream.

OHII{VAPI.DAT sN 5005, c/E
1:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Lake Rotorua embayment in the Ohinemutu
are&

OHINVAPz-DAT SN 5005; CE
l:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Lake Rotorua ernbayment in the Ohinemuht
area_

OHINVAP3.DAT No. 115827'
1:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Lake Rotorua ombayment in the Ohinemuhr
are8.

OHINVAP4.DAT No. 115827'
1:5900;28 Mar. 1990

Top of pensinsula, east of lake Rotorua
embayment, in the Ohinemutu are,a"

OHINVAPs.DAT No. 115827'
l:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Lake Roorua embayment in lhe Ohinemunr
ar€a"

OHINVAP6-DAT No. 115827'
l:590G 28 Mar. 1990

Lake Roorua embayment in the Ohinemutu
area.

PPVAP2.DAT No. 115844'
r:5900; 28 n[ar. 1990

Polynesian Pools area

PPVAP3.DAT No. 115844'
l:5900; 28 Mar. 1990

Polynesian Pools area
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P6VAP3.DAT No. 115844'
1:5900;28 Mar. 1990

Puarenga Sueam mouth area.

P6VAP5.DAT No. 115844'
1:5,900;28 Mar. 1990

Puarenga Stream mouth area"

P6VAP6.DAT No. 115844'
l:5,900;28 lvlar. 1990

hrarenga Stream mouth area

P6VAPT.DAT No. 115844'
1:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Puarcnga Sream mouth area

P6VAPS.DAT No. 115844'
l:5,900; 28 lvlar. 1990

Puarenga Stream mouth area

SBIVAPI.DAT No. 115844'
1:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Island in Sulphur Bay.

UTWAPI.DAT No. 115827'
l:5,900: 28 lvlar. 1990

Utuhina Stream moulh and outflow into
Lalce Rotorua.

WHSVAP2.DAT No. 115834'
l:5,900; 28 lvtar. 1990

Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke area,

Whakarewarewa.

WHSVAP3.PTID No. 115834'
l:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke area,

Whakarewrewa"

WI{29VAPI.DAT No. 115822'
l:5,900;28lvlar. 1990

Carpark areas at Geyserland Motel and
Arikikapatapa Golf Course.

W}D9VAP2,DAT No. 115822'
1:5,900; 28 Mar. 1990

Carpark areas at Geyserland Motel and
Arikikapakapa Golf Course.

' These are colour aerial photograpls whose scales vary between l:5800 and l:6.000.
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Appendix M

Command Files Used to Pre-Process the Raw, Digitized 6 February l98B Rotorua Test Survey
Video Imagery.

IMAGE PRE.PROCESSING VAX COMMAND FILES

IWOE.COM' olsc.couf EISC.COh,It ru.corq.conar

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
Z:RIRWIIAKS.DAT
RIRWHSI.DAT
6,35,493,479

$ R EPIC:DESTR
RIRWHSI.DAT
8
RIRWH8ID.DAT

$R
EPIC:GETILEAVED
RIRWHSID.DAT
8

WSO.DAT
WSE.DAT

$ R EFIC:EXTRAC
WSO.DAT
w80r.DAT
L2,U6,477

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
WSO.DAT
$/802.DAT
1,2,u6A76

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
WSO.DAT
w803.DAT
14,u6,475

$ R EPIC:PUTILEAVED
w80l.DAT
WSE.DAT
8
w8cl.DAT

$ R EPIC:PUTILEAVED
w802.DAT
WSE.DAT
8
w8c2.DAT

$ R EPIC:PUTILEAVED
w803.DAT
WSE.DAT
8
w8c3.DAT

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
W8E-DAT
W8EI-DAT
t2,246477

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
WSE.DAT
W8E2.DAT
1,3,246,476

$ R EPIC:EXTRAC
WSE.DAT
W8E3.DAT
r4,246,475

$ R EFIC:PUTILEAVED
WSO.DAT
WSEI.DAT
8
wScl.DAT

$ R EPIC:PUTILEAVED
WSO.DAT
W8E2.DAT
8
w8c2.DAT

$ R EPIC:PUTILEAVED
WSO.DAT
W8E3.DAT
8
w8c3.DAT

$ R EPIC:FILTER
wScl.DAT
WECIF.DAT
1,4,30255,1O

$ R EPTC:FILTER
w8c2.DAT
W8C2F.DAT
lJ,30155.lo

$ R EPIC:FILTER
w8c3.DAT
W8C3F.DAT
1$,30255,1,0

' Generates dte 'clean' file, de-stipes it and separates it inlo its odd and even sub-images.t creates three odd sub-images having pixel shiils of l, 2 and 3 pixel columns, then grneites three shift-conectpd
imagas for examination.i Creates th,ree even sub'images having pixel shifrs of 1, 2 and 3 pixel columns, rhen generate,s three shift-
corrected images for examination.I creates ttree filtered, de-striped, shift+onected images for examination.
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Appendix N

List of the First Images Generated by Using a Visible Wavelength Video Camera to
Digitize Portions of Black and White Aerial Photographs.

'Tte.se images were genoated at the Image Processing Group frcility, DSIR Physical Sciences, Gracefield.
r These images were accidentally deleted during a disk clean-up operation.

IN{AGE. AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
SCALE; DATE TAKEN

DESCRIPTION

OHINIVAP.DAT sN 5005, c/8
l:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Lake Rotorua embayment in tlte
Ohinemutu area

WHAKIVAP.DAT.i SN 5005; D/5
1:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Lake Roto'a-Tamaheke area at
Whakarewarewa

WHAK2VAP.DATI SN 5005; D/5
l:2,000; 16 Nov. 1976

Geyser Flag area u Whakarcwarewa.

W}IAK3VAP.DATi SN 5005; D/5
1:2,(X)0; 16 Nov. 1976

Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke area at
Whakarewarewa

PUSTIVAP.DAT SN 5005; E/3
l:2,000;23 Nov. 1976

Puarenga Sueam mouth and oudlow
into Ixke Rotorua.



Feature Information for the 5 April 1989 FLIR Test Survey.
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Appendix P
Digitized Images from the 5 April 1989 FLIR Tcst Survey.
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Appendix Q

Meteorological Data for the 1 March 1990 Large Scalc Rotorua Infrared Suney'.

' From NZ Meteorological Service, Rotorua Branch, Roorua Airport

Date

1990

Max.
Temp

fc)

Rain

(mm)

Atmospheric Pressure at Mean Sea Level
(hpa)

0000 0600 1200 1800

Feb 24 25.0 rc24.2 rc232 t022.2 1019.1

Feb 25 25.4 1020.6 1018.9 1018.0 r0r4.5

Feb 26 22.3 1015.3 1012.8 1010.8 1006.9

Feb?il 21.8 10074 1005.9 1008.2 1008.6

Feb 28 18.3 Trace 10r4.7 1017.6 1018.2 1018.0

Mar 0l u.L 1018.0 10u.4 l0t7.l 1014.9

Mar 02 4.7 1017.6 1017.0 1016.3 1013.5

Time
(Local)
I March

1990

\ryind
Speed

(kr)

Wind
Direction

(degrees uue)

Pressure at
Mean Sea

Level
lnra)

Relative
Humidity

(vo)

Temp

fc)
1800 7 260 1015.0 47 23

1900 8 290 r015.0 50 23

2000 7 280 1015.5 58 2l

2100 2 220 1016.2 66 l8

22W 0 000 1017.0 80 l5
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Appendix R

Calibration Information for the I March 1990 Large Scale Romrua Infrarpd Suwey.

Feature
Number

Phoo
Number

Time
(Lsal)

Temp
("c)

Description

AI I l8:49 60.3 Puarenga Sream hot spring (Sala Srcet)

2 6r.4 Upsream qpring

3 22.7 Edge of stre,om

MAF l8:59 22.2-22.5 lvIAFFish Carp ponds (east)

26.4-27.2 lvIAFFish long still pond (west)

A2 4 l9:14 29.0-29.3 Lalce Te Kirikiri (Whaka"FRI, shed 9)

A3 5 19:29 67.8 Whaka spring 428 (weir pml)

A4 6 19:34 73.9-72.9 Wtraka qpring 359 (circular pool)

A4.1 7 32.3 Wtraka sulphur pool330 (road end)

A5 8 19:42 44.6 Wtuka 328 (opposite barhhouse)

A6 9 19247 19.5 Puarcnga SEEam (Wtraka bridge)

A8 l0 l9:56 41.040.6 Stateway Motel pool (9m)

A10 ll 20:15 35.1 Arikikapakapa golfcourse clubhouse lake (north)

All t2 28.0 Next lake to west (NE side)

Ar2 l3 2O:?3 28.7 Lake tuikikapakapa (east end)

Al3 t4 ?-0:34 28.7 Lakc tuikikapakapa (sourh end)

A14 l5 ?-0:41 28.2 Lake Rotoapanniomarama (north end)

Al5 t6 ?.0:49 37.044.A Muddy lake to west (sourh side)

Al6 t7 31.6 Lake Mimiotuameke (north of isthmus)

l8 ?.0:57 27.4 Lake Mimiotrumeke (south of isttrmus)

Al7 21:05 25.8 Roorual Thermal Motor Camp pool (l2m)
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Feature
Number

Photo
Number

Time
(Local)

Temp

fc)
Description

B1 BI l8:30 u.5 Puarenga Sream (opposite end Hona Rd)

B2 B2 l8:35 &.5-@'.8 Thermal pools 70m ro NW (Sulphur Ftas)
B3 B3 l8:40 52.4 ]hermal pools l50m further NW (Sulphur Ftats)

B4 B4 19:03 37.3 Old Boys RFC Te Ngae Rd (large pool)

B5 B5 19:05 53.3 Old Boys RFC Te Ngae Rd (small pml)
B6 B6 19:L7 39.8 Leisureworld thormal swimming pool

86.l 35.1 Leisureworld shute exit pool

B7 87 l9:19 23.5 Leisureworld bumperboat pool

B9 B9 l9:36 30.s Wylie Court Morel pool (Fentory'seddon)

Bl0 Bl0 l9:43 28.7 Boulevard Motel pool (249 Fenton)

BT2 BL2 19:49 36.0 Ascot Motel Wol (U7 Fenton)

Bl3 813 19:56 37.2 Fernleaf Motel pool (23 Toko)

B14 20:08 32.8 Toms Motel pool (6 Union)

B15 20:M 2r.6 Union Vicoria Motel pool O Union)

Bt6 20:16 33.2-33.6 Kuirau Part Motor Lodge (Hinemoa)

Bt7 ?.0:23 3t.2 Arawa Moor Lodge (ll8 Arawa)

B18 2O:28 272 Lake Timaru (Kuirau Park) SE end

B19 20:36 28.5 Aquatic Centre Swimming Pool Clarewa Rd)

B2r 20:51 2t.4 lvlalfroy Primary Schml pml (Pukuanra S0
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Feature
Number

Photo
Number

Time
(Local)

Temp

fc)
Descdption

cr c1 l8;37 22.5 Lake Rotorua end of east jefty Motutara Pt

Q c2 lE:45 22.2 Lake Rotorua end of west jetty Motutara Pt

c3 c3 l9:00 433 4m cfucular pool offQueens Drive (Government
Gardens)

c4lL c4lr 19:13 45J Folynesian Pools - outside baths:

c412 c4n 42.2 see plan 8 7

c4R c4B 40.3 65
C+A c414 41.0 Laket 4 3

c4ls 38.7 t2
c4t6 36.8 Building

c4n 44.2

c4l8 40.9

c419 c419 19:ll 36.1 Large indmr pool (open roof)

c4l10 c4l10 l9:19 40.5 Large pool, left foyer (indoor near enrance)

c5 L9:21 20.r Lilipond outside Polynesian Pools

c6 c6 19225 40.r Orchid Gardens large pool

c7 c7 19:29 99.9 Rachel Spring

c8 c8 19:32 23.r Pool at Government Gardens entranoe

c9 c9 19:38 32.5 Ambassador Motel

cll cll 19:47 2t.o Monterey Motel

cl3 c13 l9:54 23.0 Lake Rotorua, end of launch jetty

ct4 c14 76.5 Ohinemutu 51227 Porahi opposite chrnch

c15 cl5 l9:59 6it2 Ohinemutu Tirnohopu St 3m brick citcular pool

c16 cl6 20:13 39.0 Ohinemutu Western end of lake embayment
(Iunohopu)

cr7 cr7 20:?-0 54.8 Ohinernutu outlet of embayment

c18 crE 20:25 68.0 Ohinernutu 2m pool west of embayment outlet

c20 c20 ?fr:29 r7.5 Ututrina stream moutlr

c2uL evl 20:37 56.2 Kuirau Pa* No.6l3 large hot pml

etn c2rn 20:38 67.3 Kuirau Park No.613 small hot pool

C2'IR ew N:42 u.4 Kuirau Fark No.6l3 large cool pool
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Fetiture
Nunber

Photo
Number

Time
(t.sal)

Temp
("c)

Doscription

e2 e2 ?,0:46 37.0 Kuirau No,644 w€st of road (3&t pool)

e3 ?fi249 562 Kuirau No.646a Rotoiauhi (Ndt pool, SE side)

e4 QA ?fr|57 87.4 Lake Kuirau (NW ond)

e5 c25 2l:03 22.0 Lako Rotuut end Bennocs Road



Figure Rl: Map of calibration site locations. The sites are numbered from east to
west with the A series running along the bottom, the B series through the middle and
the C series along the top.
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Appendix S

List of Survey Flight Lines, Times, Allitudes, speeds and Videotape Imagery Locations for ttre I March 1990
Rolorua Thermal IR Survey.

FLIGIIT
LINE

FLIR IOOOA INFRAMETRICS
525

VISIBLE TIME ALTITI.JDE AIR
SPEBD

Mitsubishi'
@lapsed time)

Mitsubishi
(Elapsed time)

Milsubishi
@lapsed time)

(Local) (rn) (knots)

Set-up and
Calib,ration

fi);00:00 -
00:18:15

fi):OO:fi),
00:20:10

O0:fi):fi) -
fi):20:15

18:30:00 -
18:57:2O

I north 00:18:35 -
OO:2037

00;20:31 -
O0:22:35

00:20:35 -
A0:22z4O

18:57:42 -
l8:59:30

580 45

2 south 00:20:53 -
ffi:22:52

W:22:43 -
A024tSO

00:22150 -
002?A:50

l9:fi):fi) -
19f2.00

6r0 50

3A north 00:23:35 -
00:25:48

ffi:25:45 -
00:28:00

00:a5:50 -
00:28:05

l9:03:00 -
l9:05:00

640-610

38 south 00:26:00 -
00:28:46

00:28:10 -
00:30:45

00:28:10 -
00:30;45

19:05:00 -
l9;08:fi)

610 70-58

3 north 00:30t22 -
00:31:52

00:32:18 -
OO:33:52

00:32:20 -
00:33:50

19:09:30 -
19:ll:00

610 58{0

4 south O0:32:49 -
ffit34245

00:34:47 -
fi):36:46

ffi234:47 -
O0:36:4

l9:12:00 -
19:13252

64 ffi42

5 north fi):35:29 -
00:37:29

fi):37:28 -
00:39:30

00:37:30 -
N:39:28

l9:14:35
l9:16:46

6 south 00:38:29 -
00:41:02

00:40:30 -
00:43:05

00:40:28 -
00:43:02

19:17:35
l9:20:00

7 north 00:42:05 -
fi):44:15

O0:44:02 -
00:46:20

00:44:04 -
00:46:15

19z2L:12

19:23:22
610 62

8 south @:44:57 -
00:48:20

O0147202 -
ffi50:22

00:46:56 -
00:50:20

L9:?At0O -
19:2728

610 58-50

9 north 00:49:39 -
00:52:20

00:51:40 -
00254:29

00:51;33 -
00:54:20

19:28:40 -
19:31:28

58-60

l0 south 00:52:55 -
fi):56:30

00:55:02 -
00:58:35

00:54:54 -
fi):58:21

19:32100 -
l9:35:28

610 55-58

l1 norttr 00:56:50 -
00:59:35

@:58:57
01:01:45

00:58d9 -
0l:01:32

19:35:56 -
19:38:40

640610 60

12 south 01100:20 -
0l:03:20

0l:02:30 -
01:05:29

0l:02:18 -
01:05:18

19:39225 -
19t42t23

610 65

13 north 01:04:55 -
0l:07:40

0l:07:00 -
01:09:50

0l:06:53 -
0l:09:14

19:43:59 -
19:46:45

14 south 0l:08:30 -
01: l1:40

0l:10:45 -
0l:13:55

01:09:39 -
0l:12:50

19:47234
l9:50:47
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15 northr 01;12:43
0l:14:58

01:14:55 -
0l:17:15

0lrl3:53
0l:16:08

l9:51:49 -
l9:54:05

640 62

16 south 0l:15:15
01:18:25

0l:17:28
Ol:2O:49

0l:16:21
0l:19:40

l9.54:2O -
19:57.'36

595 62-&

164, southll 0l:23:37 -

0l:26:16
Olz23z20 -
01:26:00

0l:2210 -
Ol:.?tl:49

20112:21

20:15:03
550

17 northl Ol:Th2S -
Ol:29:40

0l:27:10 -
OIz29:23

0l:26:00 -
0l:28:14

20:16115 -
20218:27

&0 &

18 southl 0l:30:19 -
0l:35:20

0l:3002 -
0l:35:10

20:19:00 -
20t2A:07

60

19 north 0l:36:25 -
AL38:22

2O:25:21

20:Tl:E

20 south 0l:39:25
0l:4205

20:28:00 -

20:31:05
550 60

21 north Ol:/.3:35
0l:46:08

2O:32235 -
2O235:Ul

22 south 0l:46:48 -
0l:50:43

20t35:47 -
2Ot39.41

610 50

23 norttt 01:51:56 -

0l:55:05
20:40:5I
20:43:56

595 45

24 south 0l:55:29 -
0l:58:50

2O:M:20 -
2O:47:4O

625 65

25 north 0l:01:00 -
02:Mz17

20:49:54 -
2A:53207

670

26 south 02:04:50 -

02:08:10
20t5324O -
20:57:00

640

26A north 02:09:18 -
02:12:00

20:58100 -
2l:00:42

27 south 02:12:50 -
02t15:E

2I:01236 -
21:04:05

28 north 02:16:,2O -
02: lE:28

2l:05:00 -
21t07:10

580 '60

Calibration
to End

O2:18229 -
O2z26z0o

2l:07:ll -
2l:14:4O

610

I
I
t
I

The Mitsubishi rype VCR provides tape location in terms of elapsed rime.
Began having problems with FLIR 1000A instnrment and imagery obtained after 0ris is of
dubious quality.
Landed to replace argon ga$ bottle in FLIR 1000A,
FLIR 10004 stopped workig. Rest of survey complered wing Inframerrics 525 only.
Jisibl-e imagery degrading due ro approachini darkness.
Last flightline having useful visible im"g."y.-
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Appendix T

FLIR and Inframeuics Videotape Positions for Features of Inrerest Observed During rtre I March 1990
Rotorua Thermal IR Survey.

Features of lnterest Observed on the FLIR IR Tape

Location and Description (spring Number) Elapsed Time'
hrs:mins:sec

Line
Number

Ngapuna thermal area (940-948) 2l:53 2

Heart shaped lake (943) 27:46 3B

Puarenga Stream banks and mouttr, Sulphur Flac 24:18

39t25
3

6

Sulphur Point, Government Gardens 45':40 8

Rugby Club thermal area (te Ngae Road) 46:30
50:54

8
9

Whakarewarewq east (FRI) lakes 57:30 ll
Leisure World (Marguerita Streer) 58:03

hA2:00
l:06:13

ll
t2
l3

Thermal ground east of Te Ngae Road and Amohau Street 58:31
l:01:19
l:06:43

ll
t2
l3

Rocky Point, Govemment Gardens 58:39 ll
Queen Elizabeth Hospital pool and lake discharge l:00:57

l:08:45
t2
t4

Orchid Pool, Rachel Spring (Government Gardens) l:01:12
l:09:03

t2
L4

Polynesian Pools l:01:16
l:6:,47

t2
l3

Whakarewarewa east and lake Roto.a-Tamaheke l:02:35
l:05;29
l:05:36
l:10:39

t2
r3
l3
t4

Rotorua International Hotel carpark l:05:41
l:10:34

l3
t4

PuhiNui Motel kidney-shaped pool l:05:58 r3

Arawa Park racecourse warm patch l:09:37 t4
Thermal area souft of Pohaturoa Trig (Whakarewarewa) I ll:05

26:19I
l4
t7

Ilavana Motel kidney-shap€d pool (Whakaere Srree$ l:24:08 l6R
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Matador, Fernleaf, Tresco Motel pools
(Toko, Fenton Street)

l:24:42 l6R

Sp"tg Kings Morel pool @earce Srre€Q l:25:10 r6R

Wylie Court, Heritage Motel pools (Fenton Street) l:25:22
l:?3:27

l6R
t7

Possible thermal feature between Trig and Fenton Street l:25:?2 16R

Sheraion Hotel,2 ftidney-shaped) pools (Fenton Street) l:25:31 l6R

Stateway Motel oblong pool (Fenon Srreel) l:25:35 16R

Geyserland carpark (south end of Fenton Sree$ hot ground

- includes golf course carpark

l:25:44

l:28:ll

l6R

t7
Whakarewarew4 Pohutu Geyser Flats l:25:51 l6R

Whakarewarewa west L28:42 t7
Gwendolene Sreet warm pool l:?S:Vl t7
Arikikapakapa eastern lakes l:28:15 t7
Domestic pool, Lytton between Devon and Wylie Streets l:28:32 t7
Domestic pool, Holland Sreet and Jehovahs Witness Church lz28:41 t7
Lalce Lodge Motel,2 pools l:31:46 t7

' Elapsed time measured fr,om start of survey.
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Features of InFrest Observed on the nrfram.tti.r tr* (same mverage as FLIR tape).

Location and Description (Spring Number) Elapsed TimC
hrs:mins:sec

Line
Number

Ngapuna rhermal area heart-shaped pool (9a3) 29t41 3B

Island in Sulphur Bay 35:l I
45:50

5

7

Government Gardens golf course hot drain 47:44
56:25

8
l0

Rugby Club thermal area (Ie Ngae Rmd) 48:33 I
Fenon Park Cremalorium hot spot? 48:42 8

Puarenga Stream hot inflows near SaIa Street 48:50 I
Sulphur Flat thermal areas 56:42

l:00:33
l0
t2

Whakarewarewa east (F[tD 59:.44 ll
Government Gardens and Sulphur point l:00:52 ll
Queen Elizabeth Hospital pool l:03:05

l:10:58
t2
l4

Orchid and Rachel Pools and Government Gardens l:03:?2 L2

Leisure World (lvlarguerita Sreeg l:04:09
l:08:25

t2
13

Whakarewrewa, I-aks Roto-a-Tamatreke l:04:51 t2
Thermal area east of Te Ngae Road and Amohau Srreet l:Vl:44 l3
Polynesian pools l:08:54

l:16:18
t3
l5

Havana Motel poot (Whakaue Stree$ l:ll:05 t4
Boiling spring at Government Gardens l:ll:13 l4
Suateway Motel pool l:12:42 14

Whakarewarewa eastt Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke l:12:57 t4
Thermal areas south of pohaturoa Trig ffiakarcwarewa) l:13:14 L4

Whakarewrewa west, Lake Roto-a-Tamaheke and hotel
carpark

1:15:16 15

Sport of Kings Morel pool l:15:29 r5

Possible thermal feature wesr of eueen Elizabeth Hospiht l:23243 t6R



lvlatador, Fernleaf, Tresco Motel pools (foko and Fenon
Streots)

Wylle Court and Heritrrge ltfiotel pools

Geyserland Moel and gotfcourse carpar*g l:19:52
l:?5:28
l:2ilt53

'liyhakarewtrewa and pohutu Geyser

' Elapsed time measrlred from start of survey.
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New Fealures of lnterest Observed on fte lnfiametrics Videotrape.

Location and Description Elapsed Time'
hrs:mins:sec

Line
Number

Hot spot on shoreline to north Kawaha point (near reshome) l:30:21
2: l8:33

l8
29

Ohinemutu lvlarae - jetty L:31:24 18

Lake Road hot spot opposite soundshell l:31:28 l8
Lake Indge (Iake Road), 2 pools l:31:32 l8
Union Vimria Motel pool? l:32:14 l8
Spa Pools? south ldalfroy Road l:32:21 l8
Spa Pools? Holland and Lytton Sueets lz32:42 l8
Sophia Slreet pool l:33:01 l8
Gwendoline Sueet pools and drain l:33:04

l:36:55
l8
r9

Arikikapakapa easbm lakes L:332?2

l:36:41
18
r9

Whakarewarewa model pa l:33:35 l8
Thermal median strip? I*ke Road and Ranolf Sreet l:38:00 l9
Cold Utuhina Stream mourh and hot inflows t:39:43 20

Ohinemutu Bay l:39:50 20

Lake Road and Hospital carpark hot spots l:39:53
l:45:51

20
2r

Arawa Lodge Motel pool l:40:16 20

Kuirau Park Motel pool l:40:16
2:20:51

20
29

Kuirau Park and Lake Timaru l:45:37 2l
Residential hot spas? r:4437 20

St I4arys Primary School Fields and hot spot? l:zl0:54
l:452M

m
2l

Lake Arikikapakapa (good image) l:41:35
l:4:?/l

20
2l

Hemo Road (Stare Highway 5) rtrermal ground l:4324O
l:M:L7

2l
2l

Whakarewarewa western lakes l:44:00 2L

Sophia Street hot spots l:41:31
l:44:30

20
2r
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Ohinemutu thermal pools (good) l:45:56 2r
Hot spring in Lake Rotonu l:46:10 2t
Lakeside Motorcamp between Whittaker and Bennetg Roads L:47:M

2:03:39
22
25

Ohinemutu residential area L:47:20
l:54:30

22
23

Kuirau Pa* (Lakes) and moving steam l:47:30
l:54:01

22
23

Domestic hot spot? Hiemoa and Whakatau Streen l:48:00 22

Domestic hot spots? Devon and Arthur Sreers l:52:40 23

Lake Tunoe, west Arikikapakapa l:49:27
l:52:40

22
23

Lake Tangatarua, Old Taupo Road and Thermal Motorcamp L:49:27
l:52:33

22
23

Motels cleveland, panui and whittaker Roads thermal drains? l:56:2fr
2:19:34

u
29

Hot drain from Taharangi Marae, Tarewa Road l:56:?il u
Commercial Travellers Club pml, Monair Drive l:58:20 u
Kuirau Park, Taharangi Marae thermal area 2:03:26

2:20:38
25
29

Rotorua Boys High School pool and cricket pitch 2:ffi:07
Z:?fr:08

?6
29

Kuirau Sbeet and Tarewa Road intersection buried drains 2:11:18
2:19:49

26A
28

Air Training Corp pools? (Geddes Road) 2z13:03 27

Ilfalfroy Primary School poot 2:13:56 27

Aquatic Cenne Clarewa Road) 2:2fr:33 29

Govemment Gardens (Day Hospital) 2:21:26 29

Queen Elizabeth Hospiut (pipes, etc.) 2:21:.35 29

Utuhina Stream mouth 2:22:42 29

Ohinemutu 2:23:.28 29

Polynesian Pools and Orchid pool witlr pipework 2:24:05
2:E:32

29
29

Sulphur Bay shoreline (soutr of polynesian pools) 2:74:23 29

Govemment, Gardens (golfcourse) 2:25:05 29

Itfayfair Motel pool (Arawa Street) 2:252M 29

' Elapsed time measured from shrt of survey.
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Appendix U
Procrodlngs 9th NZ CootltFrnaJ Uorkshop l9g7

ProLimi,nary Results of SPOA Satellite Hultlsp€ctral Observationg
of the waiotapu ceothemrl fleld. l|er Ze.t.Dd

t{.A. tlongillo. and S.E. Bell!ss..

rGotherml c@.dination croup, ltead off,ice, D.S.I.n., Hairrkelr'R@te Sensing Consultancy Grcup, D.LT,, O.S.I.R.. Gr.cefield

ll6aRAqr

PrellnJnary analyel! of SpgI-l FtaV nultlspcclrrl
ln.glry ol t|te H.lotrpu g.orhcraal fleld tllu;crarcr
the uaefulnrss of htgh rciolu!lon (20 mf satellltc
ra@ta lenarng tachniquls to gGothersel
tnv.attgltlong. Dlffarcnces ln ucgcEation type,
ecget.itlon at varlou. stlg.g of Eturlty, .cld allaredgroun.l,3Lntrr terricc!, th.rdtl [r@l! Inal lakca rnd
unp.ved lore3try road! rr. clrirly dtrtLogutrhad. for
tha -1.7 kn x 1.3 kr rlgton of Btudy. Lro ot thc tttrue
nRv b.Dilg.rq atrongly @rralrted. r.llnE thr lnrglry
ttrttrttc!t.lt tro-d!4i3lonrl tn nrlurG.

tt{tRoDtttrotl

The Spot-t srtelltta ura l.rrnchad on 22 Fobrsdry
l9g6 rs the ltEst ln | lart.! of four lnltrun.nt.a
PlrnnGd to provLrle ! @Dtr,nou! sourca of rGlrttvely
htgh rraoluElon (20 Dl i6!9ery durlog th" next lOyear3.

Thc SPOT r.rellttc prDgr.me ra! Inltlile.t by the
Prench Goeerorcnt !.h 1978, rlth Sred"n rnd Brlgtun
Jolnl,ng tn t97g .nd t9l9 rcapecltvely. Spm syeten
dcvclopacnu ahd oIEr.Elon lg Mnig:d by thc Frcncn
lPlcc .gency, CilES, at lbulouac ,Orqe clnt.rc lnaouthvest FrrncE. SPOT iilrgery lntorfrrtlotr t![rrk.lcd on ! cDmarlcat rcn_diacrlhi nltory eorldel.le
ba!ts by Ch. SpoT THAGE Crrrpor.rlon (Er.ck.t, tgg{r.
6y rgre.rent elth sp(}t taAGE, chc Dlvlstoo o!lnfordiBtqn tcqlrtrology (DlTr. DaparLrn! o! SchntJftc
and tDduatrlll ftalcrrch (DStRt, Lr th. N.f Z..land andPrcltlc I!tin.ls dlstrtbutor for SPOT lrtrlllts drtr-

lha SPOT lACllllt" l! tn .n .pproxlnataly elrcul,ar
pqlar orblr (!G€ ftblr t for dctr, Irl. tt! equlpGnt
Iuck.gr enrl3ti, of Ero lden!lcrl nlgh ncrclutlon
Vlstbl! (llRvt tnatrurent!. aach qipiblr of olnrattng
ln . puchr@.tlc (L.G. r ,inglc broad rpcceril banal
or dltllgGctr.l (1.!. Ehr"a aprctral blnds, rcde.Th! prlnclpal chrrrcterlltlc! of tha HRvf.nltluncDcitlan (.nd thir of LANDSAT.T _1, _2, _3, toE
cspirtsonl Nra provtdcd In Trblr l. Ih. [Rv i; rhc
ttr8t ratllltts lnrtrurutrr to oDtatn dlta vlr !
'turh-br@n" tcqhnrqu€, rhlch rlloy! collcct.ion.of rcmplate I tnc ol ahlr (60 to vl.tc on the qround,
uttllztng r ykle-angla opslcrl !!,sEe6 tor lmgtig ontoI I lnear .rr!y o! 6000 qhlrgcd-couplcd - 

lJvtces(CCD'8). It|ls Ecchnlquc cll,ntnrtcr the necqsllty o,rcchlnlcrl rc.nnlng, provtdtng I ech @ra rolliUtc!ystc6. lh?r. lnrtrurcnt. ,.e rt3o lDlotibl" in thccror!-!racl dlrecgton, allovlng acqulrltl.on otrtarcoacDplc lnaEa lnlrr lnd rlptd tcc.la to any lplnton mrch. Drtr cln althcr ba ,toraa by tyo on Lardr?coFlcrs (..ch ablr eo lbl.l up to 22 ,louta! HorBh ofdltrt for latar Crrnanlltlon to rccatvlng statlon3 actlth?r Toulourq ar XJrunr (Sr.drnl or dtrectlylclcmt.rcd Eo ground (Couriol!, 1984t.

Nuncrlcal .latr for arch lcanc {60 kq r 60 k6) clhbG- tupplt..l on corqrular 6onprclbl! tapc! (CCT.!r.
Thl! lllors "local' li.ga proccaltng to Ua pertormtt.
ln.g!! cen el3o bG obtrln"d ai flln producte.

DIT h.! obtal ncd CCTir ot cro .qplat! (60 kn a FOkill mlttrpectrrl rc-n.! centred .t .pprorlnrtclyTokoroa Inal ncr"rhakialtu. lr ttl,uetrattd tn

Pl.9ur6 l, thG 3cen.s togrth"r qogar I ujot portlan of
thc :lautD Volcrnlc ?aae lTv?lt h"nc! tnctude @9t o!th. ktrdn mJor gcothern.l rr"a!.

Becausa lt la r rclttlv!ly nee ln!trurcnt. z?ry
fay etudlc! uttllrlng SpOt-l h.va b.cn lrubllrhad, rcs"
deallnq vlth Forhamal lnvcltlgrt.lon! thrt I u lyare
ol. ttla preLliliniry r.tErt 1r tbc flrtt drlcrlqtton
of SIOT lltelllt! lnvalElgrttonr of a grotharroI arartn Nlr Zaat.nd. lltr crltlrlt and toehnlquG, dlycloFat
tn rh. P.loErpu leudy ar. to bq rpplLed to othar Sp('!
hrgqry ln rn.ttcnpt co &rleq gcoer.tllGd Ethod!
lor Ecothcrel arplorltlon rnd r€conn!lltqncc.

Tha SPgl BRV Nlt trtEctrrl at.ta dl,osrcd hcr?
coylr thrt lErtlon of thc tallotalu gcotharnal ftaldrhlcb axhtbLt! thc mJor 3urtrqc thrrEl
[rnlfcrtatlona. lh. dttr @n!l!ts of rn A5 r 65 otxatsubscana (-t.7 t! x l.f tnl. erErrctcd frq thc
cmplete lakG TarlrerNcanc rtt [.h l, .pproxlEtrl,
canlred on nrraehakaaltu (!cr Trbl! 2t,

O'SCnIPIIOT O' rIIOTAPU ARrl

Ih.9rlotapu FochGrDl arGa h!! becn dc3crtb"d l^
d.trll r.c€nEtt ([ed.nqul!r, t98]r, tgBlbr t9B6t. rtla lcrted lppror, @Eel I {O |!tr northcrlt o! |l|i r.tct
lFlgura lr, t! rlc lrrgcrt Xndn 9coth.r6!t !lclat lnth! Tlrz ( l8 k[' ] , .hd he! ch. grercclc Euur?d
.urf.ca hart lloy, -5aO Hll (Ernlcn.h, ct rL. 1963r.
l.@ 1956 to 1958. !.ven erplorlt.lon vclll wrcdrlllld to dapthr rlnglng lrq il50 , to 9OO q. tlr.
6trr.tun dlep t.r?aratur? aalurad ,e, 295.C (Dcnch.
t96l). ltc Gitanrlva rnal varled surfaca thcnal
rcttvlty, conrlltlng ol ild l'@lg, lrrga,teaning
hydrothrrhal aroptlon cratarr. alnt'cr tarrrcas, hotp@l! and @lourf ul hydrotharorl Ly .ltercd gr@nd Dkathtql.pu a Ery popular tourlrt !rcr.

llrc t{rlotapu Fothclm1 fleld (f19urc 2r arBend!
touthrurd lron tyo d!cl,t! dilrr, llE lounglongrongr
(-925 n, and Ht tt!un9.kat!r.m. or netnbJ HoJnt"rn(-743 61, fhtch lrat lrupre.t -t5O,OO0 yairu rro(N.lrn, t97lr. A rhyollrr donrc (trtg. 9566, _S90 ,1,
t200,000 yaars old t! located rb lhe e!3tarn rosgln otthr flcld (H,!.ty, t97,tl. thc nrlacc urar|tl in thq
Dorthlrn p.rt of the ltald conslrlg o! pr.ddtnrntly
dlclta doE! rnd floe! rnd rcderrErly rcld.d,
qurrtzola lgnlnbrlta, uhlla thG rcltlrh mrgln h., a
rhyolltc dorc and !lor3 (l{rlrn, lg7tr. iurttclrt
altarlll ln thc crntral lnd routhcrn cxtant g( thc
tlald Dlnty conllrts ol l[frlc.ou! pyr@lrltlcr thrGhavc blan rGrgrkGd tso rtlt! In.l aandrtoDca(Irdlnqullt. 19861 and rhyollt.tc pyroclrrlto !loe! and
rlrtrll !!h rnd puilcq Ehrt h.va bcan rcd.porltad r!
rlluvlm. 1!ro s.t t arQs o! ptsoltttc Ariy etn and
rcdepolltr.l lcgllrn uterlal Gcur nlrr Cha
routhrrltarn lnd 3outharn boundlrles (nri.rn, t97!1.

lh. northc.lt tranding ltgalmri hult crt.ndt
acrot! th! rcrehr.st cDrncr of !h! falotapu fbld
(Plgura 2f . llorch @rthcrrt trlnds tn ttE dwrr.rc.
of thrrnal rcltvlty ln clntrat rllotrlru augFlt th€
p.ctctrcc ol r.vcr.I [lnor f.ult! th.r!. furthcr
louth' Ch!6pr9nc Pool, lLM Cltffr rnd L.kcr tag.horo
.nd nhlnglotcr!ngl, Eapy hydrothrrn!t lruptlon
cralorr thtt arG forfrcd vlthln EhG Flt 900 lra.rt(Lloyd. 19591. ltr.r€ lltrr rllo rpp.rr to €sr .t
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TIONGII.[O

TIaLZ lt Characteri3ttcs of SPOI HRV lnstruGnt .nd
Lan,lg.tg -1. -2. -t for cooparl,son.

INSTRUI{EHI

sPorl IRv LANDS^TJ.3
-1, -2. '3

spact.r!l
Btnds (|Jn,

Bl {gracn)
0.50-0.59
Ez (red)
0.6 1 -0.6S
83 (neir lR,
0.79-0.89
PA
0.5 t-0. ? 3

84 0.5-0.6

B5 0.6-0, ?

a6 0.7-0.8

B7 0.8-1. I

Bgq ro.i-12.

Slstlrl
neaolutlon (Et

-205 -79

Grounal Srith
r|ldt'h (kE,

60 r85

6.cel lltc
lltrtudc (knt

-832 -917

Orbi rrl
Prrioii (olo)

-t02 - rot

PGrioal of Natllr
ArG. Rrrlslt (day!

26G,', t8

Orb t tal
lncl lnat.lan
(dagre.!)

ga.77 -99

I sfm aor" lrm c@rtols ( t9a4).2 Thcgc tandrala chosrn bcc.src thcy arc thc only orc8
- fr@ rhlch ll.Z. obtalned d.tr.t landsat dat^ frs Frrden and Gordon, 1983.

I Ncver olrcratlonal,
- 10 a tn PA rcd6.6 tlrc off-nadtr vl€rlng alld! .n .rcr at l{.2.

latltudc to be obrerved rvary l-4 days, r,/rvrr.gc of
,2.4 dry!.
' Drla fr@ arach.t (1984, rnd S. ttcNlel (1987, tErs,

clrm.!.

TTIBLE 2r fietolla of tlte ldkc Tarisera SP(tf acenca.

scena censrcr -34.19139' t76,.31r5?.
Scrne Slz€: -60 kd x 60 k-
C.Lqud CovBrr Ot
Itrttrsent llelght: 819.61 hn
hcqutBlLlon Dite/Tlnrr 5 Auguar 1986/t0:17 an

(IEet t
Ito!ld Referllca Prth/RoB! 141 /427
leh Abglc fron Vert.lcrlt 2.r. t{eBf

flgurG lr ApprorJ.nat. qovar.ge of thr Tauta volclntc
Zonc by th. 60 hE r 60 til Tohord and l,!lt
Tir.rG!! sPol HRv rccnca (Flgurc rcdlfL.d fron
tlohglLlo rnd cl.llrnat (t9A4r' D.3.f.R. Geoth.nll
Rcport No. 91.

@ro91al rFd r'l'r'N

bFttE rrcr.r'tc. d r!3@lid ,..j r-t crd

tr.-..nd f.. d@lB. dlft.F il.ld. 
,z/ ttolt

r. r.n tu -. tts- I *
?lrlltlc..h plw Fdq.l.d ed.

ecarn l.o &i d lrd.

B..t.lr +d flsc toclEtld.

d!..l.lt ild ltnl-tlr.,

&.lb l.!. ... 6d lld.

Ftgur. 2t Geologic EP of tshe tLlo!.Pu .r.. (tril
Nilrn. l9?3) lllustrlrlng t'h" frulta, apProlldla
cit.nL of thcrMl gtound (f16 llenly. l97a) enal

!r.a ol ghls ttudy.

'tr- L

;"i?^-'^ eq^

i-. t-.-i

K" i,
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MONGILI

the tntcr3cctlons of the prcvlously renelon.d north
notthailt trcnd! and ?ast-valt ltoarttotr! (Ftgura 2,
(tl.drnquisr, 1996).

The nrtural sqrfrcG ncCirlty of t{alot.pu h.s b"eD
darcrtbcd by r.loyd ( 1959. l96f) and rsvleecd by
l|edcnqulrr | 1983r, l9a3b, t9A6r. rha Chernal.
latturcg erhiblt I prggre3llv" chrtrgE ln ch"[lc!l
niturc tr9! mrBh to toutb, ,tth tcl'd lulphrto
t?lturu donlnrt,lng the northern h.If oC thc ftald,
.ci.l aulphate-hlorld! faaGurer rnrl tha aplErrrncr ot
neut.rrl pH chlorlde lprlog! @currlng south of thc
llrga @rl pool .rc. Ind thc lrredqinancG of chlorldc
lprtng3 south ot t-dy Xnox ccysrr.

l,argr erprnsc! of arpoa€d iltcrad ground ecur ln thcgauth enCral rr?a crnlrrd on Chr6p!9nq pool (flgurs
lt. lttlnct slnB.i rnd gcl'3er @unilg rr! prcrant 10
thc north ol thl! rrca. Rrgionr of lurfacq altcratlgn
conalaglng of alunlte, k.allnlea and rcntrcri.llonltc
clry! ecur .bouc t50 n north ot Chrnp.gna Fool. ehGra
aaelral col laptc cratGrr @ntalnlng rcld d.l IEl,
{havlng h.ollott'. rnd lln! pyrlt!) rnd nlrlvo lulthur
llnad ritlE arc rlso found. Chlcpagne pool, hrvlng I
EclEr.ture of -75.C. Ls !h6 largc!! chlorld.
dlrchtrg. tG^ture ln hh. flald. A trrgr rlnt.r
tlrrlca Gxt?ndr Gilt rnd south tran tt, t.mlmtlng tD
Eha routh by EhG olrroe Brldrl Vrll !ill!, rhlch flou!
ldto rn ?aaE-war orlcntrt"d erllay. ltound! of
I'bolttlc lulphur ecur ln tt! erlCqln l[rt of th!
lrllcy, ehllc to rhc rc3t, rcvcrll tcld lela itrrLn
lnto llun Cllttr c;rc€r. ?rylng prn pl!t. !n are! of
rked acid rulpha?a{hlortdc rprl,ng!, @cur! to tha
t@t'| .nd drrln! lnto fik€ Ngakoro. Lkc
lh.nglotlrlngt. r 60l acld laha. l! l6rt..l lbout 200
i olc ot Brtdit V"l,l htl!.

Dtrt llr 
'.lsla

Analyal! of rhc.llglt.l Sfloa d.Ei e, IErforred
ultng tlte OIT rtlcoRllA!(z coitrrutlr lyrtcn, rn.l thc EplC
tugc precalng $fterre (ttcDonnGu, l9A6t. Trough
Dll'r dc4lcrtc.l colour @oitor! ecrc urd for lorc of
ehc lnvcrtrg.tlon, rcac o! thc anrlyst! rla lErforrcdon c6put.r prlne@t! obtatnrblG rt Che g.lrikel
CGotharul Rascrrch CenBrr 91. DSIR'! VAI nctiork.

lnj ttll lBgc rollyslr raa Irorf orred ullng Band! |
tnd I bccnuta oa grobtcn3 .rlllng Hlth thc r..dtng of
ths Brnd 2 C?t. BGcau!^ lnterbf,nd ruElolnq oi
frlE1lpactrll Lmg.! both r?@vs3 llrrE order
brlghinerr vrrL.clmr du. to topogr.phlc cf!2cea rnd
anbrnes sqbElc !prc!rrl reflectrnca (colourt
dlfl!rehcca thrt .ra often dlf!lculE to dGtaet ongtindard LndlvLdual band lEges, rnl'hast! rra placed
on ex.oinlng thG Bl/Bt rlhlo targa.

I conpuEer prlntout, of thc t{alotapu gf./Bl rrtlD
lGg! k rhorn tn Ftgura a. Erch nuab.r rcprca.nc,
tha rrl.tlea brtghrn.as ln Bl|ld rL (.n B-btc itltllit
nub.r, or DN, lrctqcn 0 bgl":|l rnd 255 tllihrr
dlvld"d by thrt, In Eand t lor thG corrcrpondtng
rp.t, rl lcaclan. ft6 ra$lt.lng rrtlo, h.ea baen
lln.arlv lcal.d !o prelcrv. Lha orl.9l nil rltlo
rrl.tlgnlhlp! and cnh.nc? tha cont'r.!t. Thc !la!l
rldlrctlbure.l Dd valuG! !h@n ln plgurG 3 rrnge lroo 0
io 255.

ly cx.nlnlng the E3lEt lEgc tor looc aridlqnt!,l.c. dlffcrcncrl ln Dltr vlth rprt.lrl locatr.on. f!.tur!
'bounda.ha' arc dGgqrnlncd rr lllqltrat.d In pigura
t.

nEsut l|S

Coiprrlron ol rh. B!,/Al retlo lmagc !.rtur.! ahdn
ln ?lgur! 4 rtrh Ftgura 3, rcrtll photDgrrphr lgnig4sr./!6 rnd St{5945 N/!?, tloyn ! i.rch f9B3t rndOrthophoto plrnr lNo. t395./fl antt 1196/17. tloyn 16
Jrnurry 1982t !hor! Gxcallcnt rgrr.mnt. Trbla !provldar ! ll3t ot prcllDlnlry lendl over crt.ggrtc,
ldlntltt€d ln ?iElrr il along elth thaL, ascoclaicd DNvrlu.!. tloEc th. clctr dLffrrGncG .@n9 th. errl.ou!
cit.gorlct ll,stcrl. At th. !c.Ir bclng tnv.rtr-grtcd.
EhJ! lmgq lncludc! ralattg"ly conpllx lrnd covqr.

o l{t-?

llgura 3r gk.tch mp at tha chrhprgna P@l .rr!
thorlng ch. irJor tharml fc.tuteg (frm
F.dcnqutst, t9A3al.

1llDLl ar Srrtlctlqrl d!trl.l! of the thrlG ]lRl,
@Itlltpctrrl brnalr for thc H.loerpu !ccn.
(3525 ptrrl!1.

BAND DIGITAL NI,'X'AR (DN'T

ltttrlf,(,}l lurrlilUll nANGI tal,rN o

I
2
!

tt 64 52
76559
56056

t8.9 6.9
12. | 5.9
25. t 8.6

. Dtl r.firu to th" dlgttrl nuabar vlthln Cha r.ngc
0-255, rh.r. ch. sqrlrtr lonal rang€ lr lroi etltcl
(0t to b}Glr (255,. lrl-t

urld,lL

CHAHPAGNE POOI
lod Vi(i^ilt .

N.Z
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flEurc a! Coqrurcr prl.ncout ot chc SpoT HRV BjlD, rrt.lo for lha .r". o( rrud!,. pr"ll[lnar!, fraturc
boundlrlq! arc lll,uttrat.al. NoEG Bha vcrtlcrl lnd hortrontrl tqalca trc dlftarcntr yrcalc,/trcrlc - 0.9!
(Copyrlght SPOI lXACEr.
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UOFGTLI,|f,

IAILE 3t H.jor land cover citegorles ind thllr rss@laled dlgtEll nunblr (DNl ru9.3,

CAIER'RY

l. Lke Ngaloro
E. Lkc $hingtoterinql,

FTyltrg Pan Fl.E
C. Leltarn SGctor<
D. Eaatern Scctor!

E. Slncer Tarraccc{
Inctudlng Chinp.goc F.roI
Dxcludlng Chang.gns Pool

f. Illtered Ground
lncludtng Poolg:
Excludlng FoolsD

G. Chaip.gn. Fool
ll. hrg" Plna Porest tn ltorth.aat'
I. Ractangle of Pine tfeet of ll.
it. Plne For€lt souch o! Iakc tthanglotcrangl8

grutn.el"on of the thrre lndlvldual spo! b.natlmgrs h.r only Jusr bagun. S?rtlselc! for thr .1.G.
ot tharc brnds ira glven ln Tablc | .nd hlrtogrrru
lllulerrtlng thG lrGqusncy of dcurrlncr 1ae a gurcent
of the torrl nuhb.r of pix€l3 ln th! 1na9a, ot each Otl
ln ttre lnaga gcanc rre prca.nEad in Flgur. 5. t|ot!
thrt lhcrG [l a vcry rr.nllar rangc tn DN valuegr -j6.for ell !hrc! ban.la. Ttre llrgG. ltandard devlrrlon
.rhlblccd by th. Bdnd 3 daBr rcflecta the lca,
'paakrd' nlturc ln DN v.luea, p"rhlps a consequcnce ot
t greatcr tensttivlty to varirtlona ln vegGtaclo.
condLElon or typc. Rqaults of prcltnlnary ilslslnen!
oC thGs. lndtvldu.l banrls are provld"d ln Arbla f.
?h" catn IEik! Gcurrlng rc Lh! loxar ON vrluea Ln
Brndr I rnd 2 lnrl thc mln broad t,cnk in Ernd I 6cu.
rt DN vrtua3.!!dl.c!d vlt.h rha plnc forcat locrtcd
lD tha rorthcrn .nd €.lLetn prrts of tha gtudy rrc!.
Tho Lke Ngakoro t N v.luas .r. l@ltqd tn th! rmtlpcak aE tha htgtl DN rnd o! Brnd I rhl,la tho8c for bocn
Later Ngakoro and Hhrnglolerrngl clurtcr ln Ura loy Dtlplak of E.nd 3.

Corralatlon beCteqn t}|e fhr€e FRV tnnd3 for ttra
|.ilolrlru accn€ rt! crant.ned, rnd as tha cortslttlgn
nrCrlr (trble 5l lllultrlta!, lhcre la a lerong
corral.tlgn b.teecn Band! | and 2,

TIALI tt CorrelaEton mtrlx lor latotNpu sc.no.

BATID

I
2
l

2 I

r.o0 0.83 0. I I
0.a3 t.00 0.28
0.tl 0.28 l.oo

0-r t.0
0-ro a. I

9-rg 13.6
ft-l'l 25.2

t2- t9 t6. l
ta-19 l6.t

rf-19 t5.7
ta-19 t7. I
12- rJ 12.8
lo-42 16.7
80-t7t tt5.l

f09-255 117.5

27-29 A-9
l r-15 7-r0

20-12 , 26-aO
la-l! !a-ao
28-65 3r-57

2.4

2.7
5.2

t.8
t.6

1.9
t.5
0.5
3.1

22.a
29.'

'18-5 t25-t I

37-a7
22-J9
a{-6 |

60-64
tg-20
t5-t9

5l-6'1 3e-50
r0-t5 t7-2sg-10 l3-3/t

j lpproxlnrte ooly.r Hest of plxrl 16.

: lrat ot plxcl 15.
I east ot ptrcl 12.

] wcat ot ptr€l t3 and lncLu<ll.ng part of Ch.qrgne FooI ind other NH pool.o taesc of plxqt 13 ud cxclu.llng part of Chrif'rgne Fool .nd othar Nr 1rcl.
; Vilues d.terfrlncd tron elthln box: plxcl - 36-{7t llD! - A-t!.
- Valu"B dctcrclnqrl fron vlthlh box: ptxel - {6-5lt llna - 40-44.

dGcrcrsa tha lntcr-brnd @rrrlaBlonr (Chtvca Ind
Bcrlln, 1984r Prlce, l9gar. ltc elg"nerlurt obtrlnrd
lor UrG t|rlotapu scna (Trblc 51,

?lal.l 6r liqEtrvrlu!! tor thc la.lotal[ lcana.

llg€nvqluc v.rlarcc qrmlatlva
llunbar I

| 0.5? t 5?. I
2 0. t90 96. r
3 0.040 100. I

allo lndlcat! r Lvo-dlmnrronll etructura, rlth rcra
thrn 961 of, th. Eot.! vlrlat.lon ln lhr rclna lccountld
lor by Bhc tl!.t irc algcnvrluGs' I rGluIE ot th.
etrong corrcllClon bctrcrh lrnd! | rnd 2. lt.r!
r?tultr rrG ln gsd rgrqGrcnc rlth thola obtrlncd for
tn lrrlgrtrd IEln dsltr El - 0.5661 t? - O.tl22l E3

- 0,012 (lbtd).
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tl|erDl ground, bath c4Dscd lnd l[rtlallt clgarcd tn
tagcEatlon' crn br dltcrrn.d.
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routh 1\rnlsh {eurrnby and lbrnlh.od. t9g6r. ttr.rqlrttvc @ilplex, ty tn l.nd covcr rt T.lotrpu,
ctlEclalty tha lirge tractr of eegetltloh qovqr,
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Appendix V

Proc. I lrb Ncw Zeatand Ceorhcrmal \lro*shop t9g9

TAUHARA FIELD . TWO GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS?

R.G. Allis', M.A. Mongillor, R.B. GloveF

rGcophyrlcr Dlvldon, D,S.I.R,. WdntC, NZrChomlrtry Dlvlrlon, D.S.|.B., Wrl'rkcl, N.Z

ABSTRACT

Although lhe four deep wells in rhe Tauhara Field
indi€te over 15 bar of drawdown due to exploitadon of
Wairakei Field, there have been uo signifrcant thermal
ot chemical changcs to surface features oD the south
side of fte Tauhara Field. The exren! and
concentrarion of chloride outllows in lhe Waipahihi
s€epage zone along thc shorcs of lake Taupo do not
appcar to have changed sincc rhc drawdown began in
lhc larc 1950s and l9(r0s. 'lhc absence of signiticanr
changcs to thc south contrusts wirh the disappearance
of chloride outflows along rhe banks of rhe'Waikato
lliver and increased steam-hcating of groundwaters on
the norrhern half of Tauhara Fictrj. These dilfcrences
suggest rhe sourhern side of -l"auhara Field has nor
been drawn down and rhcrefore may be considered as
a separatc geothermal system. Subsidence trends are
consisrent with this inrerpretarion.

INTITODUSTION

'fhe effccrs of the exploirarion of Wairakei Field on rhe
adjaccnr Tauhara Field arc well documented. prcssures
werc found to be dccreasing rapitlly when the first deep
well q?s drilled in Tauhara Ficld in lhe carlv 1960s.
Latcr analysis of rhc prcsure changes, and coniparisons
with thc original matimum elevatioD of chloride waters
in the lield, suggesrct! lhar rhc original prcssure regimcs
in Wairakci and Tauhara Fickls wcrc very similar [Ailis,
1983). The roral pressure decline ar I km deprh in the
early 1980s was estimared to be around lii bars in
Tauhara field comparcd to around 25 bars in Wairakei
Fiel<l. Mosr of lhe drawdown ar Tauhara Field has
been confined benearh the relatively impernleable Huka
mudstone units, rvhich are pnrviding a cap lo a steam
zouc in the honer pitrts of the tield. Thc drawdown of
the decp chloride reservoir has meant that shallow

. aquifers are no longer bcing charged wirh ctrloride-rich
watcr. In particular, tbe previously internritrent geyser
and hot spring acriviry in rhe Spa Sights rhermal irea
along the birnks of the Waikaro Rivcr has dricd up, and
decreases in rhe chtoride conlenl of sorne shallow
thermal groundwater wells have occurrcd (Allis, l9g3).
Concontitant increascs in steam-hcated theimat activiiv
and increases in groundwater teDlperatures have also
occurred (Figure l). A pubtished revicw of the
cbemical characteristics of fluirjs in Tauhara Field is
given by Hentey and Srervarr (t9g3). Wmding (1981)
h.ts rrodelted the pressure response of rtre Oeefrvcfn 16
Ruid cxr.raction from rhe Wairakei borelieid: and
Donaldson (1982) has published an overview oi a[ rtre
above-mentioned papers.

In 1987, the Waikato Vallcy Authorily conrmisioncd
thc D.S.l.l{. ro €rry oul an integrated review of the
response of Tauhara Ficld to exploilarion (D.S.I.R.,

1988). Alrhough mosl of rhe dara di$cusscd irr thc rcporr
belongs to the D.S.I.R., rhc reporr as a uholc is
conlidential to thc W.V.A. (now rhe Waikato Cirrchnrenr
Board). The purpoe of rhis paper is ro expand on onc of
tbe conclusions reached in that report. Thi.s is the ass€rrton
thal the sourhern side of Tauhara Field mav nol havc
experienced signilicant drawdown due to cxpioirarion of
Wairakei Field. The basis for this assenion is <Jiscuscd
below, along with more recently acquired thcrmitl infra-rcd
imagery. The imagcry shoqs rhc drrrnraric diffcrerrces rhar
norr, exist between the original, two chloridc outfl()w zuncs
in tbe norrh and the sourh uf rhe licttl.

EVIDENCE FITOM THERMAL ACNVI'TY CHANCES

A conrparison of the themtal areas of Wairakei and
Tauhara Fields which have undergone obvious heat outpur
changes sincc tbe 1950s and 1960s is shown in Filure l.
At Wairakei Field, virtually all thermat arcas- bave
expericnced an increase in hcat <-rutput due 1o pressure
drawdown and steam zone forn:ariurr at deprh (Allis, lggl;
lhe only erceprion is in a I km: area on thc nurlh sidc of
the production borefield where subsranrial ground$ater
level declines have occurred). Ar Tauhara Field, sinlilar
increases have occurred only in rhc noilhcrn half of lhc
tield. Tbe greatest increases have becn cenlrcd on the
Pony Club area where hy<Jrothcrnral eruptions occurrcd rn
1973 aud 1981 (Scotr and Cody, l9B3). Io rhc Spa Sighrs
thermal area there has been a mix of areas of decrcased
activity, especially along the banks of rhe Waikaro llivcr,
and areas of increased steaming ground. One minor
hydrothermal eruprion occurred here in l97l (Nli$, l9B3).
Over the southern half of Tauhara Field, no obvious
changes in thermal acrivity have occured. 'l}te thcrnal
areas here are relarively snrall, scattered, and of lorv hs11
output. There is very lirrle well dara frorn rhis piln of the
lield, but it is likely thar ground\+arcr renrpcralures herc irrc
below the boiling poinr.

The differences between lhe norrhcrn and.sourhcrn halves
Of Tauhara Field are evidenl in the temperalure hisrories
of the main hot springs (Figurc 2). Tempcrarures of
northern springs have increascd by around 4fC since rhe
mid 1960s. However, in the sourh of rhe field, thc source
of the Waipahihi Stream and rhe nearby lron Barh Spring
have not shown major remperarurc changes. Thc hislor)'
of the Iron Bath is conrplicared by excavarion uncl pumping
of the spring since the 1970s. At least 2 wells have been
drilled in the area since 1985 to provide hor warer to rhe
Baths Conplex and ro rhe Horel, and rhe lron Barh Spriog
has dried up.

EVIDENCE FROM CI{EMICAL CHANCES

The pattcrn of thernlal changes discussed above is similar
to lhe chemical changes (Henley and Srewail, l9g3;
Glover, in D.S.I.R., 1988; Gtover el al., t9S9). The
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FICURE l: Disrribution of rhernral areas in Wairakei and Tauhara Fields. The area$ which have exPericnced

sigoilicanr changes in thermal activity due to fluid wilhdrawal from the Wairakei Production borclicld are dcpicted.

Inserring realistic figures (m = 0.1 kg/s; t = l0 y for
50Vo deay) gives M = 4 x l0r kg. lf the averagc Cl of
the groundwater was originally around 100 ntg/kg, and the

grouDd*?ter aquifer is 100 m thick, then ils area would be

around 4 kmz. A higher original Cl concent railon reduccs

the inferrcd Sroundwater aquifer area- The uncertaintics

in these calculations mean only that the observed ratc of
decay of cbloride has been consistenl witb kDowD

characteristics of the Sroundwaler aqui[er.

The southern springs, secpages and wells indic$lc few
chcmical changcs since sanrpling bcgan in 1962. Chloridc
concentrations are typically in the range 200-5m nl8ft.g.

The small shifi towards the bicarbonate corner firr tlnc of
tbe Waipahihi points in Figure 3a is due to a higher
bicarbonate @nccntration in tbe most receDt sample (Cl

Doilhern springs (Kathleen, A.C., Otunuheke) continue
to have increasing sulphate contents, which is indicalive
of increased steam-heating (Figure 3a). The chloride
concentrarions of waters with significantly above-
background values in the 1960s have decreased ry more
tban SOVo (Figure 3b). The feature with the best

hisrory of analyses (Ikthleen Spring) is consistent with
an exFroDentiaf decay cuwe having a 50% decgy ("talt-
life") of the order every l0 years. lf the shallow aquifer
is considcred to bave bcen suddenly cut off from iu
upllow of chloride (pos.sibly around l9(O) lhen the
decay rate is sinrply exp(-mt/M) where

m = step change in chloride inllol'rate
fvf = initial nrass of chloride in ttre shallow

aquifcr
I = ttme sincc $tep change.
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FICURE 2 Tempdrature rrends in hor springs of
Tauhara Field. The Waipahibi source and Iron Barh
are in the south of rhe neld.

was nol significaDrly diffcrenr). Recent isoropic data
suggesB a minor incrcase in dilution may have occurred
berwcen 1979 and 1989 (Gtover cr al., 1989). More
*ork is required ro confirm this suggestion, which is not
seen iD tbe major elemenr chemisrry.

PRESENT LIQUID OUTFLOWS

Apart from the major springs already mentioned,
Tauhara Field originally had scepage arcas along a 100
m length of the shore of [:ke Taupo, and along a
similar lenglh of rhe righr bank of rhe Waikaro River
(Spa Sights thcrmal area, Figure l). The liquid
outllows from rhc Spa Sigha have always been nored
for tbeir sensitMry to rivcr level changes. In the lgs(h
and early l960s rhis outtlow ranged b€tween l0 and 20
kgb (Frsher, 1964; Cl concenuations ranged up ro 1300
mgkg). The lasr srinrulared geyser eruption at Spa
Sights was probably in rhe carly 1960s (pers. comm.
R.F.Keam). Although steaming ground persisrs, the lasr
hot water seepages may bave s:ased io lhe early l9g0s.
ln 1979 rhe Witches Cauldron at Spa Sights aonrained
a pool of 75"C water wirh a Cl conccnrration of 1?5
mglkg (tlenley and Srewafl, 1983). Sonrerime berween
1980 and 1985 the pool dried up, and subsurface
s€ep.rge to thc river is now inferred to be minimal.

The area of thermal sccpages along tbe Taupo
foreshore have not had ootable longterm changes in
thermal activity. Early tbermal maps show a sinrilar
lengrh of se€page to thar presenr today (refer to
Mongitto, l989a, for a dcrailed map). The exposurc of
the seepage is srrongly intluenced by thc lake level, with
a low lake level being Oe bcsr rimc to delineare the
seeps.

(i:nlirmariun of rhe abscnce of seepuges from the Spa
Sights rhermal arca and lhe exlenl of seepage along rhe
Taupo foreshorc was recently obrained with a theimal
infrarcd survey. The lherDlal imagery (8-12 pm) was
acguired ar dusk usinu a FLIR Svsrerns 1000,q

ot
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VEAN
FIGURE 3(a): Trilinear plor of mole percent conrprsirions
of Cl, SOn and HCO!. Each ctmponenr is l007o at ils
labelled apex of the plor.

(b): Trcnd in chloride @nceDrrarions wirh time for
two springs in tbe oorthern porriou of Tauhara Ficld,

instrument vertically mounted bcnearh a helicopter
(Mongillq 1989b). A flight parh up rhe Waikaro River
and along the Taupo foreshore was specially planned to
investigate tbe extent ofgeotbermal $Eepages. The imagery
was recorded as grey tones on video tape, and was available
for imnrediate review on a srandard TV-VCR sysrem.
Subsequent image processing techniques including peudo-
colour €nhancement bave been carried out bul
unfortunately canEor be demonstrared in this paper.

Unprocessed, black and white Eosaics of the two original
hot seepage areas are shown in Figure 4. Btcruive hot
seepage is clearly cvident along the Taupo foreshore,
whereas there is no evidence of seepage along lhe right
bank of the Waikaro River. Holever, a small thermal
anomaly does appear to be prescnt on the left bank (inside
corner) of the river. There originally were isolated seeps
on this side of the river as far upstream as Cherry Island,
so such a seep is not intpossible. Tbe anomaly needs to be
verified before bcing considered funher.

A notable feature of th€ ahGrmal inragery aloDg rhe

Waikato River is the slrong lineation in the steam-heatcd
thermal areas high up on the riSht bank. This appears lo
be due to steam nowing out underneath a low pcrnrcabiliry
layer which is expo.red io the baok

20 _ a.c. L*

-- 
ht,r-fu.. xaTllLEEt'

(b)
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FIGURE 5: Average subsiderce rares over Wairakei
and Tauhora Fields. 1te resistiviry boundary zone
applics ro about 5fi) m depth; rhe locirrion of this zone
is unccrtain in ttte $ourheasr of 'fauhara Field. The
solid line is the impermeable barrier implied by
Wooding's (1981) modelling of rhe pressure respons. ot
Tauhara Field to tluid producrion from Wairatiei Field.

SUBSIDENCE

'[be pressure decline caused by fluid extraoion from the
Wairakei production borefietd has caused subsidenc€
over ar leasl 30 knrz (Figure 5; Aili$ and Barker, l9g2).
Tbe areas of greatest subsidence coincide witil
accumulations ofpunrice breccia within local basins in
the Huka lltudstone formation. However, more
perrinent to this paper are the outer limits of the
subsidence anonlaly which largely app€ar ro bc due to
compaction within the deeper formations (especially the
Waiora formation). Figure 5 sbovs that the eastern
and southern sides of Tauhara Fisld have nol becn
aflected by signilicant subsidence_

Figure 5 must be interprered cautiously because all
subsidence data are referrcd to an origin near the
Aratiaila Danr. This is 5 - l0 km from rhe far margins
of thc subsidence anomaly, so some tecronic subsidence
may be superinrposed. 'lle dominanl tecronic
component in rhe region is a norrheast_rrending
subsidence zone with a maxintunr of around t0 mm/!
coinciding with rhe cenrre of the Taupo Votcanic zone
(OMay, 1986). A recronic componenr is c€rrainly
presenr on tne western side of Wairakei Field where at
least 5 mnv! of rhc subsidence shown in Figure 5 is
likcly to be recronic (P. Otway, pers. conlm.). Wherher
as fnuch as 5 nlnw of tecronic uplift is occuring in the
southeast of Tauhara field (retalive to the leveuing
origin) is less certain. Evidence fronr repeat levelling
around_lake Taupo suggests rhe teclonic componeni
acrcs Taupo lowD area is untikely to excecd i mmly
(Otway, pers. comnr.).

ALLIS er at.

Given the available subsidence and lecronic defornrariun
data, tbe amount of geothermally ioduced subsidcnce in
the southeast of Tauhara Field is surprisingly smatt, if ()ver
15 bars of drawdown has occurred throughout the low
resistivity anonraly. The resisrivity bountlary zone depicred
in'Figure 5 is uncertain iu rhe southeasr of Tauhara Field
but it is unlikely !o enclooe a significrnrly smaller area rhan
that depicred. One deep well at Tauhara F'ield (.nj3) is
situated ourside the 5 mmf conrour, and tbis well has
oqerienced drawdown ar feedzone deplhs (ar R.L. -450 nt,
Allis, 1983). Therefore lhe very low subsidence around rhrs
well is either due ro relatively inconlprcssible rock or ro
the pressure decline being-restricted to a narrow deprh
range. The stratigraphy in TtI3 is similar ro lhar in Tl-ll
and'ITI4.

It is inrercsring rhar Wooding's (l98l) nrodelting of rhe
pressure drawdown in Tauhara required an impermeable
barrier in the sourheasr of rhe lield (shown in Figure 5).
The barrier was rhougtr to coincidc wirh a sharp resisrivir.v
boundary shown on an old map (Banwelt and Macdonakl,
1965). Howcver, Dlore recent Ineasurentents suggest thal
the original rcsistivily boundary was due ro high r€sisrivily
volcanics near surface on the lower flanks of lVlr Tauhara.
Low resisriviry probably exrends easrrvard ar clepth bencalh
Mt Tauhara. The impermeable barrier along rhe southeast
side of Tauhara Field implied by Wooding's (l98l)
modelling appears ro be supported by rhe subsidence data
raher tbari lhe resisrivity dara.

fl
DTSCUSSION

The northern half of Tauhara Field has shown a predictable
response to drawdown as a rcsult of lluid cxrracrioo from
Wairakei Field. There has b€en an increase in steatn-
heatcd thermal acrivitl'; a decrease in chloride outflow
from this part of the field; and subsidence due to the
pressure decline at deprh. In addition, precise graviry
decreases (corrected for elevation changes) conllrnr a
steam zone has [crnred bencath the main subsidence
anomaly oryer the norlbern half of Tauhara Fietd (D.S.I.lt.,
1988; unpublished Geophysics Division dala).

In the southern half of Tauhara field, none of rhe above-
mentioned changes has occured. The simplesr er?lanation
is rhal the drawdown in the southern half of Tauhara Field
is insignificant. However, let us lirst consider the
allernative explanations. The lack of a deuterium anonlaly
in thcse southern, dilute chloride rhermal naters is an
indication that steam lqss or steaur addirion are flor
important processes atong their upnovoulnow parh
(Hgpley and Stcwan, 1983). Therefore pressure drawdown
here would not necessarily produce a sleam-heating putse
because tcmperaturcs may be too far belorv the boiling
point. It might also be argued thar subsidence is
insignilicant because ltre rocks here are incompressible and
atypical of the rest of Tauhara Field. The ab$cnce of
gradually declining chloride concentrations wirh time in rhe
groundwaters over thc soulhern half of thc netd is ntore
dimcult to explain away. If drawdown bas affecred this
parr of the tield, then rhe chloridc-bearing groundwarers
here have a very long outflow palh coDlpared to northern
Tauhara Field. If so, it must be argued thar lhe chemical
front due to the cessation of uoflorving chloride \cater has

1;.
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not yet reached lhe wells and seepages in thc soutb of
the liel4

lo the north of the tield tbe sub$ideoce histories of key

benchmarks indicates that drardown was affeaing this
parr of tbe ficld bt, the late l95G (D.S.I.R., 1988).

Both thermal and chemical changes had been delected

in the groutrdwater aquifer ry the midlate 196{h. Why
have similar changes not been derected in the soulhern
part of Tauhara Field, some 20 1'ears after tbe changes

funbernorth? Very simplistically this means that the

ourllow patb of the chloride in th€ south of the tield is

over 3 times longer than that io tbe Dorth. This points

towards tbe chloride coming from a part of Tauhara

Field far froo the knorvn dra*down atea- Our
conclusion is that the chloride is probably originating
from a part of Tauhara Field wbich has in fact not
been affected by the drawdorn of Wairakei Freld. The
conclusion implies that tbe rock beoeath Mt Tauhara is
impermeable, but probably very bot Cn{3 is the closest

deep well to Mt Tauhara; il is alm lhc bottest of
Wairakei-Tauhara wells, at 

'sround 280PC). This
situation may be analogous lo that benealh Mt
Edgecumbe on the southeast side of Kawerau Field (in
rhe NE parr of rhe TVZ). Like Mt Tauhara, Mt
Edgecumbe is also a dacite conc. Deep wells drilled in
the soulbeast corner of Kawerau Field have found very

high teEperatures but very 16r'permeability.

The mnclusion abut a second upflort zone in the
south of Tauhara Field must remain speculative until
prwen by new drillhole evidence. Based on the shallow
hydrotogic gradient across the south side of Taubara
Field, the chloride nrater is floriog ftom the south side
of Mt Tauhara. Patches of weakly steaming ground

exist here, $o rhe flow could conoeivably oriS,inale from
evcn further east' Unfortunately tbe resistivity data oo
lhe southern and easterD flanks of the field are sc.arce

and the boundaries are poorly delineated. Additional
resistivity mapping around tbe south side of ML
Tauhara should reduce mucb of tbe uncenainty.
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